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Thermodynamics and Heat Engine

MODULE - I
BASIC CONCEPTS AND THE ZEROTH-LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
LESSON - 1 THERMODYNAMIC, THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEMS AND
SURROUNDINGS, DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN THE STUDY OF
THERMODYNAMICS AND DEFINITIONS OF SOME MEASURABLE PARAMETERS
INTRODUCTION
The word ―thermo-dynamic,‖ originates from the Greek words Therme (heat) and Dynamics
(power).
1.1. THERMODYNAMICS
Thermodynamics is the division of science that deals with HEAT and WORK interactions
and those properties of matter that bear a relation to heat and work. OR
It deals with energy interactions between material systems. OR
It is a science that deals with energy transactions in the form of work & heat in a given
system.
1.1.1. Laws of Thermodynamics:
The science of thermodynamics is based on the following four Laws of Thermodynamics:


The Zeroth law of thermodynamics deals with thermal equilibrium between systems
and provides a means of measuring temperature.



The First law of thermodynamics deals with the conservation of energy and
introduces the concept of internal energy.



The Second law of thermodynamics tells the limits on the conversion of heat into
work and provides the yard stick to measure the performance of various processes
involving work and heat interactions. It also tells whether a particular process is
feasible or not and specifies the direction in which a process will proceed. As a
consequence it also introduces the concept of entropy.



The Third law defines the absolute zero of entropy.

The above four laws of thermodynamics were postulated based on experimental
observations and have no mathematical proof.
1.1.2. Why should we study thermodynamics?
The use of thermodynamics is very widespread. Its principles are used in
5
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analyzing and designing energy converting devices to meet human needs.



improving designs of existing energy converting devices for their better output.

1.1.3. Some application areas of thermodynamics areas below:
1.1.3.1 Thermal power plant: Fig. 1.1 shows energy transactions in the form of work & heat
from different components of a thermal power plant which gives out net
mechanical/electrical energy as output from fuel as input.

Fig. 1.1. Thermal power plant



Boiler/Steam Generator: Water is converted into high pressure steam by adding heat
using a nuclear reactor or by products of combustion of fuel oil/coal.



Turbine: High pressure steam from boiler/steam generator expands to produce useful
mechanical work which in turn runs an electric generator giving electricity as output.



Condenser: Low pressure steam exhausted from turbine is completely condensed into
water by rejecting heat into cooling water and then to atmosphere through cooling
towers.



Pump: Water from condenser is pumped back into boiler/steam generator by doing
work on pump.

1.1.3.2. Refrigerator: Fig. 1.2 shows energy transactions in the form of work & heat from
different components of a refrigerator, giving cooling effect as output by absorbing work as
input.
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Fig. 1.2. Refrigerator



Evaporator: Heat from the space to be cooled is absorbed by the low temperature, low
pressure liquid refrigerant, converting itself into vapor.



Compressor: Low temperature, low pressure vapor refrigerant from evaporator is
compressed into high temperature, high pressure vapor refrigerant by work input on
compressor.



Condenser: High pressure, high temperature refrigerant vapor rejects heat in the
condenser, thus converting itself into high pressure liquid.



Expansion valve or capillary tube: High pressure liquid refrigerant from condenser is
reduced to low pressure liquid refrigerant without any work input/output.

1.2. THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM AND SURROUNDINGS
Thermodynamic System: Whatever we want to study or a region in space or quantity of
matter upon which attention is focused for the study.
Surroundings: Everything external to the system that is affected by the changes taking place
in the system.
System boundary: The boundary which separates the system from the surrounding. The
system boundary may either be fixed or movable, real or imaginary. System boundary is
represented by dotted line.
Universe: System and surroundings together makes the universe.
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1.2.1. Some examples of system and surroundings are given below:
1.2.1.1. Room as a System: Fig. 1.3,


The fluid, generally air inside the room represents the system.



The walls, floor and roof of this room represent the system boundary.



The air conditioner and atmospheric air represent the surroundings.



The room, air conditioner and outside air of room together represent the universe.



Energy in the form of heat is flowing outside the system into the surrounding.



The work from the surrounding on the system is zero. Because air conditioner is not a
part of the system, the work input on the air conditioner is work within the
surrounding.

Fig. 1.3. Room as a system
1.2.1.2. Room and Air-conditioner as a system: Fig. 1.4,


As compared to the previous example, the room air conditioner is also part of the
system in addition to inside space of the room.



The walls of room and air conditioner represent the system boundary.



The atmosphere air represents the surroundings.



The room, air conditioner and outside air of room together represent the universe.



The heat is flowing outside the system into the surrounding.



Thework input on air conditioner represents the work from surrounding on the
system.
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Fig. 1.4. Room and air conditioner as a system
1.2.1.3. Locomotive engine of a train as a system: Refer Fig. 1.5,


Only Locomotive engine of a train represents the system.



Body of engine represents the system boundary.



The compartments C1, C2, C3 and C4 of the train and atmosphere air represent the
surroundings.



The whole train and atmosphere air represent the universe.



Energy in the form of heat is flowing outside the system into the surrounding.



Energy in the form of work is done by the system on the surrounding.

Fig. 1.5. Locomotive engine of a train as a system
1.2.1.4. Whole train as a system: Refer Fig. 1.6,


Whole train represents the system.



Body of whole train represents the system boundary.



The atmosphere air represents the surroundings.



The whole train and atmosphere air represent the universe.



Energy in the form of heat is flowing outside the system into surrounding.



Energy in the form of work is done within the system but it is not done by the system
on the surrounding.
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Fig. 1.6. Locomotive engine and its compartments i.e. whole train as a system
1.2.2. Classification of thermodynamic system
Thermodynamic system can further be classified as


closed system,



open system and



isolated system

1.2.1.1. Closed System (Control mass)
Closed System (Control mass) is one where matter
does not cross the boundary of the system i.e. the
quantity and number of molecules of matter
within the boundary of the system is fixed. The
boundaries of this system are determined by the
space the matter occupies.

Fig. 1.7. Hydraulic press: a closed
system with moving boundary

The closed system is shown by a hydraulic press
having piston cylinder arrangement in Fig. 1.7.
Characteristics:
1. Boundaries can move.
2. Energy in the form of heat andwork may
cross the system boundaries.
3. Matter (gas) is fixed.
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1.2.2.2. Open System (Control volume)
Open System (Control volume) is one where
matter crosses the boundary of the system and the
quantity and number of molecules of the matter
within the boundary of the system is not fixed.
The air compressor with one inlet and one exit,
shown in Fig. 1.8, is an example of open system.
The boundaries of control volume are known as
control surface.

Fig. 1.8. Air compressor: an open
system (control volume)

Characteristics:
1. Boundary is usually fixed but may move in
certain cases.
2. Energy in the form of work and heat may
cross the system boundaries.
3. Matter (gas) is not fixed.
1.2.2.3. Isolated System
Isolated System is one which is completely
uninfluenced by the surroundings i.e. there is no
transfer of mass and energy (heat and work) from
and into the system. The thermos bottle shown in Fig.
1.9 is an example of isolated system.

Fig. 1.9: Thermos bottle: an
isolated system

Characteristics:
1. Boundary is fixed
2. Energy (work and heat) do not cross the
system boundaries.
3. Matter (gas) is fixed.

1.3. DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN THE STUDY OF THERMODYNAMICS
Thermodynamics can be studied through two different approaches:
(a) Macroscopic Approach and (b) Microscopic Approach
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1.3.1. Microscopic Approach
When the molecules of matter in the system are studied for their position, velocity and
energy individually and then the behavior of each molecule is summed up to know the
overall behavior of the system, then this type of study is called microscopic approach.
This type of approach is adopted when


as a result of collision, the position, velocity and energy of the molecules of matter in
the system change very frequently.



the matter is not uniformly distributed throughout the system as in the case of high
vacuum.

Analysis in such approach is carried out under the subject of Statistical Thermodynamics.
1.3.2. Macroscopic Approach
On the other hand, when the collective effect of action of many molecules are studied to
know the effect of all the molecules of the system as a whole, so that the overall behavior of
the system can be studied, then this type of study is called macroscopic approach.
The collective effect of action of many molecules can be perceived by human senses and
measured by instruments.
For example, the pressure exerted by a gas is one such useful and relevant measurable
parameter. Here we are not concerned with the actions of individual molecules but with force
on a given area measured by a pressure gauge, even pressure results from the change in
momentum of the molecules. In addition to pressure, the temperature, density etc. are the
other useful and relevant measurable parameters which are used in this approach to study
the behavior of the system.
The Macroscopic approach is adopted when


as a result of collision, the position, velocity and energy of the molecules of matter in
the system does not change very frequently.



the matter is continuous i.e. the matter is seen as being distributed through space and
not localized.
Such analysis is carried out under the subject of Classical Thermodynamics.

1.4. DEFINITIONS OF SOME MEASURABLE PARAMETERS
1.4.1. Density, ρ (kg/m3)
The density of a gas in a system is the ratio of total mass of matter in the system to the total
volume occupied by the same mass.
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1.4.2. Specific volume, v (m3/kg)
The specific volume of a gas in a system is the volume occupied by matter per unit mass of
it. It is the reciprocal of the density.
1.4.3 Pressure, p (N/m2)
It is the force acting normal to unit area.


Pressure in excess of atmospheric pressure is called (+ve) gauge pressure. This is the
pressure measured by pressure gauge in actual practice.



Deficit of pressure from the atmospheric pressure is called vacuum or (-ve) gauge
pressure.

So gauge pressure and vacuum can be given by the following equations:
PAbsolute more than atmospheric pressure = PAtmospheric + PGauge
PAbsolute less than atmospheric pressure = PAtmospheric - PVacuum
Graphically it is shown in Fig. 1.10.

Fig. 1.10: Pressure relations
hips
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1.5. UNIT CONVENTIONS
The fundamental quantities and their SI units are as follows:
Fundamental quantities

SI units

Mass

:

kg (kilogram)

Length

:

m (meter)

Time

:

s (second)

The derived quantities and their SI units are as follows:
Derived quantities

SI units

Force

:

N (Newton)

Velocity

:

m/s

Acceleration

:

Conversions

m/s2

Pressure

:

N/m2

Work/Heat

:

J or kJ (Joule or kilo Joule)

Power

:

W (Watt)

1 N/m2 = 1 Pascal (Pa)
1 atmospheric pressure = 76 cm of Hg = 1.01325 bar
1 bar = 105 N/m2
1 kgf/cm2 = 1 × 9.8 × 104 N/m2 ≈ 1 bar

1 kJ = 1000 J

1 W = 1 J/s
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LESSON - 2 PROPERTY, THERMODYNAMIC EQULIBRIUM, STATE, PROCESS,
CYCLIC PROCESS, QUASI-STATIC PROCESS AND NON QUASI-STATIC PROCESS
INRODUCTION
In thermodynamic analysis of system, the work/heat interactions are quantified by finding
the change in some of the characteristics of the system.
To make it clear, consider the arrangement shown in Fig. 2.1. The work done by an engine on
the water pump is quantified by increase in water/system pressure from P1 to P2.

Fig. 2.1.
2.1. PROPERTY
It is the relevant measureable characteristics of a system that can be used to define the
system.
For example: pressure, temperature, volume etc.
These can further be classified as intensive and extensive properties.
2.1.1. Intensive Properties
The intensive properties are characteristics of a system that remain the same for part of the
system as they were as well as for the whole system when the system is divided into parts
(Fig. 2.2).
For example: pressure, temperature, density etc.
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Fig. 2.2. Illustration of intensive properties.
Example for temperature:
A heated iron bar of 10 cm length is at 100°C. When the rod is cut into five equal parts, then
each part of the rod will be at the same temperature of 100°C. Hence the property
temperature is an intensive property.
Exercise: Think of examples for pressure and density.
2.1.2. Extensive Properties
The extensive properties are characteristics of a system that depend on the matter content of
the system as shown in Fig. 2.3. In other words, the value of the extensive properties for the
whole system is the sum of the values of its parts into which the system is divided.
For examples: volume, energy, internal energy, enthalpy, entropy etc.

Fig. 2.3. Illustration of extensive properties.
2.2. SPECIFIC PROPERTY
A property defined per unit mass is called specific property. A specific property is always an
intensive property.
For examples: specific volume, specific heat capacity, specific energy etc.
2.3. THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
A system is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium when it satisfies all the following
conditions of equilibrium.
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2.3.1. Mechanical Equilibrium
If its properties like, pressure, elastic stress etc. do not change at any point of the system with
time, we say that the system is in mechanical equilibrium.
2.3.2. Thermal Equilibrium
If the temperature is the same throughout the entire
system, we say that it is in thermal equilibrium (Fig.
2.4).
2.3.3. Chemical Equilibrium
If the chemical reaction in the system ceases and the
chemical composition of the system does not
change with time, we say that the system is in
chemical equilibrium.

Fig. 2.4. A closed system reaching thermal
equilibrium.

2.3.4. Phase Equilibrium
If there is no change in the mass of each phase of the constituents, then the system is in phase
equilibrium.
2.4. STATE
As described earlier, the state of a thermodynamic system can be described by using
thermodynamic properties. The unique values assigned to these properties will define state
of a system. Only two independent properties are necessary and sufficient to determine the
state of a system. The state of a system can be described by using thermodynamic property of
a system. Hence, thermodynamic property is a point function.
Mathematically, it can be represented as an exact differential. When a system undergoes a
change of state from 1 to 2 it can be denoted by
where, Ø is a property.
So, the change in pressure and volume, during change of state from 1 to 2, are given as
Example: State 1 and state 2 of air in a reciprocating compressor (system) corresponding to
before and after air being compressed (Fig. 2.5).
State 1: Air in cylinder has volume V1 and pressure p1.
State 2: Air in cylinder has volume V2 and pressure p2.
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Fig. 2.5. Reciprocating compressor (a system) at two different states
2.5. PROCESS
It is defined as transition in which a system changes from
one equilibrium state ‘1’ to another equilibrium state ‘2’
(Fig.2.6).
It gives information about intermediate equilibrium state
points (a, b, c, d, e, f) on the thermodynamic plane for the
change of state from ‘1’ to ‘2’.
2.5.1. Non-flow process
The process in which the mass of the system remains the
same during a change of state.
2.5.2. Flow process
The process in which there is mass interaction between
system and surrounding.

Fig. 2.6. A process between states 1 and 2 and
the process path.

2.6. PATH
It represents a series of intermediate states through which a system passes during a process is
called the path of the process.
2.7. CYCLIC PROCESS
If a system after having under gone a
number of processes returns to its original
state, then we say that the system has
undergone a cyclic process.
Cyclic processes completed by two and four
processes are shown in Fig. 2.7(a) & Fig.
2.7(b), respectively.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.7. Systems performing cyclic process
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2.8 QUASI-STATIC PROCESS
If a process is carried out in such a way that at
every instant, (intermediate states-‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’,
‘d’) the system remains infinitesimally close to
thermodynamic equilibrium state, then such a
process is called Quasi-static process.
In other words, It is an idealized process where
a system passes through a series of
equilibrium intermediate states. Such a
process is represented by a full line on
property relation diagrams.

Fig. 2.8. Slow compression process (Quasi-static)

Example: Slow compression process is the example of quasi-static process (Fig. 2.8). In slow
compression process, the equilibrium is attained at any intermediate state and we are able to
characterize the entire system by a single state at every intermediate state.Therefore, the
intermediate states for the whole system can be determined and process path can be drawn
on the thermodynamic plane.
2.9 NON QUASI-STATIC PROCESS
If a process is carried out in such a way that at every instant the system departs finitely from
thermodynamic equilibrium state, such a process is called Non quasi-static process.
Example: Fast compression process is an
example for Non quasi-static process (Fig. 2.9).
In fast compression process, the equilibrium is
not attained at any intermediate state and we
are not able to characterize the entire system
by a single state at intermediate states (As
shown in Fig. 2.9, at intermediate states ‗a‘
there is variation of temperature in the system
so we cannot characterize the whole system by
a single state). Therefore, the intermediate
states for system for process 1-2 cannot be
determined and the process path cannot be
drawn on thermodynamic plane.
Fig. 2.9. Fast compression process (Non
quasi-static )
A Non quasi-equilibrium process is denoted by a dashed line between the initial ‗1‘ and final
states ‗2‘ instead of a solid line.
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LESSON -3 WORKING FLUID, GAS AND VAPOUR AND GAS LAWS
3.1 WORKING FLUID
Working fluid is the matter contained within boundaries of a system. More generally, in
a thermodynamic system, the working fluid is either a gas or a substance which exists
as liquid or vapor that absorbs, reject, or transmits energy.

Example: Fig. 3.1 shows an example of working fluid in different devices used in a steam
power plant:


Liquid and vapor in boiler



Vapor in a steam engine or steam turbine,



Liquid in feed water pump,



Liquid and vapor in condenser/heat exchanger



Gas in furnace etc.
Fig. 3.1. Working fluid in different components of a steam power plant

3.2. GAS AND VAPOUR
A gas is the name given to the state of any substance of which the evaporation from the
liquid state is complete. Within the temperature limits of applied thermodynamics such
substances as oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, air, etc., may be regarded as gases.
From engineering point of view, a vapour may be defined as a partially evaporated liquid,
and consists of the pure gaseous state together with particles of liquid in suspension. It does
not behave in the same way as a gas, as the substance is liable to further evaporation or
condensation on changes of temperature and pressure. The laws of gases do not apply to
vapours. When a vapour becomes completely evaporated it is said to be dry, and any further
heating of a dry vapour is termed as superheating. Once a vapour is superheated it behaves
approximately as a gas. The vapours commonly used in engineering practice are steam,
carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide and ammonia.
In the following lessons gases and vapours will be treated separately; the student is warned
to distinguish between vapour and gases.
3.3. GAS LAWS
A gas which strictly obeys Boyle‘s law and Charles‘s law is called a perfect gas or an ideal
gas.
20
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The combination of Boyle‘s law and Charles‘s law can be expressed by means of a simple
equation known as Characteristic equation of gas, also called Ideal gas equation.
In strict sense, no gas which exists in nature is perfect. But all gases are treated as ideal gases
because they obey gas laws as pressure approaches to zero (p 0).
Many gases such as air, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Helium, Carbon dioxide, etc., are
treated as ideal gases as they obey gas laws with sufficient accuracy at normal temperature
and pressure.
3.3.1. Boyle’s Law
When temperature remains constant, the volume of a perfect gas is inversely proportional to
the absolute pressure

where
p = absolute pressure of gas
V = volume of a gas at pressure p.
T = absolute temperature of gas.
c = constant of proportionality.
or

pV = constant

This tells that when temperature remains constant, the product of absolute pressure and
volume of a given quantity of a gas is constant.
Boyle’s Law for change of state:
Refer Fig. 3.2. If the gas is made to change its state
from state 1 to state 2, without change in its
temperature, then

Fig. 3.2. Boyle’s Law on p-V diagram

p1V1 = p2V2
or
or

(per unit mass basis)

where, v is specific volume of a gas at pressure p,
m3/kg
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3.3.2. Charles’s Law
It may be stated in two ways:(a) If pressure remains constant the volume of a given mass of gas varies directly as the
absolute temperature.

Fig. 3.3. Charles’s Law on V-T diagram
Charles’s Law for change of state: (Fig. 3.3)
If process occurs between from state 1 to state 2, then

(b) If the volume remains constant, the pressure of a given mass of gas varies directly with
temperature.
If the process occurs between two states
3.3.3. Characteristics equation of gas (Ideal gas equation)
For a fixed mass ‗m‘ of an ideal gas the product of absolute pressure and volume is
proportional to its absolute temperature.
Thus,

PV = m R T

………………..(3.1)

where, p = absolute pressure of gas, N/m2
V = Volume of gas, m3
T = absolute temperature of a gas, K
In the above equation ‗R‘ is known as characteristic equation of perfect/ideal gas and is
called the characteristic gas constant or specific gas constant. It is different for different gas.
Unit of R is J/kgK or KJ/kgK
For unit mass of a gas, the equation (3.1) can be written as
pv = RT
where, v is the specific volume of a gas at pressure p, in m3/kg =
Because, number of moles, n =
or

kgmole

m=nM

Then from equation (3.1) in terms of moles we can write
PV = n (MR)T
The product MR represented by RU ( ) is known as the Universal Gas Constant. The value of
RU = 8.314 kJ/kgmole K = 8314 J/kgmole K.
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Therefore,

PV = n RU T

Ideal gas equation for a change of state
If a process occurs from state 1 to state 2, then
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LESSON - 4 TEMPERATURE, EQUALITY OF TEMPERATURE, THE ZEROTH LAW OF
THERMODYNAMICS AND TEMPERATURE SCALE
4.1. TEMPERATURE
Although we know that the temperature is a property but it is difficult to give an exact
definition for it.
The concept of temperature arises from the sense of hotness or coldness. However, we know
that our sense of temperature is not very reliable because sometimes very cold bodies may
seem hot and some time bodies of different materials at the same temperature appear to be at
different temperatures. We also know that based on our sensation we can express the level of
temperature qualitatively with words like warm, hot, cold, and freezing and but we cannot
assign numerical values to temperatures based on our sensation alone. In addition to this the
expression of hot, cold etc. may vary with individuals and hence it becomes highly
subjective.
Hence it is essential to devise a method to assign numbers to the temperature values so that it
can be repeated any number of times. This type of temperature measurement can be derived
from the concept of Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics, which defines the equality of
temperatures between systems.
4.2. EQUALITY OF TEMPERATURE OR THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
Any two bodies are said to have ‗equality of temperature‘ when no change in any observable
property occurs when they are brought in for thermal communication. The equality of
temperature is also termed 'thermal equilibrium'.
The following example is illustrated in order to understand the equality of temperature:
Consider two blocks of copper, one hot and the other cold. Each of blocks has a mercury
thermometer and an arrangement to measure electric resistance and length of block so that
any change in length of mercury column, resistance and length of block could be measured
for each block due to temperature change. Let these two blocks of copper are brought in
contact for thermal communication.We would then observe that:


Height of mercury column of thermometer in the hot block would drop and in cold
body it would rise at first and after sometime, no further change in height would be
observed.



Electrical resistance of hot block decreases with time and for the cold block it increases
with time and after a period of time, no further changes in resistance would be
observed.



Length of a hot block decreases and for the cold block it increases with time, and after
a period of time, no further change in length of either of the blocks would be observed.
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So we may say that the two blocks of copper have equality of temperature after a period of
time when no change in observable properties like height of mercury column, electrical
resistance and block length would be observed.
4.3. THE ZEROTH LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
The Zeroth law of thermodynamics states that when two bodies satisfy thermal equilibrium
with a third body individually, they in turn will be in thermal equilibrium with each other.
This law permits us to test the equality of temperature of two bodies without actually
bringing them in thermal communication.
The following example is illustrated in order to under stand this:
Consider two copper blocks at the same temperature. Touch one block with a thermometer
and keep it there till the height of mercury column becomes stand still. Then touch the
second block with the thermometer and if there is no change in height of mercury, we can say
the two copper blocks have equality of temperature.
The Zeroth law of thermodynamics is the basis of concept of temperature and it is also the
basis of all temperature measurement, for numbers can be placed on the mercury
thermometer.
WHY WE NEED STANDARD SCALE FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS?
There is a problem of relating the temperatures that we might read on different mercury
thermometers, or that we obtain when using different temperature-measuring devices, such
as thermocouples and resistance thermometers. This problem suggests the need for a
standard scale for temperature measurements.
4.5. TEMPERATURE SCALE
In order to measure the temperature of the system by thermometer, a temperature scale must
be provided on the thermometer. The Fahrenheit and the Centigrade are two common
temperature scales for measuring temperature.These temperature scales were based on some
fixed points.
4.5.1. Temperature scale based on two fixed points:
Until 1954, each of these scales was based on two fixed points, the ice point and the steam
point.
Ice point: The temperature of a mixture of ice and water which is in equilibrium with
saturated air at a pressure of 1 atmosphere. On the Fahrenheit scale and Centigrade scale this
point is assigned the numbers, 32 and 0, respectively.
Steam point: The temperature of water and steam which are in equilibrium at a pressure of 1
atmosphere. On the Fahrenheit scale and Centigrade scale this point is assigned the numbers,
212 and 100, respectively.
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For simplicity, let us consider that the temperature ‗t‘ be some linear function of asd
thermometric property, say height L of the mercury column.
Therefore,

t = A .L + B

…………………………………….(4.1)

For Celsius scale
100 = A .Ls + B
0

= ALi + B

where, Li and Ls are the height of the mercury column at ice point and steam point
respectively.
From these two equations we can obtain
A= ;

B = − AL i =

By substituting the values of A and B in equation (4.1), we get

……………………………………..(4.2)
Similarly for Fahrenheit scale we can obtain

…………………………….(4.3)
From equations (4.2) and (4.3) we can establish a relation between Fahrenheit and
Centigrade scales.
toF = (9/5) toC + 32
So any two scales with different numerical values of temperature at two fixed points can be
related with each other.
4.5.2. Temperature scale based on one fixed point:
At the Tenth Conference on Weights and Measures in 1954, the Centigrade (or Celsius) scale
was redefined in terms of a single fixed point and the ideal-gas temperature scale.
The single fixed point is the triple point of water (The state in which solid, liquid, and vapor
of a pure substance can co-exist in equilibrium).The triple point of water is assigned the value
of 0.01 °C.
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The Ideal-gas temperature scale: The magnitude of the degree is defined in terms of the
ideal-gas temperature scale which is discussed below:
Both constant-pressure and constant-volume gas thermometers have been used for ideal-gas
temperature scale. But pressure measurement at constant volume is easier than the
measurement of volume at constant pressure. Hence, the constant volume gas thermometer
is more commonly used.
4.5.2.1. Constant-volume gas thermometer:
Fig. 4.1 shows a constant volume gas thermometer. It consists of a glass bulb with capillary
tube having a definite mass of gas. A mercury filled U-shaped transparent flexible rubber
pipe is connected to the capillary tube. The pressure on the gas (Pgas) is due to the ‗L‘
difference in height of mercury column in U-tube together with atmospheric pressure acting
on the open end of the flexible pipe i.e. Pgas = ρ.g.L + patm. The open end of the flexible pipe
can be raised or lowered to keep the volume of the gas constant.
Let the gas bulb be placed in the system where the temperature ‗T‘ is to be measured as
shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). Depending on the system temperature, the gas in the gas bulb will
expand and this results in increase in gas volume and change in mercury level in the right
limb of U-tube from reference mark ‗A‘ to ‗A1‘. Now, let the mercury column be so adjusted
by raising the open end of the flexible pipe that the level of mercury stands at the reference
mark ‗A‘ as shown in Fig 4.1 (c). Thus the volume of gas in the gas bulb is maintained
constant. At this point, let the pressure of the gas be P which is calculated based on new
difference in height of mercury column ‗L1‘ of U-tube.
Let a similar measurement of pressure be made when the gas bulb is placed in the location
where the triple point of water (Tt.p. = 273.16 K) is maintained. For triple point, let the
pressure of the gas be Pt.p..

Fig. 4.1. Schematic diagram of a constant-volume gas thermometer.
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Since for an ideal gas T varies as p, we have

or
By using the above relation, the unknown temperature T of a system could be determined
from pressure measurement, P. The temperature so measured is referred to as the ideal-gas
temperature.
On this scale, when the gas bulb is placed in the system having steam point, the steam point
is experimentally found to be 100.0 °C. Thus, there is an essential agreement between the old
and new temperature scales.
4.5.2.2. Constant-pressure gas thermometer
A constant pressure thermometer also can be used to measure the temperature. In this case,
while measuring the unknown temperature, the pressure on gas in the gas bulb is maintained
constant and change in the volume of the system at unknown temperature ‗T‘ and triple
point are measured. By using the measured volumes in the following relation the unknown
temperature of the system is thus obtained.
T = 273.16
Here, Vt.p. is the volume of the gas at the triple point of water and V is the volume of the gas
at unknown temperature T of a system.
Problem 4.1: Define a new temperature scale, say oN in which the boiling and freezing points
of water (steam and ice points) are 400 and 100oN respectively, and correlate this with
centigrade scale.
Solution:
Given: Boiling point temperature = 400°N ;
Ice point temperature = 100°N
(i) To determine oN temperature scale:
Let the temperature t be some linear function of some observable property L. Ice point
and steam point be represented by i and s, then
t = A.L + B
………………………………….(4.4)
For steam point of °N scale,

400 = A.Ls + B

For ice point of °N scale,

100 = ALi + B
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where Li and Ls are the height of the mercury column at ice point and steam point be
respectively.

From these two equations, we have
Putting values of A and B in equation (4.4)

Therefore t oN =

Answer: toN =
………………….. (4.5)

(ii) To determine correlation between °N and °C:
For centigrade scale (see equation 4.2, already derived under section ―Temperature scale
based on two fixed points‖ of this Lesson), we have

toC =
………………….. (4.6)
From equations (4.5) and (4.6), we have
Answer:

t oN = 3t oC + 100
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LESSON - 5 WORK & HEAT AND THEIR NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
It is necessary to understand clearly the definition of work and heat before we discuss
Laws of Thermodynamics.
5.1. WORK
Work is usually defined as force F acting through a displacement x, the displacement being in
the direction of the force. Mathematically it can be expressed as
(SI units: J or kJ)
But in thermodynamics, we define work as:
Work is said to be done by a system if the sole effect on the surroundings could be the raising
of a weight. Here raising of a weight is equivalent to a force acting through a distance.
In real life there may not be any raising of a weight but still there is work done by system on
surrounding. To make it clear, the following illustration is discussed:
Consider an arrangement in which the battery rotates a fan with the help of an electric motor
as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). Battery and motor constitute the system. Since no weight is being
raised so it seems that no work is being done by the system on surroundings. In fact it is
false. Let us now replace the fan with a pulley and weight arrangement as shown in Fig.
5.1(b). Now here the battery can raise the weight with the help of an electric motor, and the
sole effect external to the system is the raising of a weight. Thus, for system with a fan in Fig.
5.1(a), we can conclude that work is being done by the system on the surroundings even
there may not be any raising of a weight.
So rotation of shaft across the system boundary constitutes transfer of energy in the form of
work.

Fig. 5.1. Transfer of energy in the form of work because of a rotation of shaft across the
system boundary
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Now in the above example if battery alone is considered to constitute the system as shown in
Fig. 5.2 then electric current crossing the system boundary is able to raise a weight with the
help of a motor and pulley.
So passing of electric current across the system boundary also constitutes transfer of energy
in the form of work.

Fig. 5.2. Transfer of energy in the form of work because of a flow of an electric current
across the system boundary
5.1.1. Different forms of work done during a process
During a process, there are many ways in which work can be done on or by a system. These
include work done at the moving boundary of a system (displacement work or ‗pdV‘ work),
paddle-wheel work or stirrer work, shaft work, electric work, work done in moving an
electric charge through an electric field, work of polarization and magnetization, work of
chemical cell, work in stretching a liquid film, charging a capacitor, work done in stretching a
wire, etc.
5.1.1.1. Work done at the moving boundary of a system (displacement work or ‘pdV’ work)
Consider an example of piston and cylinder arrangement (Fig. 5.3) to find work done at the
moving boundary of a system. Say, the air in the cylinder undergoes change in state from 1 to
2 which is represented by a quasi-static process 1-2 on the p-V diagram.
First find the work done for small ‗dL‘ movement of the piston. During this small movement
the pressure ‗p‘inside the cylinder is considered constant.
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Then work done for small ‘dL’ is given by
δW = F.dL = p.A .dL
.................................................... (5.1)
where, F is the force acting on the piston
A is the area of the piston face
As A.dL = change in volume of the gas due to dL movement
of piston, it is taken as dV.
Therefore from equation (5.1),
δW = p.dV
To find work done during process 1-2, integrate the above
equation.

Fig. 5.3. Use of pressure-volume diagram to
show work done at the moving boundry of
a system.

In the above piston cylinder arrangement, two types of works are possible.
One is due to compression process the work done by the surrounding on the system
(process 1-2)


Other is work done by the system on surrounding due to expansion process (process 2-1).


It is clear from the P-V diagram
that the work done during the
process ‗1-2‘is the area under
curve ‗1-2‘ i.e. area ‗a-1-2-b-a‘
shown by section line in Fig. 5.3.



Now, consider a system in which
it is possible to change the state of
a system from state ‗1‘ to state ‗2‘
through different paths ‗A‘, ‗B‘
and ‗C‘ as shown on PV diagram
in Fig. 5.4. Since the area
underneath each curve represents
the work, so the amount of work
done for different paths between
states ‗1‘ and ‗2‘ will be different
i.e. WC> WB> WA. For this reason
work is called a path function, or
δW is an inexact differential.

Fig. 5.4. Various quasistatic process between
two given states, indicating that work is a path
function.
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5.1.1.2. Paddle-wheel work, stirrer work,
or shaft work
Refer Fig. 5.5. The system consists of a gas
in the container. Here, rotation of shaft
across the system boundary by the falling
weight constitutes work called paddlewheel work, stirrer work, or shaft
work.Though there is no change in
volume of the system still work has been
done on the system.

Fig. 5.5. Example of paddle-wheel work,
stirring work, or shaft work

5.1.2. Total or net work done by a system
In many engineering situations, during a process executed by a system, different forms of
work transfer by/on the system occur simultaneously. Under such circumstances, the total or
net work done of the system would be
Wnet = Wdisplcament + Wpaddle + Welectrical + other forms of work done
5.1.3. Cases where work done is zero
Following are some cases where work
done is zero
5.1.3.1.
Refer Fig. 5.6. In this shaft and weight
are also included in the system along
with gas and container. As rotation of
shaft does not cross the system
boundary, no work is being done by the
falling of weight.
Fig. 5.6. Example of a system so selected that the
lowering of a weight does not involve work.
5.1.3.2.
Consider the arrangement in which gas and
vacuum in a container are separated by a
membrane as shown in Fig. 5.7 (a). Gas in
the container constitutes a system and it is at
an initial state ‗1‘. Now, let the membrane be
ruptured and gas fills the entire volume of
the container and it is at final state ‗2‘ as

(a)
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shown in Fig. 5.7 (b).Neglect any work
associated with the rupturing of the
membrane.
Even there is moving boundary of a system
still work done by the system is zero because
there is no resistance (no force) at the system
boundary as the volume increases.

(b)
Fig. 5.7. Example of a process
involving a change of volume for which the
work is zero.

5.1.4. Important points for work:
 Work done by the system on the surroundingas shown in Fig. 5.1 is taken as +ve.


Work done by the surrounding on a system as shown in Fig. 5.5 is taken as –ve.



The symbol W designates the work done.



As work is a path function, work has meaning when a process occurs. It is always
written as



We never speak the work at state ‗1‘ or at state ‗2‘ as we speak for properties,
therefore the amount of work done during a change of state from state ‗1‘ to ‗2‘can
never be written as W2 – W1.

Problem 5.1: A non flow reversible process 1-2 can be written by the following equation:
P = (V2 + 8/V) bar. Determine the work done if volume changes from 1 to 3 m3.
Solution:
Given: V1 = 1 m3;

V2 = 3 m3 ; P = (V2 + 8/V) bar;

Determine the work done, 1W2 ;
Formula:

1W2

or

=
=
= 105[V3/3 + 8ln(V)]
= 105[V23/3 + 8ln(V2)] - [V13/3 + 8ln(V1)]

Answer: Work done, 1W2 = 105[V23/3 + 8ln(V2)] - [V13/3 + 8ln(V1)]
= 105 x { [33/3 + 8ln(3)] - [13/3 + 8ln(1)] }
= 1.745 x 105 J
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Problem 5.2: A gas in the cylinder and piston arrangement comprises the system. It expands
from 1.5 m3 to 2 m3 while receiving 200 kJ of work from a paddle wheel. The pressure on the
gas remains constant at 600 kPa. Determine the network done by the system.
Solution:
Given: V1 = 1.5 m3;

V2 = 2 m3 ; Wpaddle= −200 kJ = 2 x 105 J;

P = 600 kPa = 6 x 105 N/m2
To determine network done by the system, Wnet :
Formula: Wnet = Wdisplcament + Wpaddle
Finding unknown, Wdisplacement :
Wdisplacementis the displacement work done by the system = ∫pdV
=

(because p is constant)

= P(V2 − V1)
= 6 x 105 (2 − 1.5) = 3 x 105 Nm or J
Answer: Net work by the system is,
Wnet = Wdisplcament + Wpaddle
= 3 x 105 - 2 x 105 = 1 x 105 Nm or 100kJ
5.2. HEAT
Transfer of energy because of temperature difference across the system boundaries is called
heat interaction.
Consider an arrangement of gas contained in a vessel in Fig. 5.8 (a) as system. Since the
heating element on the outer wall of the container is outside the system, the transfer of
energy is in the form of heat due to the temperature difference between the surrounding
(heating element) and the system. Now consider another arrangement in which heating
element is part of the system as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b). In this arrangement, as the heat is not
crossing the system boundary but current is flowing across the system boundary, therefore
transfer of energy in the system from the surrounding is not in the form of heat but in the
form of work.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.8. An example showing heat and work
5.2.1. Important points for heat:
 Heat given to the system is taken as +ve.


Heat given out of the system is taken as –ve.



The symbol Q designates the heat transfer.



Like work, heat has meaning only when a process occurs as heat is also a path
function. It is also recognized as an inexact differential.

So, It is always written as
(SI units: J or kJ)
where, 1Q2 is the heat transferred during the given process between state 1 and state 2.
Comparison of heat and work
1. Both heat and work are path functions and are recognized as inexact differentials. So
instead of dW and dQ these are expressed as δW and δQ, respectively
2. Heat and work are not a property of the system.
3. Both are boundary phenomena as both heat and work are observed only at the system
boundary and not in the system. So, both heat and work have meaning only when
these enter or leave the system in the form of energy during a process.
4. Both heat and work are energy in transit and they have meaning only when they flow.
5. Both heat and work transfer are energy interactions.
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MODULE - II
FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS FOR CLOSED SYSTEM
LESSON - 6 FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS FOR CLOSED SYSTEM, INTERNAL
ENERGY, PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINE OF FIRST KIND AND THEIR
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
6.1. FIRST LAW FOR A CYCLIC PROCESS OF A CLOSED SYSTEM
Between 1843 and 1848, James P. Joule carried out experiments which were the first step in
the analysis of thermodynamics system leading to the discovery of the First Law of
Thermodynamics. This law is the law of conservation of energy i.e. energy can neither be
created nor destroyed but only converted from one form to another.
One such experiment is given below:
6.1.1. Joule's experiment:
Step-I: A known mass of fluid in an inner vessel is placed inside the water ice bath (at 0°C
temperature) as shown in Fig. 6.1 (a). Consider fluid in the inner vessel as a system. Note
down the temperature of fluid of inner vessel when the fluid of inner vessel comes in thermal
equilibrium with water bath.

Fig. 6.1 (a)
Step-II: Lift the inner vessel outside the water bath and place it in some insulation. Now,
work is done on the fluid by stirring the water with paddle wheel by a falling weight from
height ‗A‘ to ‗B‘ as shown in Fig. 6.1 (b). The work input to the fluid causes a rise in the
temperature of the fluid from 0°C. The amount of work added in the system is calculated by
the product of weight and the vertical height through which the weight descends.
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Fig. 6.1 (b)
Step-III: Next, in order to restore the system to its original state, the inner vessel, by
removing its insulation, is again immersed in the water ice bath as shown in Fig. 6.1 (c).
While in contact with the water bath, the heat is transferred from fluid to the water ice bath
as the temperature of fluid is higher than water ice bath and heat transfer takes place till the
fluid and water ice bath come in thermal equilibrium i.e. the original state of fluid is reached.
This way the system has undergone a cyclic process. The amount of heat flow out of the fluid
is measured by the product of mass of ice melted in the water ice bath and latent heat of ice.

Fig. 6.1 (c)
6.1.2. Joule's experiment conclusion:
This experiment lead to an important conclusion that the net quantity of work done on the
system was directly proportional to the net quantity of heat removed from the system during
the cycle.
Joule conducted many similar experiments with different systems involving different work
interactions and found the same results.
Thus for a closed system undergoing cyclic process
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If both heat and work are expressed in the same unit of J or kJ, then it becomes
From this observation Joule postulated the First Law of Thermodynamics which states that
if a closed system undergoes a cyclic process, energies transacted by it in the form of work
and heat are equal.
Mathematically,

(Units: J or kJ)

In a cycle involving two processes, the First Law is expressed as
Q1-2 + Q2-1 = W1-2 + W2-1
For a four process cycle, it is expressed as
Q1-2 + Q2-3 + Q3-4 + Q4-1 = W1-2 + W2-3 + W3-4 + W4-1
6.1.3. Corollary of First Law:
It is impossible to construct a perpetual motion
machine of first kind (PMM-1).
A Perpetual Motion Machine of the First kind
(PMM-1)
PMM-1 is capable of producing energy without
corresponding expenditure of energy. The converse
of this is also true.
Example: Refer Fig 6.2. The overbalancing wheel
mechanism once sets in motion will continue to run
due to the weighted arms with metal balls falling in
one direction of the turning wheel. This is Perpetual
Motion Machine of the First kind.
Fig. 6.2. PPM -1

6.2. FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS UNDERGOING A PROCESS i.e. CHANGE
OF STATE OF A CLOSED SYSTEM
Consider a system in state ‘1’. Now by flowing energy in
the form of work and heat in or out of a system, it
undergoes a change of state to state ‘2’ through path
‘A’ (Fig. 6.3).
Now by again transferring work and heat in or out of a
system, it has the option to come back to its initial state
‘1’ through two paths ‘B’ and ‘C’ thus to complete a
cycle.
Fig. 6.3. Existence of the thermodynamics
property E.
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For a thermodynamic cycle through paths A and B, according to first law of
thermodynamics

.......................................... (6.1)
And for a thermodynamic cycle through paths A and C

................................................... (6.2)
Subtract equation (6.2) from equation (6.1), we have

Since B and C are two different paths between states 1 and 2 and quantity (δQ - δW) is the
same for both these paths. Therefore, (δQ-δW) does not depend on the path, it depends only
on states. We conclude that (δQ-δW) is a point function, and therefore is the differential of a
property of a system. This property is the total energy of the system and is given the symbol
E.
Thus,

(δQ – δW) = dE

or

δQ = dE + δW

For process 1-2, the above equation is integrated from state 1 to state 2,
or
1Q2 = (E2 – E1) + 1W2
…………………………..(6.3)
where,

1Q2

is the heat transfer to the system during the process from state 1 to state 2

E2 and E1 is the total energy of the system in state 1 and state 2, respectively.
1W2

is the work done by the system during the process from state 1 to state 2
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The total energy of the system (E)
E = K.E. + P.E. + U
Where, KE is the Kinetic Energy possessed by a system as a whole with respect to an external
reference frame (Macroscopic form) = ½ mV.
PE is the Potential Energy possessed by a system as a whole with respect to an
external reference frame (Macroscopic form) = mgZ.
U (internal energy) is the sum of kinetic and potential energies possessed by the
atoms and molecules present in the gas (Microscopic form).
or

dE = dU + d(K.E.) + d(P.E.)

For process 1-2, the above equation can be integrated from state 1 to state 2 as,
(E2 – E1) = (U2 – U1) + ½ m(V22 – V12)+ mg(Z2 – Z1)

, (J

or kJ)

By substituting the value of (E2 – E1) in equation (6.3), we get
1Q2

= (U2 – U1) + ½ m(V22 – V12)+ mg(Z2 – Z1) + 1W2
...............………………..(6.4)
or

(U2 – U1) + ½ m(V22 – V12)+ mg(Z2 – Z1) = 1Q2 - 1W2

The above equation states that when the energy in the form of work and heat go in or out of a
system by crossing the system boundary, the net change in energy of the system (E) for a
change of state will be exactly equal to the net energy that crossed the system boundary in
the form of work and heat. The net energy of a system may change in internal energy, kinetic
energy, or potential energy.
In the absence of kinetic energy and potential energy, ½ m(V22 – V12)= 0 and mg(Z2 – Z1) = 0,
Equation (6.4) is simplified to

1Q2

= (U2 – U1) + 1W2

…………………. (6.5)

The above equation (6.5) can be written per unit basis as
1q2

= (u 2 – u 1) + 1w2

(J/kg or kJ/kg)

where 1w2 = + (other ways of work done by a system)
6.3. INTERNAL ENERGY OF AN ISOLATED SYSTEM
As we know an isolated system is one in which there is no interaction of the system with the
surroundings either through heat or work modes, we can write
i.e. Q = 0 and W = 0
From equation (6.5),
(U2 – U1) = 0
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or

U2 = U1

6.4. INTERNAL ENERGY OF A PERFECT GAS
Joule proved experimentally that the internal energy of a perfect gas is a function of absolute
temperature alone and it is independent of change in pressure and volume,
i.e.

U = f(T) only.
dU = m CvdT

where, m = mass of a gas, kg
dU = change in specific internal energy of a gas, kJ/kg
dT = change in absolute temperature of a gas between two states, K
Cv = Specific heat of a gas at constant volume, J/kg K or kJ/kg K
For a process 1-2, the above equation is integrated from state 1 to state 2,
U2 – U1 = m Cv (T2 – T1)
On per unit mass basis, the equation (6.5) can be written as
u2 – u1 = Cv (T2 – T1)
Problem 6.1: A tank containing a fluid is stirred by a paddle wheel. The power input to the
paddle wheel is 1500 W. Heat is transferred from the tank at the rate of 450 W. Considering
the tank and the fluid as the system, determine the change in the internal energy of the
system during 1 sec.
Solution:
Given: lW2 = - 1500 W;

1Q2=

- 450 W

To determine change in the internal energy of the system during 1 sec:
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics for a change in state
1Q2

or

= (U2 – U1 ) + 1W2

(U2 – U1 ) = 1Q2 – 1W2

Answer: The change in the internal energy of the system during 1 sec
(U2 – U1 ) = 1Q2 – W2
(U2 – U1) = - 450 – (–1500)
(U2 – U1) = 1050 W
or

U2 – U1 (in one sec.) = 1050 J
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Problem 6.2: A system undergoes a cycle that comprises the four processes 1-2, 2-3, 3-4 and 41. The energy transfers are tabulated below. Determine the unknown kJ and complete the
table.
Process i-f

iQf

(kJ)

iWf

(kJ)

ΔU =Uf - Ui (kJ)

1-2

40

---

25

2-3

20

– 10

---

3-4

– 20

----

---

4-1

0

8

---

where, f- final and i – initial
Solution:
Given: 1Q2= 40 kJ; (U2 – U1) = 25 kJ;
4W1= 8 kJ.

2Q3=

20 kJ;

2W3=

- 10 kJ; 3Q4= - 20kJ; 4Q1= 0 kJ;

(a) Process 1-2:
To determine work, 1W2
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics.
1Q2

or1
Answer:

= (U2 – U1) + ½ m(V22 – V12)+ mg(Z2 – Z1) + 1W2
W2 = 1Q2 – (U2 – U1)
1W2

= 1Q2 – (U2 – U1)= 40 – 25 = 15 kJ

(b) Process 2-3:
To determine work, U3 – U2
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics.
2Q3

= (U3 – U2) + ½ m(V32 – V22)+ mg(Z3 – Z2) + 2W3

or (U3 – U2) = 2Q3 – 2W3
Answer:

(U3 – U2 ) = 2Q3 - 2W3 =20 -(-10) = 30 kJ

(c) Process 4-1:
To determine work, U1 – U4
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics.
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4Q1

= (U1 – U4) + ½ m(V12 – V42)+ mg(Z1 – Z4) + 4W1

(U1 – U4) = 4Q1 – 4W1
Answer:

(U1 – U4 ) = 4Q1 - 4W1 =0 – 8 = – 8 kJ

(d ) Process 3-4:
To determine work, U4 – U3
Formula: As cyclic ;
(U2 – U1) + (U3 – U2)+ (U4 – U3) + (U1 – U4) = 0
or

U4 – U3 = 0 – [(U2 – U1) + (U3 – U2) + (U1 – U4)]
Answer:

U4 – U3 = 0 – [(U2 – U1) + (U3 – U2) + (U1 – U4)]

= 0 – [25 + 30+(-8)] = – 47 kJ
To determine work, 3W4
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics.
3Q4

or
Answer:

= (U4 – U3) + ½ m(V42 – V32)+ mg(Z4 – Z3) + 3W4

3W4

= 3Q4 – (U4 – U3)

3W4

= 3Q4 – (U4 – U3) = - 20 – (–47) = 27 kJ

Answer: The complete table is:
Process

Q (kJ)

W (kJ)

1-2

40

15

25

2-3

20

- 10

30

3-4

- 20

27

- 47

4-1

0

8

ΔU = Uf - Ui (kJ)

- 8

Problem 6.3. Considering system composed of a stone having a mass of 10 kg and a bucket
containing 100kg of water. Initially the stone is 10 m above the water and the stone and water
are at the same temperature. The stone then falls into the water.
Determine ΔU, ΔKE, ΔPE, δQ and δW for the cases:
(a) At the instant the stone is about to enter the water. Assuming no heat transfer to or from
the stone as it falls
(b) Just after the stone come to the rest in the bucket
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(c) After enough heat has been transferred so that the stone and water are at the same
temperature they were initially.
Solution: Consider stone and water as a system.
Given: Mass of stone = 10 kg; Mass of water = 10 kg
(a) Change of state from stone 10 m above the water to stone is about to enter the water
Given: 1 Q2 = 0;

ΔU=0 ;

1W2 =0;

Initial position of stone = 10 m above water
Determine change in kinetic energy ΔKE and potential energy ΔPE:
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics for the closed systems.
1Q2

= (U2 – U1) + ½ m(V22 – V12)+ mg(Z2 – Z1) + 1W2

The above equation reduces to
− ΔKE = ΔPE = mg(Z2 – Z1)
Answer: − ΔKE = ΔPE = mg(Z2 – Z1) =10 x 9.8 x (−10) = − 980 J
(b) Change of state from stone 10 m above the water to stone come to the rest in the bucket:
Given: 1Q2 = 0;
ΔKE = 0;
1W2 = 0;
Determine change in potential energy ΔPE and internal energyΔU:
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics for the closed
systems.
2
2
1Q2 = (U2 – U1) + ½ m(V2 – V1 ) + mg(Z2 – Z1) + 1W2
The above equation reduces to
− ΔU = ΔPE = mg(Z2 – Z1)
Answer: - ΔU = ΔPE = mg(Z2 – Z1)
=10 × 9.8 × (−10) = −980 J
or ΔU = 980 J;
ΔPE = − 980 J

(c) Change of state from stone 10 m above the water to water are at the same temperature
it was initially due to heat transfer:
Given: ΔU = 0; ΔKE = 0 ; 1W2 =0;
Determine heat transfer 1Q2:
Formula: Apply the first law of thermodynamics for the closed systems.
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1Q2

= (U2 – U1) + ½ m(V22 – V12)+ mg(Z2 – Z1) + 1W2
The above equation reduces to
1Q2

Answer:

= mg(Z2 – Z1)
1Q2 =

mg(Z2 – Z1) =10 * 9.8 * (−10) = − 980 J
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LESSON-7 APPLICATION OF FIRST LAW IN HEATING AND EXPANSION OF
PERFECT GASES IN NON-FLOW PROCESSES (CLOSED SYSTEM) AND THEIR
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
7.1. CONSTANT VOLUME PROCESS (ISOCHORIC PROCESS):
Refer Fig. 7.1.

Fig. 7.1. Arrangement for constant volume heat addition and its p-V diagram.
p-V-T relationship:
V1 = V2 = V = constant ( c )
Applying the first law of thermodynamics for a change of state, we get
1Q2

= (U 2 – U 1) + 1W2

V1 = V2 = V = constant

………..…….….(7.1)
or dV = 0

Work done:
1W2

= = 0

Heat transfer:
From equation (7.1) we have,
1Q2

1Q2

= U 2 – U1 + 0

= U2 – U1

On per unit mass basis,
1 q2

= u2 – u1
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where u is specific internal energy of the gas, kJ/kg
Hence during constant volume process the heat interaction is equal to the change in the
internal energy of the system.
For a perfect gas,

dU = m Cv dT

The total quantity of energy transferred during a constant volume process when the system
temperature changes from T1 to T2 can be given as
1Q2

= U2 – U1 = m Cv (T2 – T1)

(kJ)

On per unit mass basis,
1q2

= CV (T2 – T1)

(kJ/kg)

7.2. CONSTANT PRESSURE PROCESS (ISOBARIC PROCESS):
Refer Fig. 7.2.

Fig. 7.2. Arrangement for constant pressure heat addition and its p-V diagram.
p-V-T relationship:
p1 = p2 = p = constant
Applying the first law of thermodynamics for a change of state, we get
1Q2

= (U 2 – U 1) + 1W2

…….(7.2)

Work done:
1 W2

=

= p(V2 – V1) ;

( p1 = p2 = p = constant)

Heat transfer:
From equation (7.2), we have
1Q2

= U2 – U1 + P(V2 – V1)
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= U2 – U1 + P2V2 – P1V1
= (U2 + P2V2) – (U1– P1V1)
1Q2 =

H2 – H1

(

H = U + PV)

where, H is the thermodynamic property
On per unit mass basis,

1q2

= h2 – h1

where h is specific enthalpy of the gas, kJ/kg
Hence during constant pressure process the heat interaction is equal to the change in
enthalpy of the system.
For a perfect gas,

dH = m Cp dT

The total quantity of energy transferred during a constant pressure process when the system
temperature changes from T1 to T2 can be expressed as
1Q2

= H2 – H1 = m Cp (T2 – T1)

On per unit mass basis,

(kJ)

1q2

= Cp (T2 – T1)

(kJ/kg)

7.3. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE PROCESS (ISOTHERMAL PROCESS):
Refer Fig. 7.3.

Fig. 7.3. Arrangement for isothermal process and its p-V diagram.
p-V-T relationship:
T1 = T2 = T = constant
For a perfect gas

pV = mRT

PV = c or p1V1 = p2V2 = Constant
Applying the first law of thermodynamics for a change of state, we get
1Q2

= (U 2 – U 1) + 1W2

…….(7.3)
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Work done:
1 W2

or

= =

1W2

(

pV = c or p = )

=

On per unit mass basis,
where v is specific volume, m3/kg
Heat transfer:
For perfect gas,

dU = m Cv dT

or

(U2-U1) = m Cv (T2 – T1) ;

or

(U2 - U1) = 0

(

T1 = T2 )

Substituting values of (U2 – U1) and 1W2 in equation (7.3), we get
Therefore, 1Q2 = 0 + p1V1 ln
1Q2

= p1V1 ln

PV = c = or
Therefore,

P1V1 = P2V2 = mRT1
1Q2

= p2V2 ln

On per unit mass basis,

= mRT1 ln =
1q2

, kJ

= p1v1 ln = p1v1 ln

, kJ/kg

7.4. REVERSIBLE ADIABATIC PROCESS:
Refer Fig. 7.4.

Fig. 7.4. Arrangement for adiabatic process and its p-V diagram.
Governing equation:
Applying the first law of thermodynamics for a change of state, we get
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1Q2

= (U 2 – U 1) + 1W2

1Q2

=0;

………………. (7.4)

Therefore, 0 = U2 – U1 + 1W2
dU + δW = 0
dU + pdV = 0

( δW = pdV)

For perfect gas, dU = m Cv dT
m Cv dT + pdV = 0
For perfect gas,

……………………… (7.5)

pV = mRT

pdV + Vdp = mRdT
dT =
Substitute dT from the above eqn. into eqn. (7.5)
Cv + pdV = 0 ;
Cv (pdV + Vdp) + R pdV = 0
Cv (pdV + Vdp)+ (Cp – Cv)pdV = 0

(

Cp – Cv = R)

Cv pdV + Cv Vdp + Cp pdV – Cv pdV = 0
Cv Vdp+ Cp p dV = 0

, Divide by (p V Cv)

;
or
ln(p) + ln(V) = constant
=c
Therefore an adiabatic process is mathematically expressed as = c
or

= Constant = c

p-V-T relationship:
Now = c and
pV = m RT
or

p1V1 = mRT1

&

p2V2 = mRT2
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Therefore,
or
Work done:
Now 1W2 =
or

1W2 =

, kJ

pV= mRT
or p1V1 = mRT1
1 W2 =

&

p2V2 = mRT2

kJ

…………………..(7.6)

On per unit mass basis,

1w2 =

, (kJ/kg)

where v is specific volume, m3/kg
Heat transfer:
1Q2

As

=0

1Q2

= 0 ; From equation (7.4) we have

0 = U2 – U1 + 1W2

or

U2 – U1 = - 1W2

From eqt (iv), put value of 1W2
U 2 – U1 = −
7.5. POLYTROPIC PROCESS:
Polytropic process is given by the following equation
p V n = constant = c

………..……….. (7.7)

or p1 V1n = p2 V2n
Differentiate equation (7.7)
Vndp + p nVn-1dV = 0
or
Therefore the slope of the p-V curve increases in negative direction with increase in 'n'
(polytropic index). This is shown in Fig. 7.5.
From equation (7.7) we can conclude that
If n = 1, then the process is isothermal (temperature constant);
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If n = , then the process is adiabatic (No heat transfer);
If n = 0, then the process is isobaric (pressure is constant);
If n = ± ∞, then the process is isochoric (volume is constant).
All these processes are shown in Fig. 7.5.

Fig. 7.5. Various thermodynamic processes
p-V-T relationship:
Polytropic process is given by
pVn= c
or

and

pV = mRT

p1V1 = mRT1 &

Therefore,

p2V2 = mRT2

=

or
Work done:
1 W2

= pdV =

or
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pv = mRT
or p1v1 = mRT1 & p2v2 = mRT2
Therefore,

1W2 =

( kJ)

On per unit mass basis,

1w2 =

………………(7.8)
(kJ/kg)

where, v is specific volume, m3/kg
Heat transfer:
Applying the first law of thermodynamics for a change of state, we get
1Q2

= (U 2 – U 1) + 1W2

..............…….(7.9)

From equation (7.8), using the value of 1w2

(

For perfect gas, U2 – U1 = m Cv (T2 – T1))
(

&
,

R = C p – Cv )

R = C p – Cv

,

from these two relations, we get

Using this in the above equation we get

(kJ)
From equation (7.8)

On per unit mass basis, 1q2 = =

, (kJ/kg)

7.6. EQUAL-INTERNAL ENERGY (FREE EXPANSION) PROCESS:
To analyze this process, consider a system having insulated vessel in which there are two
compartments separated by a membrane as shown in Fig. 7.6 (a). There is a gas in one
compartment while the other compartment is in a state of complete vacuum. Let the
membrane be ruptured and gas fills the entire volume of the compartment (Fig. 7.6 (b)).
Neglect any work associated with the rupturing of the membrane. The free expansion
process on U-V diagram is shown in Fig. 7.7.
Since the tank is insulated there is no heat transfer for change of state from state 1 to state 2 in
the vessel i.e. 1Q2 = 0.
Since the expansion is free from any resistance, no work is done by the system for change of
state in the vessel. i.e. 1W2 = 0.
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Fig. 7.6. Example of a process involving a change of volume for which the work is
zero.

Fig. 7.7. U-V diagram of free expansion process.
Applying the first law of thermodynamics for a change in state, we get
1Q2

= (U2 – U1) + 1W2

0 = (U2 – U1) + 0
Therefore, (U2 – U1) = 0 ;
U1 = U2
It is constant internal energy process.
For perfect gas (U2 – U1) = m Cv (T2 – T1)
Therefore, T1 = T2
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LESSON-8 NUMERICAL PROBLEMS ON FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS FOR
CLOSED SYSTEM
Problem 8.1: Calculate the final temperature, pressure, work done and heat transfer if the
fluid is compressed reversibly from volume 6m3 to 1m3 in a cylinder. Comment on results
when the initial temperature and pressure of fluid as 20°C and 1 bar. The index of
compression may be assumed as 1, 1.3 and 1.4 respectively. Take Cp = 1.005 and Cv = 0.718
kJ/kgK and R = 0.287 kJ/kg K.
Solution:
Given: V1 = 6 m3, V2 = 1 m3 , T1 = 20+273 = 293K,

p1 = 1 bar = 1 x 105 N/m2

= 1.4
(a) For n = 1 (i.e. isothermal process):
(i) To determine final temperature
Formula: p1V1 = p2V2
1 x 105 x 6 = P2 x 1
Answer: p2 = 6 x 105 N/m2 = 6 bar
(ii) To determine final pressure,
Formula: T2 = T1
Answer: T2 = 20+273 = 293K

(iii) To determine work done,
Formula: 1W2= P1V1ln
Answer:

1W2

= 1 x 105 x 6 x ln = -1075 kJ

Here negative sign means work done on the system.
(iv) To determine heat transfer,
Formula: Heat transfer, 1Q2 =
Answer:

1Q2 =

1W2

-1075 kJ

(b) For n = 1.3 (i.e. Polytrophic process)
(i) To determine final temperature
Formula: p1V11.3 = p2V2 1.3 = Constant
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1 x 105 x 61.3 = P2 x 11.3
Answer: p2 = 61.3 x 105 = 10.27x 105 N/m2 = 10.27 bar
(ii) To determine final pressure,
Formula: Also,
or
Answer: = 501.54 K
(iii)

To determine work done,
Formula: 1W2 =
Answer:

1W2

= = -1423.33 kJ

Here negative sign means work done on the system.
(iv)

To determine heat transfer,
Formula: Heat transfer, 1Q2 =
Answer:

1Q2

= = - 355.83 kJ

(c) For n = 1.4 (i.e. reversible adiabatic process)
(i) To determine final temperature
Formula: P1V11.4 = P2V2 1.4 = Constant
1 x 105 x 61.4 = P2 x 11.4
Answer:

P2 = 61.4 x 105

= 12.286x

105 N/m2 = 12.286 bar

(ii) To determine final pressure,
Formula: Also,
or
Answer: = 599.97K
(iii) To determine work done,
Formula:

1W2 =

Answer:

1W2

= = -1571.5 kJ

(iv) To determine heat transfer,
Answer: Heat transfer, 1Q2 = 0 kJ
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Problem 8.2. A system containing 0.2 m3 of air at a pressure of 4 bar and 160°C expands
reversible adiabatically to pressure of 1.06 bar and after this the gas is heated at the constant
pressure till the enthalpy increases by 65 kJ. Calculate the work done.
Now, imagine that these processes are replaced by a single reversible polytropic process
producing the same work between initial and final state; find the index of expansion in this
case. Cp of air = 1.005 kJ/k and R = 0.287 kJ/kg K.
Solution:
Given data: V1 = 0.2 m3, p1 = 4 bar = 4 x 105 N/m2,

T1 = 160+273 = 433K,

p2 = 1.06 bar = 1.06 x 105 N/m2,
p3 = p2 = 1.06 bar = 1.06 x 105 N/m2,
Cp= 1.005

h3-h2 = 65 kJ

R= 0.287 kJ/kg K

(a) For isentropic process 1-2,
To determine work done, 1W2
Formula: 1W2 =
Finding unknown V2 :
V2 = = 0.5164 m3
Answer: Workdone, 1W2 = = = 63.154 kJ
(b) For process 2-3 (constant pressure)
To determine work done, 2W3
Formula: 2W3=p (V3 – V2)
Finding unknownV3:
V3= V2
Finding unknown T2:
For process 1-2, We have
T2 = = 296.27 K
Finding unknown T3:
Heat addition, 2Q3 = m (h3 – h2) = m Cp (T3-T2)
Where, m = = 0.6437 kg
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or 65 = 0.6437 x 1.005 (T3 – 296.27)
T3 = 396.74 K
Therefore, V3= V2 = = 0.6915 m3
Answer: 2W3 = p(V3 – V2) = 1.06 x 105 (0.6915 - 0.5164) = 18.561 kJ
(c) For process 1-3 (Reversible polytropic process)
To determine index of expansion
Work done for polytropic process, 1W3 = =
According to the question,

1W2

+ 2W3 = 1W3

Put 1W2,2W3 and 1W3 in above equation,
63.154 + 18.561 =
Answer:

n =1.082

Example 8.3: A cylinder of 7.5 cm inside diameter has a spring loaded piston as shown in
figure. The stiffness of the spring is 14 N/mm of compression. The initial pressure, volume
and temperature of air in the cylinder are 2.8 bar, 0.00005 m3 and 25 °C respectively.
Determine the amount of heat added to the system so that the piston moves by 40 mm.
Assume Cv = 0.71 kJ/kg °K and R = 0.28 kJ per kg °K.
Solution:
Given: Diameter of cylinder, d = 7.5 cm = 0.075 m;
P1 = 2.8 bar;
V1 = 0.00005 m3
T1 = 25 °C+273 = 298K;
Spring stiffness, K = 14 N/mm = 14000 N/m;
Piston movement (X2-X1) = 40 mm = 0.04 m;
Cv = 0.71 kJ/kg °K and
R = 0.28 kJ per kg °K
Assumptions:
Let us assume an arbitrary datum O-O from which the position of the lower face of the piston
is to be measured.
Also assume that the piston weight is zero.
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Given: When, X = Xo, the spring length is its free length. At this position there is vacuum in
side the cylinder and other side of the cylinder around the spring.
When X = X1, the pressure of air in side the cylinder is 2.8 bar.
Determine the amount of heat added to the system (cylinder) when X = X2 , 1Q2 ;
Formula: 1Q2 =(U2 – U1)+ 1W2
Finding unknown, 1W2:
Force balance for the piston when piston is at any X position between X1 and X2 as shown in
figure:
A p = K ( X – Xo )

……………………….(8.1)

where, K is the stiffness of the spring.
With the heat transfer to the gas, let the pressure inside the cylinder increase by dP forcing
the piston to move upwards by distance dX. Now the force balance for the piston is:
A (p + dp) = K (X + dX – Xo)

…………………(8.2)

From equation (8.1) and (8.2), we get
A .dp = K dX = K

[ because, dV = A . dX ]

dp = dV

…………………….

(8.3)

The P-V relation for the process is a
straight line having a slope of ( )
and pressure axis intercept of C as
shown in figure.

or dV = dp
=

=

=

...............................…(8.4)

Finding unknown, p2;
From eqn. (8.3)

p2 –p1 =

p2 = p1 + (V2 – V1)
Finding unknown, V2;
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Final volume (V2) = Initial volume (V1) + Change in volume after adding heat in air for X =
X1 to X = X2 change.
V2 = V1 + . A . (X2 – X1)
V2= 0.00005 + × (0.075)2 x 0.04 = 0.000226 m3
p2 = 2.8 x 105 + (0.000226 – 0.00005) = 4.073 x 105 N/m2
Therefore from eqn. (8.4),
1W2 =

(p22 - p12)
= ( 4.073 x 105 - 2.8 x 105) = 60.142 J

Finding unknown, U2 – U1:
U2 – U1 = m Cv (T2 – T1)
Finding unknown,T2 and m:
T2 =

= 1940 K

m = = 0.0001637 Kg
U2 – U1 = m Cv (T2 – T1) = 0.0001637 x 0.71 x (1940 – 298)
= 0.1908 KJ = 190.8 Nm
Answer: 1Q2 = (U2 – U1)+ 1W2 = 190.8 + 60.142 = 250.942 Nm or J
Example 8.4: The initial volume inside the cylinder is 0.2 m3, and at this state the pressure
inside is 100 kPa (1 bar) which just balance the atmospheric pressure outside and weight of
the piston with spring exerts no force on piston. To change state of gas, the gas is now heated
until volume is one and half times the initial. The final pressure of gas is 300 kpa (3 bar) and
during the process the spring force is proportional to displacement of piston from the initial
position. Determine the total work done by the gas and the percentage of work done against
the spring.
Solution:
Given: V1 = 0.2 m3;
p1 = (atmospheric pressure + pressure due to piston weight) = 100 kPa or kN/m2 (1
bar);
V2 = 1.5 x 0.2 = 0.3 m3;
p2 = 300 kpa or kN/m2 (3 bar);
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(a) Determine work done by gas
Formula: Work done by gas = work done against atmosphere and piston weight + work
done against spring
= W atm, w + Wspring
Finding unknown, Watm, w;
W atm, w = pdV = p1 (V2 – V1) = 100 x (0.3 – 0.2) = 10 KJ
Finding unknown,Wspring;
Wspring = K .X .dX = K . = . K . (Xf - Xo)
Finding unknown, Δ X and K;
The pressure exerted by the spring at the end of compression, ps
= Gas pressure – (atmospheric pressure + pressure due to piston weight)
= p2 – p1= 300 – 100 = 200 Kpa
Thus spring force at the end of compression, Fs = ps . A = 200 A kN.
where, A is the area of piston
This force gives spring displacement (compression)
Δ X = X f – Xo =

= 0.1/A

Fs = K(Xf – Xo)
K = = 2000A2kN/m
Wspring = . K . (Δ X)2 = . 2000 A2 . = 10 KJ
Answer: Thus, Work done by gas = W atm, w + Wspring = 10 + 10 = 20 KJ
(b) Determine the percentage of work done against the spring
Answer: The percentage work done against spring 50%
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MODULE - III
FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS FOR OPEN SYSTEM (STEADY FLOW PROCESSES)
LESSON-9 FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS FOR OPEN SYSTEM AND
ENTHALPY AND NUMERICAL PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION
In previous module, we have discussed First Law of Thermodynamics to a closed system in
which the working fluid does not flow in or out of the system. But in most engineering
devices such as boiler, turbine, condenser, pump, steam engine, evaporator, etc., the working
fluid continuously flows in and out of these devices/systems. Therefore, it is also essential
that we consider the First Law of Thermodynamics for open system.
Before we define First Law of Thermodynamics for open system, it is necessary to find
different form of energies associated with mass of fluid flows in and out of the open system.
Because in flow process, the energy contained in the system is not only influenced by work
and heat, like these do in closed system but it is also influenced by energies associated with
mass of fluid flows in and out of the open system.
The energy associated with mass of fluid flows come into picture only when fluid flows in
and out of the system. That is why in closed system these energies are absent and we deal
with only energy interaction between system and surroundings in the form of work and heat.
9.1. ENERGY ASSOCIATED WITH MASS OF FLUID FLOWING IN AND OUT OF THE
OPEN SYSTEM
The energies associated with per unit mass of the fluid flowing in and out of the system are
as follows:
(a) Internal energy, u
(b) Kinetic energy,
(c) Potential energy, g.Z

(SI units: J/kg or kJ/kg)
(SI units: J/kg or kJ/kg)
(SI units: J/kg or kJ/kg)
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(d) Flow work or flow energy:
The flow work or flow energy is the work
required to cause the flow of fluid in a passage
against the existing pressure of fluid.
Consider 1 kg of fluid, flowing through a pipe of
uniform cross-section area ‗A‘, moves a distance
of ΔL as shown in Fig. 9.1 and let the pressure
intensity ‗p‘ (N/m2) and velocity ‗C‘ (m/s) over
the cross-section ‗a-a‘ be uniform.

Fig. 9.1. Flow work.

With these assumptions, the force ‗F‘ acting at any cross-section such as ‗a-a‘ is given by:
F=p×A
Flow work required to move 1 kg of fluid from section ‗a-a‘ to section ‗b-b‘ is given by:
Flow work (wf) = F. ΔL = p . A .ΔL
or

=p.v

(SI units: kJ/kg)

where, v is the specific volume of gas flowing (m3/kg).
Thus the flow work required to flow 1 kg of fluid in a passage is the product of pressure and
specific volume of the fluid. This flow work is provided by the pump located somewhere else
in the surrounding.
9.2. FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS FOR OPEN SYSTEM
Consider open system/control volume (C.V.) as shown in Fig. 9.2.
9.2.1. Unsteady flow process:
Let,
δmi is mass of fluid entering the C.V.;
δme is mass of fluid leaving the C.V.;
δQ is amount of heat transferring into the C.V.;
δW is amount of work done by the C.V.
(ui + pivi + ½Ci2 + gZi) and (ue + peve + ½Ce2 + gZe) are the energies associated with fluids
entering and leaving the C.V, respectively.
where, u, pv, ½C2, and gZ is internal energy, flow work, kinetic energy and potential energies
respectively.
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Fig. 9.2. An open system
Since, the energies entering and leaving the system vary with time, it will result in change in
total energy within the C.V. which is given by
= d(U + ½ mC2 + mgZ)б
Here subscript ‗б‘ represents condition within the system.
By applying energy balance to the C.V.,
Difference in the energies entering and leaving the C.V. = change in total energy within the
C.V.
[δmi (ui+ Pivi+ ½ Ci2+ gZi) + δQ] – [δme(ue+ Peve+ ½ Ce2+gZe) + δW ] = d(U + ½ mC2 +
mgZ)б
or δQ + δmi (ui+ Pivi+ ½ Ci2+ gZi) = δme(ue+ Peve+ ½ Ce2+gZe) + δW + d(U + ½ mC2 +
mgZ)б
By considering analysis for time period of ‗δt‘, this law may also be written as a rate
equation…
.(9.1)

or

9.2)

Here, we introduced new thermodynamic property, enthalpy. Enthalpy is an extensive
property (point function) and is given by symbol ‗H‘ (SI unit: kJ) or ‗h‘(SI unit: kJ/kg).
Enthalpy is defined as the sum of internal energy and pressure-volume product.
i.e. H = U+ p.V

and

h = u+ pv

By introducing enthalpy, the equations (9.1) and (9.2) can be written as
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.(9.3)

or

.(9.4)

The equations (9.2) and (9.4) are the First Law of Thermodynamics for the open system for
unsteady flow process.
9.2.2. Steady flow process
In many engineering applications, some of the processes can be treated as steady flow
processes. A steady flow process is one in which the following conditions exist.
(i)
The mass rate of flow entering and leaving the system does not vary with time. Also
mass rate of flow at entrance and exit of the C.V. is the same, then
i.e. = constant =
(ii) The state, velocity, and elevation of the fluid entering and leaving the C.V. do not vary
with time.
i.e. hi, Ci, Zi, he, Ce, and Ze are not functions of time.
(iii) The state, velocity, and elevation of the fluid at each point within the C.V. do not vary
with time. This results in no change of total energy within the C.V.
i.e. d(U + ½ mC2 + mgZ)б =0
(iv)

The rate of heat and rate of work crossing the boundary of C.V. do not vary with time.
i.e. are not functions of time.

Steam turbine is a typical example of a steady flow process that operates at constant load,
constant steam flow rate and constant rate of heat transfer.
For steady flow process, the First Law of Thermodynamics in equation (9.4) is reduced to
( SI units: J/s or kJ/s)

………….(9.5)
all the above terms indicate energy per unit time
Divide the above equation by in kg/s, the equation (9.5) is reduced to
( SI units: J/kg or kJ/kg)
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all the terms indicate energy per unit mass.
Note:- All forms of energies should be expressed in one unit. For example all should be either
in kJ/kg or kJ/s (kW).
The equation (9.6) can also be written in the form
……(9.7)
The equations (9.5), (9.6) and (9.7) are the First Law of Thermodynamics for the open system
for steady flow process or the steady flow energy equations.
9.2.3. When more than one fluid enters and leaves the system in a steady flow, we can
write

or

where are masses of different fluids entering the system in a given time interval
are masses of different fluids leaving the system in a given time interval
and from equation (9.6), the steady flow process becomes
[hi + Ci2/2 + gZi]a + [hi + Ci2/2 + gZi]b + [hi + Ci2/2 + gZi]c +…. = [ he + Ce2/2 + gZe]d + [
he + Ce2/2 + gZe]e + [ he + Ce2/2 + gZe]f + ….+

or
9.3. MECHANICAL WORK IN A STEADY FLOW SYSTEM
We have seen that in a non-flow process (i.e. in a closed system), the work done = δW =
p .dV or δw = p .dv (on per unit mass basis). For a steady flow reversible process, a similar
expression for work done (wsf) is also feasible. From equation (9.2), the steady flow energy
equation per unit mass in differential form can be written as,
δq = dh + d(C2/2) + d(gZ) + δ wsf ;
δq = dh + d(C2/2) + d(gZ) + δ wsf ;
δq = du + d(Pv) + d(C2/2) + d(gZ) + δ wsf ;
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δq = du + dwf + d(C2/2) + d(gZ) + δ wsf
where, dwf = change in flow work/unit mass,
d(V2/2) = change in kinetic energy /unit
mass,

du = change in internal energy/unit mass,
d(gZ) = change in potential energy /unit mass

According to first law of thermodynamics, for the moving system, to an observer moving
with the fluid, the attention gets focused on a seemingly stationary system, and therefore,
δq = du + Pdv
i.e. the same equation holds good for flow as well as non-flow processes. Therefore, the
expression for enthalpy can be reduced to,
du + Pdv = du + d(Pv) + d(C2/2) + d(gZ) + δ wsf
or

du + Pdv = du + Pdv + vdP + d(C2/2) + d(gZ) + δ wsf

or

0 = vdP + d(C2/2) + d(gZ) + δ wsf

δwsf = - vdP - d(C2/2) - d(gZ)
Therefore

wsf = − vdP - (Ce2/2 - Ci2/2) - (gZe- gZi )

If the kinetic energy and potential energy changes are negligible, the above equation reduces
to
Work done per unit mass for steady flow process (wsf ) is also called shaft work and is
represented by ws.
9.4. ENTHALPY FOR AN IDEAL GAS
The enthalpy for an ideal gas is a function of temperature alone i.e. H = f(T) only.
Therefore for an ideal gas, the change in enthalpy is given by
dH = m Cp dT

(SI unit: J or kJ)

i.e. For a process from inlet to exit, it is He-Hi = m Cp (Te-Ti)
Based on unit mass the change in enthalpy for an ideal gas is given by
dh = Cp dT
For a process from inlet to exit, it is
where,

(SI unit: J/kg or kJ/kg)
he-hi = Cp (Te-Ti)

m = mass of a gas, kg

dH = change in enthalpy of a gas during a process,
dh = change in specific enthalpy of a gas during a process,
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dT = change in absolute temperature of a gas between two states of a process, K
Cp = Specific heat of a gas at constant pressure, J/kg K or kJ/kg K
Problem 9.1. Steam is supplied to a fully loaded 100HP turbine at 1470KN/m2 and internal
energy of 2944.2kJ/kg and volume of 0.16 m3/kg and velocity of 110m/s. Exhaust takes place
at 4.9kN/m2 with internal energy of 1890 kJ/kg and specific volume equal to 26 m3/kg and
velocity of 300m/s. Heat loss from steam turbine is 21 kJ/kg. Potential energy change is
negligible. Determine:
i) Shaft work out put/kg
ii) Steam flow rate in kg/h
Solution:
Given: Turbine power output at full load = 100 H.P.;
pi = 1470 KN/m2; ui = 2944.2 kJ/kg; vi= 0.16 m3/kg; Ci = 110 m/s;
pe = 4.9 KN/m2; ue = 1890 kJ/kg; ve = 26 m3/kg; Ce = 300 m/s;
q = - 21 kJ/kg; Zi = Ze
(a) Determine the shaft workout put/kg, ws:
Formula: From the first law for flow process,
hi + ½ Ci2+ gZi+q = he + ½ Ce2+ gZe + ws
or ui+ Pivi + ½ Ci2+ gZi + q = ue+ Peve + ½ Ce2+ gZe + ws
or ws = q + (ui – ue) + (Pivi – Peve) + ½ (Ci2 – Ce2)
Answer:

ws = (– 21) + (2944.2 – 1890) + (1470 x 0.16 – 4.9x 26) + ½ (110 – 300)
= 934.05 kJ/Kg

(b) Determine the steam flow rate in kg/h:
Formula: Steam flow rate,
Answer: Steam flow rate,
1 H.P. = 736

(W or J/s) or

=

= 2649.6 KJ/h
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LESSON-10 VARIOUS STEADY FLOW PROCESSES FOR AN IDEAL GAS AND THEIR
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
VARIOUS STEADY FLOW PROCESSES FOR AN IDEAL GAS
Assume that fluid a undergoes a steady flow process from inlet to exit, the energy equation
for steady flow process on per unit mass basis is given as
q = (he - hi) + (Ce2/2 - Ci2/2) + (gZe - gZi )+ ws ;
If the kinetic energy and potential energy changes are negligible, the above equation reduces
to
q = (he - hi) + ws ;

……………………(10.1)

Work done or shaft work, ws = -vdp - (Ce2/2 - Ci2/2) - (gZe - gZi )
If the kinetic energy and potential energy changes are negligible, then the above equation is
reduced to
ws = -vdp

……………………(10.2)

10.1. Constant volume process (Isochoric process): vi = ve
v = constant = c
From eqn. (10.2), ws = - [v.(pe - pi)] = v.(pi - pe)
For an ideal gas

kJ/kg

(he - hi) = Cp (Te - Ti)

……….(10.3)
………...…………(10.4)

Substituting equation (10.3) and (10.4) in eqn. (10.1), we get
q = Cp (Te-Ti) + v (pi - pe)
10.2. Constant pressure process (Isobaric process): pi = pe
p = constant (c)
From eqn. (10.2), ws = 0
For an ideal gas

……..………. (10.5)

(he - hi) = Cp (Te-Ti)

…..………… (10.6)

Put (10.5) and (10.6) in eqn. (10.1)
q = Cp (Te-Ti)
10.3. Constant temperature process (Isothermal process): Te = Ti
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pv = constant (c)
and pv = RTi

or

v = From eqn. (10.2),
For ideal gas, we have

ws =

.(10.7)

(he - hi) = Cp (Te -Ti)

Therefore, (he - hi) = Cp (Te -Ti) = 0

…………(10.8)

Using equations (10.7) and (10.8) in eqn. (10.1), we get

or

10.4. Adiabatic process
q=0

or

From eqn. (10.2),

ws
=

…….…. (10.9)

For ideal gas,

(he hi) = Cp (Te-Ti)

…………(10.10)

Using equations (10.9) and (10.10) in eqn. (10.1), we get

q = Cp (Te-Ti) + = 0

=0
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10.5. Polytropic process

pvn = c

or

From eqn. (10.2),

ws

………....(10.11)
For ideal gas,

(he - hi) = Cp (Te-Ti)

…………(10.12)

put (10.11) and (10.12) in eqn. (10.1)

10.6. Throttling Process
It is a process in which fluid flows across some restriction, as shown in Fig. 10.1, in such a
manner that there is always a drop of pressure without any change in kinetic energy,
potential energy of the fluid.
During throttling process, there is


no heat transfer as the process is so fast that there is no time for the heat to transfer
i.e. = 0



no work done i.e. = 0

Refer. Gas is made to pass through a restriction from high to low pressure side.
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Fig. 10.1. The throttling process.
Energy Equation for steady flow process:
( hi + Ci2/2 + gZi) = ( he + Ce2/2 + gZe) +
.............................……....(10.13)
By using throating conditions, the equation (10.13) is reduced to
h i = he
The enthalpy before and after throttling remain equal. Therefore, the throttling process is also
called an equal-enthalpy process.

A coefficient called Joule-Thomson Coefficient which is a thermodynamic property is
defined as
μJ =
As the value of change in pressure is always –ve because pe < pi ,
so the +ve value of Joule-Thomson Coefficient (μJ) means fall in temperature after
throttling
and the –ve value of Joule-Thomson Coefficient (μJ) means rise of temperature after
throttling.
10.6.1. Throttling Process for ideal gases:
dh = Cp dT
Therefore, (he - hi) = Cp (Te - Ti)
................................................…………(10.14)
As for throttling, he = hi
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Therefore from eqn. (10.14), Ti = Te
From Joule-Thomson Coefficient definition, the μJ = zero.
Problem 10.1: 5 kg of air is compressed in a reversible steady flow polytropic process from
100 kpa and 40°C to 1000 kpa and during this process the law followed by the gas is pV1.25 =
C. Determine the shaft work, heat transferred and the change in entropy CV = 0.717 kJ/kgK ,
R = 0.287 kJ/kgK.
Solution:
Given: m = 5 kg; Ti= 40°C = 40 + 273 = 313 K; Pi = 100 kPa = 1 x 105 N/m2 ;
Pe = 1000 kPa = 1 x 106 N/m2; n = 1.25
CP = R + C V

or

CP = 0.287 + 0.717 = 1.005 kJ/kgK

Determine shaft work, ws:

Formula: Shaft work ws

=

=

Finding unknown, Te;

Equation of state

Therefore,

or Te =

= 496 K
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Answer: Shaft work, ws =

=
= 5 x 0.287 x (-183) = 262.6 kJ/kgK
Total shaft work, Ws = m ws = 5 x -262.6 = 1313 kJ
Determine heat transfer, iQe :
Formula: Apply eqn. of SSSF process
Hi + iQe = He + W
iQe

= (He – Hi)+ W
= m CP(Te – Ti) + W

Answer: iQe = 5 x 1.005 x (496 – 313) – 1313 = 393.4 kJ
Problem 10.2: An axial flow compressor of a gas turbine plant receives air from atmosphere
at a pressure 1 bar, temperature 300 K and velocity 60 m/s. At the discharge of compressor
the pressure is 5 bar and the velocity is 100 m/s. The mass flow rate through the compressor
is 20 kg/s. Assuming isentropic compressor, calculate the power required to drive the
compressor. Also calculate the inlet and outlet pipe diameters.
Solution:
Given: pi = 1 bar;
Pe = 5 bar;
= 20 kg/s ;

Ti = 300K; Ci = 60 m/s

Ce = 100 m/s
Isentropic compression

(a) Determine power required to drive compressor, ;
Formula: From first law of thermodynamics for steady flow process neglecting heat
loss and change in P.E. and each term is expressed in kJ/kg, we have
or

hi + Ci2/(2x1000) = he + Ce2/(2x1000) +
= - [(he - hi) + (Ce2- Ci2)/(2x1000)] = - [cp (Te - Ti) + (Ce2- Ci2)/(2x1000)]
Finding unknown, Te ;
For isentropic process, the final temperature is given by
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=

= 475.14 K

Answer: = - [cp (Te - Ti) + (Ce2- Ci2)/(2x1000)]
= - [1.005 (475.14 - 300) + (1002 - 602)/(2x1000)] = - 179.21 KJ/kg

(b) Determine the inlet and outlet pipe diameters:

Formula: Inlet diameter,

Outlet diameter ,

Finding unknown Ai and Ae,

From continuity equation,

and

Finding unknown, ρi
or

= 1.1614 kg/m3

Finding unknown, ρe

or
3.67

or

=

kg/m3

Answer:

= 0.604 m

= 0.263 m
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LESSON-11 APPLICATION OF STUDY FLOW ENERGY EQUATION (SFEE)
APPLICATION OF STEADY FLOW ENERGY EQUATION (SFEE) IN STEADY FLOW
ENGINEERING DEVICES
The application of steady flow energy equation can be used to study the performance of
many engineering devices that undergo thermodynamic processes, as these devices closely
satisfy the conditions for steady flow processes.
For example, the engineering devises like boiler, turbine, condenser/heat exchanger, feed
water pump, cooling tower, and stack of steam power plant (Fig. 11.1) run nonstop for many
months before these are shut for maintenance. Therefore these engineering devises must run
under steady state conditions and can be analyzed as steady flow devices by applying steady
flow energy equation.

Fig. 11.1. Steam power plant
There are a number of steady flow engineering devices. However, some common steady
flow engineering devices are discussed below.
11.1. Boiler:
It is used to generate steam (Fig. 11.2). The boiler is characterized by the following features:
(a) Velocity change between inlet and exit point is not
appreciable and may be neglected
(b) Elevation change between inlet and exit point may
also be neglected:
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Zi = Ze
( c) There is no shaft work,
The steady flow energy equation is
………….(11.1)
By applying the features of steam boiler, the above
equation reduces to
q = (he - hi) = + ve so he > hi

Fig. 11.2. Boiler
11.2. Nozzle and diffusers:
Nozzle : A flow passage of reducing cross-sectional
area to increase velocity by reducing pressure (Figure
11.3).
Diffusers: A flow passage of increasing crosssectional area to reduce velocity by increasing
pressure (Figure 11.3).
Examples: Jet engines, rockets, spacecraft, garden
hoses.
The nozzle and diffusers are characterized by the
following features:
The steady flow process equation is
By applying the features of nozzles and diffusers, the
above equation reduces to,

In the case of nozzles, Ce > Ci so hi > he
In the case of diffusers, Ce < Ci so hi < he

Fig. 11.3. Nozzle and diffuser
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11.3. Turbines:
A device to produce shaft
work from a flow of gas
through a set of blades
attached to a freely rotating
shaft (Figure 11.4).
Uses: Turbine engines, power
generation
The turbine is characterized by
the following features:
Usually , or estimated heat
losses, and ΔK.E small
compared with Δh ,

Fig. 11.4. Turbine

The steady flow energy equation is
By applying the features of turbine, the above equation reduces to,
= + ve

so hi > he

11.4. Compressors, Pumps and Fans:
Compressor: A device where shaft work
input is used to raise the pressure of a gas
passing through it (Figure 11.5).
Pump: Similar to a compressor but handles
liquids.
Fan: This moves air usually with slight
pressure rise.
The Compressors, Pumps and Fans are
characterized by the following features:
Usually unless intentionally cooled, and
ΔK.E small for compressors,
For the steady state steady flow process

Fig. 11.5. Compressor

By applying the features of compressors/ pumps/fans, the above equation reduces to,
so hi < he
NOTE: For Reciprocating compressor
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11.5. Mixing Chambers:
Combining two or more streams at
different conditions, to produce a
(usually) single mixed stream
(Figure 11.6).
The mixing chamber is
characterized by the following
features:
Usually
Mass Balance:
or
Fig. 11.6. Mixing chamber

Energy Balance:
By applying the features of mixing chamber, the above equation reduces to,
or
11.6. Heat Exchangers:
Devices that transfer energy between moving
fluid streams (usually not mixed) at different
temperatures as shown in Fig. 11.7.
Uses: Condenser, evaporator

Fig. 11.7. Heat exchanger
11.6.1. Taking Control volume as whole heat exchanger, as
shown in Fig. 11.8
The heat exchanger is characterized by the following
features:
Energy Balance:
By applying features of heat exchanger, the above equation
reduces to,
or

Fig. 11.8. Heat exchanger.
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11.6.2. Taking Control volume around Fluid A, as
shown in Fig. 11.9
The heat exchanger is characterized by the
following features:
Energy Balance:
By applying features of heat exchanger, the
above equation reduces to,

Fig. 11.9. Heat exchanger.

or

(steady flow)
or
or
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MODULE - IV
SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
LESSON - 12 LIMITATION OF FIRST LAW AND ESSENCE OF SECOND LAW, HEAT
ENGINES AND THE KELVIN-PLANCK STATEMENT
12.1. LIMITATIONS OF FIRST LAW AND NEED OF SECOND LAW
In previous lessons we have studied that any cycle/process is feasible if it obeys First Law of
Thermodynamics. However, the First Law places no restrictions on the direction of flow of
heat and work i.e. the process proceeds in any direction and cycle can be reversed. But
experimentally there is restriction on the direction of flow of heat and work i.e. the
cycle/process proceeds in a certain direction in nature as explained below:
A cup of hot coffee left in a cooler room eventually cools off by transferring heat from hot
coffee to cooler room. But the reverse process in which coffee getting hotter as a result of heat
transfer from a cooler room does not take place.
1. Consider heating of a room by passage of electric current through an electric resistor.
Transferring of heat from room will not cause electrical energy to be generated
through the wire.
2. Consider a paddle-wheel mechanism operated by fall of mass. Potential energy of
mass decreases and internal energy of the fluid increases. Reverse process does not
happen, although this would not violate First law.
3. Water flows down hill where by potential energy is converted into K.E. Reverse of this
process does not occur in nature.
4. Fuel level in fuel tank goes down since the fuel is used as a car drives up a hill, but
while going down the hill, the fuel level in the fuel tank cannot be restored to its
original level.
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It is clear from the above examples that the processes
proceed in certain direction and not in the reverse
direction even they don‘t violate First Law of
thermodynamics. So, mere satisfaction of First law alone
does not ensure that the cycle/process will actually take
place. This inadequacy of the First Law to identify
whether a process can take place is remedied by
introducing another general principle, the Second Law of
thermodynamics. The second law of thermodynamics is
based on experimental feasibility of the cycle.

Thus a cycle/process will occur only if both the First and
Second laws of thermodynamics are satisfied (Fig. 12.1).

Fig. 12.1 A process occurs
when it satisfy 1st and 2nd Law
of thermodynamics.
The second law of thermodynamics, in addition to identifying the direction of processes, is
also used in


determining the theoretical performance of commonly used engineering devices, such
as heat engines and refrigerators.



quantifying irreversibilities in a system and processes.



defining a temperature scale independent of the properties of any thermometric
substance.



giving the concept of entropy.

12.2. THINGS WHICH LEAD US TO THE THOUGHT OF HEAT ENGINE AND
REFRIGERATOR (HEAT PUMP)?
1) Consider a system and the surroundings as shown in Fig. 12.2 (a). Let the gas constitute
the system undergo a cyclic process in which during the first process the work is done on the
system by the paddle wheel by lowering the weight (process ‗1-A-2‘ in Fig 12.1 (b)). Then let
the cycle be completed by a process of transferring heat to the surroundings, (process ‗2-B-1‘
in Fig 12.2 (b)).
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Fig. 12.2. A closed system that operates in a cycle in which both heat and work transfer are
negative.
But from our experience we know that we cannot reverse this cycle. That is, if we transfer
heat to the gas from surroundings, as shown by the dotted arrow in Fig 12.3 (a) and process
1-B-2 in Fig 12.3 (b), the temperature of the gas will increase, but the paddle wheel will not
turn and results zero work done by the system (i.e. process 2-1 is not feasible).

Fig. 12.3. A closed system that cannot operate in a cycle in which both heat and work
transfer are positive.
Thus we can conclude that with the given surroundings the system can operate in a cycle in
which both heat and work are negative, but it cannot operate in a cycle in which both the
heat transfer and work are positive, even though this would not violate the First law.

2) Consider another cycle as shown in Fig. 12.4., we know
from our experience it is actually impossible to accomplish
this cycle in which we have a process of heat transfer from
the low- temperature system to the high-temperature
system.

Fig. 12.4. A cycle having heat transfer from a
low-temperature body to high-temperature
body.
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The above two examples of cycles lead us to the consideration of the heat engine and
refrigerator(heat pump).


With the heat engine we can have a system that operates in a cycle and has a net
positive work and a net positive heat transfer, which we were not able to do with the
system and surroundings in Fig. 12.3.



With the refrigerator/heat pump we can have a system that operates in a cycle and
has heat transferred from a low-temperature body to a high-temperature body, which
we were not able to do in Fig. 12.4.

12.3. HEAT ENGINE AND REFRIGERATOR (HEAT PUMP)
Detail of heat engine and refrigerators/heat pumps is given as below. Before proceeding
further, the concept of a thermal reservoir is to be introduced.
Thermal reservoir: A thermal reservoir is a body to which and from which heat can be
transferred indefinitely without change in the temperature of the reservoir. Thus, a thermal
reservoir always remains at constant temperature.
For example: Boiler furnace, combustion chamber, nuclear reactor, sun, ocean and
atmosphere.
Source: A reservoir from which heat is transferred is called a source.
Sink: A reservoir to which heat is transferred is called a sink.
12.3.1. Heat engines
The two arrangements of a simple heat engine that operates in a cycle and has a net positive
work and net positive heat transfer, will be considered.
1st arrangement: First arrangement of a heat engine, consisting of a cylinder fitted with a
piston and stoppers, is shown in Fig. 12.5. Let the gas in the cylinder constitute the system.
Initially the piston rests on the lower stoppers with a weight on the platform.
Let the system undergo the following states and processes to complete a cycle:


At state ‗1‘: Weight is put on the platform from weight stand.



Process ‗1-2‘: By transferring heat (+QH) from some high-temperature body (source) to
the gas. Gas expands and raises the piston to the upper stoppers resulting in work
done (+1W2) by a system.



At state ‗2‘: Weight is removed from the platform back on weight stand.



Process ‗2-1‘: By transferring heat (-QL) from the gas to a low-temperature body (sink).



At state ‗1‘: System restored to its initial state ‗1‘, thus completing the cycle.
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Fig. 12.5: Arrangement of a simple heat engine.
From the First law we conclude that during above cycle,
(+QH) + (-QL) = (+Wnet)
The above device is called a heat engine in which gas is a working fluid, to which and from
which heat is transferred, and which does a certain amount of work as it undergoes a cycle.
Examples: Internal combustion engine and gas turbine.
2nd arrangement: Second arrangement of a heat engine is a simple steam power plant as
shown in Fig. 12.6. Each component in this plant may be analyzed by a steady-flow process,
but considered as a whole it may be considered a heat engine in which water in liquid and
vapor form (steam) acts as the working fluid.

Fig. 12.6. A heat engine involving steady
state and steady flow process.
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The process in each component of this steam power plant has been discussed under section
‗Application area of thermodynamics‘ in ‗Lesson 1‘. An amount of heat (+Q H), is transferred
from a high-temperature body (source), which may be the products of combustion in a
furnace, or a reactor. The turbine which does positive mechanical work by expansion of
steam also drives the pump and thus it delivers the net work output, W net = Wturbine Wpump during the cycle. The quantity of heat, -QL is rejected to a low-temperature body (sink),
which is usually cooling water in a condenser or atmospheric air.
From the First law we conclude that during the cycle,
(+QH) + (-QL) = (+W net)
The simple steam power plant is also a heat engine, for it has steam and water working fluid,
to which and from which heat is transferred, and which produces a certain amount of net
positive work as it undergoes a cycle.
From the above two arrangements,
A heat engine may be defined as a device that
operates in a thermodynamic cycle and does a
certain amount of net positive work as a result of
heat transfer from a high-temperature body to a
low-temperature body.
In broader sense, all devices which produce work
either through heat transfer or combustion is
called heat engine.

The principle of heat engine is shown in Fig. 12.7.
Thus, by means of a heat engine we are able to
have a system that operates in a cycle and
produces net work output and net heat transfer
both positive, which we were not able to do with
the system and surroundings shown in Fig. 12.3.

Fig 12.7. Principle of Heat Engine.

At this point it is appropriate to introduce the concept of thermal efficiency of a heat engine.
Thermal efficiency (ηthermal)
Problem 12.1: Heat is transferred to a heat engine from a furnace at a rate of 80 MW. If the
rate of waste heat rejection to a nearby river is 50 MW, determine the net power output and
the thermal efficiency for this heat engine.
Solution: A schematic of the heat engine is given in Fig. 12.8.
Given:
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The rate of heat transfer from furnace (high-temperature reservoir) to heat engine = = 80
MW
Rate of heat transfer from heat engine to river (low-temperature reservoir) = = 50 MW
(a) Determine the net power output, Wnet, out :
Formula:
Answer: The net power output of this heat engine is
= 80 − 50 = 30 MW

(b) Determine the thermal efficiency, ηth:
Formula:Thermal efficiency =
Answer: Thermal efficiency = or 37.5%
Fig. 12.8. Heat engine.
12.4. STATEMENT OF THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
On the basis of discussion we considered for heat engine we are now ready to state the
Kelvin-Planck Statement of Second Law.
12.4.1. The Kelvin-Planck Statement
We have seen in the previous section that a heat engine must reject some heat to a lowtemperature reservoir in order to complete the cycle. That is, no heat engine can convert all
the heat it receives to useful work. This limitation of heat engines forms the basis for the
Kelvin–Planck statement of the Second law of thermodynamics, which is expressed as:
―It is impossible to construct a device that will operate in a cycle and produce no effect other
than the raising of a weight and the exchange of heat with a single reservoir‖.
This statement supports our discussion of the heat engine, and, in effect, it states that it is
impossible to construct a heat engine that operates in a cycle and receives a given amount of
heat from a high-temperature body and does an equal amount of work as shown in Fig.
12.9(a). The only alternative is that some heat must be transferred from the working fluid at a
lower temperature to a low-temperature body as shown in Fig. 12.9(b). Thus, work can be
done by the transfer of heat only if there are two temperature levels involved, and heat is
transferred from the high-temperature body to the heat engine and also from the heat engine
to the low-temperature body. This implies that it is impossible to build a heat engine that has
a thermal efficiency of 100 per cent.
Thermal efficiency =

< 100 %
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Figure 12.9 (a). (PMM-II). Impossible cycle as it
satisfies only First Law and violates Second
Law
(Kelvin-Planck Statement).

Figure 12.9 (b). Possible cycle as it
satisfies both First and Second Laws
(Kelvin-Planck Statement).
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LESSON - 13 REFRIGERATORS OR HEAT PUMPS, THE CLAUSIUS STATEMENT AND
PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINE OF SECOND KIND
13.1. REFRIGERATORS OR HEAT PUMPS
The second cycle we were not able to complete was the one that involved the impossibility of
transferring heat directly from a low-temperature body to a high-temperature body. This can
be done with a refrigerator or heat pump.
13.1.1. Refrigerators
A vapor-compression refrigeration cycle, which involves four main components: a
compressor, a condenser, an expansion valve and an evaporator, is shown in Fig. 13.1(a). The
working fluid is the refrigerant, such as Freon or Ammonia, which goes through a
thermodynamic cycle while flowing through the components of the refrigerator.
The refrigerant undergoes the following processes to complete a cycle as it flows through
different components of refrigerator:
Evaporator: The heat is transferred to the refrigerant in evaporator from the refrigerated
space (low-temperature reservoir) as the refrigerant‘s pressure and temperature are lower
than the refrigerated space.
Compressor: Work is done on the refrigerant in the compressor during pressure and
temperature increase.
Condenser: Heat is transferred from the refrigerant to atmospheric air (high-temperature
reservoir) in the condenser, as the refrigerant‘s pressure and temperature are higher than
atmosphere air.
Throttling valve: The pressure drop occurs as the refrigerant flows through the throttle valve
or capillary tube.
Thus refrigerator is a device that operates in a cycle, that requires work input and
accomplishes the objective of transferring heat from a low-temperature body (refrigerated
space) to a high-temperature body (atmospheric air). The principle of refrigerator is shown in
Fig. 13.1(b).
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Fig. 13.1(a). A simple refrigeration cycle.
Fig. 13.1 (b). Principle of refrigeration.

The "efficiency" of a refrigerator is expressed in terms of coefficient of performance (COP). In
the case of a refrigerator the objective (i.e., energy sought) is the heat transferred from the
refrigerated space to refrigerant ‗QL‘ and the energy that costs is the work ‗W‘ on
compressor.
Thus the COPrefrigerator
13.1.2. Heat pump
It is another device that transfers heat from a lowtemperature medium to a high-temperature medium
(Fig. 13.2). Refrigerators and heat pumps operate on
the same cycle but differ in their objectives.
The objective of a:
refrigerator is to maintain the refrigerated space at a
low temperature by removing heat from the
refrigerated space (low-temperature reservoir), and
discharging this heat to a atmosphere (highertemperature reservoir).
heat pump, however, is to maintain a heated space
at a high temperature. This is accomplished by
absorbing heat from a cold atmospheric air in winter
or well water (low-temperature reservoir), and
supplying this heat to a house (high-temperature
medium).

Fig. 13.2. Heat pump.

The "efficiency" of a heat pump is also expressed in terms of the coefficient of performance
(COP). In the case of a heat pump the objective (i.e., energy sought) is Q H (heat transferred to
heated space from refrigerant) and the energy that costs is the work W.
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Therefore, COPHeat Pump
Can a refrigerator work as a heat pump?
The answer is yes. In winter, an ordinary refrigerator placed in the window of a house with
its door open to the cold outside air will function as a heat pump since it will absorb heat
from outside and reject this heat into the house through the condenser coils behind it.
Similarly, in winter, the air conditioner having its evaporator outside and condenser inside
the house will act as a heat pump.
The comparision of COPs of heat pump and refrigerator reveals that the COPHeat
Pump = COPRefrigerator + 1 for fixed value of and .
Problem13.1: For heating a house in winter it requires 204820 kJ/h of heat. The work input of
28424 kJ/h is needed by heat pump for its operation which absorbs heat from cold air outside
in winter to supply heat to the house. Calculate the COP of heat pump and heat abstracted
from outsides. What will be COP of heat pump when it serves to cool the house in the
summer requiring same 204820 kJ/h of heat rejection?
Solution: Refer fig. 13.3
Given: Work input, W = 28424 kJ/h;

Heat supplied by heat pump, QH = 20484 kJ/h

(a) Determine the COP of heat pump:
Formula: COPHeat Pump =
Answer: COPHeat Pump = = 7.205

(b) Determine heat abstracted from outside,
QL:
Formula: Work input, W = QH – QL
or QL = QH − W
Answer: QL = QH - W = 204820 − 28424
= 176396 kJ/h

Fig. 13.3: Schematic of problem 13.1

(c) Determine COP of heat pump when it serves to cool the house in the summer,
COPrefrigerator
Formula: COPrefrigerator =
Answer: COPrefrigerator = = 6.205
These results suggested that the same device has two values of COP depending upon the
uses.
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13.2. STATEMENT OF THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
On the basis of discussion we considered for refrigerator we are now ready to state the
Clausius Statement of Second Law.
13.2.1. The Clausius Statement
The Clausius statement is second classical statement of the Second Law of Thermodynamics
after defining the Kelvin-Planck statement of the second law of thermodynamics. It is related
to refrigerators or heat pumps. It is expressed as follows:
―It is impossible to construct a device that operates in a cycle and produces no effect other
than the transfer of heat from a cooler body to a hotter body‖.

Fig. 13.4 (a). Impossible cycle as it violates
Second Law (Clausius Satement).

Fig. 13.4 (b). Possible cycle as it satisfies
Second Law (Clausius Satement).

This statement is related to the refrigerator or heat pump, and in fact states that it is
impossible to construct a refrigerator that operates without an input of work to transfer heat
from a cooler body to a hotter body as shown in Fig. 13.4(a). The only alternative is that some
work must be done on the system from the surrounding as shown in Fig. 13.4(b). This also
implies that the coefficient of performance is always less than infinity.
Thus the
13.3. OBSERVATIONS REGARDING KELVIN-PLANCK AND CLAUSIUS
STATEMENTS
In regard to Kelvin-Planck statement and Clausius statement of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics, three observations can be made.
13.3.1. First observation
The first is that both Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements are negative statements:
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It is impossible to "prove" a negative statement. However, like every other law of nature, we
can say that the Second law of thermodynamics is based on experimental evidence. Every
relevant experiment that has been conducted has either directly or indirectly verified the
second law, and to date, no experiment has ever been conducted that contradicts the Second
law. The basis of the Second law is therefore experimental evidence.
13.3.2. Second observation
A second observation is that both Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements are equivalent:
Two statements are equivalent; therefore either of the statement can be used as the
expression of the Second law of thermodynamics. Any device that violates the Kelvin-Planck
statement also violates the Clausius statement and vice versa or any device that obeys the
Kelvin-Planck statement also obeys the Clausius statement and vice versa. This can be
proved as follows.
13.3.2.1. Proof that a device that violates the Clausius statement also violates the KelvinPlanck statement.
Consider the heat engine–heat pump combination as shown in Fig. 13.5 (a), working between
the same high temperature and low temperature reservoirs. The device at the left in this
figure is a heat pump that requires no work and transfers heat, ‗QL‘ from low temperature to
high temperature reservoir, and thus violates the Clausius statement. Let us assume that in
the device on right side ‗QH‘ heat which is grater than QL, be transferred from the hightemperature reservoir to the heat engine, and let the heat engine reject the ‗QL‘ heat as it does
an amount of work W (which equals (QH - QL).

(a)
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(B)

Fig. 13.5. Demonstration of violation of the Clausius statement implies a violation of the
Kelvin-Planck statement.
Since the net heat transfer to the low-temperature reservoir is zero, the heat engine, the heat
pump and the low-temperature reservoir can be viewed as a device as shown in Fig. 13.5 (b)
that operates in a cycle and produces no effect other than doing certain amount of work and
the exchange of heat with a single reservoir. This is clear violation of the Kelvin Planck
statement. Thus, a violation of the Clausius statement results in the violation of the KelvinPlanck statement.
13.3.2.2. Proof that a device that violates the Kelvin-Planck statement also violates the
Clausius statement.
The complete equivalence of these two statements is established when it is also shown that a
violation of the Kelvin-Planck statement implies a violation of the Clausius statement. This
can also be shown in a similar manner with the help of Fig. 13.5 (b).

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 13.5. Demonstration of violation of the Kelvin-Planck statement implies violation of
the Clausius statement.
Therefore from the above proofs it is clear that the Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements are
equivalent expressions of the Second law of thermodynamics.
13.3.3. Third observation
A third observation is that usually the second law of thermodynamics has been stated as
the impossibility of constructing a Perpetual Motion machine of Second Kind.
13.3.3.1. Perpetual Motion machine of Second Kind (PMM-II)
A device that violated the second law (Kelvin-Planck Statement) could be made into a
perpetual motion machine of the second kind as follows:
Consider the heat engine–heat pump combination as the power plant of a ship as shown in
Fig. 13.6 (a).
In Heat pump: An amount of heat QL is transferred from the ocean to a high-temperature
body by means of a heat pump. The work required is W′ (= QH − QL) and the heat
transferred to the high-temperature body is QH.
In Heat engine: Let the QH heat be transferred to a heat engine and does the same amount of
work W (= QH), Thus the ship engine violates the Kelvin-Plank statement of the Second law
of thermodynamics. Of this work an amount of work W′ (= QH - QL) is required to drive the
heat pump, leaving the net work Wnet (= QL) available for driving the ship.
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Fig. 13.6 (a): A perpetual-motion machine of the second kind
Since the net heat transfer to the high-temperature
reservoir is zero, the heat engine, the heat pump and
the high-temperature reservoir can be viewed as a
ship engine as shown in Fig. 13.6 (b) that operates in
a cycle and produces no effect other than doing
QL amount of work with exchange of heat QL with a
single reservoir (Ocean). This is clear violation of the
Kelvin Planck statement of Second law of
thermodynamics.
Thus, we have a perpetual motion machine of
second kind in the sense that work is done by
utilizing freely available sources of energy from
ocean or atmosphere.

Fig. 13.6 (b) .Perpetual
motion machine of second
kind
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LESSON - 14 REVERSIBILITY, IRREVERSIBILITY, CARNOT CYCLE, CARNOT
THEOREM
INTRODUCTION
The second law of thermodynamics states that no heat engine can have an efficiency of 100%.
Then the question arises if the efficiency of all heat engines is less than 100 per cent, what is
the most efficient engine we can have? Before we answer this question, we need to define a
reversible process first, which is also called the idealized process.
14.1. REVERSIBLE AND IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
14.1.1. Reversible Process:
A process is reversible which once having taken place can be reversed and leaves no trace of
change in either the system or surroundings. That is both the system and surroundings could
be restored to their original states at the end of a reverse process. This is possible only if the
net heat and net work exchange between the system and the surroundings is zero for the
combined (initial and reverse) process.
The illustration of reversible process isgiven in Fig. 14.1 where slow movement of a piston
during initial process and reverse process due to removal and replacement of small weights
in succession, respectively, constitutes a reversible process. This is because the work done by
the system on the surrounding during the initial process is equal to the work done on the
system by the surroundings during the reverse process. So both the system and surroundings
could be restored to their original states at the end of a reverse process.
In the above example the process was carried out in such a way that at every instant during
the process, the system remains infinitesimally close to thermodynamic equilibrium state,
thus we can say the executed process as a quasi-static process, which was described in
‗Lesson 2‘, is a reversible process.

(a): Initial Process from state 1 to state 2
state 2 to state 1

(b): Reverse process from

Fig. 14.1. An example of a process that approaches being reversible.
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14.1.2. Irreversible process:
Processes that are not reversible are called irreversible processes.
The illustration of an irreversible process is given in Fig. 14.2. Consider a gas at state ‗1‘ is
kept at high pressure by a piston held with cylinder by a pin.
Initial process: When the pin is removed, the piston is raised and forced abruptly against the
stops. The state of the gas is changed to state ‗2‘ and negligible amount of work is done by
the gas against the weightless piston during process ‗1-2‘.
Reverse process: Suppose we restore the system back from state ‗2‘ to its original state ‗1‘ by
compressing the gas until the pin could be again inserted in the piston. Since, the work done
on the gas (-W) in this reverse process ‗2-1‘ is larger than the negligible work done by the gas
in the initial process ‗1-2‘, an amount of heat ‗-Q‘ must be transferred from the gas to the
surroundings during process ‗2-1‘ in order that the system has the same internal energy it
had originally in state ‗1‘.
Results: Thus the system is restored back to its initial state ‗1‘, but the surroundings have
changed by virtue of the fact that work was required to force the piston down and heat was
transferred to the surroundings.
In the above example at every instant during process the system departs finitely from
thermodynamic equilibrium state, thus we can say this process as non quasi-static process,
which was also described in ‗Lesson 2‘, as an irreversible process.

(a): Initial Process from state 1 to state 2
state 2 to state 1

(b): Reverse process from

Fig. 14.2. An example of an irreversible process (non quasi-static process)
It should be clear from Fig. 14.1 and Fig.14.2 that a system can be restored to its initial state
following a reverse process, regardless of whether the process is reversible or irreversible.
But the surroundings is restored back to its initial state only in the case of a reversible
process, whereas for irreversible processes, the surroundings usually do some work on the
system and therefore does not return to their original state.
14.2. WHICH ARE THE FACTORS THAT CAUSE A PROCESS IRREVERSIBLE?
The factors that cause a process to be irreversible are called irreversibilities. They include
friction, unrestrained expansion, heat transfer99across a finite temperature difference, mixing
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of two fluids, electric resistance, inelastic deformation of solids, chemical reactions, and
combustion process. The presence of any of these effects renders a process irreversible. A
reversible process involves none of these. Some of the frequently encountered factors are
discussed briefly below.
14.2.1. Friction
Friction makes a process irreversible.A brief example may clarify this point. Let a block and
an inclined plane comprise a system as shown in Fig. 14.3.
Initial process: In the initial process, pull the block up on the inclined plane by lowering
weights. During this process, a certain amount of work is done on a block by surroundings to
overcome the friction between the block and the plane to increase the potential energy of the
block. Also due to friction there is heat loss from the system to the surroundings in the initial
process.
Reverse process: Now in the reverse process, the block is restored to its initial position by
removing some of the weights, thus allowing the block to slide down the plane itself. Some
heat rejection from the system to the surroundings will be required to restore the block to its
initial temperature.
Result: Thus the system is restored back to its initial state, but the state of surroundings have
changed by virtue of the fact that the net heat and net work transfer of surroundings is not
zero for the combined initial and reverse processes. This concludes that friction has rendered
the process irreversible.
Another type of frictional effect is that associated with the flow of viscous fluids in pipes and
passages and in the movement of bodies through viscous fluids.

Fig. 14.3. Demonstration of the fact that friction makes process irreversible.
14.2.2. Unrestrained expansion
Figure 14.4 shows an example of an unrestrained expansion, in which a gas comprising a
system, is separated from a vacuum by a membrane.
Initial process: Consider the initial process ‗1-2‘ which occurs when the membrane breaks
and the gas fills the entire vessel. There is no heat and work transfer involved between the
system and the surrounding during the initial process.
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Reverse process: Now in the reverse process, ‗2-1‘, the gas is restored to its original state ‗1‘
by compressing the gas. Since, there is work done on the gas (-W) in this reverse process, an
amount of heat ‗-Q‘ must be transferred from the gas to the surroundings during the process
‗2-1‘ in order to restore the system to its originally state ‗1‘.
Result: Since the system is restored back to its initial state ‗1‘, but the work and heat transfer
to the surrounding involve in reverse process only, the surroundings are not restored to their
initial states, indicating that the unrestrained expansion is an irreversible process.

Fig. 14.4: Demonstration of the fact that unrestrained expansion makes a process
irreversible.
14.2.3. Heat transfer through a finite
temperature difference
Consider a high-temperature body and a
low-temperature body comprising a system
as shown in Fig. 14.5.
Initial process: Let during the initial process
(Fig. 14.5 (a)) the heat be transferred from
the high-temperature body to the low
temperature body.
Reverse process: The only way in which the
system can be restored to its initial state is
to provide refrigeration effect (Fig. 14.5 (b)),
which requires work from the surroundings.
Result: Since the system is restored back to
its initial state ‘1’, but because of the work
from the surrounding during the reverse
process only, the surroundings are not
restored to their original states, indicating
that the process is irreversible.
Fig. 14.5. Demonstration of the fact that unrestrained
expansion makes a process irreversible.

14.2.4. Mixing of two different substances
Two different gases are separated by a membrane comprising a system as shown in Fig. 14.6.
Initial process: Let the membrane break and a homogeneous mixture of oxygen and nitrogen
fill the entire volume. We can say here that this may be considered as a special case of an
unrestrained expansion, for each gas undergoes an unrestrained expansion as it fills the
entire volume.
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Reverse process: In a reverse process, a certain amount of work is done by the surroundings
which is necessary to separate these gases.
Result: Since this work from the surrounding to restore the system to its original state is
involved only during the reverse process, there is some change in the surroundings though
the system has been restored. The process therefore is irreversible.

Fig. 14.6: Demonstration of the fact that the mixing of two different substances is an
irreversible process.
14.2.5. Internal, external and total reversibility
Internally reversible: A process is called internally reversible if no irreversibilities occur
within the boundaries of the system during the process. The quasi-static process is an
example of internally reversible process because during the initial stage, the process proceeds
through a series of thermodynamic equilibrium states, and when the process is reversed to
achieve the original state of the system, the process follows the same path of the initial
process through exactly the same thermodynamic equilibrium states.
Externally reversible: A process is called externally reversible if no irreversibilities occur
outside the system during the process. The process of heat transfer between the reservoir and
the system when both are at infinitesimal temperature difference is an example of externally
reversible process.
Total reversibility: A process is said to be totally reversible if it comprises no irreversibilities
within and outside the system.
Example :
To clear internally, externally and total reversibility, consider two identical systems in which
pure substance comprises a system as shown in Fig. 14.7. Let heat be transferred into both
systems and during the heat-transfer process, the temperature of both the systems remain
constant at temperature ‗T=100°C‘.
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Let, in the first system
heat be transferred from
a reservoir at
temperature ‘T + dT =
100.00000…..1°C’ which
isinfinitesimally higher
than temperature ‘T =
100°C’ of the system. Due
to small temperature
difference, the process of
heat transfer between
the reservoir and the
system is reversible heattransfer process.
In the second system, the
heat is transferred from a
reservoir at temperature
‘T + ΔT = 130°C’which is
higher than temperature
‘T= 100°C’of the system.
Due to high temperature
difference, the heat
transfer between
reservoir and system in
second case is an
irreversible heat-transfer
process as explained in
Fig. 14.5.
However, as far as both
the systems are
concerned, they pass
through exactly the same
states during the
evaporation process,
which we assume, is
reversible.
Thus, we can say
in the first case that the
process is both internally
and externally reversible
i.e. total reversible and
in the second case that
the process is internally
reversible but externally
irreversible because the
irreversibility occurs
outside the system.

Figure 14.7: Illustration of the difference between an internally and
externally reversible process.
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14.3. WHICH IS BETTER FOR ENGINEERING DEVICES, REVERSIBLE PROCESS OR
IRREVERSIBLE PROCESS?
Engineers are interested in reversible processes because work-producing devices such as car
engines and gas or steam turbines deliver the maximum work, and work-consuming devices
such as compressors, fans, and pumps consume the least work when reversible processes are
used instead of irreversible ones.
The above feature of reversible process is explained by an example shown in Fig. 14.8 (a, b)
given below.

Fig. 14.8: Reversible process (a) delivers the maximum work and (b) consumes the least
work
However, we know that reversible process is an ideal process. We may never be able to have
reversible process in reality, but we can certainly approach it. The more close a device
approaches a reversible process, the more work is delivered by work producing devices and
less work required by work consuming devices.
14.4. CARNOT CYCLE
After defining reversible process and considering factors that make processes irreversible let
us now answer the question which was asked in the previous section that
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―If the efficiency of all heat engines is less than 100 per cent, then what is the most efficient
engine we can have?‖
Let us answer this question for a heat engine that receives heat from a high-temperature
reservoir and rejects heat to a low-temperature reservoir.
Let us assume that this heat engine operates on a cycle in which every process is reversible
i.e. reversible cycle. As we know now that a reversible process requires least amount of work
and delivers the most, therefore, it is no surprise that a heat engine working on reversible
cycle is the most efficient engine.
The reversible cycle on which heat engine works is called the Carnot cycle. Since Carnot cycle
is made from reversible processes and we know that a reversible process does not occur in
nature, hence the Carnot cycle is also called an ideal cycle.
Examples of heat engine working on Carnot cycle are given below.
14.4.1. Power plant that operates on a Carnot cycle
Consider a power plant as shown in Fig. 14.9 (a) that operates on Carnot cycle. As discussed
earlier in ‗Lesson 12‘, it is a heat engine in which a pure substance, such as water and steam is
used as a working fluid. The power plant works on four reversible processes as shown on pV diagram in Fig. 14.9 (b).

Fig. 14.9. (a) Example of a power plant that operates on a Carnot cycle (b) Carnot cycle
on p-V diagram
1st process in the boiler (reversible isothermal process): Heat ‗1Q2‘ is transferred from the
high-temperature reservoir to the water in the boiler. The temperature of the water is only
infinitesimally lower than the temperature of the high-temperature reservoir; consequently it
is a reversible heat transfer process. Since the temperature of the reservoir remains constant
‗TH‘, that the temperature of the water must remain constant. A change of phase from liquid
to vapor at constant pressure in boiler is of course an isothermal process for a pure substance.
Therefore, the first process in the Carnot cycle is a reversible isothermal process.
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2nd process in the turbine (reversible adiabatic process): In turbine, the process is so fast that
it occurs without heat transfer and is therefore adiabatic. Since all processes in the Carnot
cycle are reversible, the second process is a reversible adiabatic process. During this process
the temperature of the working fluid decreases from high-temperature reservoir to lowtemperature reservoir. In turbine the useful work ‗2W3‘ is produced.
3rd process in the condenser (reversible isothermal process): In the third process the
working fluid flowing in the condenser is completely condensed after rejecting its heat ‗3Q4‘
to the low-temperature reservoir. As the temperature ‗TL‘ of the working fluid in the
condenser is infinitesimally higher than that of low-temperature reservoir, this is a reversible
isothermal process.
4th process in the pump (reversible adiabatic process): The fourth process, which completes
the cycle, occurs in the pump in which work ‗4W1‘ is done on the pump to pump water from
condenser pressure to boiler pressure.The pumping work is supplied by the turbine. This
processis a reversible adiabatic process in which the temperature of the working fluid
increases from the low temperature to the high temperature.
Since the heat engine is reversible, every process could be reversed, in that case it would be a
heat pump. Such a heat pump is shown in Figure 14.10. The temperature of the working fluid
in the evaporator would be infinitesimally less than the temperature of the low-temperature
reservoir, and in the condenser it is infinitesimally higher than that of the high-temperature
reservoir. As the heat pump works on a reversible cycle, it is not a surprise that a heat pump
working on reversible cycle would be the most efficient pump.

Fig. 14.10. Example of a heat pump that operates on a reversible cycle.
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14.4.2. Piston-cylinder arrangement that operates on a Carnot cycle
In another example, consider a piston cylinder arrangement as shown in Fig. 14.11 that works
on a Carnot cycle. It is also a heat engine (discussed earlier in ‗Lesson 12‘) in which gas is
used as the working fluid. In this arrangement, four reversible processes entirely take place
within a cylinder. These four reversible processes are mentioned below and are drawn on p-v
diagrams in Fig. 14.9 (b).
1st process (reversible isothermal process): A reversible isothermal process ‗1-2‘ in which
heat is transferred to or from the high-temperature reservoir.
2nd process (reversible adiabatic process): A reversible adiabatic process ‗2-3‘ in which the
temperature of the working fluid decreases from the high temperature to the low
temperature.
3rd process (reversible isothermal process): A reversible isothermal process ‗3-4‘ in which
heat is transferred to or from the low-temperature reservoir.
4th process (reversible adiabatic process): The fourth process ‗4-1‘ which completes the cycle
is reversible adiabatic process. In this process the temperature of the working fluid increases
from the low temperature to the high temperature.
Here, the main point to be made here is that the Carnot cycle, regardless of the working
substance, is always has the same four basic processes.

Fig. 14.11. Example of a gaseous system operating on a Carnot cycle.
14.4.3. Thermal Efficiency of Heat Engine working on Carnot Cycle
Process 1-2 (reversible isothermal process):
pv = c ;
From the energy equation,

1 q2

= (u2 – u1) + 1w2 ;

As (u2 – u1) = Cv(T2 – T1) = 0
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Process 2-3 (reversible adiabatic process):
and

2q3

=0;

From the energy equation, 2q3 = (u3 – u2) + 2w3 ;
2w3

= - (u3 – u2) = (u2 – u3) = Cv(T2 – T3)

Process 3-4 (reversible isothermal process):
pv = c ;
From the energy equation, 3q4 = (u4 – u3) + 3w4 ;
As (u4 – u3) = Cv(T4 – T3) = 0
Process 4-1 reversible adiabatic process:
and

4q1

=0;

From the energy equation, 4q1 = (u1 – u4) + 4w1 ;
4w1

= − (u1 – u4) = (u4 – u1) = Cv (T4 – T1)

Net heat transfer per kg of working substance per cycle =
From 1st - law for a cyclic process,
Net work per kg of working substance per cycle =
Therefore

….. ……..(14.1)

Since 2-3 and 4-1 are reversible adiabatic processes,
and
But T2 = T1 and T3 = T4
Therefore

Using this in equation (14.1)

Heat input, 1q2 = RT1 ln
Thermal efficiency (ηth) =
So this is the highest possible thermal efficiency of a heat engine with two given
temperatures, ‗TH‘ and ‗TL‘ and it is not a function of the properties of the working
substance.
14.4.4. Two Propositions Regarding the Efficiency of a Carnot Cycle
There are two important propositions regarding the efficiency of a Carnot cycle. These are
also called Carnot principles.
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First Proposition
It is impossible to construct an engine that operates between two given reservoirs at different
temperatures that is more efficient than a reversible engine operating between the same two
reservoirs.
Second Proposition
All engines that operate on the Carnot cycle between two given constant-temperature
reservoirs have the same efficiency.
These two propositions can be proved by demonstrating that the violation of either of the
statements results in the violation of the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
14.4.5. Proof of first and second propositions
Proof of first proposition:
Consider a reversible engine (R.E.) and an irreversible engine (I.E.) operating between the
same high temperature and low temperature reservoirs as shown in Fig. 14.12 (a).
In reversible engine: Let the heat transfer from high temperature reservoir to the reversible
engine be QH, the heat rejected from it to low temperature reservoir is Q L and the work
produced by it is WI.E.(= QH − QL ).
In an irreversible engine: Let the heat transfer from the high temperature reservoir to the
irreversible engine be QH, the heat rejected from it to low temperature reservoir is Q L′, and
the work produced by it is WI.E.(= QH − QL′ ).
Let us assume that the irreversible engine (I.E.) operating between the high temperature
reservoir and the low temperature reservoir that has a greater efficiency than a reversible
engine (R.E.). i.e. η I.E. > η R.E.

Fig. 14.12 (a).
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Proof for Carnot's first proposition
As the irreversible engine is more efficient than the reversible engine and , heat input ‗QH‘ is
the same for both the engines, then we have
WI.E.> WR.E.
or

(QH − QL′ ) > (QH − QL)

it follows that

Q L' < Q L.

Now reverse the reversible engine so that it works as a heat pump by taking work input
WR.E. (= QH-QL) from the irreversible engine as shown in Fig. 14.12 (b). By giving work input
to the reversible engine, the irreversible engine still delivers the net work (W net = WI.E. –
WR.E. = QL – QL′).
However, if we consider the two engines and the high-temperature reservoir as a system, as
indicated in Fig. 14.12 (b), then we have a system that operates in a cycle, exchanging heat
with a single reservoir, and does a certain amount of work as indicated in Fig. 14.12 (c).
However, this would constitute the violation of the Second law and we conclude that our
initial assumption ―that the irreversible engine is more efficient than the reversible engine‖ is
incorrect.
Hence, ηR.E. ≥ ηI.E.
So, we conclude that we cannot have an irreversible engine which is more efficient than a
reversible engine operating between the same two reservoirs.
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(b)

Fig. 14.12. Demonstration of the fact that the Carnot cycle is the most efficient cycle
operating between two fixed temperature reservoirs.
Proof of Second first proposition:
The second Carnot proposition can also be proved in a similar way as the previous
proposition has been proved.
To start with, let us replace the irreversible engine (I.R.) of the previous proof with the
reversible engine (R.E.)1 and then assume that replaced reversible engine (R.E.)1 is more
efficient than another reversible engine (R.E.)2 operating between the same two reservoirs i.e
(R.E.)1 delivers more work than (R.E.)2 as shown in Fig. 14.13.
By following through same the same line of reasoning as discussed in the previous proof, and
reversing the reversible engine ‗(R.E.)2‘ so that it works as a heat pump by taking work input
‗W(R.E.)2‘ from the more efficient reversible engine ‗W(R.E.)1‘ as shown in Fig. 14.13 (a), we end
up having a system that produces a net amount of work while exchanging heat with a single
reservoir (Fig. 14.13 (b)), which is a violation of Second law.
So, we conclude that no reversible heat engine can be more efficient than another reversible
engine operating between the same two reservoirs.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14.13. Demonstration of the fact that all reversible engines operating between the
same two reservoirs have the same efficiency.
Example 14.1: An inventor claims to have heat engine which is capable of developing 9 kW
while working between the temperature limits of 30oC and - 40°C.It receives only 1000
kJ/min of heat. Discuss the possibility of the claim.
Solution:
Given: Net work, W = 9kW;
= 233K

QH = 1000 kJ/min;

TH = 30 + 273 = 303K;

TL = (−40 +273)

Determine the possibility of claim:
Formula:

Claim is possible if ηclaimed ≤ ηmax

Finding unknown, ηmax:
By Carnot theorem, the maximum thermal efficiency for a reversible engine is given by
ηmax = = 0.422 = 42.2%
Finding unknown, ηclaim:
The efficiency claimed is given by
ηclaimed = = 0.540

or 54%

Answer: ηclaimed > ηmax ,

Thus the inventor’s claim is false

14.5. THERMODYNAMIC SCALE OF TEMPERATURE
It should be noted that we have not considered an absolute scale of temperature, usually
referred to as Thermodynamic scale of temperature, when we had defined Zeroth law and
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temperature scales in Lesson 4. This is because the possibility of an absolute scale arises from
the Second law of thermodynamics.
As we have now defined the Second law of thermodynamics, the absolute temperature scale
independent of any thermometric substance on the basis of the Second law of
thermodynamics is defined which is explained as under:
Let a heat engine operating on the Carnot cycle receive heat
from a high temperature reservoir maintained at steam
point and it rejects heat to a low temperature reservoir
maintained at ice point as shown in Fig. 14.14. If the
efficiency of such an engine could be measured, it would be
found to be 26.80 percent.
Therefore, the thermal efficiency of Carnot cycle, η carnot
= = 0.2680
or =
or
…………(14.2)

Fig. 14.14. Heat engine used to develop
the thermodynamic scale of temperature.

In order to assign values of absolute temperatures, the second relation between T steam and
Tice must be required.
In order to define an absolute temperature scale related to Centigrade scale known as Kelvin
scale (designated by K), we use the second relation that the difference between ice point and
the steam point is 100 degree, just as that for Centigrade scale.
Therefore, we can write
Tsteam point – Tice
….…...…(14.3)

point

= 100

Solving equations (14.2) and (14.3) we find
Tsteam point = 373.15 K

Tice point = 273.15 K

It follows that the temperature of Centigrade and Kelvin scale differ by a constant 273.15.
Therefore, we can write absolute temperature of Centigrade scale as,
T (°K) = t (°C) + 273.15
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LESSON - 15 ENTROPY, CLAUSIS INEQUALITY, ENTROPY A PROPERTY, ENTROPY
CHANGE DURING PROCESS
15.1. INEQUALITY OF CLAUSIS
Let a reversible heat engine and an irreversible heat engine both operate between same two
given temperature reservoirs (i.e. high temperature reservoir at T H and low temperature at
TL). Let the heat transfer to both the engines be QH and heat rejected from both the engines be
QL .
We know that for a reversible heat engine operating in a cycle,

Efficiency,

…………………. (15.1)

For an irreversible engine operating in a cycle,

Efficiency,

…………………….. (15.2)

From equations (15.1) and (15.2) we find

or

or

or

or

or

Therefore, in differential form, for any cyclic process, reversible or irreversible

This is called inequality of Clausius. A cycle which violates this inequality is not possible to
execute in practice.
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(for a reversible cycle)

and

(for an irreversible cycle)

Problem 15.1: A heat engine receives 1000 kW of heat at constant temperature of 285°C. The
heat is rejected at 5°C. The possible heat rejected is (a) 840 kW, (b) 492 kW, (c) 300kW.
Comment on results.
Solution:
Given: Heat receives, Qreceives = 1000 kW;
TH = 285+273 = 558 K; TL = 5+273 = 278K
Formula: Apply the clausius inequality in each case
The cycle is possible if it satisfy clausius inequality

i.e. cyclic
Comment on results.
(a) Given: Qrejected = 840kW

Answer:
The clausius inequality does not hold good, Hence, the cycle is not
possible.
(b) Given: Qrejected = 492 kW

Answer:
The clausius inequality holds good, Hence, the cycle is possible

Fig. 15.1. Schematic of problem
15.1

(c) Given: Qrejected = 300 kW

Answer:
The clausius inequality does not hold good, hence, the cycle is not possible.
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15.2. ENTROPY A PROPERTY ENTROPY CHANGE FOR A SYSTEM DURING A
REVERSIBLE PROCESS
Consider a system in state 1 undergoes a change of
state to state 2 through path A. This process is
reversible. Now it has the option to come back to state
1 by many processes (paths). Say, B and C are two such
paths. Processes through path B and C are also
reversible. Thus the system has undergone two
reversible cycles, i.e. 1-A-2-B-1and 1-A-2-C-1 as shown
in Fig. 15.2.
For reversible cycle through paths A and B

Fig. 15.2. Two reversible cycles.

…………. (15.3)
[

for reversible cycle, cyclic ]

For reversible cycle through paths A and C

…………. (15.4)
[

for reversible cycle, cyclic ]

Subtracting Equation (15.4) from Equation (15.3), we get

Since the quantity δQ/T is same for two different paths between two states, we conclude that
this quantity is independent of path and is a function of the end states only, and is therefore a
thermodynamic property. This property is called entropy, and is designated by S. It follows
that, mathematically, entropy may be defined as a property of a substance in accordance with
the relation

dS = (δQ/T)rev
………………………..(15.5)
Considering mathematical and physical aspects, the entropy is defined as follows:
The amount of heat transported to a substance and the degree to which it is ordered are
described by the property of state known as entropy. The higher the disorder, the greater is
the increase in entropy.
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The change in entropy of a system as it undergoes a change of state may be found by
integrating equation (15.5)

S2 – S1 =

or

ΔS =

, kJ/k ……..15.6)

The entropy per unit mass is

s2 – s1 =

, kJ/kg k

The above equation suggests that entropy is conserved in a reversible process.
For reversible adiabatic process
δQ = 0
From equation (15.6), we have
ΔS = 0
This means change in entropy is zero for a reversible adiabatic process.
Temperature entropy diagram
From Equation (15.5), the heat interaction for a reversible
process is given by
(δQ)rev = TdS
Total amount of heat interaction for a reversible process 1-2 is
given by, 1Q2 =
Therefore for a reversible process drawn with T-S co-ordinates
shown in Fig. 15.3, the area beneath the curve represents the
heat transfer during the process.

Fig. 15.3. T-S diagram of reversible
process
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15.3. ENTROPY CHANGE FOR A SYSTEM DURING AN IRREVERSIBLE PROCESS

Consider a system in state 1 (Fig. 15.4). It undergoes a
change of state through a path A to state 2. This process is
reversible. It can complete the cycle through reversible
path B or irreversible path C.
For a reversible cycle through paths A and B
For reversible cycle, cyclic

Fig. 15.4. Entropy change of a system
during an irreversible process.

……… (15.7)

For an irreversible cycle through paths A and C
For irreversible cycle, cyclic

..……… (15.8)
Substracting Equation (15.8) from (15.7) we get

…………. (15.9)
Since path B is reversible,

and entropy is a property

Therefore,
From the above two equations, we have

Using this in Equation (15.9), we have
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or

………. (15.10)

The above equation suggests that entropy increases in an irreversible process.
For an irreversible adiabatic process
δQ = 0
From equation (15.10), we have
ΔS > 0
Note that for an irreversible adiabatic process, though heat transfer is zero but there is still an
increase in entropy due to irreversibilities.
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LESSON - 16 CHANGE OF ENTROPY OF GASSES IN THERMODYNAMICS
PROCESSES AND NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
16.1. TWO IMPORTANT ‘Tds’ THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS
We have,
or
or
In differential form, it can be written as
or

TdS = dU + pdV

or

Tds = du + pdv

…………………..(16.1)
( for unit mass )

The above equation is very important since it establishes a relationship between all
thermodynamic properties and does not involve path functions like work and heat. It is
interesting, therefore, to note that equation δQ = dU + pdV and δQ = TdS are true for
reversible process but equation TdS = dU + pdV is true for all processes reversible as well as
irreversible. This equation is true for any two equilibrium states of a system.
Since H = U + pV
It follows that dH = dU + pdV + Vdp
Substituting this relation in Equation (16.1)
Thus TdS = dH - Vdp
or

Tds = dh – vdp

………………….(16.2)
(for unit mass)

Equation (16.1) and (16.2) are two important ‗TdS‘ thermodynamic relations.
16.2. ENTROPY CHANGE IN A PROCESS FOR IDEAL GAS:
Various processes are shown on p-v and T-s diagrams in Fig. 16.1. The entropy change in
these processes is determined as follows.
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16.2.1. Constant volume process (Isochoric process) (Fig. 16.2):
V1 = V2 = V
From (16.1), we have

TdS = dU + pdV

But dV = 0 and dU = m Cv dT;
therefore

TdS = m Cv dT + 0

or

= m Cv dT

[ If Cv is constant for the gas]
S2 – S1 = m Cv ln

For unit mass,
s2 – s1 = Cv ln
16.2.2. Constant pressure process (Isobaric process) (Fig. 16.3):
P1 = P2 = P
From Equation (16.2), we have
TdS = dH - Vdp
But dP = 0 and dH = mCpdT;
therefore

TdS = m Cp dT + 0 = m CpdT

or

[ If Cp is constant for the gas]
S2 – S1 = m Cp ln

For unit mass,
s2 – s1 = Cp ln
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16.2.3. Constant temperature process (Isothermal process) (Fig. 16.4):
PV = C = mRT

or T1 = T2 = T

From Equation (16.1), we have
TdS = dU + pdV
But dU = m Cv dT =0 as dT = 0;
therefore

TdS = 0 + pdV

= pdV

or
Using perfect gas relation
, we can write
or S2 – S1 = m R ln
For unit mass,
or s2 – s1 = R ln
16.2.4. Reversible and an irreversible adiabatic process (isentropic process)(Fig. 16.5):
For reversible adiabatic process, we have,

But δQ = 0
Therefore,

(for adiabatic process)
S2 – S1 = 0

or

S1 = S2

Therefore a reversible adiabatic process is an isentropic process
For an irreversible adiabatic process, for unit mass, we have,

But δQ = 0
Therefore,

(for adiabatic process)
S2 – S1 > 0

or

S2 > S1
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16.2.5. Polytropic process:
we have,
But for a gas, . Using this in the above equation, we get

S2 – S1 =
For unit mass,
s2 – s1 =
16.2.6. Equal-internal energy process:
U1 = U2 = U
From Equation (16.1), we have
But dU = 0;
dS =

therefore

TdS = dU + pdV

TdS = 0 + pdV = pdV

or

or S2 – S1 =
For unit mass,
or s2 – s1 =
16.2.7. Change in Entropy for an Equal Enthalpy Process
H1 = H2 = H
From Equation (16.2), we have
But dH = 0 ;
dS =
or

therefore

TdS = dH - Vdp
Tds = 0 - Vdp = - Vdp

or

S2 – S1 = =

For unit mass,
s2 – s1 =
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16.3. CARNOT CYCLE ON T-s DIAGRAM
Let a heat engine operate on a Carnot cycle as discussed in ‗Fig. 14.11 of Lesson 14‘. It works
on four reversible processes as shown on T-S diagram in Fig. 16.6.
It is clear from the T-S diagram that,
The amount of heat transferred by the reservoir at temperature ‗TH‘ to the working substance,
1Q2

= T1(S2 – S1)

The amount of heat transferred by the working substance to the reservoir at temperature ‗TL‘,

or

3Q4

= T3 (S4 – S3) = T3 (S1 – S2).

3Q4

= - T3 (S2 – S1).

Since the system undergoes a cycle, the net heat transfer should be equal to the net work
done by the system.
or

Net work done by the system = Net heat transfer by the system = 1Q2 + 3Q4
= T1 (S2 – S1) + [- T3 (S2 – S1)]
= [T1 (S2 – S1) - T3 (S2 – S1)]

Thermal efficiency of the engine working on cycle =

16.4. SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS FOR A CONTROL VOLUME (C.V.)
The second law of thermodynamics can be applied to an open system (C.V.) by a procedure
similar to the application of First law for open system. Figure 16.6 shows an open system.
Case 1: For more than one inlet and one exit of control volume
For a flow process as shown in Figure 16.6, the entropy rate balance gives
………. (16.3)
In the tabove equation the equality holds for a reversible process and the inequality for an
irreversible process.
and is rate of entropy change within the system (C.V).
and

rate of entropy transfer in and out of the system (C.V) accompanying mass

flow.
is rate of heat transfer during time dt at the location of boundary where the
instantaneous surface temperature is T
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represents the accompanying rate of entropy transfer.
sign for more than one inlet and one exit of control volume
For the steady state steady flow (SSSF) process, which is defined as a process in which the
conditions within the control volume do not vary with time.
i.e.

and

For steady state steady flow process, the change in entropy from Equation (16.3) can be given
by the following equation
Case2: For one inlet and one exit of control volume
Many applications in engineering problems involve one inlet and one exit of control volume.
For such cases the steady state and steady flow entropy rate balance is given by
Example 16.1. 5 kg of oxygen is heated in a reversible non-flow constant volume process
from temperature of 60°C until the pressure is doubled. If CP =0.913 kJ/kgK, determine, (i)
Final temperature. (ii) work done, (iii) change in internal energy. (iv) heat transferred, (v)
change in enthalpy and (vi) change in entropy. Assume CV= 0.653 kJ/kgK,
Solution:
Given: m = 5 kg; T1= 60 °C = 60 + 273 = 333 K; p2 = 2p1 CP =0.913 kJ/kgK; dV=0
(i)

Determine the final temperature, T2;

Formula: For constant volume process, V1 = V2, we have
T2 = T1
Answer:

T2 = x T1= 2 x 333 = 666 K or 393°C

(ii) Determine the work done, 1W2;
Formula: work done, 1W2 = ∫pdV
Answer:

1W2

= ∫pdV= 0 K or 0°C

(iii) Determine the change in internal energy, (U2 - U1);
Formula: U2- U1= m CV (T2 -T1)
Answer:

U2 - U1= m CV (T2 -T1) = 5 x 0.653 x (666-333) = 1087 kJ

(iv) Determine the heat transfer, 1Q2;
Formula: 1Q2= (U2- U1)+1W2
Answer:

1Q2=

(U2- U1)+1W2= 1087 + 0 = 1087 kJ
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(v)

Determine the change in enthalpy, (H2 - H1);

Formula: H2-H1= m CP(T2 - T1)
Answer:

H2-H1= m CP(T2 - T1) = 5 x0.913 x (666 - 333) = 1520 kJ

(vi) Determine the change in entropy, (S2 - S1);
Formula: S2-S1 =
Answer:

= 2.263 kJ/K

Example 16.2: An insulated cylinder contains 25 kg of nitrogen. Its volume capacity is 5 m 3.
Paddle work is done on the gas by stirring it till the pressure in the vessel gets increased from
5 bar to 10 bar. Determine (i) change in internal energy. (ii) work done (iii) heat transferred
and (iv) change in entropy. Assume Cp =1.04 kJ/kgK and CV = 0.7432 kJ/kgK for nitrogen.
Solution:
Given: m = 25 kg;p1= 5 bar = 5 x102kN/m2 ;

p2= 10 bar = 10 x102 kN/m2

V1 = V2 = 5m3and it is constant for both end states.
R = Cp - CV = 1.04 - 0.7432 = 0.2968 kJ/kgK.
(i)

Insulated cylinder, 1Q2= 0

Determine the change in internal energy, (U2 - U1);

Formula: (U2 -U1) = m CV (T2-T1) = CV (mT2 - mT1)
Finding unknown, mT1 and mT2 ;
The mass of the gas in the cylinder is given by
Therefore, mT1 = = 8.423 x103 kgK
and

mT2 = = 16.846 x103 kgK
Answer: U2 - U1= CV(mT2 − mT1) = 0.7432 x (16.346 − 8.423)x103= 6260 kJ

(ii) Determine work done, 1W2 ;
Formula: 1Q2 = U2 − U1+ 1W2
therefore 1W2= − (U2 − U1) = − 6260 kJ
Answer:

1W2=

− (U2 − U1) = − 6260 kJ

(iii) Determine heat transfer, 1Q2 ;
Answer:

1Q2

= 0 kJ

(iv) Determine the change in entropy, (S2 - S1);
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Formula:

For constant volume process,

Finding unknown, ;
For constant volume, = 2
Answer:

S2-S1 = = 12.878 kJ/kg K

Example 16.3: Nitrogen is heated in a steady flow process from 700 kPa and 27°Cto 620 kPa
and927oC. Derive an expression for the change in entropy and calculate the change of
entropy during the process if CP = 39.65 – 7.65x103/T + 1.5x106/T2 kJ/kg-mole-K and the
value of R is 0.3026 kJ/kgK. Assume molecular weight of nitrogen as 28.016.
Solution:
Given: p1= 700 kPa;
= 1200 K

p2= 620 kPa;

T1 = 27+273 = 300 K;

CP = 39.65 – 7.65x103/T + 1.5x106/T2 ;
kg/mol

R= 0.3026 kJ/kgK;

T2 = 927 + 273
Mol. wt. = 28.016

Determine the change in entropy:
Formula: We know Tds = du + pdv = d(h – pv) + pdv = dh – vdp
or
Answer: (S2-S1)
= 1.5215 kJ/kg K
Example 16.4: 5 kg of air is compressed in a reversible steady flow polytropic process from
100 kpa and 40°Cto 1000 kpa and during this process the law followed by the gas is pV1.25= C.
Determine the change in entropy CV = 0.717 kJ/kgK , R = 0.287 kJ/kgK.
Solution:
Given: m = 5 kg;

Ti =40 °C= 40 + 273 = 313 K;

pV1.25= C

Pi = 100 kPa = 1 x 105 N/m2 ;Pe= 1000 kPa = 1 x 106 N/m2;
R =CP - CV or

CP = R + C V

or

CP = 0.287 + 0.717 = 1.005 kJ/kgK

Determine the change in entropy:
Formula: For unit mass,
TdS = dH – Vdp

Tds = dh – vdp
or

or
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Finding unknown, Te ;
Equation of state,
Therefore,
or Te = = 496 K
Answer:

(Se-Si) =
= − 0.9887 kJ/K

Example 16.5: Air is throttled from 1000 kPa at 27°Cto 100 kPa in a steady flow adiabatic
process. Changes in kinetic and potential energies are negligible. Determine the change in
entropy per kg of air flow. CP= l.004 kJ/kgK, R =0.287 kJ/kgK.
Solution:
Given: Ti=27 °C = 27 + 273 = 300 K;
R =0.287 kJ/kgK

Pi = 1000 kPa;

CP= l.004 kJ/kgK

Pe= 100 kPa

ΔPE = 0

ΔKE = 0

Determine the change in entropy per kg of air flow:
Formula: In steady flow energy equation for this process (throttling), we have
hi = he or

he − hi = 0 ;

or CP(Te-Ti) = 0 or

Te = Ti

Now we have, Tds = dh – vdp = − vdp ;
or
Answer: (Se-Si) = = 0.6608 kJ/kgK
Example 16.6: A gas undergoes a non-flow process according to the law p = (0.16/V + 2.1)
bar, where V is the volume in cubic meters. Initial volume is 0.6 m3 and the final volume is
0.2 m3. Determine the change in enthalpy during the process if 25 kJ of heat is rejected from
the system.
Solution:
Given: V1= 0.6 m3;

V2 = 0.2 m3;

1Q2

= - 25 KJ;

p = (0.16/V + 2.1) bar

Determine the change in enthalpy(H2 – H1):
Formula: Equation for energy balance for closed system is given by
δQ = dU + pdV
As H =U+pV;

Therefore δQ = d(H – pV) + pdV
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or

δQ =dH – pdV - Vdp + pdV

or

δQ =dH − Vdp

Integrate,
1Q2

or

= (H2 – H1) −

(H2 – H1) = 1Q2 +

Finding unknown, ;
Now, p = bar;

p = x 105 N/m2

dp = −

= 17550 J = 17.55 kJ
Answer:

(H2 – H1) = 1Q2 + = −25 + 17.55 = − 7.45 kJ
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LESSON - 17 PRINCIPLE OF INCREASE OF ENTROPY AND NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
17.1. PRINCIPLE OF THE INCREASE OF ENTROPY
Now we shall consider the total change in the entropy of a system and its surroundings
(entropy of a universe) when the system undergoes a change of state. This consideration
leads to the principle of the increase of entropy.
17.1.1. Closed System
Consider the process shown in Fig. 17.1. in which a quantity of heat δQ is transferred from
the surroundings at temperature To to the system at temperature T, and let the work done
by the system during this process be δW.
For this process entropy change for a system can be written as,
dSsystem ≥
For this process entropy change for a surrounding can be written as,
dSsurroundings ≥

[ because for the surrounding δQ is negative]

The total change of entropy is therefore
dSsystem + dSsurroundings ≥
……………………………….(17.1)
For irreversible process,
Since To > T , the heat transfer is from the surroundings to the system, both and the
quantity are positive and we conclude that
The total change of entropy from eqt. (17.1),
…….. (17.2)

dSsystem + dSsurroundings > 0

If T > To , the heat transfer is from the system to the surroundings, both and the quantity are
negative, thus yielding the same result
The total change of entropy from eqt. (17.1),
……. (17.2)

dSsystem + dSsurroundings > 0

For reversible process,
Since T ≈ To , the heat transfer is from the surroundings to the system or system to the
surroundings, we conclude that
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The total change of entropy,
……………..(17.3)

dSsystem + dSsurroundings = 0

Thus, from equation (17.2) and equation (17.3) we can conclude that for all possible processes
that a system in a given surroundings can undergo,
The total change of entropy,
………………… (17.4)

dSsystem + dSsurroundings ≥ 0

where, the equality holds for reversible processes and the inequality for irreversible
processes.
Since all macroscopic processes that occur are to some degree irreversible, there is always a
net increase in the entropy of the system plus surroundings (entropy of universe).
17.1.2. For isolated system
If a system is isolated from its surroundings (or simply an adiabatic closed system), the heat
transfer is zero, and equation (17.1) reduces to
dS isolated system ≥ 0
…………………………….. (17.5)
The equation (17.5) can be expressed as the entropy of an isolated system increases during an
irreversible process and in cases of a reversible process it remains constant.
Note that in the absence of any heat transfer, entropy change is due to irreversibilities only,
and their effect is always to increase entropy.
Thus from equations (17.4) and (17.5) we can conclude that the entropy of a Universe
(system and its surroundings) or an isolated system will continually increase, or, in the
limiting cases of a reversible process remains constant. There is no way in which the entropy
of an isolated system or the entropy of a system and its surroundings can decrease. This is
known as the increase of entropy principle for closed/isolated system.
Irreversible or spontaneous processes can occur only in that direction for which the entropy
of the universe or that of an isolated system, increases. These processes cannot occur in the
direction of decreasing entropy.
17.1.3. Open System
Refer Fig. 17.2. For control volume (system), the entropy rate balance (refer eqt. 16.3) can
be written as,
....................….. (17.6)
For surroundings, the entropy rate balance (refer eqt. 16.3) can be written as,
......................…...(17.7)

[because for the surrounding δQ is negative]

Add (17.6) and (17.7)
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(dS/dt)system + (dS/dt)surroundings ≥
For irreversible process
Since To > T , the heat transfer is from the surroundings to the system, and both and the
quantity are positive and we conclude that
The total change of entropy,
…….(17.8)

(dS/dt)system + (dS/dt)surroundings > 0

If T > To , the heat transfer is from the system to the surroundings, and both and the
quantity are negative, thus yielding the same result
The total change of entropy,
……….(17.8)

(dS/dt)system + (dS/dt)surroundings > 0

Therefore when heat transfer takes place between system and surroundings, entropy of the
system plus its surroundings (entropy of universe) increases.
For reversible process,
Since, T ≈ To the heat transfer is from the surroundings to the system or system to the
surroundings, we conclude that
The total change of entropy,
…………..…(17.9)

dS/dtsystem + dS/dtsurroundings = 0

The above equation suggests that entropy of the system plus surroundings (entropy of
universe) is constant in reversible process.
Thus, from equation (17.8) and equation (17.9) we can conclude that for all possible processes
that a system in a given surroundings can undergo,
The total change of entropy,
(17.10)

dS/dtsystem + dS/dtsurroundings ≥ 0

…………

where, the equality holds for reversible processes and the inequality for irreversible
processes.
The equation (17.10) can be expressed as the entropy of a system and its surroundings will
continually increase, or, in the limiting cases of a reversible process remains constant. There
is no way in which the entropy of a system and its surroundings can decrease. This is known
as the increase of entropy principle for open system.
Example 17.1: A heat exchanger uses 5000kg/h of water to cool oil from 150° to 50°C. The
rate of flow of oil is 2500 kg/h. The average specific heat of oil and water are2.5 kJ/kgK and
4.1868kJ/kgK, respectively. The water enters the heat exchanger at 21°C.
Determine:
(i) Change in the entropy due to heat exchange process.
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(ii) The amount of work obtained if cooling of oil is done by using the heat to run a reversible
engine with sink temperature of 21°C.
Solution:
Given: mwater = 5000kg/h
moil = 2500 kg/h

CP, water = 4.1868kJ/kgK;
CP, oil = 2.5 kJ/kgK;

Ti, water = 21°C
T2, oil = 150° C;

T3, oil = 50° C;

Heat exchanger
(i)

Determine Change in the entropydue to heat exchange process:

Formula: The net entropy change as result of heat exchange process in the heat exchanger
= The change of entropy of oil + The change of entropy of water
= dSoil + dSwater
Finding unknown, dSoil and dSwater;
dSoil = m CP,oil ln = 2500 x 2.5 x = -1687.5 kJ/K
dSwater = mwaterCP, water ln
Finding unknown,Te, water;
Heat lost by oil = Heat gain by water = Q
moilCP, oil (T2, oil – T3, oil) = mwaterCP, water (Te, water – Ti, water)
2500 x 2.5 x (150 - 50) = 5000 x 4.1868 (Te, water - 21)
Te, water = 51°C
Therefore, dSwater = 5000 x 4.1868 x ln = 2034 kJ/K
Answer: The net entropy change as result of heat exchange processin the heat exchanger
= dSoil + dSwater= -1687.5 + 2034 = 346.5 kJ/K
(ii) Determine the amount of work (W) obtained if cooling of oil is done by using the
heat to run a reversible engine with sink temperature of 21°C:
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Heat engine

T-s diagram

Formula: The amount of work that could have been obtained by the use of reversible engine,
W = QH - QL= area‗1-2-3-4‘– area ‗1-6-5-4‘
Finding unknown,QH and

QL;

QH= moil Coil dToil= 2500 x 2.5 x (150-50) = 625000 kJ/h
QL = area ‗1-6-5-4‘ under line 5-6
= Tsink dSoil = (21 +273) x 1687.5 = 496125 kJ/h
Answer: Thus, work achievable by reversible engine,
W = QH - QL = 625000 - 496125 = 128875 kJ/h = 35.8 kW
Example 17.2: 3 Kg of water at 80 °C is mixed with 4 kg of water at 15 °C in an insulated
system. Calculate the change of entropy due to mixing process
Solution:
Given: (m1)cold water = 4 kg;

(t1)cold water = 15 °C;

(t2)Hot water = 80 °C ;

(m2)Hot water = 3 kg

Determine Change in the entropy due to mixingprocess:
Formula: Net change in entropy, ΔS = S2 - S1
Finding unknown,temperature after mixing (t);
Heat gained by cold water = Heat lost by hot water
[m1. Cp,w. (t- t1)]cold water = [m2 . Cp,w. (t– t2)]hot water
4 .Cp,w. (t – 15) = 3 . Cp,w. (80 – t)
4 (t – 15) = 3 (80 – t)
t = = 42.85°C
Answer: Net change in entropy, ΔS = S2 - S1
= 4 Cp,w 0.0923 + 3 Cp,w (− 0.1112)
= 0.3692 Cp,w − 0.3336 Cp,w = 0.0356 Cp,w = 0.0356 x 4.187 = 0.1491 kJ/K
Example 17.3: In an air turbine the air ex pands from 7 bar and 460 °C to 1.012 bar and
160°C. The heat loss from the turbine can be assumed to be negligible.
(i)

Show that the process is irreversible

(ii) Calculate the change of entropy per kg of134
air.
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Solution:
Given: p1 = 7 bar; T1 = 460 + 273 = 733K
(i)

p2 = 1.012 bar; T2‘ = 160+273 = 433K Q = 0.

Prove that the process is irreversible

Since the heat loss is negligible, the process in air turbine is adiabatic.
If the process is reversible adiabatic, the outlet temperature (T2) of the air turbine is calculated
by following equation:
= 421.6 – 273 = 148.6 °C
But the actual temperature at the outlet of the air turbine [T2‘ = 160°C (160+273 = 433 K)] at
the pressure of 1.012 bar is more than outlet temperature (T2) of the air turbine for reversible
process.
As per T-s diagram there is increase in entropy even heat transfer is zero.
Hence proved that the process irreversible.
(ii) Determine the change of entropy per kg of air
Formula: The change in entropy (s2‘- s1) = (s2‘- s2)
Finding unknown,(s2’- s2);
The change in entropy for a reversible constant pressure process 2 to 2‘,
(s2‘ - s1) = = 0.02681 kJ/kg K
Answer: The change in entropy (s2′- s1) = (s2′- s2) = 0.02681 kJ/kg K
i.e. Increase of entropy.
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MODULE –V PROPERTIES OF PURE SUBSTANCE (STEAM)
LESSON - 18 PURE SUBSTANCES, CHANGE OF PHASE DURING CONSTANT
PRESSURE PROCESS AND T-V DIAGRAM
As discussed under section working fluids, the steam power plants run with the help of
working fluid like liquid/vapor. These working fluids are generally pure substances. Because
the change in properties of the working fluid i.e. pure substance operates the power plants, it
is necessary to study the properties of pure substance.

18.1. PURE SUBSTANCE
A pure substance is a substance which is:
(a) homogeneous in composition,
(b) homogeneous in chemical aggregation,
(c) invariable in chemical aggregation.
The illustrations of the definition of a pure substance is given in Fig. 18.1.


Ratio of H2 and O are same in Fig. (i) and Fig. (ii) thus satisfies condition (a) i.e.
homogeneous in composition. Fig. (iii) does not satisfy this condition.



H2O every where in the system in Fig. 18(i) thus satisfies condition (b) i.e.
homogeneous in chemical aggregation. Fig. 18(ii) and Fig. 18(iii) do not satisfy this
condition.



Ratio of H2O does not vary with time in Fig. 18(i), thus satisfies condition (c) i.e.
invariable in chemical aggregation.

The above statements conclude that substance (steam and water) in Fig. 18(i) satisfy all three
conditions, thus it is a pure substance. Substances in Fig.18(ii) and Fig. 18(iii) are not pure
substances as they do not fulfill all the three conditions altogether.
Similarly, a mixture of steam, liquid water, snow, and ice is also a pure substance.
The other illustrations of the definition of a pure substance are given in Fig. 18.2 below.
A mixture of two or more phases of a substance is not necessarily a pure substance as it is in
the case of mixture of two phases of liquid water and vapor steam. This can be seen in the
above example Fig. 18.2, a mixture of liquid air and gaseous air is not pure substance since
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ratio of O2 and N2 of liquid air and gaseous air is different, and thus the mixture is not
homogeneous in composition.
18.2. PHASE CHANGE PROCESSES OF PURE SUBSTANCE AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
Pure substance water:
Consider 1 kg of ice (solid) at −10°C contained in a cylinder, say under 1 atmospheric
pressure as shown in Fig 18.3 (a). This state of ice is shown by state ‗A‘ on T-Q and T-V
diagrams in Fig. 18.4 and 18.5, respectively. Now let heat be supplied to the cylinder
continuously and slowly. During heating, the pressure inside the cylinder is kept constant at
1 atmospheric pressure. During heating at constant pressure, various processes along with
change of states are observed and plotted on T-Q and T-V diagrams in Fig. 18.4 and 18.5,
respectively.
At the beginning of heating, the temperature of ice rises from -10°C and approaches to 0°C as
shown in Fig. 18.3 (b). The warming process is represented by process ‗AB‘ in Fig. 18.4 and
18.5. At state ‗B‘, the temperature is 0°C.
On further heating, the ice starts melting (a change of phase takes place from solid to liquid
state) but the temperature remains constant at 0°C. The two phases (i.e. mixture of ice (solid)
and water (liquid)) exist in equilibrium as shown in Fig 18.3 (b-c). This process is shown by
process ‗BC‘ in Fig. 18.4 and 18.5. At point ‗C‘ all the ice has melted and there is only one
phase i.e. water (liquid) as shown in Fig. 18.3 (c). The quantity of heat required to transform
ice into water (process BC) at constant temperature (i.e. 0°C) is called latent heat of fusion or
enthalpy of fusion. The latent heat at 1 atmospheric pressure is numerically equal to 335
kJ/kg. There is a decrease in volume during this melting process, as shown in Fig. 18.5.
With further addition of heat the temperature of water rises till temperature of vaporization
(i.e. boiling) is reached as shown in Fig. 18.3 (d). This process is represented by CD in Fig.
18.4 and 18.5. The point ‗D‘ corresponds to the boiling (vaporization or saturation)
temperature which is 100°C at 1 atmospheric pressure. This boiling temperature is a function
of pressure. The state of water at point ‗D‘ is called the saturated liquid state because any
further addition of heat causes vaporization to start. The heat required to raise water
temperature from 0°C to 100°C (Process ‗CD‘) is called the sensible heat. During this process,
from 0°C to 4°C, the volume slightly decreases but after that from 4°C to 100°C it increases as
shown in Fig. 18.5.
When more heat is added, the liquid water starts evaporating and once again another change
of phase (from liquid to vapor state) occurs at constant 100°C temperature at the same
pressure. This process is called vaporization and is represented by ‗DE‘ in Fig. 18.4. In this
process there exists a two phase mixture of water (liquid) and steam (vapor) as shown in Fig.
18.3 (d-e) and the resulting mixture of water and steam is called the wet steam. There is a
considerable increase in volume during the vaporizing process as shown in Fig. 18.5. The rate
of evaporation depends upon the rate of heat supply. At point ‗E‘ all the water has vaporized
and the state of steam at this point is called dry and saturated steam (vapor) as shown in Fig.
18.3(e) and its corresponding temperature (100°C) is called saturation temperature. The heat
required to vaporize liquid to vapor state during Process ‗DE‘ at constant temperature is
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called the latent heat of vaporization. The numerical value of latent heat or vaporization for
water at 1 atmospheric pressure is equal to 2256.9 kJ/kg.
With further addition of heat to the saturated steam, the temperature of the steam rises from
100°C as shown in Fig. 18.3 (f) and is represented by process ‗EF‘ in Fig. 18.4. There will be
also an increase in volume as shown in Fig. 18.5. This process ‗EF‘ is called the superheating
of steam and the resulting steam is called the superheated steam (vapor).
Now, if heat is rejected from the cylinder continuously and slowly all the above processes
will be reversed. That is, saturated vapor at state ‗E‘ will start liquefying (condensing) at
constant 100°C temperature till the state ‗D‘ is reached. This process ‗ED‘ is then
called liquefaction/condensation process. Similarly Process ‗CB‘ will be solidification
process.

Fig. 18.4. T-Q. Diagram for Phase change
from Ice into steam.

Fig. 18.5. T-V. Diagram for Phase change
from Ice into steam.

Pure substance (normal substance) other than water:
For normal substance, the behavior in T-Q diagram is the same as that of water as shown in
Fig. 18.4. However, at low temperature, the behavior on T-v diagram is different from water,
as show in Fig. 18.5. It can be seen from the process ‗BC‘ in T-v diagram that water contracts
while other pure substances (normal substance) expand during melting.
18.2.1. Saturation Temperature and Saturation Pressure
It probably came as no surprise to you that water started to boil at 100°C as seen in Fig 18.3
(d-e). Strictly speaking, the statement ―water boils at 100°C‖ is incorrect. The correct
statement is ―water boils at 100°C at 1 atmospheric pressure.‖ The only reason water started
boiling at 100°C was because we held the pressure constant at 1 atmosphere (about 1 bar). If
the pressure inside the cylinder were raised to 5 bar by adding weights on top of the piston,
then water would start boiling at 151.8°C. That is, the temperature at which water starts
boiling depends on the pressure; therefore, if the pressure is fixed, so is the boiling
temperature. At a given pressure, the temperature at which a pure substance changes phase
is called the saturation temperature, Tsat. Likewise, at a given temperature, the pressure at
which a pure substance changes phase is called the saturation pressure, Psat. At a pressure of
1 atmosphere (101.325 kPa), Tsat is 99.97°C. Conversely, at a temperature of 99.97°C, Psat is 1
atmosphere (101.325 kPa).
18.2.2. Vapor pressure of liquids and solids
When a liquid or solid is in equilibrium with its vapor at a given temperature, the vapor
exerts a pressure that depends only on the temperature and is called vapor pressure of liquid
or solid. In general, higher the temperature, greater is the vapor pressure. The temperature at
which the vapor pressure equals 1 atmosphere (760 mm of Hg) is known as the normal
boiling point.
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18.2.3. Heat input (change in enthalpy) during formation of superheated steam from ice at 10°c
Refer Fig. 18.4. Since the heating process is at constant pressure, the heat input may be
regarded as the change in enthalpy. The enthalpy changes during various processes as
follows:(a) The change in enthalpy from -10°C to 0°C as represented by process AB
(∆h)AB = C x ∆t
where C = specific heat of ice = 2.09 kJ/kg K ;
or

∆t = temperature difference

(∆h)AB = 2.09 (0 + 10) = 20.9 kJ/kg

(b) The change in enthalpy during melting of ice at 0°C represented by process BC is given by
(∆h)BC = Latent heat of fusion = 335 kJ/kg
(c) The change in enthalpy during heating of water up to boiling temperature i.e. saturation
temperature (100°C) is represented by process CD and is known as the sensible heat and is
given by
(∆h)CD = C x ∆t = 4.18 x (I00 - 0) = 418 kJ/kg.
(d) The change in enthalpy during vaporization process at 100°C is represented by DE and is
given by
(∆h)DE = Latent heat of vaporization =2256.9 kJ/kg.
(e) The change in enthalpy during heating of saturated steam to superheated state up to 200
°C is represented by EF and is given by
(∆h)EF = Cp x ∆t = Cp (tsup - ts)
Where Cp = Sp. heat of superheated steam = 1.967 kJ/kg K
∆t = temperature difference = 200 - 100 = 100°C
(∆h)EF = 1.967 x l00 = 196. 7 kJ/kg
In order to determine the properties of steam, water at 0°C is arbitrarily assigned as datum
for enthalpy and assigned the value of zero enthalpy. This suggests that enthalpy of a
substance may be negative in magnitude if the substance goes below 0°C. The negative sign
does not mean that the substance does not contain any energy but simply indicates the
direction of heat flow with respect to the datum temperature.
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18.3. T-V DIAGRAM FOR A PURE SUBSTANCE
In the above study (Fig. 18.5), it is to be noted that the formation of steam from water (process
C-F) is at 1 atmosphere (about 1 bar) pressure. The formation of 1 kg of water at 0°C into steam
at 1 atmosphere has little practical significance. In practice, the water is pumped into a boiler at
high pressure (say 100 to 200 bar) and then it is transformed into saturated or superheated
steam with the addition of heat at this high pressure.
The formation of superheated steam from compressed water at different pressures below
critical point is shown in Fig. 18.6. At different constant pressures below critical point the
nature of the various processes for water to steam formation is the same but the saturation
temperature of steam differ. Points B, F, J and points C, G, K are saturated liquid states and
saturated vapor state, respectively. The saturated liquid states can be connected by a line called
the saturated liquid line, and saturated vapor states in the same figure can be connected by
another line, called the saturated vapor line. These two lines meet at the critical point, forming
a dome as shown in Fig. 18.6.
All the compressed liquid states are located in the region to the left of the saturated liquid
line, called the compressed liquid region. All the superheated vapor states are located to the
right of the saturated vapor line, called the superheated vapor region. In these two regions,
the substance exists in a single phase, a liquid or a vapor. All the states that involve both
phases in equilibrium are located under the dome between saturated liquid line and
saturated vapor line, called the saturated liquid–vapor mixture region, or the wet region.
Above critical point there is no longer any distinction between a liquid and a vapor.
18.4. Critical point:
It is clear that the critical point is a limiting at which the volume of a liquid is equal to that of
an equal mass of vapor, or, in other words, at which the density of liquid equals the density
of vapor. If the density of both liquid and vapor are measured as functions of temperature
and the results are plotted, the critical temperature can be determined from the point where
the two curves meet. Experimental results for propylene are shown in Fig. 18.7.
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LESSON - 19 p-V DIAGRAM, T-s DIAGRAM, p-T DIAGRAM, TRIPLE POINT AND
CRITICAL POINT
19.1. p-V DIAGRAM
19.1.1. p-V diagram for water (solid-liquid-vapor region)
If we heat ice at different vapor pressures and note down the corresponding change in
volumes, the saturation state points for solid, liquid and vapor (state from which a change of
phase may occur without change of pressure and temperature) for different pressures may be
obtained on a p-V diagram.
By joining the saturated solid states at various pressures, a saturated solid line ‗ECA‘ is
obtained. Similarly, by joining all the saturated liquid states with respect to solidification and
by joining all the saturated liquid states with respect to vaporization, saturated liquid
lines ‗FG‘ and ‗HG‘ are obtained. Finally, by joining all the vapor states at various
pressures saturated vapor line ‗HB‘ is obtained and a phase equilibrium diagram of water on
p-v co-ordinates will be formed as shown in Fig. 19.1.
The horizontal portion ‗AB‘ of constant pressure or temperature in Fig. 19.1 represents the
transition from saturated solid directly into saturated vapor called sublimation. There is
obviously one such line ‗CGD‘ in this figure, the part ‗CG‘ of which is the boundary between
the liquid-vapor region (L+V) and the solid-vapor region (S+V) and the remaining part ‗GD‘
of which is boundary between the solid-liquid region (S+L) and the solid-vapor region (S+V).
This ‗CGD‘ line is called the triple point. Triple point is the only point at which three phases
of a pure substance coexist. In the case of ordinary water , the triple point is at a pressure
of 4.58 mm of Hg and a temperature of 0.01OC, and the line extends from a volume of 1
cm3/g (saturated liquid) to a volume of 206000 cm3/g (saturated vapor)
19.1.2. p-V diagram for water (Liquid-vapour region only)
Liquid is generally the working fluid in power cycles, therefore interest is often centered to
the liquid-vapor region only. Fig. 19.2 shows p-v diagram for water and other pure substance
indicating only liquid and vapor phases.
Introduce 1g of water at 94°C into a 2 litres vessel/system at 1 atmospheric pressure. Start
evacuating the vessel to a pressure less than 1 atmosphere until the water in the vessel
evaporates completely to a condition of superheated/unsaturated vapor. This condition of
superheated steam is represented by the point ‘A’ on the p-v diagram in Fig. 19.2.
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Now, if the superheated vapor in the vessel at state ‗A‘ is compressed slowly and
isothermally, the pressure will rise until there is saturated vapor at the point ‘B’. If the
compression is continued, condensation takes place, the pressure remaining constant so
long as the temperature remains constant. The straight line ‘BC’ represents the isothermal
isobaric condensation of water vapor, the constant pressure being called the vapor pressure.
At any point between ‗B‘ and ‗C‘, water and steam are in equilibrium; at the point ‘C’ there
is only liquid water, or saturated liquid. Since a very large increase of pressure is needed
to compress liquid water, the line ‗CD‘ is almost vertical. At any point on the line ‗CD‘ the
water is said to be in the liquid phase, at any point on ‗AB‘ in the vapor phase, and at any
point on ‗BC‘ there is equilibrium between the liquid and the vapor phases. ‗ABCD‘ is a
typical isotherm of a pure substance on a p-v diagram.
Just like water at 94°C, at other temperatures the isotherms are of similar character, as shown
in Fig. 19.2. It is seen that the lines representing equilibrium between liquid and vapor
phases, or vaporization lines, get shorter as the temperature rises until a certain temperature
is reached, the critical temperature. The isotherm at the critical temperature is called
the critical isotherm, and the point that represents the limit of the vaporization lines is called
the critical point. It is seen that the critical point is a point of inflection on the critical
isotherm. The pressure and volume at critical point are known as the critical pressure and
the critical volume respectively.
All points at which the liquid is saturated lie on liquid saturation curve, and all points
representing saturated vapor lie on the vapor saturation curve. The two saturation curves
denoted by dotted lines meet at the critical point. Above the critical point the isotherms are
continuous curves. At large volumes and low pressures, they approach equilateral
hyperbolas, i.e., the isotherms of an ideal gas.
19.2. T-s DIAGRAM FOR A PURE SUBSTANCE (CO2)
The T-s diagram for a substance (CO2) is shown in Fig. 19.3. The curve from A to F is a typical
isobar representing a series of reversible isobaric processes in which solid is transformed
finally into vapor. Thus,
AB - isobaric heating of solid to its melting point;
BC - isobaric isothermal melting;
CD - isobaric heating of liquid to its boiling point;
DE - isobaric isothermal vaporization;
EF - isobaric heating of vapor (superheating).
The area under the line BC represents the heat of fusion at the particular temperature, and the
area under the line DE represents the heat of vaporization. Similarly, the heat of
sublimation is represented by the area under any sublimation line. It is obvious from the
diagram that heat of vaporization decreases as the temperature rises and becomes zero at the
critical point and also that the heat of sublimation is equal to the sum of heat of fusion and the
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heat of vaporization at the triple point.
The T-s diagram for the liquid, liquid-vapor, and vapor regions of water and benzene are
shown in Fig. 19.4 and Fig. 19.5, respectively. T-s diagram of water also show isobars, lines of
constant quality, and lines of constant superheat.
During reversibly and adiabatic expansion (isentropic process) from point ‘A’ to point ‘B’:


The saturated steam becomes wet (Fig. 19.4).



The saturated benzene becomes unsaturated/superheated (Fig. 19.5).

Hence, the quality of pure substance after reversibly and adiabatic expansion (isentropic
process) is different for all pure substances and it depends upon the type of pure
substance expanding.

19.3. p-T DIAGRAM FOR WATER
If the pure substance is heated at low pressure until its triple point (pressure and
temperature at which three phases of a pure substance coexist) is reached and while heating
the vapor pressure of a solid is measured at various temperatures and then plotted on a p-T
diagram, shown in Fig. 19.6. These plotted points represent the coexistence
of solid and vapor and the line through these points is called sublimation curve.
If the pure substance at triple point is further heated until the critical point is reached and
while heating the vapor pressure of a liquid is measured at various temperatures and then
plotted on a p-T diagram, the results will appear as shown in Fig. 19.6. The results of these
plotted points represent the coexistence of liquid and vapor and the line through these
points is called vaporization curve.
On the other hand, if the substance at the triple point is compressed until there is no vapor
left on the resulting mixture of solid and liquid phase and the pressure on the resulting
mixture of solid and liquid is increased further, the temperature will have to be changed for
equilibrium to exist between the solid and the liquid. Measurements of these pressures and
temperatures give rise to a third curve on the p-T diagram, starting at the triple point and
continuing indefinitely. This is fusion curve.


The points on the sublimation curve represent the coexistence of solid and vapor.



The points on the vaporization curve represent the coexistence of liquid and vapor.



The points on the fusion curve represent the coexistence of liquid and solid.

In the particular case of water, the sublimation curve is called the frost line, the vaporization
curve is called the steam line, and the fusion curve is called the ice line.
The slopes of the sublimation and the vaporization curves for all substances are positive. The
slope of the fusion curve, however, may be positive or negative. The fusion curve of most
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substances has a positive slope. Water is one of the important exceptions. Any substance,
such as water, which expands upon freezing, has a fusion curve with a negative slope
(represented by solid line in Figure 19.6), where as opposite is true for substance such as CO2,
which contracts upon freezing i.e. the substance which contracts upon freezing, has a fusion
curve with a positive slope (represented by dotted line in Figure 19.6). In other words, in the
case of water, the freezing temperature decreases with an increase in pressure while for CO2,
the freezing temperature increases as the pressure increases.
19.4. TRIPLE POINT
The pressure and temperature at which three phases of a pure substance coexist is
called triple point. The triple point is merely the point of intersection of the sublimation and
vaporization curves, It has been found that on a ‗p-T‘ diagram the triple point is represented
by a point (Fig. 19.6) and on a ‗p-v‘ diagram it is a line (Fig. 19.3), and on a ‗u-v‘ diagram it is
a triangle. In the case of ordinary water, the triple point is at a pressure of 4.58 mm Hg and a
temperature of 0.01OC.
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LESSON - 20 GENERATION OF STEAM AND INTERNAL ENERGY AND ENTROPY
(EXTENSIVE PROPERTIES) OF STEAM
20.1. GENERATION OF STEAM
During generation of steam, the water in practice has to be pumped to the boiler at constant
pressure and after transformation at constant pressure to dry or superheated steam; it has to
be used in the primer mover (Turbine). During this steam generation process, the water may
acquire compressed (subcooled) liquid state, saturated liquid state, wet steam state, saturated
or dry vapor state, and super-heated vapor state. These states are discussed here in brief.
The Subscripts used to express different states of water from liquid to vapor phase change
process are as follows:
0

:

for zero °C

sub : for subcooled liquid
f

: for saturated liquid

g

: for saturated vapour

fg :
for evaporation indicates difference in the property of saturated vapor and
saturated liquid.
sup : for superheated vapor
20.1.1. Compressed or Subcooled Liquid:
If the temperature of a liquid is less than the saturated temperature at the given pressure (P)
the liquid is said to be compressed (subcooled) liquid. The difference between the saturation
temperature ts and actual subcooled liquid temperature tsub i.e. (ts-tsub) is termed as the degree
of subcooling (Fig. 20.1). Subcooled and compressed liquid states are referred with respect to
either saturation temperature or saturation pressure. Say for example, let us consider liquid
water at room temperature, say 30°C at atmospheric pressure. For 1 atmospheric pressure the
corresponding saturation temperature is 100°C. However, the water exists at a temperature
less than the saturation temperature corresponding to the atmospheric pressure. As we refer
the temperature as the reference here, it is appropriate to say the water is in the subcooled
state. Now let us talk about the same water with respect to its pressure. At 30°C, the
corresponding saturation pressure will be definitely less than 1 atmospheric pressure,
however, the water exists at 1 atmospheric pressure and hence we can state now that the
water exists at a saturation pressure higher than that corresponding to its temperature 30°C,
hence it is in compressed liquid state.
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20.1.1.1.

Extensive properties in the Subcooled liquid region

In the subcooled liquid region, the properties can be calculated by the following relations:
Specific volume (vsub),
Let specific volume occupied by 1 kg of subcooled liquid at temperature t Sub = vsub (can be
measured)
Specific Enthalpy (hsub)
hsub - h0 = CP,sub (tsub – t0);
hsub = h0 + CP,sub (tsub – t0);
where CP,sub is specific heat of subcooled liquid at constant pressure.
h0 = 0 because 0°C is arbitrarily assigned as datum
(the value of zero enthalpy)
Specific Internal Energy (usub)
usub = hsub – p. vsub
Specific Entropy (ssub)
ssub - s0 = Cp,sub . ln
ssub = s0 + Cp,sub . ln
s0 = 0 because 0°C is arbitrarily assigned as datum (the value of zero entropy)
20.1.2. Saturated liquid
The liquid at saturation temperature (Tf =Ts) at the given pressure (P) is termed as saturated
liquid (Fig. 20.1).
20.1.2.1. Extensive properties at saturated liquid
At saturated liquid point, the properties can be calculated by the following relations:
Specific volume (vf),
Let specific volume occupied by 1 kg of saturated liquid at temperature ts = vsub (measured)
Specific Enthalpy (hf)
hf - ho = CP,f (tf – to);
hf = ho + CP,f (tf – to);
where CP,f is specific heat of liquid at constant pressure.
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ho = 0 because 0°C is arbitrarily assigned as datum (the value of zero enthalpy)
Specific Internal Energy (uf)
uf = hf – p. vf
Specific Entropy (sf)
sf – so = Cp,f . ln
sf = so + Cp,f . ln
so = 0 because 0°C is arbitrarily assigned as datum the value of zero entropy)
20.1.3. Wet steam (Two phase mixture)
Referring Figure 20.1, when the substance lies between the saturated liquid and saturated
vapor point, at the given pressure (P) it is termed as wet steam. The wet steam is the mixture
of dry steam and suspended water particles. The steam ordinarily generated in any boiling
vessel is wet steam. By applying heat to wet steam, it becomes dry and saturated as all the
suspended water particles evaporate.
The relative amount of each phase present in wet steam (i.e. in two phase mixture)
determines the quality or dryness fraction of steam (x).
The dryness / quality of wet steam (an equilibrium liquid-vapor mixture), x , is defined as
the mass fraction of vapor in the mixture.
x=
if

mg = mass of vapor per kg of mixture,
mf = mass of suspended water particles per kg of mixture,

Then the dryness / quality of wet steam, x =
The above equation shows that the dryness fraction of saturated liquid is zero or 0% because
vapor is absent in saturated liquid state, whereas, the dryness fraction of saturated vapor is
unity or 100% because suspended water particles are absent in saturated vapor state. This
shows that the dryness fraction between saturated liquid and saturated vapor state varies
between 0 and 1. Say if the dryness fraction of steam is 0.9, it means that in one kg of wet
steam 0.9 kg is the dry steam and 0.1 kg is the suspended water particles.
The quality of steam ‗x‘ is regarded as the intensive property of steam.
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20.1.3.1. Curve of constant quality
In Fig. 20.2,
Say with reference to some constant pressure p1 and saturation temperature t1:


Point ‗G‘ on saturated vapor line denotes saturated vapor or 100 per cent vapor and
0 per cent liquid and



Point ‗F‘ on saturated liquid line denotes 0 per cent vapor and 100 per cent liquid.



Point ‗Q‘ between ‗F‘ and ‗G‘, represent some quality x1 of the wet steam.

Now say on some other constant pressure p2 and saturation temperature t2:


Point ‗g‘ on saturated vapor line denotes saturated vapor or 100 per cent vapor and 0
per cent liquid and



Point ‗f‘ on saturated liquid line denotes 0 per cent vapor and 100 per cent liquid at the
same temperature.



Find point ‗q‘ between ‗f‘ and ‗g‘ where the quality of wet steam is same, x1, as it was
for point ‗Q‘ with respect to points ‗G‘ and ‗F‘.

Similarly, find same quality points (x1) on other pressures. Then the line joining ‗Q‘, ‗q‘ and
other same quality points is called the curve of constant quality corresponding to x1.
Similarly we can draw other curves of constant quality (say x2, x3, x4 and so on) on p-V
diagram.
20.1.3.2. Extensive properties of wet steam i.e. in the liquid+vapor region
In the liquid+vapor region, the properties can be calculated by the following relations:
Specific volume (v),
V = Vg +Vf
where, V is total volume of the chamber having wet steam (mixture of steam and water)
and Vg and Vf are volume of steam and water in the chamber respectively.
m. v = mg .vg + mf .vf
where v is specific volume of chamber having wet steam (mixture of steam and water)
vg and vf are specific volume of steam and water in the chamber respectively.
where

vg = = V m3/kg

(can be measured)

m is total mass of wet steam (mixture of steam and water)
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mg and mf are mass of steam and water in the chamber respectively.
or

v = vf + x .vfg
where

vfg = vg – vf

For substances such as water, at pressures far below the critical point, the above specificvolume equations may often be simplified to
v = x.vg
because vf is very small in comparison to vg. This is not of course permissible when x is very
small.
Specific Enthalpy (h)
h = x.hg + (1− x).hf = hf + x. hfg
where

hfg (Latent heat of evaporation) = (hg – hf)

Specific Internal Energy (u)
u = h – p. v
Specific Entropy (s)
s = x.sg + (1 − x).sf = sf + x .sfg
where

sfg = sg – sf =

(as q = Tds)

20.1.4. Dry or Saturated vapor
When whole mass of liquid is converted into vapor at saturation temperature (T s) at the
given pressure (p), it is termed as saturated vapor (Fig. 20.1).
20.1.4.1.

Extensive properties at saturated vapor

At saturated vapor point, the properties can be calculated by the following relations:
Specific volume (vg)
vg = vf + sfg
Specific Enthalpy (hg)
hg = hf + hfg
Specific Internal Energy (ug)
ug = uf + ufg
or

ug = hg – p. vg
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Specific Entropy (sg)
sg = sf + sfg
20.1.5. Super-heated vapour state
If the temperature of the vapor is greater than the saturation temperature (T s) corresponding
to the given pressure (p), the vapor is said to be in superheated state (Fig. 20.1). The
difference between the temperature of superheat vapor tsup and the saturation temperature
( ts) at that pressure is called the degree of superheat.
Thus, degree of superheat = (tsup − ts)
20.1.5.1.

Extensive properties in the vapour region

In the superheated region, the properties can be calculated by the following relations:
Specific volume (vsup),
Approximate volumes of superheated vapor may be determined assuming that it behaves
like a perfect gas from the dry saturation point.

Specific Enthalpy (hsup)
hsup - hg = CP,g (tsup – tg);

or

hsup - hg = CP,g (tsup – ts);

hsup = hg + CP,g (tsup – ts);
where CP,g is specific heat of vapor at constant pressure
Specific Internal Energy (usup)
usup = hsup – p. vsup
Specific Entropy (ssup)
ssup – sg = Cp,g . ln

or

ssup – sg = Cp,g. ln

ssup= sg + Cp,g. ln
20.1.5.2. Curves of constant superheating.
Refer Fig. 20.3.
Say with reference to some constant pressure p1 and its saturation temperature tsat,1:


Point ‗G‘ on saturated vapor line.
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Say the saturated vapor at point ‗G‘ is superheated at its constant pressure ‗p1‘ to point
‗S‘ where superheating temperature is ‗tsup,S‘. For point ‗S‘ say degrees of superheating
is (tsup,S – tsat,1) = t1°C.

Now say on some other constant pressure p2 and its saturation temperature tsat,2:


Say Point ‗g‘ is on saturated vapor line.



Now heat the saturated vapor at point ‗g‘ at its constant pressure ‗p2‘ until point ‗s‘ ,so
that the degree of superheating (tsup,s– tsat,2) at point ‗s‘ is same as it was for point ‗S‘
for pressure ‗p1‘ i.e. t1°C.

Similarly, on other pressures, find same t1°C degree of superheating points. Then the line
joining ‗S‘, ‗s‘ and other same degree of superheating points is called the curve of constant
superheating corresponding to t1°C.
Similarly we can draw other constant superheating curves (say t 2, t3, t4 and so on) for different
degree of superheating on p-V diagram.
Problem 20.1: Find the dryness fraction of steam if 2 kg of water is in suspension with 90 kg
of dry and saturated steam.
Solution:
Given: Mass of dry and saturated steam = mg = 90 kg
Mass of water in suspension = mf = 2 kg
Determine dryness fraction, x:
Formula: dryness fraction
Answer:

x = = 0.9782
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LESSON - 21 USE OF STEAM TABLES AND MOLLIER CHART AND NUMERICAL
PROBLEMS
21.1. STEAM TABLES AND MOLLIER CHART
It is advisable to use Steam-tables or Mollier chart directly for easy and accurate estimation
of the properties of steam, such as pressure, temperature, specific volume, enthalpy, entropy
etc., which we have calculated by different relations for water/steam in different states under
steam generation section. The properties in Steam tables have been determined
experimentally.
In the following discussion, the Steam tables and Mollier chart are used to demonstrate the
use of steam tables and Mollier chart to determine the properties of steam in different states.
21.1.1. Steam Tables
21.1.1.1. Extensive properties at saturated liquid and saturated vapor state
In steam tables, extensive properties at saturated liquid and at saturated vapor for 1 kg of
liquid/vapor are given as shown in Table 21.1(a) and Table 21.1(b). In Table 21.1(a) these
properties are listed with reference to saturation temperature and in Table 21.1(b) with
reference to saturation pressure. Therefore, it is more convenient to use Table 21.1(a) when
temperature is given and Table 21.1(b) when pressure is given. In both the tables, the values
of specific volume (vf), enthalpy (hf), and entropy (sf) of water in saturated liquid state and
values of specific volume (vg), enthalpy (hg), and entropy (sg) of steam in saturated vapor
state are directly noted down. The values of internal energy (uf) of water in saturated liquid
state and values of internal energy (ug) of steam in saturated vapor state are calculated by
using following relations.
uf = hf - pvf

and ug = hg – pvg

21.1.1.2. Extensive properties of wet steam i.e. in the liquid + vapor region
For wet steam, the values of specific volume (v), internal energy (u), enthalpy (h), and
entropy (s) are calculated with the following relations.
v = x.vg + (1 -x).vf
or v = vf + x .vfg

where

vfg = vg – vf

For substances such as water, at pressures far below the critical point, the specific-volume (v)
equations may often be simplified to
v = x.vg
because vf is very small in comparison to vg. This is not of course permissible when x is very
small.
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h = x.hg + (1 -x).hf = hf + x. hfg

where

hfg (Latent heat of evaporation) = (hg – hf)

u = h – p. v
s = x.sg + (1 -x).sf = sf + x .sfg

where

sfg = sg – sf

In the above equations, all the properties of water in saturated liquid state and steam in
saturated vapor state are found as discussed in the previous section of ―Extensive properties
at saturated liquid and saturated vapor state‖.
21.1.1.3. Extensive properties in superheated vapor state (vapor region)
The properties of superheated steam are given as shown in Table 21.2 (a, b, c) separately.
They depend not only on pressure but also on the superheating temperature Tsup. The values
of specific volume of superheated steam (vsup), enthalpy of superheated steam (hsup), and
entropy of superheated steam (ssup) are directly noted down from Table 21.2 (a), Table 21.2
(b) and Table 21.2 (c), respectively. The values of internal energy of superheated steam (usup)
is calculated by using the following relation.
usup = hsup – pvsup
Table 21.1 (a). Steam tables for saturated water and steam (temperature)

Table 21.1 (b). Steam tables for saturated water and steam (pressure)

Table 21.2 (a). Steam tables for specific volume of superheated steam
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Table 21.2 (b). Steam tables for enthalpy of superheated steam

Table 21.2 (c). Steam tables for entropy of superheated steam

21.1.2. Mollier or Enthalpy-Entropy (h-s) diagram
The Mollier diagram is a is plot of enthalpy (h) versus entropy (s) as shown in Fig. 21.1. It is
also known as the h-s diagram. This diagram has a series of constant temperature
lines, constant pressure lines, constant quality lines, and constant volume lines. The
Mollier diagram is used only when quality is greater than 50% and for superheated steam.
For any state, at least two properties should be known to determine the other unknown
properties of steam at that state.
The commercially available Mollier diagram is truncated from a point beyond the critical
point i.e. it shows only a portion of this diagram which is drawn in colors. In such truncated
diagram property of liquid cannot
Problem 21.1: Find the specific volume, enthalpy and internal energy of wet steam at 18 bar
with dryness fraction (x) = 0.85, by using Steam Tables and Mollier chart.
Solution:
Given: Pressure of steam, p= 18 bar;

Dryness fraction, x= 0.85

(a) BY USING STEAM TABLES
By using steam tables (for dry saturated steam):
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From steam tables for dry saturated steam at 18 bar pressure, we have:
ts = 207.11°C, hf = 884.5 kJ/kg, hg = 2794.8 kJ/kg, hfg =1910.3 kJ/kg, vg=0.110 m3/kg.

(i) Determine specific volume of wet steam, v :
Formula: Specific volume of wet steam,v = x.vg
Answer:

v = x.vg =0.85 x 0.110 = 0.0935 m3/kg.

(ii) Specific enthalpy of wet steam, h :
Formula: Specific enthalpy of wet steam, h = hf + xhfg
Answer:

h = hf + xhfg= 884.6 + 0.85 x 1910.3 = 2508.35 kJ/kg.

(iii) Specific Internal energy of wet steam,
Formula: Specific internal energy of wet steam, u = h – pv
Answer:

u = h – pv= 2508.35 – 18 x 102 (0.0935) = 2340.75 kJ/kg

(b) BY USING MOLLIER CHART
Locate point ‗1‘ at an intersection of 18 bar pressure line and 0.85 dryness fraction line.
Read the value of enthalpy (h) and specific volume (v) from Mollier diagram corresponding
to point ‗1‘.
(i) Specific enthalpy of wet steam, h = 2508 KJ/kg
(ii) Specific volume of wet steam,

v = 0.0935 m3/kg

(iii) Specific Internal energy of wet steam, u
u = h – pv
= 2508 – 18 x 102 (0.0935) = 2340 kJ/kg
Problem 21.2: Find the dryness fraction, specific volume and internal energy of steam at 7 bar
and enthalpy of 2550 kJ/kg.
Solution:
Given: Pressure of steam, p=7 bar;

Enthalpy of steam, h = 2550 kJ

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
From steam tables for dry saturated steam at 7 bar pressure, we have:
ts = 164.96°C, hf = 697.1 kJ/kg, hg = 2762.0 kJ/kg, hfg = 2064.9 kJ/kg, vg = 0.273 m3/kg.
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(i) Determine dryness fraction, x ;
Formula: For wet steam we have equation,
h = hf + x hfg
or
Answer: Dryness fraction,

x = = 0.897

(ii) Determine specific volume of wet steam, v :
Formula: v = x.vg
Answer:

v = x.vg = 0.897 x (0.273) = 0.2449 m3/kg.

(iii) Determine specific internal energy of wet steam, u:
Formula: u = h – pv
Answer: u = h – p v= 2550 – 7 x 102 (0.2449) = 2379.67 kJ/kg
Note:- Also try above problem by using Mollier chart.
Problem 21.3: Find the internal energy of 1 kg of steam at 20 bar when
(i) It is superheated, its temperature being 400°C.
(ii) It is wet, its dryness being 0.9
Assume superheated steam to behave as a perfect gas from the commencement of superheat
and thus obeys Charle‘s law. Specific heat for steam = 2 kJ/kg K.
Solution:
Given:

Mass of steam, m = 1 kg;

Pressure of steam, p = 20 bar

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
From steam tables for dry saturated steam at 20 bar, we have:
ts = 212.4 °C; hf = 908.6 kJ/kg; hg = 2797.2 kJ/kg; hfg=1888.6 kJ/kg; vg = 0.0995 m3/kg

(i) Steam is superheated, its temperature being 400°C.
Given: Temperature of superheated steam, tsup = 400°C or Tsup= 400+273 = 673 K
Specific heat of superheated steam, Cps = 2.3 kJ/kg K.
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Determine internal energy of 1 kg of superheated steam;
Formula: Internal energy of superheated steam, usup = hsup – p.vsup
Finding unknown, hsup ;
hsup = hf + hfg +Cps (tsup – ts)
= 908.6 +1888.6 +2.3 (400 – 212.4) = 3228.68 kJ/kg
Finding unknown,vsup ;
vsup can be found out by Charle‘s law

or vsup = = 0.1379 m3/kg
Answer:

Internal energy, usup = hsup- p .vsup
= 3228.68 – 20 x 105 x 0.1379 x 10-3 = 2952.88 KJ/kg

(ii) Steam is wet, its dryness (x) being 0.9
Given: Dryness fraction, x = 0.9 ;

Pressure of steam, p = 20 bar

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
From steam tables for dry saturated steam at 20 bar, we have:
ts = 212.4 °C; hf = 908.6 kJ/kg; hg = 2797.2 kJ/kg; hfg=1888.6 kJ/kg;

vg = 0.0995 m3/kg

Determine internal energy of 1 kg of wet steam
Formula: Internal energy of wet steam, u = h – p.v
Finding unknown, h and v;
For wet steam, we have
h = hf+ x. hfg = 908.6 + 0.9 x 1888.6 = 2608.34 KJ/kg
v = x vg= 0.9 x 0.0995 = 0.8955m3/kg
Answer:

Internal energy, u = h - p .v
= 2608.34– 20 x 105 x 0.8955 x 10-3 = 2429.24 KJ/kg

Note:- Also try this problem by using Mollier chart.
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Problem 21.4: Steam at 120 bar has a specific volume of 0.01721 m3/kg, find the temperature,
enthalpy and the internal energy.
Solution:
Given: Pressure of steam, p = 120 bar;

Specific volume, v = 0.01721 m3/kg

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
From steam tables for dry saturated steam at 120 bar, we have:
ts = 324.65°C ; hf = 1491.77 kJ/kg; hg = 2689.2 kJ/kg; hfg= 1197.4 kJ/kg;

vg = 0.0143

m3/kg

Determine temperature, enthalpy and the internal energy of steam.
First it is necessary to find whether the steam is wet, dry saturated or superheated.
Since the actual specific volume of steam (0.01721 m3/kg) is more than the value of vg (0.0143
m3/kg), the steam is superheated.
Therefore, vsup = v = 0.01721 m3/kg.
By using steam table (for superheated steam):
From steam tables for superheated steam at 120 bar and vsup = 0.01721 m3/kg, we have:
tsup = 350°C; hsup = 2847.7 kJ/kg
Answer: Superheated steam temperature, tsup = 350°C
Enthalpy,

hsup = 2847.7 kJ/kg

Internal energy, usup = hsup – p.vsup
= 2847.7 – 120 x 105 x10-3 x 0.01721 = 2641.18
kJ/kg.
Note:- Also try this problem by using Mollier chart.
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LESSON - 22 HEATING AND EXPANSION OF VAPOUR IN NON-FLOW PROCESSES
22.1 HEATING AND EXPANSION OF VAPOR IN NON-FLOW PROCESSES
For various thermodynamics processes, vapor cannot be treated in the same way as a gas
because vapor does not follow laws relating to gases. Therefore the analysis of various
processes for vapor is required. However, the following basic energy equations derived from
First and Second Laws for the vapor are the same as those deduced for a perfect gas.
δq = du + p.dv,

δq = dh – v.dp

and

δq = T.ds

The equations for work done during non-flow process, during flow process, steady flow
energy equation, entropy balance, etc. are also be applied to vapor in the same way it has
been applied to gases.
Once a vapor becomes superheated the various processes of heating and expansion of gases
may be applied to vapor as vapor in superheated state will approximately follow the laws of
gases except well below its critical temperature.
The various thermodynamic processes for vapor are given in the subsequent subheadings.
22.1.1. Constant Pressure Process:
(a) p-v, T-s, and h-s Representation. Assume that steam undergoes a constant pressure
heating process from its initial state to final state. Let the initial condition of steam be in the
wet region as point 1 at pressure p1 having dryness fraction x1 and the final condition in the
superheat region as point 2 at pressure p2 (= p1) and super heating temperature tsup,2 as
shown in Fig. 22.1 on p-v, T-s and h-s diagrams.
Fig. 22.1. Constant pressure heating process of steam
(b) Work done: The work done during a reversible non-flow process at constant pressure is
given by
w1-2 =

(kJ/kg)

v1 is specific volume of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = (1 –x1).vf,1 + x1.vg,1
where, vg,1 ,vf,1 are the specific volumes of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively as taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p1 (or p2) .
vsup,2 is the volume of superheated steam at point ‗2‘ corresponding to pressure p and
temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
(c) Heat Transfer: The heat transfer during non-flow process is given by
δq = du + p.dv
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q1-2 = (usup,2 – u1) + ∫pdv = (usup,2 – u1) + (p2vsup,2 – p1v1) = (hsup,2 – h1)

(kJ/kg)

Thus the heat transfer at constant pressure is equal to change in enthalpy.
h1 is specific enthalpy of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = x.hg,1 + (1 -x).hf,1 = hf,1 + x1. hfg,1
where, hg,1 and hf,1 are the specific enthalpy of saturated vapor and
saturated liquid respectively
hfg,1 = (hg,1 – hf,1) is latent heat of vaporization taken from steam table
corresponding to pressure p1 (p) .
hsup,2 is enthalpy of superheated steam at point ‗2‘ corresponding to pressure p2 (p)
and temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
(d) Change in Entropy:
Δs = s2sup,2 - s1
s1 is specific entropy of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = x1.sg,1 + (1 –x1).sf,1 = sf,2 + x1. sfg,1
where.sg,1 and sf,1 are the specific entropy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively.
sfg,1 = (sg,1 – sf,1) is specific entropy of vaporization taken from steam
table corresponding to pressure p1 (p).
ssup,2 is the entropy of superheated steam at point ‗2‘ corresponding to pressure p2 (p) and
temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
For cooling process at constant pressure the nomenclature used for states in Fig. 22.1 will
be interchanged.
22.1.2. Constant Volume Process:
(a) p-v, T-s and h-s Representation: Assume that steam undergoes a constant volume
cooling process from the initial condition of superheated steam and be defined by pressure
p1 and super heating temperature tsup,1 to the final condition of steam at pressure p2 and
dryness traction x2 as shown on p-v and T-s diagrams in Fig. 22.2.
v2 = x2.vg,2 + (1 –x2).vf,2
………………(22.1)
where.vg,2 and vf,2 are the volume of saturated vapor and saturated liquid taken
from steam table corresponding to pressure p2 .
But vsup,1 = v2

… ………….(22.2)

where, v2 is specific volume of wet steam at point ‗2‘
where, vsup,1 is the volume of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to
pressure p1 and temperature tsup,1 taken from160
superheated steam table.
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From equations (22.1) and (22.2)
vsup,1 = v2 = x2.vg,2 + (1 –x2).vf,2 = vf,2 + x2. vg,2 – x2. vf,2
Therefore,

x2 =

This gives the quality of steam at the final condition ‗2‘ hence the point ‗2‘ on T-s diagram can
early be located.
(b) Work done: As the volume remains constant, dv = 0. Thus the non-flow work,
w1-2 = = 0.
(c) Heat Transfer: From First Law,
δq = du + pdv
or

q1-2 = (u2 – usup,1) + ∫pdv

Since dv = 0
or

q1-2 = (u2 – usup,1)

q1-2 = (h2 – p2v2) + (hsup,1- p1.vsup,1)

( kJ/kg)

h2 is specific enthalpy of wet steam at point ‗2‘ = x2.hg,2 + (1 –x2).hf,2 = hf,2 + x2.
hfg,2
where hg,2 and hf,2 are the specific enthalpy of saturated vapor and saturated
liquid respectively
hfg,2 = (hg,2 – hf,2) is latent heat of vaporization taken from steam table
corresponding to pressure p2.
hsup,1 is the enthalpy of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure
p1 and temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
(d) Change in Entrop:
Δs = s2 – ssup,1
ssup,1 is the entropy of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure p1 and
temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
s2 is specific entropy of wet steam at point ‗2‘ = x2.sg,2 + (1 –x2).sf,2 = sf,2 + x2. sfg,2
where sg,2 and sf,2 are the specific entropy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively corresponding to pressure p2 taken from steam table.
sfg,2 = (sg,2 – sf,2) is specific entropy of vaporization taken from steam table
corresponding to pressure p2.
For heating process at constant volume the nomenclature used for states in Fig. 22.2 will be
interchanged.
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22.1.3. Adiabatic Process (Reversible and Irreversible):
(a) T–s and h-s Representation: Assume that steam undergoes an adiabatic expansion
process from the initial condition of superheated steam and be defined by pressure p1 and
super heating temperature tsup,1 to the final condition of wet steam at pressure p2 and
dryness fraction x2S (reversible adiabatic) or x2 (irreversible adiabatic).
On h-s and T-s diagrams shown in Fig. 22.3:
Process ‗1-2s‘
Process ‗1-2‘

Reversible adiabatic (i.e. isentropic)
Irreversible adiabatic

Showing no increase in entropy.

Showing increase in entropy.

(b) Work done: The work done for non-flow reversible/irreversible adiabatic process is
given by
δw = δq - du
Since the process is adiabatic, δq = 0
δw = 0 - du = du
therefore w1-2S = (usup,1 – u2s)
w1-2 = (usup,1 – u2)

for reversible process (isentropic)
for irreversible process

usup,1 = hsup,1.- p1 . vsup,1
where, hsup,1 is the enthalpy of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure
p1 and temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
vsup,1 is the specific volume of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure
p1 and temperature Tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
u2 = h2.- p2v2
u2s = h2s.- p2v2s
where, h2 = x2.hg,2 + (1 –x2).hf,2 = hf,2 + x2. hfg,2
h2s = x2s.hg,2 + (1 –x2s).hf,2 = hf,2 + x2s. hfg,2
and
v2 = x2.vg,2 + (1 –x2).vf,2
v2s = x2s.vg,2 + (1 –x2s).vf,2
where, hg,2 and hf,2 are the specific enthalpy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p2.
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hfg,2 = (hg,2 – hf,2) is latent heat of vaporization taken from steam table corresponding to
pressure p2.
where, vg,2 and vf,2 are the specific enthalpy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p2.
Hence , work lost due to irreversibility is given by
wlost = (w1-2s – w1-2 )
= (usup,1 – u2s) – (usup,1 – u2) = (u2 – u2s)
(c) Heat Transfer:
δq = 0
(d) Change in Entropy:
Δs = (s2s – ssup,1) = 0 for reversible process (isentropic)
Δs = (s2 – ssup,1)

for irreversible process

ssup,1 is the entropy of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure p1 and
temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
s2 is specific entropy of wet steam at point ‗2‘ = x2.sg,2 + (1 –x2).sf,2 = sf,2 + x2. sfg,2
s2s is specific entropy of wet steam at point ‗2s‘ = x2.sg,2 + (1 –x2s).sf,2 = sf,2 + x2s. sfg,2
where, sg,2 and sf,2 are the specific entropy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively
sfg,2 = (sg,2 – sf,2) is specific entropy of vaporization taken from steam table
corresponding to pressure p2.
22.1.4. Isothermal Process:
(a) p-v, T-s and h-s Representation: Assume that steam undergoes an isothermal expansion
process from the initial condition of wet steam at pressure p1 and dryness fraction x1 to the
final condition of superheated steam and be defined by pressure p2 and super heating
temperature tsup,2 as shown in Fig. 22.4.
(b) Heat Transfer: The heat transfer is given by
δq = T.ds
q1-2 =

(kJ/kg)

ssup,2 is the entropy of superheated steam at point ‗2‘ corresponding to pressure p2 and
temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
s1 is specific entropy of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = x1.sg,1 + (1 –x1).sf,1
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where sg,1 and sf,1 is the entropy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid taken from steam
table corresponding to pressure p2 .
Thus the area under T-s diagram shown by shaded area gives the heat transfer.
(c) Work done: For non-flow process, the work done is given by
δw = δq - du
w1-2 = q1-2 - (usup,2– u1) =
usup,2 is the internal energy of superheated steam at point ‗2‘ corresponding to pressure p2 and
temperature tsup,2
= hsup,2 − p2vsup,2
where hsup,2 is the enthalpy of superheated steam corresponding to pressure p2 and
temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
vsup,2 is the specific volume of superheated steam corresponding to pressure p2 and
temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
u1 is internal energy of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = h1 − p1v1
where, h1 is enthalpy of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = x1.hg,1 + (1 –x1).hf,1
= hf,1 + x1. hfg,1
where, hg,1 and hf,1 are the specific. enthalpy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p1
hfg,1 is latent heat of vaporization taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p1 =
(hg,1 – hf,1).
v1 is specific volume of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = x1.vg,1 + (1
– x1).vf,1
where, vg,1 and vf,1 are the specific volume of saturated
vapor and saturated liquid taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p1
(d) Change in Entropy:
Δs = (ssup,2 – s1)
ssup,2 is the entropy of superheated steam corresponding to pressure p2 (p) and temperature
tsup,2 taken from steam table.
s1 is specific entropy of wet steam at point ‗1‘ = x1.sg,1 + (1 – x1).sf,1 = sf,2 + x1. sfg,1
where, sg,1 and sf,1 are the specific entropy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively
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sfg,1 = (sg,1 – sf,1) is specific entropy of vaporization taken from steam table
corresponding to pressure p1 (p).
22.1.5. Polytropic Process:
(a) p-v Representation: Assume that steam undergoes a polytropic expansion process
following the law pvn = c from pressure p1 to p2. It is to be noted that steam does not behave
as perfect gas obeying pv = RT. The equation pvn= c is merely a statement of pressurevolume relationship during a reversible polytropic process. The non-flow polytropic process
has application in steam engines, etc. This process is represented as 1-2 on p-v diagram
shown in Fig. 22.5 in which the initial condition is superheated steam at pressure p1 and
super heating temperature tsup,1 to the final condition of wet steam at pressure p2 and
dryness traction x2.
(b) Work done: For non-flow process neglecting changes in KE and PE, the work done is
given by
(kJ/kg)
vsup,1 is the specific volume of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure
p1 and temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
v2 is specific volume of wet steam at point ‗2‘ = x2.vg,2 + (1 – x2) vf,2
where.vg,2 and vf,2 is the specific volume of saturated vapor and saturated liquid taken from
steam table corresponding to pressure p2 .
(c) Heat Transfer: The heat transfer is given by
δq = du + δw = du + pdv
q1-2 = (u2 − usup,1) +

(kJ/kg)

Here, usup,1 is the internal energy of superheated steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to
pressure p1 and temperature tsup,1 = hsup,1.- p2vsup,1
and u2 = h2 − p1v2
Therefore, q1-2 = [(h2 p1 . v2) − (hsup,1 p2 .vsup,1)] +

(kJ/kg)

h2 is enthalpy of wet steam at point ‗2‘ = x2.hg,2 + (1 – x2).hf,2
= hf,2 + x2. hfg,2
where, hg,2 and hf,2 are the specific enthalpy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p2
hfg,2 is latent heat of vaporization taken from steam table corresponding to pressure
p2 = (hg,2 – hf,2).
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vsup,1 is the specific volume of superheated steam corresponding
to pressure p1 and temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
hsup,1 is the enthalpy of superheated steam at point ‗1‘
corresponding to pressure p1 and temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
(d) Change in Entropy:
Δs = (s2 – ssup,1)
ssup,1 is the entropy of superheated steam corresponding to pressure
p1 and temperature tsup,1 taken from superheated steam table.
s2 is entropy of wet steam at point ‗2‘ = x2.sg,2 + (1 – x2).sf,2 = sf,2 + x2.
sfg,2
where, sg,2 and sf,2 are the specific entropy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p2.
sfg,2 = (sg,2 – sf,2) is specific entropy of vaporization taken from steam table
corresponding to pressure p2.
22.1.6. Throttling Process:
As described earlier, the throttling process involves passing of a higher pressure fluid
through a narrow constriction resulting in reduction in pressure and temperature, increase in
specific volume, increase in entropy and without any change in enthalpy.
The important characteristic of the throttling process is that enthalpy remains constant.
The process is adiabatic and no heat flow from or to the system but it not reversible.
Examples: Steam stop valve and throttle valve installed at the entry of steam turbine in
power plants. When flow of steam takes place through these valves, throttling process
occurs.
Refer Fig. 22.6. Let us assume that the initial condition of the steam is wet represented as
point 1 corresponding to pressure p1 and unknown dryness fraction, x1. This steam is
allowed to throttle to pressure p2 resulting in the superheating of steam (tsup,2). The final state
2 is set by p2 and tsup,2 (known as it can be measured). Since enthalpy remains constant, the
initial state 1 can be found on h-s chart by drawing a horizontal line from a known point ‗2‘
(corresponding to pressure p2 and temperature tsup,2) until it intersects the constant pressure
p1 line. The dryness fraction line passing through ‗1‘ gives the quality of steam (x1). It is
obvious from the h-s chart that entropy increases during throttling process.
For throttling process, we have
h1 = hsup,2
or hf,1 + x1. hfg,1 = hsup,2
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where hsup,2 is the enthalpy of superheated steam corresponding to pressure p2 and
temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
.hg,1 and hf,1 are the specific enthalpy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid respectively
taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p1.
hfg,1 = is latent heat of vaporization taken from steam table corresponding to pressure
p1 = (hg,1 – hf,1).
The value of dryness fraction x1 may be calculated from the above equation. The throttling
process is, therefore, used in determining the dryness fraction of steam in power plants.
(a) Change in Entropy:
Δs = (ssup,2 – s1)
ssup,2 is the entropy of superheated steam corresponding to pressure
p2 and temperature tsup,2 taken from superheated steam table.
s1 = x1.sg,1 + (1 – x1).sf,1 = sf,2 + x1. sfg,1
where, sg,1 and sf,1 are the specific entropy of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
respectively taken from steam table corresponding to pressure p1.
sfg,1 = (sg,1 – sf,1) is sp. entropy of vaporization taken from steam table corresponding to
pressure p1.
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LESSON - 23 NUMERICAL PROBLEMS ON HEATING AND EXPANSION OF VAPOUR
IN NON-FLOW PROCESSES - I
Problem 23.1: A quantity of steam at 10 bar and 0.85 dryness occupies 0.15 m3. Determine the
heat supplied to raise the temperature of the steam to 300°C at constant pressure and
percentage of this heat which appears as external work.
Take specific heat of superheated steam as 2.2 kJ/kg K.
Solution: Refer Fig. 23.1.
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘: Pressure of steam, p1 = 10 bar;
Dryness fraction, x1 = 0.85;
Volume of steam, V1 = 0.15 m3
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 1, from steam tables for dry saturated steam, at p1 =10 bar, we have:
ts,1 = 179.9 °C ; hf,1 = 762.6 kJ/kg; hfg,1 = 2013.6 kJ/kg, vg,1 = 0.194 m3/kg
Given: At state ‗2‘: Pressure of steam, p2 = 10 bar: Temperature of steam, t2 = 300°C
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, from steam tables for dry saturated steam, at p2 = 10 bar, we have;
Saturated temperature of steam, ts,2 = 179.9 °C
Since the actual temperature of steam (t2 = 300°C) at state ‗2‘ (at pressure p2= 10 bar) is more
than its saturated temperature (ts,2 = 179.9 °C),
Hence the steam at state ‗2‘ is superheated. Therefore, tsup,2 = t2 = 300°C
By using steam table (for superheated steam):
For state 2, From steam tables for superheated steam at p 2 = 10 bar and tsup,2 = 300°C, we
have:
hsup,2 = 3052.1 kJ/kg, vsup,2 = 0.258 m3/kg
Given: Specific heat of superheated steam, Cps = 2.2 kJ/kg K
(i) Determine the heat supplied to raise the temperature of the steam to 300°C at constant
pressure, 1q2.
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Formula: Heat supplied per kg of steam, q1-2 = (usup,2 – u1) + ∫pdv
= (usup,2 – u1) + (p2vsup,2 – p1v1)
= (hsup,2 – h1)

kJ/kg

or

Total heat supplied, 1Q2 = m x q1-2

kJ

Finding unknown, h1 and m:
h1 = hf,1 + x1. hfg,1 =

762.6 + 0.85 x 2013.6 = 2474.16 kJ/kg

Mass of steam, m = = 0.909 kg
Answer: Heat supplied per kg of steam, 1q2 = (hsup,2 – h1)
= 3052.1 - 2474.16 = 577.94 kJ/kg
Total heat supplied, 1Q2 = m x q1-2 = 0.909 x 577.94 = 525.35 kJ
(ii) Determine the percentage heat (1Q2) which appears as external work (w1-2):
Formula: Percentage of total heat supplied which appears as external work
=
Finding unknown, w1-2:
External work done during this process,
w1-2 =

kJ/kg

Finding unknown, v1:
v1 = (1 –x1).vf,1 +x1.vg,1
or v1 = x1.vg,1 =0.85 (0.194) = 0.1649 m3/kg
Therefore

w1-2 =
= 10 x 105 (0.258 – 0.1649) = 93 kJ/kg

Answer: Percentage of total heat supplied which appears as external work
= = 14.1%
Problem 23.2: Calculate the internal energy per kg of superheated steam at a pressure of 10
bar and a temperature of 300°C. Also find the change of internal energy if this steam is
expanded to 1.4 bar and dryness fraction 0.8.
Solution: Refer Fig. 23.2.
Given:

Steam at state ‗1‘: Pressure of steam,169
p1 = 10 bar;
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Temperature of superheated steam, tsup,1 = 300°C
By using steam table (for superheated steam):
For state 1, from steam tables for superheated steam at p1 = 10 bar and tsup,1 = 300°C,
we have:
hsup,1 = 3052.1 kJ/kg, vsup,1 = 0.258 m3/kg Tsup,1 = 300+273 = 573 K
Given: At state ‗2‘: Pressure of steam, p2= 1.4 bar: dryness fraction, x2 = 0.8.
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, from steam tables for dry saturated steam at p2 = 1.4 bar, we have:
hf,2 = 458.4 kJ/kg; hg,2 = 1773.5 kJ/kg , hfg,2 = 2231.9 kJ/kg, vg,2 = 1.236 m3/kg
(i)

Determine the internal energy per kg of superheated steam, usup,1:

Formula: Internal energy per kg of superheated steam at 10 bar,
usup,1 = hsup,1 – p1. vsup,1
Answer:

usup,1 = hsup,1 – p1. vsup,1 = 3052.1 – 10 x 105 x 0.258 x 10-3
= 2806.2 kJ/kg

(ii) Determine the change in internal energy per kg if this steam is expanded to 1.4 bar
and dryness fraction 0.8
Formula: change of internal energy = u2 – usup,1

,kJ/kg

Finding unknown, u2:
Internal energy of wet steam after expansion,
u2= h2 – p. v2
Finding unknown, h2:
Specific enthalpy of wet steam, h2 = hf,2+ x. hfg,2
= 458.4 + 0.8 x 2231.9
= 2243.92 kJ/kg.
Finding unknown, v2:
Specific volume of wet steam, v2 = x2.vg,2+ (1 – x2).vf,2
or v2 = x2 .vg,2
= 0.8 x 1.236 = 0.9888 m3/kg
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Therefore, u2= h2 – p. v2 = 2243.92 – 1.4 x 105 x 0.9888 x 10-3
= 2105.49 kJ/kg
Answer: Hence, change of internal energy = u2 – usup,1 = 2105.49 – 2806.2
= – 700.7 kJ/kg
Negative sign indicates decrease in internal energy.
Problem 23.3: A rigid cylinder of volume 0.028 m3 contains steam at 80 bar and 350°C. The
cylinder is cooled until the pressure is 50 bar. Calculate:
(i) The state of steam before and after cooling.
(ii) The amount of heat rejected by the steam.
Solution: Refer Fig. 23.3.
Given:
Rigid cylinder volume V = 0.028 m3
Steam at state ‗1‘:

p1= 80 bar; t1 = 350°C

By using steam table(for dry saturated steam:
For state ‗1‘: From steam tables for dry saturated

steam at p1= 80 bar, we have

Temperature of saturated steam, ts,1 = 294.97°C
Given: Steam at state ‗2‘:

p2 = 50 bar

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p2 = 50 bar we have:
hf,2= 1154.5 kJ/kg,

hg,2 = 2794.2 kJ/kg; hfg,2 = 1639.7 kJ/kg; vg,2 = 0.03943 m3/kg.

(i) Determine the state of steam before and after cooling i.e. at state ‘1’ and state ‘2’.
Condition of steam at state ‘1’ (before cooling):
Since the actual temperature of steam (t1 = 350°C) is more than the saturated temperature
of steam at state ‗2‘ (ts1 = 294.97°C),
Hence the steam at state ‘1’ is superheated. Therefore, tsup,1 = t1 = 350°C
By using steam table (for superheated steam):
For state ‗1‘: From steam tables for superheated steam at p1= 80 bar and tsup,1 = 350°C,
we have:
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vsup,1 = 0.02995 m3/kg, hsup,1 = 2987.3 kJ/kg
Condition of steam at state ‘2’ (after cooling):
The condition of steam at state ‗2‘ i.e. whether the steam is wet, dry saturated or
superheated.
Because cylinder has constant volume (V = 0.028 m3) and fixed mass of steam,
Therefore, we have v2 = vsup,1
or

v2 = 0.02995 m3/kg

Since the specific volume of steam (v2 = 0.02995 m3/kg) is less than the specific volume of
saturated steam (vg,2 = 0.03943 m3/kg),
Hence the steam at state ‘2’ is wet.
Finding dryness fraction of wet steam
For wet steam, we have
or

v2 = x2.vg,2+ (1 –x2).vf,2

0.02995 = x2.vg,2+ (1 –x2).vf,2

or

x2.vg,2 = 0.02995

(Neglecting volume of water, vf)

Therefore, dryness fraction of wet steam is given by,
x2 = = 0.76
(ii) Determine the amount of heat rejected by the steam.
Formula: 1Q2 = m (u2 – usup,1) + 1W2
or
or

1Q2 =

(Since dv = 0)

m (u2 – usup,1)

= m [(h2 – p2v2) + (hsup,1- p1.vsup,1)]

Finding unknown, h2:
Sp. enthalpy of wet steam,
h2 = hf,2+ x. hfg,2 = 1154.5 + 0.76 x 1639.7
= 2400.67 kJ/kg.
Finding unknown, m:
Mass of steam in cylinder, m = 0.935 kg
Answer: 1Q2 = m [(h2 – p2v2) + (hsup,1 – p1.vsup,1)]
= 0.935[ (2400.67 – 50 x105 x 0.02995 x 10-3) 172
– (2987.3 – 80 x 105 x 0.02995 x 10-3)]
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= 0.935 [2250.92 – 2747.7]
= – 465.5 kJ

i.e. Heat rejected

Problem 23.4: Steam at 10 bar and 200°C enters a convergent divergent nozzle with a velocity
of 60 m/s and leaves at 1.5 bar and with a velocity of 650 m/s. Assuming that there is no
heat loss, determine the quality of steam leaving the nozzle.
Solution:
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘:

p1= 10 bar; t1 = 200°C; V1= 60 m/s

By using steam table (for superheated steam):
For state 1, from steam tables for superheated steam at p1 = 10 bar, we have:
ts,1 = 179.9 °C
Since the actual temperature of steam (t1 =200°C) is more than the saturated temperature of
steam at state ‗1‘ (ts,1 = 179.9 °C),
Hence the steam at state ‗1‘ is superheated.
Therefore, tsup,1 = t1 = 200°C and Vsup,1 = V1 = 60 m/s
By using steam table (for superheated steam):
For state 1, from steam tables for superheated steam, at p1 = 10 bar and tsup,1 = 200°C, we
have:
hsup,1= 2827.9 kJ/kg
Given: Steam at state ‗2‘:

p1= 1.5 bar;

V2 = 650 m/s

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, from steam tables for dry saturated steam at p2 = 1.5 bar, we have:
ts,1 = 111.4 °C, hf,2= 467.1 kJ/kg, hg,2 = 2693.4 kJ/kg,

hfg,2 = 2226.2 kJ/kg.

Determine the quality of the steam leaving the nozzle
Formula: Apply the First law energy equation for steady flow process,
( hsup,1 + Vsup,12/2 + g Zsup,1) =

( h2 + V22/2 + gZ2) +

Since,
Therefore, h2 =
If h2 < hg,2, the steam is wet or
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If h2 = hg,2, the steam is saturated or
If h2 > hg,2, the steam is superheated.
Answer:

h2 = = 2618.45 kJ/kg
As h2 < hg,2, therefore the condition of steam is wet.

Dryness fraction of steam:
The enthalpy of wet steam is given by
h2 = hf,2+ x2. hfg,2
2618.45 = 467.1 + x2 2226.2
x2 =
Hence the condition of steam leaving the nozzle is 96.6% dry.
Problem 23.5: Steam at 10 bar and 0.9 dryness fraction is throttled to a pressure of 2 bar
Determine the exit condition of steam using Mollier chart.
Solution:
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘:
Steam at state ‗2‘:

p1= 10 bar;

x1 = 0.9

p2= 2 bar;

By using Mollier chart





Locate point ‗1‘ at an intersection of 10 bar pressure line and 0.9 dryness
fraction line on the Mollier chart.



Draw horizontal linefrom point ‗1‘ intersecting 2 bar pressure line at point ‗2‘.
Line ‗1-2‘ represents throttling expansion (constant enthalpy process).

Read the value of dryness fraction corresponding to point ‗2‘from chart.

Answer:

x2 = 0.94
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LESSON - 24 NUMERICAL PROBLEMS ON HEATING AND EXPANSION OF VAPOUR
IN NON-FLOW PROCESSES - II
Problem 24.1: Steam enters a steam turbine at a pressure of 15 bar and 350°C with a velocity
of 60 m/s. The steam leaves the turbine at 1.2 bar and with a velocity of 180 m/s. Assuming
the process to be reversible, adiabatic, determine the work done per kg of steam flowing
through the turbine.
Solution:
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘:

p1= 15 bar; t1 = 350°C; V1=60 m/s

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 1, from steam tables for dry saturated steam at p1 = 15 bar, we have
ts,1 = 198.2°C
As t1(350°C) > ts,1 (198.2°C), therefore steam at state ‗1‘ is superheated steam
By using steam table (for superheated steam)
For state 1, from steam tables for superheated steam; at p1 = 15 bar; and tsup,1 =350°C.
hsup,1 = 3148.7 kJ/kg, ssup,1 = 7.102 kJ/kg Vsup,1 = V1 = 60 m/s
Given: Steam at state ‗2‘: p2 = 1.2 bar;

V2 =180 m/s

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, from steam tables of dry saturated steam at p2 = 1.2 bar, we have
ts,2 = 104.8°C, hf,2 = 439.4 kJ/kg, hg,2 = 2683.4 kJ/kg,
kJ/kg, sg,2= 7.2984 kJ/kg, sfg,2 = 5.937 kJ/kg

hfg,2 = 2244.1 kJ/kg, sf,2= 1.361

Determine the work done per kg of steam flowing through the turbine.
Apply the First law energy equation for steady flow process,
( hsup,1 + vsup,12/2 + g Zsup,1) =

( h2 + v22/2 + gZ2) +

( hsup,1 + Vsup,12/2) = ( h2 + V22/2) +
Therefore, = (hsup,1 - h2) +
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Finding unknown, h2:
As the process is reversible adiabatic(constant entropy process), it will be represented by a
vertical line on T-s diagram by 1-2.
The condition at point ‗2‘ can be calculated by equating the entropy at point ‗1‘ and point ‗2‘
i.e. s2 = ssup,1 = 7.102
s2 = sf,2+ x2 .sfg,2
Therefore
or

7.102 = sf,2+ x2 .sfg,2

7.102 = 1.361 + x2 . 5.937

therefore,

x2 =

h2 = hf,2+ x2. hfg,2 =

439.4 + 0.967 x 2244.1 = 2609.44 kJ/kg

Answer: Therefore, work done per kg of steam, 1w2 =
= (3148.7 - 2609.44) +
= 3147.5 – 2609.44 – 14.4
= 523.66 kJ/kg
Problem 24.2: In a steam engine cylinder, dry and saturated steam expands from 22 bar to 2
bar isothermally. Calculate (a) change in enthalpy, (b) change in internal energy, (c) change in
entropy, (d) heat transfer, (e) work done. Assume the non-flow process in the cylinder.
Solution:
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘:

p1= 22 bar;

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 1, From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p1 = 22 bar.
ts,1 = 217.2°C, hg,1 = 2801 kJ/kg, vg,1 = 0.09067 m3/kg, sg,1 = 6.305 kJ/kg K.
Given: Steam at state ‗2‘: p2= 2 bar and t2 = ts,1 = 217.2°C (Isothermal process ‗1-2‘)
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, from steam tables for dry saturated steam at p1 = 2 bar, we have
Saturation temperature,

ts,2 = 120.23°C.

Since the temperature of steam (t2 =217.2°C) is more than the saturated temperature of steam
at state ‗2‘ (ts,2 = 120.23°C), therefore condition of steam is superheated.
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By using steam table (for superheated steam)
For state 2, From steam tables for superheated steam at p2 = 2 bar and tsup,2 = 217.2°C, we
have
hsup,2 = 2905 kJ/kg, vsup,2 = 1.1215 m3/kg,

ssup,2 = 7.576 kJ/kg K

(a) Determine change in enthalpy
Formuls: Change in enthalpy = hsup,2 – hg,1
Answer:

Change in enthalpy = hsup,2 – hg,1 = 2905.4 – 2801= 104.4 kJ/kg

(b) Determine change in internal energy
Formuls: The change in internal energy = usup,2 – ug,1
= (hsup,2 – p2 v2) - (hg,1 – p1 vg,1)
Answer:

The change in internal energy = (hsup,2- p2 v2) – (hg,1 – p1 vg,1)

= (2905.4 – 2 x105 x 10-3 x 1.1215) – (2801 – 22 x105 x 10-3 x 0.09069)
= 79.62 kJ/kg.
(c) Determine change in entropy
Formuls: The Change in entropy = ssup,2 – sg,1
Answer:

The Change in entropy = ssup,2 – sg,1
= 7.576 – 6.305 = 1.271 kJ/kg K

(d) Determine heat transfer, q1-2
Formuls: Heat transfer, q1-2 = T(ssup,2 – sg,1 )
Answer:

q1-2 = T(ssup,2 – sg,1 )
= (217.2 + 273) x 1.271 = 623.04 kJ/kg K

(e) Work done, w1-2
Formuls: Work done = w1-2 = (ug,1 – usup,2) + q1-2
Answer:

w1-2 = (ug,1 – usup,2) + q1-2
= –79.62 + 623.04 = 543.42 kJ/kg

Problem 24.3: Steam at a pressure of 5 bar and 0.8 dry expands in a cylinder according to the
law pv1.35 = C to 2 bar. Find (a) the condition of steam at the end of expansion, (b) interchange
of heat between the steam and the cylinder per kg of steam, (c) change in internal energy and
(d) work done
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Solution:
Given: The expansion of steam in the cylinder from state 1 to state 2 is a non-flow process
according to the law pv1.35 = C.
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘:

p1= 5 bar and x1 = 0.8

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 1, from steam tables for dry saturated steam, at p1 = 5 bar.
ts,1 = 151.8°C, hf,1 = 640 kJ/kg, hfg,1 =2109 kJ/kg, hg,1 = 2749 kJ/kg, vg,1 = 0.3748 m3/kg,
Given: Steam at state ‗2‘:

p2= 2 bar;

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
At state 2, from steam tables for dry saturated steam, at p1 = 2 bar.
ts,2 = 120°C, hf,2 = 505 kJ/kg, hg,2 = 2706.3 kJ/kg, hfg,2 =2202 kJ/kg, vg,2 = 0.8856 m3/kg
a)

Determine the condition of steam at the end of expansion

Formula: The equation for the law of expansion is pv1.35 = C,
Hence, p1v11.35 = p2v21.35
or
if v2 < vg,2 = 0.8856 m3/kg, then steam is wet.
if v2 = vg,2 = 0.8856 m3/kg, then steam is saturated.
if v2 > vg,2 = 0.8856 m3/kg, then steam is superheated.
Finding unknown, v1:
For wet steam, we have
v1 = x1 vg,1+(1-x1) vf,1
Neglecting volume of water, we have
v1 = x1 vg,1
= 0.8 x 0.3748 = 0.29984 m3/kg
Answer:

m3/kg

Since, the actual specific volume of steam v2 = 0.59109 m3/kg is less than vg,2 =
0.8856 m3/kg,
Hence, the steam at state 2 is wet steam.
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For wet steam at state ‗2‘ we have
v2 = x2vg,2+(1-x2) vf,2
Neglecting volume of water, we have
v2 = x2vg,2
or 0.59109 = x2 (0.8856)
or
Hence the final dryness fraction of steam = x2 = 0.6674
b) Determine the interchange of heat between the steam and the cylinder per kg of
steam
Formula: During polytropic process, the heat transferred is given by
1q2

= (u2 − u1) + = (h2 − p2v2) − (h1 − p1v1 ) +

kJ/kg

Finding unknown, h1 and h2;
For wet steam at state ‗1‘ and state ‗2‘, we have
h1 = hf,1 + x1. hfg,1 = 640 + 0.8 x 2109 = 2327 kJ/kg
h2 = hf,2 + x2. hfg,2 = 505 + 0.6674 x 2202 = 1974.61 kJ/kg
Answer: Therefore, 1q2 = (h2 − p2v2) − (h1 − p1v1 ) +
= (1974.61 − 2 x 105 x 10-3 x 0.59109) - (2327.2 − 5 x 105 x 10-3 x
0.29984) +
= - 230.32

kJ/kg

-ve sign shows that heat is rejected from steam. Hence the heat transfer from steam to
cylinder wall is = 230.32 kJ/kg
c) Determine change in internal energy, (u2-u1):
Formula: Change in internal energy = (u2-u1) = (h2 - p2v2) - (h1 - p1v1 )
Answer: (u2-u1) = (h2 - p2v2) - (h1 - p1v1 )
= (1974.61.- 2 x 105 x 10-3 x 0.59109) - (2327.2 - 5 x 105 x 10-3 x 0.29984)
= - 320.89 kJ/kg
d) Determine the work done
Formula: For polytropic process, the work done is given by
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1w2 =

Answer: Work done, 1w2 = =
= 90.57 kJ/kg
Problem 24.4: Steam initially at a pressure of 15 bar and 0.95 dryness fraction expands
isentropically to 7.5 bar and is then throttled until it is just dry. Determine per kg of steam:
(i) Change in entropy.

(ii) Change in enthalpy.

Using: (a) Steam tables

(b) Mollier chart.

(iii) Change in internal energy.

Is the entire process reversible? Justify your statement.
Solution:
(A) USING STEAM TABLES
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘: p1= 15 bar and x1 = 0.95
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 1, from steam tables for dry saturated steam at p1 = 15 bar,
ts,1 = 198.3°C, hf,1 = 844.7 kJ/kg, hfg,1 =1945.2 kJ/kg, vg,1 = 0.132 m3/kg, sf,1 = 2.3145 kJ/kg K
sfg,1 = 4.1261 kJ/kg K, sg,1 = 6.4406 kJ/kg K
Given: Steam at state ‗2‘:

p2= 7.5 bar;

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, from steam tables for dry saturated steam at p2 = 7.5 bar.
ts,2 = 167.7°C, hf,2 = 709.3 kJ/kg, hfg,2 =2055.55 kJ/kg, vg,2 = 0.255 m3/kg,
kJ/kg K sfg,2 = 4.6621 kJ/kg K, sg,2 = 6.6816 kJ/kg K
Given: Steam at state 3:

sf,2 = 2.0195

p3 = 0.06 bar and x3 = 1

(i) Considering isentropic expansion 1-2
Determine per kg of steam: (i) Change in entropy (s2-s1), (ii) Change in enthalpy (h2 - h1)
and (iii) Change in internal energy (u2-u1).
As the steam is wet at state ‗1‘, therefore for wet steam, we have
h1= hf,1+ x1. hfg,1 = 844.7 + 0.95 x 1945.2 = 2692.64 kJ/kg
v1 = x1 vg,1 (neglecting volume of water)
= 0.95 x 0.132 = 0.1254 m3/kg
and s1= sf,1+ x1. sfg,1 = 2.3145 +0.95 x 4.1261180
= 6.2343 kJ/kg K
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Finding condition and properties of steam at state ‘2’
For isentropic or reversible adiabatic process ‗1-2‘,
Change in entropy, (s2-s1) = 0
or

s2 = s1

or

s2 = 6.2343 kJ/kg K

Since, s2 = 6.2343 is less than the sg,2 = 6.6816 kJ/kg K
Therefore, condition of steam at point ‘2’ is wet
For wet steam, we have

s2= sf,2+ x2. sfg,2

6.2343 = 2.0195 + x2. 4.6621
or

x2 = = 0.9

As the steam is wet at state ‗2‘, therefore for wet steam, we have
h2 = hf,2+ x2. hfg,2 = 709.3 +0.9 x 2055.55 = 2559.29 kJ/kg
v2 = x2 vg,2

(neglecting volume of water, vf,2)

= 0.9 x 0.255 = 0.2295 m3/kg
Answer:
Change in enthalpy = (h2 - h1) = 2559.29 – 2692.64 = - 133.35 kJ/kg (-ve sign indicates
decrease)
Change in internal energy = (u2-u1) = (h2.- p2v2) - (h1.- p1v1 )
= (2559.29 –7.5 x 105 x 10-3 x 0.2295) - (2692.64 – 15 x 105 x 10-3 x 0.1254)
= - 117.38 kJ/kg (-ve sign indicates decrease)
Change in entropy, (s2-s1) = 0
(ii) Considering the throttling expansion 2-3
Determine per kg of steam: (i) Change in entropy (s3-s2), (ii) Change in enthalpy (h3 – h2)
and (iii) Change in internal energy (u3-u2).
Finding condition and properties of steam at state ‘3’
For throttling process, ‗2-3‘, we have change in enthalpy, (h3 - h2) = 0
or

h3 = h2 = 2559.29 kJ/kg

Since the steam at state 3 is just dry (i.e.181
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Hence

hg,3 = h3

or

hg,3 = 2559.29 kJ/kg

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 3, From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p3 = 0.06 bar and hg,3= 2559.29
kJ/kg, we have
ts,3 = 36.18°C, hf,3 = 151.5 kJ/kg, hfg,3 =2416.0 kJ/kg, vg,3 = 23.741 m3/kg, sf,3 = 0.521 kJ/kg K
sfg,3 = 7.809 kJ/kg K, sg,3 = 8.330 kJ/kg K
Answer: Change in entropy, sg,3– s2 = 8.330 - 6.2343 = 2.0957 kJ/kg K
Change in enthalpy, hg,3– h2 = 0 (throttling process)
Change in internal energy, (ug,3-u2) = (hg.3.- p3vg,3) - (h2- p2v2 )
= (hg,3- h2) - (p3vg,3- p2v2 )
= 0 - (0.06 x 105 x 10-3 x 23.741 – 7.5 x 105 x 10-3 x 0.2295)
= 29.68 kJ/kg
(iii) Combining the results obtained from isentropic ‘1-2’ and throttling expansion ‘2-3’
we get during the entire process
Determine per kg of steam: (i) Change in entropy (s3-s1), (ii) Change in enthalpy (h3 – h1)
and (iii) Change in internal energy (u3-u1).
Answer:
(i) Change In entropy = (s2 – s1)+ (sg,3 – s2) = 0 +2.0957= 2.0957 kJ/kg K (Increase)
(ii)

Change In enthalpy =(h2 – h1)+ (hg,3 – h2) = -133.35 + 0= -133.35 kJ/kg (decrease)

(iii) Change in Internal energy =(u2 – u1)+ (ug,3 – u2)= - 117.38 + 29.68 = -87.7 kJ/kg
(decrease)
(B) BY USING MOLLIER CHART
Locate point 1 at an intersection of 15 bar pressure line and 0.95 dryness fraction line.
Draw vertical line from point ‗1‘ intersecting 7.5 bar pressure line at point ‗2‘. Line ‗1-2‘
represents isentropic expansion.
From point 2, draw a horizontal line intersecting at the saturation line at point ‗3‘. Line ‗2-3‘
represents throttling expansion (constant enthalpy process).
From Mollier chart:
h1 = 2692 kJ/kg

h2 = 2560 kJ/kg

hg,3 = h2 = 2560 kJ/kg
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s1 = s2 = 6.23 kJ/kg K

sg,3 = 8.3 kJ/kg K

v1 = 0.125 m3/kg

vg,3 = 24 m3/kg

Answer:
(i) Change in entropy .= (sg,3 – s2 ) + (s2 – s1 ) = (8.3 - 6.23) + (6.23 - 6.23) = 2.07 kJ/kg K
(ii) Change in enthalpy = (hg,3 – h2 ) + (h2 – h1 ) = (2560 – 2560) + (2560 – 2692) = -132 kJ/kg
(iii) Change in internal energy = (ug,3 – u2 ) + (u2 – u1 ) or
= [(hg,3 – p3 vg,3) – (h2 – p2 v2)] + [(h2 – p2 v2) – (h1 – p1 v1)]
= [(hg,3 – p3 vg,3) – (h1 – p1 v1)]
= [(2560 - 0.06 x 105 x 10-3 x 24) – (2692 – 15 x 105 x 10-3 x 0.125)]
= 2416 – 2504.5 = - 88.5 kJ/kg (decrease)
Answer: The entire process is not reversible as there is increase in entropy
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LESSON - 25 MEASUREMENT OF DRYNESS FRACTION: BUCKET OR BARREL
CALORIMETER AND SEPARATING CALORIMETER AND THEIR NUMERICAL
PROBLEMS
25.1 MEASUREMENT OF DRYNESS FRACTION
There are four methods of determining the dryness fraction of steam experimentally. They
are as follows:
(A) Bucket or barrel calorimeter
(B) Separating calorimeter
(C) Throttling calorimeter
(D) Combined separating and throttling calorimeter.
25.1.1. Bucket or Barrel Calorimeter
Material: Refer Fig. 25.1. TheBucket/Barrel Calorimeter consists of a copper vessel which
contains cold water. The copper vessel is insulated from the surrounding so as to prevent any
heat transfer from or to the system. The top of the vessel is also covered by some detachable
insulating medium. A thermometer is inserted in the water to record the temperature of it.
Procedure:
Before steam sampling: Note down the following observations


Mass of empty copper vessel = m1(say)



Mass of cold water of vessel = m2(say)



Temperature of cold water and copper vessel = t1(say)



Specific heat of copper vessel = Cp,copper(say)



Specific heat of water = Cp,water(say)

During steam sampling: Open the valve in sampling tube and allow steam sample from
main steam pipe of boiler to discharge into cold water of vessel through fine exit holes. The
steamcoming in contact with water gets condensed, giving out its entire latent heat and part
of its sensible heat. This heat transfer results in an increase in the temperature of water. The
mass of water in the calorimeter increases by the amount of steam condensed. As a
precautionary measure, sufficient quantity of steam should be passed into the calorimeter so
that there is a marked rise in the temperature so as to minimizing the error in the experiment.
Now, the supply-of steam is closed.
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During sampling, pressure of steam in steam pipe recorder with pressure gauge = p
(say)



From Steam Table against pressure ‗p‘ note down the saturation temperature of steam
and latent heat of vaporization= tsat and hfg(say) , respectively.

After steam sampling: Note down the following observations


Mass of warm water in vessel = m3 (say)



Temperature of warm water and copper vessel after mixing of steam sample in cold
water= t2 (say)

Calculations to find dryness fraction, x:
Mass of wet steam sample condensed in cold water = m3 – m2 = m (say)
Mass of dry steam in wet steam sample = x × m
If there is no heat lost then according to conservation of energy,
Heat lost by mass of wet steam sample = Heat gain by copper vessel and cold water
…..….(25.1)
Where,
Heat lost by mass of wet steam sample = Latent heat lost by mass of dry steam in wet steam
sample + Sensible heat lost mass of wet steam sample
=

……..(25.2)

Heat gain by copper vessel and cold water = Sensible heat gain by mass of copper
vessel + Sensible heat gain by mass of cold water
…..….. (25.3)
By using equations (25.2) and (25.3) in equation (25.1), we have
Drawback


It is to be noted that this method for determining the dryness fraction is approximate.



The increase in temperature of cold water after steam sampling should neither be too
low nor too high. If the rise in temperature is large there is always a chance for heat
losses due to radiation.

Problem 25.1: The following data refer to a test on bucket calorimeter. Pressure of steam from
steam pipe = 6.5 bar, water equivalent of water at 20°C = 500 kJ/k, Water equivalent of
bucket calorimeter = 30 kJ/k, Temperature of warm water after mixing of steam sample in
cold water = 38°C, Mass of wet steam sample = 4 kg, Find the dryness fraction of steam.
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Solution:
Given: Pressure of steam from steam pipe, p = 6.5 bar;
Water equivalent of water at 20°C, = 500 kJ/k;
Water equivalent of bucket calorimeter, = 30 kJ/k;
Temperature of cold water and copper vessel = t1= 20°C
Temperature of warm water after mixing of steam sample in cold water, t2 = 38°C;
Mass of wet steam sample, m = 4 kg
Determine the dryness fraction of steam:
Formula: The dryness fraction for bucket calorimeter is given by
Finding unknown,

tsat and hfg:

By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p = 6.5 bar, we have
tsat = 161.9°C and hfg = 2077 kJ/kg
Answer: Dryness fraction of steam,
x = = 0.8989
25.1.2. Separating Calorimeter
Principle: The principle of determining the dryness fraction from separating calorimeter is to
separate out the moisture content from the wet steam.
Material: Refer Fig. 25.2. It consists of inner chamber having cross sectional area ‗A‘ in which
water separated from wet steam is collected. A gauge glass having a graduated scale is
mounted on the inner chamber of the separating calorimeter to measure the amount of water
separated after and before the sampling.It also consists of steam condensing chamber so that
dry and saturated steam may be condensed and measured in it.
Procedure:
Before steam sampling: Note down the following observations


Level of water in the inner chamber = L1(say)



Mass of water in the steam condensing chamber = m1(say)

During steam sampling: The wet steam enters the inner chamber of separating calorimeter
through a sampling tube controlled by a valve. While testing for dryness the valve should be
fully open avoiding any throttling or wiredrawing. In the inner chamber of separating
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calorimeter, separators or baffles plates are arranged in such a manner as to separate out the
moisture from the steam. Hence, when steam enters the separating calorimeter, it undergoes
a sudden reversal of direction of motion when it strikes the baffles plates. This causes the
water particles which have greater inertia to separate from the wet steam. The water moves
downwards(shown by blue drops) and collected at the bottom portion of the inner chamber
of the separating calorimeter. The dry steam moves upwards (shown by firm arrows) and
enters the annular space between the inner and outer surface of the separating calorimeter
and goes downward.The dry and saturated steam is discharged from the separating
calorimeter and finally condensed in the steam condensing chamber. The condensed steam in
steam condensing chamber is then weighed.
Before steam sampling: Note down the following observations


Level of water in the inner chamber = L2 (say)



Mass of water in the steam condensing chamber = m2 (say)

Calculations of dryness fraction, x:
Mass of water separated from the wet steam sample and collected at the bottom portion of
the inner chamber = m
,kg (say)
Mass of dry steam condensed in steam condensing chamber = (m2 - m1) = M , kg

(say)

Dryness fraction of wet steam from main steam pipe,
Drawback
This method is also approximate because of incomplete separation of moisture and
inaccuracy of gauge.
Problem 25.2: During a test on separating calorimeter the following observations were taken.
Mass of water separated from wet steam sample from main steam pipe = 0.3 kg/min, Mass of
dry saturated steam passing through separating calorimeter and condensed in steam
condensing chamber = 3 kg/min. Calculate the dryness fraction.
Solution:
Given: Mass of water separated from wet steam sample, m= 0.3 kg/min
Mass of dry saturated steam condensing chamber, M = 3 kg/min
Determine the dryness fraction
Formula: Dryness fraction for separating calorimeter,
x = dryness fraction of wet steam =
Answer: dryness fraction of wet steam= x = = 0.909 = 90.9%
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LESSON - 26 MEASUREMENT OF DRYNESS FRACTION: THROTTLING
CALORIMETER AND COMBINED SEPARATING AND THROTTLING
CALORIMETER AND THEIR NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
26.1. MEASUREMENT OF DRYNESS FRACTION
26.1.1. Throttling Calorimeter
Principle: The principle of the throttling calorimeter is to throttle the wet steam so that it
becomes superheated.
Material: Refer Fig. 26.1. The Throttling Calorimeter consists of inner chamber and outer
chamber. The pressure gauge attached to the outer casing and thermometer in inner chamber
gives the pressure and temperature of steam after throttling, respectively. In order to prevent
any heat transfer from and to the system, the outer chamber is insulated.
Procedure: A sample of wet steam at pressure ‗p1‘ is taken from the main steam pipe of boiler
into the inner chamber of the throttling calorimeter through a sampling tube and orifice
throttling valve. This wet steam sample is throttled in orifice throttling valve before it enters
into the calorimeter. Normally, pressure desired after throttled is few mm of Hg slightly
above atmospheric pressure. The steam of the inner chamber is first allowed to flow down
wards then flows upwards and finally turns downwards in the annular space between the
inner and outer chamber. This is done so that the steam should flow long enough to ensure
constant temperature of throttled steam.
During steam sampling: Note down the following observations:


Pressure of the wet steam before throttling = p2 bar



Pressure of the superheated steam after throttling = p2 bar



Temperature of the superheated steam after throttling = tsup,2 °C

For the accurate result from the throttling calorimeter, the necessary condition is that the
steam should be in a superheated state after throttling. In general, 5°C of superheating is
most desirable i.e. 5°C more than the saturation temperature corresponding to recorded
pressure after throttling ‗p2‘.
The process ‗1-2‘ on h-s diagram in Fig. 26.2, represent the throttling process in orifice
throttling valve of throttling calorimeter.
Calculations of dryness fraction of wet steam, x1:
Properties of wet steam before throttling at point ‘1’ by using Steam Tables:
Enthalpy of a saturated water corresponding to pressure p1 = hf,1, kJ/kg.
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Latent heat of evaporation corresponding to pressure p1 = hfg,1,kJ/kg
Properties of superheated steam after throttling at point ‘2’ by using Steam Tables:
Enthalpy of a superheated steam corresponding to pressure p2 and temperature tsup,2 =
hsup,2, kJ/kg.
Since during throttling process, the enthalpy remains constant, hence
Enthalpy of wet steam before throttling valve at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure
p1 = Enthalpy superheated steam after throttling valve at point ‗2‘ corresponding to pressure
p2
or

h1 = hsup,2

……….(26.1)

Where, Enthalpy of wet steam at point ‗1‘ corresponding to pressure p1 is given by ,
h1= hf,1 + x1. hfg,1

…….(26.2)

By using equation (26.2) in equation (26.1), we have
hf,1 + x1. hfg,1 = hsup,2
or
…….(26.3)
An alternative method to find ‘x1’ when superheated steam is treated as an ideal gas:
Then, enthalpy of a superheated throttled steam corresponding to pressure p2 and
temperature tsup,2 is calculated by
hsup,2 = hg,2 + Cp(tsup,2 - tg,2)

, kJ/kg.

…….(26.4)
where Cp is sp. heat of superheated steam = 2.607 kJ/kg K
By using equations (26.2) and (26.4) in equation (26.1), we have
hf,1 + x1. hfg,1 = hg,2 + Cp(tsup,2 - tg,2)
or

…….(26.5)

With the above equation (26.3) or (26.5) we can easily calculate the value of the dryness
fraction.
Drawback
We can not use this method for finding out the dryness fraction of very wet steam because
the required 5°C superheated steam after throttling cannot be achieved with the very wet
steam.
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For example, the wet steam at 40 bar pressure requires minimum 93.5% dryness fraction
before throttling to reach 5°C superheating at pressure slightly above atmospheric pressure
after throttling (the minimum dryness fraction required for 40 bar pressure can be find by a
process ‗1-2‘ as shown in Fig. 26.2). This means if the wet steam at 40 bar pressure with
dryness fraction less than 93.5% is throttled in throttling calorimeter to find the dryness
fraction, the condition of steam after throttling will be either less than 5°C superheating or it
will be wet as shown by process ‗3-4‘ in Fig. 26.2 which is not desirable to find dryness
fraction with throttling calorimeter. Thus, steam having dryness fraction less than 0.934
cannot be measured by a throttling calorimeter for steam pressure 40 bar.
Similarly, wet steam at 3 bar pressure requires minimum 98.5% dryness fraction before
throttling to achieve desired condition after throttling. Likewise we can find minimum
dryness fraction of other pressures, below which we cannot use throttling calorimeter
method.
Problem 26.1: The following data refer to a throttling calorimeter.
Pressure in the main steam pipe = 10 bar, Pressure after throttling = 1.2 bar, Temperature
after throttling = 120°C. Assuming Cp = 2.303 kJ/kg K for steam after throttling. Calculate the
(a) Dryness fraction.
(b) Minimum degree of wetness which can be shown by this calorimeter for this steam. If
the wetness is beyond the range of this calorimeter suggest another method.
Solution:
Given: Steam at state ‗1‘: Pressure in the main steam pipe before throttling, p1 = 10 bar:
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 1, From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p1 = 10 bar, we have
hf,1 = 763 kJ/kg, hfg,1 = 2015 kJ/kg
Given: Steam at state ‗2‘: Pressure after throttling, p2 = 1.2 bar; Temperature after throttling,
t2 = 120°C;
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p2 = 1.2 bar, we have
ts,2 =104.8°C,
Since, t2 = 120°C > ts,2 =104.8°C the condition of steam at state ‗2‘ is superheated. Therefore,
tsup,2 = t2 = 120°C
By using steam table (for superheated steam)
For superheated state 2, From steam tables for superheated steam at p 2 = 1.2 bar and
tsup,2 = 120°C, we have
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hsup,2 = 2714.81 kJ/kg
Given: Assuming Cp = 2.303 kJ/kg K for steam after throttling. Calculate the
(a) Determine the dryness fraction of steam in main steam pipe:
Formula: During throttling process enthalpy remains constant.
i.e.

h1= hsup,2

Since the steam is wet at state ‗1‘:
Therefore,

h1= hf,1+ x1. hfg,1

hf,1+ x1. hfg,1 = hsup,2

or
Answer: Dryness fraction, x1 = = 0.9686
(b) Determine the minimum degree of wetness
For minimum degree of wetness, the condition of steam after throttling should be at least 5°C
superheated at 1.2 bar pressure.
Therefore superheat temperature at point ‗2‘,
tsup,2 = tsat °C + 5°C =104.8 + 5 = 109.8°C
By using steam table (for superheated steam)
For superheated state 2, From steam tables for superheated steam at p2 = 1.2 bar and tsup,2 =
109.8°C, we have
hsup,2 = 2687 kJ/kg
Formula: Since, during throttling process enthalpy remains constant.
i.e.
or

h1= hsup,2

hf,1+ x1. hfg,1 = hsup,2 (as condition of steam at point ‗1‘ is wet)

or
Answer: The minimum degree of wetness
x1 =

= 0.9582

If the dryness fraction is lower than 95.28%, a combination of separating and throttling
calorimeter will be used.
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26.1.2. Combined Separating and Throttling Calorimeter
A combined separating and throttling calorimeter is used to remove the drawback of
Separating Calorimeter (i.e. water particles from wet steam are not fully separated) and the
drawback of Throttling Calorimeter (i.e. not suitable for very wet steam).
Principle: In this calorimeter


The moisture from wet steam sample is first removed in separating calorimeter, so
that dryness fraction of wet steam sample is increased above 0.95 before steam sample
is entering into throttling calorimeter. During this process pressure and temperature
remains constant.



The sample coming out from separating calorimeter is then passed through throttling
calorimeter where it expands to superheated steam.

Material: Refer Fig. 26.2. It consists of a combined separating calorimeter and throttling
calorimeter as discussed in previous sections.
Procedure: A sample of wet steam from main steam pipe (represented by point ‗A‘ in Fig.
26.2) is first enters the separating calorimeter through a sampling tube. While passing
through separating calorimeter, most of the moisture from wet steam is separated out and
collected in the inner chamber of the separating calorimeter where it is measure with scale.
Now, comparatively dry steam having dryness fraction above 0.95 from separating
calorimeter (represented by point ‗B‘ in Fig. 26.2) is passed into throttling calorimeter
through throttling valve where it expands to superheated steam (represented by point ‗C‘ in
Fig. 26.2). The superheated steam after passing through throttling calorimeter is then
exhausted from throttling calorimeter into a condenser, provided at the bottom of the
throttling calorimeter, where it is finally condensed and measured.
The representation of separating-throttling processes of combined separating and throttling
calorimeter on T-s and h-s diagrams is shown in Fig. 26.3.
During steam sampling: Note down the following observations:


Pressure before throttling = p1 (say) bar



Pressure after throttling = p2 (say) bar



Temperature of a throttled superheated steam = tsup,C (say),

oC

After steam sampling: Note down the following observations:


Mass of condensate collected in the container provided at the bottom of throttling
calorimeter (i.e. mass of steam coming from separating calorimeter into throttling
calorimeter through throttling valve) = M (say),kg



Mass of water collected in the inner chamber of the separating calorimeter (i.e. mass of
water separated in the separating calorimeter = m (say),kg
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Calculations of dryness fraction of wet steam, x:


Partial dryness fraction of wet steam coming from main steam pipe, measured by
separating calorimeter alone,
……………..(26.6)



Dryness fraction of steam entering into throttling calorimeter from separating
calorimeter through throttling valve, measured by throttling calorimeter alone (by
using equation 26.3)

Where,
hf,B is enthalpy of saturated water at p1 (from steam tables) , kJ/kg.
hfg,B is Latent heat of vapouization at p1 (from steam tables),kJ/kg
hsup,C is enthalpy of a throttled superheated steam corresponding to pressure p2 and
temperature tsup,C (from superheated steam table),kJ/kg .


Mass of dry steam in the wet steam sample collected from main steam pipe = the mass
of dry steam entering the throttling calorimeter = x2 . M

Finally, The total dryness fraction of wet steam collected from main steam pipe measure
by Combined Separating and Throttling Calorimeter
By using equation (26.6) in above equation, we have
x = x1.x2
This shows that the dryness fraction of steam measured from combined separating and
throttling calorimeter is the product of dryness fraction x1 and x2 measured by separating and
throttling calorimeter respectively.
Among all methods, this method of determining the dryness fraction of steam is the most
satisfactory.
Problem 26.2: In a test on a combined separating and throttling calorimeter, the following
data were obtained:Pressure in the steam main = 14 bar,
Pressure of steam after throttling = 13.2 cm of Hg gauge,
Mass of steam collected in the separator = 0.8 kg/min ,
Discharge from throttling calorimeter = 10 kg/min,
Temperature of steam after throttling = 115°C,
Barometer = 76 cm of Hg.
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Calculate (a) the dryness fraction of steam in the main, (b) the velocity of flow in the steam
main, if the diameter is 12 cm and the flow of steam is 130 kg/min, (c) the mass of water
required to condense the steam after the throttling calorimeter if the temperature rise of the
cooling water is l2°C.
Solution:
Given: Steam before throttling (state ‗1‘): Pressure in steam main before throttling, p1 = 14
bar:
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 1, From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p1 = 14 bar, we have
hf,1 = 830 kJ/kg, hfg,1 = 1960 kJ/kg, vg,1 = 0.1408 m3/kg
Given: Steam after throttling (state ‗2‘):
Pressure of steam after throttling, p2 = 13.2 cm of Hg gauge
p2 = 76+13.2 = 89.2 cm of Hg.
= bar
Temperature after throttling, t2 = 115°C;
By using steam table (for dry saturated steam):
For state 2, From steam tables for dry saturated steam at p2 = 1.1889 bar, we have
ts,2= 104.8°C, hg,2 = 2683 kJ/kg,
Since, t2 = 115°C > ts,2 =104.8°C the condition of steam at state ‗2‘ is superheated.
Therefore, tsup,2 = t2 = 115°C
By using steam table (for superheated steam)
For superheated state 2, From steam tables for superheated steam at p 2 = 1.1889 bar and
tsup,2 = 115°C, we have
hsup,2 = 2704.3 kJ/kg
Given: Mass of steam collected in the separator, m = 0.8 kg/min;
Discharge from throttling calorimeter, M = 10 kg/min,
(a) Determine the dryness fraction of steam in the main:
Formula: The dryness fraction of steam from separating and throttling calorimeter is
calculated by the equation:
x = x1. x2
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where, x1 = Dryness fraction of steam measured by separating calorimeter,
x2 = Dryness fraction of steam measured by throttling calorimeter
Finding unknown, x1 and x2:
Dryness fraction of steam measured by separating calorimeter,
x1 = = 0.9259
Dryness fraction of steam measured by throttling calorimeter,
x2 = = 0.956
Answer:

x = x1.x2 = 0.9256 x 0.956 = 0.885

(b) Determine the velocity of flow in the steam main, if the diameter is 12 cm and the flow
of steam is 130 kg/min
Given:
Diameter of pipe, d = 12 cm = 0.12 m
Formula: From continuity equation,
or velocity = C1 =
Finding unknown, v1
Sp. volume of steam in the main pipe for wet steam, v1 = x vg,1
= 0.885 x 0.1408
= 0.1246 m3/kg
Answer:

Velocity = C1 = =1432.2 m/min

(c) Determine the mass of water required to condense the steam after the throttling
calorimeter if the temperature rise of the cooling water is l2°C.
Given: Temperature rise of the cooling water, Δt = l2°C
Formula: If mass of water be required in the condenser to remove the superheat and latent
heat of M mass of steam from throttling calorimeter, then
M (hsup,2 – ts,2) = x Cp x Δt
Answer:

M (hsup,2 – ts,2) = x Cp x Δt
10 (2704.3 – 104.8) = x 12 x 4.18
or

= 518.24 kg/min
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MODULE – VI STEAM BOILERS/GENERATORS
LESSON - 27 STEAM BOILERS/GENERATORS, CLASSIFICATION OF BOILERS,
LANCASHIRE BOILER
27.1. STEAM GENERATORS/BOILERS
In the previous lessons we have discussed that mostly steam is used as working fluid in the
steam power plant and we have also discussed the mechanism of the formation of steam and
its properties. But now it is required to know the equipment used to produce steam.
A closed pressure vessel known as Steam generator or Boiler is used to generate steam at
desired pressure and temperature by transferring heat to water contained in a closed
pressure vessel.
Before we go in details of the boiler it is necessary to know few terms used in boiler.
Flue gas: Heat which is transferred to water in boiler is usually produced by combustion of
fuel in the furnace. The hot gas generated in a furnace is called flue gasses.
Water and steam space: It is the space occupied by water and steam in the pressure vessel
during steam generation process.
Heating surface: It is the part of the boiler which is exposed to hot gases on one side and
water or steam on the other side.
27.2. CLASSIFICATION OF BOILERS
Because of differences in features and characteristics of different boilers, the boilers can be
classified on the basis of the following:


Content of tubes



Nature of draft



Firing method



Nature of heat source



Mode of heating



Circulation of working fluid



Pressure of steam



Nature of Fluid used



Mode of circulation of working
fluid (water)



Boiler shell material



Type of Fuel



Shape of tubes and their spatial
position



Purpose of utilization



Position and number of drums
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Gas passage



Boiler size and rating

27.2.1. Content of tubes: The boiler is either Fire-tube boiler or Water-tube boiler,
depending upon the content flowing inside its tubes.
Fire-tube boiler. In this boiler, the products of combustion/hot flue gases flows inside and
the water flow outside of the boiler tubes. Figure 27.1shows the fire-tube boiler.
The examples of the fire-tube boilers are
(a) Cochran, (b) Lancashire, (c) Cornish and (d) Locomotive boilers.
Water-tube boiler. In water-tube boiler, water flows inside the tubes and the hot flue gases
flow outside the tubes. Figure 27.2 shows the water-tube boiler.
The examples of the water-tube boilers are
(a) Babcock and Wilcox boiler and (b) Stirling boiler.
Comparative advantages and disadvantages of fire-tube and water-tube boilers:
Sr.
No.

Parameters

Fire-tube boilers

Water-tube boilers

1

Rate of steam
generation

slow

quick

2.

Suitability for power
plants

unsuitable

suitable

3.

Operating steam
pressure

Limited to 24.5 x 105 N/m2

4.

5.

6.

Chances of explosion
Risk of damage due
to explosion

Water treatment

Limited to 200 x
105 N/m2

Less

More

Much more

Much less

Not very necessary as minor
scaling would not go far
enough to cause overheating
and tube-bursting

Required as scaling
will lead to tubebursting
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7.

Floor space required

Much

Less

8.

Cost and
construction problem

More

Much less

Inconvenient due to large
size of the shell

9.

Transportation

Comparatively easier

10.

Skill required for
efficient operation

Less

More

11.

Operating cost

Less

High

12.

Overall efficiency

Upto 75%

Upto 90%

27.2.2. Firing method: The boiler is either internally fired or externally fired boiler,
depending upon the position of the furnace with respect to boiler.
Internally fired boiler: The furnace is provided inside the boiler shell and is completely
surrounded by water cooled surfaces as shown in Fig. 27.1. Lancashire, Locomotive, Cochran
and Scotch boilers are common examples of the internally fired boilers.
Externally fired boiler: The furnace is provided outside the boiler (Fig. 27.2).The furnace of
this boiler is simple and easy to construct and can be easily enlarged. Babcock and Wilcox
boileris the example of externally fired boiler.
27.2.3. Mode of heating: The boilers may be classified according to mode of heating as
Fired boiler: The water receives heat for steam generation by burning of fuel.
Non-fired boilers: The water receives heat other than that produced by burning of fuel.
27.2.4. Pressure of Steam: Boilers may be classified according to steam pressure in the
boiler.
Low pressure boiler: the steam pressure in boiler is below 80 bar. Cochran, Cornish,
Lancashire and locomotive boilers are low pressure boilers.
High pressure boiler: the steam pressure in the boiler is higher than 80 bar. Babcock and
Wilcox, Lamont, Velox, Benson, power etc. are examples for high pressure boilers.
27.2.5. Mode of circulation of working fluid (water): Depending on water circulation, the
boilers are classified as Natural Circulation boiler or Forced (i.e., positive) Circulation boiler.
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Natural Circulation boiler: In this, the water is circulated by natural convection current or by
gravity which are created due to temperature difference. The boilers of low capacity such as
Lancashire, Locomotive, Babcock and Wilcox boilers, etc fall under this group.
Forced (i.e., positive) Circulation boiler: In this, the water is the circulated by mechanical
means (pumps). The forced circulation helps in to increase the water circulation along with
uniform heat distribution throughout the boiler water thus results in rapid steam generation
at high pressure. The boilers of high capacity such as Lamont, Velox, power boilers, etc. fall
under this group.
27.2.6. Purpose of utilization: Boilers are also classified according to nature of service as
follows:
Stationary/land boilers: Boilers that are used for stationary plants are called stationary or
land boilers. Most of the industrial boilers used for processing work and power plant boilers
used for power generation are of stationary boilers.
Portage boilers: Boilers which can be easily dismantled and transported from one place to
another place for temporary use at sites.
Mobile boilers: The boilers which are fitted on vehicles and continuously move from place to
place are called mobile boilers. The boilers used to run Marine and locomotive are the
examples of mobile boiler.
27.2.7. Position of boiler: The boiler may be classified as (a) horizontal, (b) inclined and (c)
vertical,according to position of the boiler.
Number of Drums: The water-tube boilers may be classified as (a) Single
drums,according to number of drums.

(b) Multi-

27.2.8. Gas Passage: The fire-tube boilers may be classified as (a) Single pass (b) Multi Pass,
according to number of gas passages through a cylindrical shell.
27.2.9. Nature of draught: According to this, the boiler may be classified as
Natural draft boilers: In this the draft is produced by natural circulation of air and gas. In
effect the chimney, boiler and the outer air constitute a large U-tube as shown in Fig 27.3.
The column of gases in the chimney is one vertical limb; the other limb is a column of cold
outside air and the lower horizontal portion of the U-tube represents the boiler. The
difference in density/pressure in the column of hot gases in the chimney and column of
cold air in the other limb of U-tube cause the natural circulation of air.
Factors which increase the draft:
• The temperature of the colder, more dense, outside air increases the draft.
• The temperatures of the hotter, lighter gases in the chimney increases the draft.
• Higher height produces more draft.
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Forced draft boilers: Here the draft is produced by mechanical means with one or more
electric motor or steam turbine driven fans. When using a forced draft system, the entire
furnace casing must be strong enough to withstand the internal pressure and must be
carefully sealed against outward leakage as furnace casing is under a positive pressure.
27.2.10. Nature of heat Source: Depending on the nature of heat source, boilers can be
classified as:
Fuel fired boiler – These derive their heat energy by combustion of fuel which may be solid,
liquid, or gaseous.
Waste heat boilers– recovers heat from the hot waste gases of other chemical reactions.
Electrical powered boilers– generate steam by the application of electrical energy.
Nuclear powered boilers– Utilize the energy of controlled thermonuclear fission reactions to
generate steam.
27.2.11. Circulation of working fluid: Depending on the circulation of working fluid, watertube boilers can be classified as (a) Once through boiler and (b) recirculation boiler:
Once through Boiler: In once through boiler, there is no recirculation of water. The feed
water enters from one side of the water tube and leaves the tube as steam. The Benson boiler
is an example of once through boiler.
Recirculation boiler: In this boiler, only a part of water is evaporated and the remaining
water is circulated.
27.2.12. Nature of Fluid Used: On the basis of working fluid used in the boilers, the boilers
are classified as (a) Steam boilers (b) Mercury boilers.
In steam boilers, water is used as working fluidand in Mercury boilers, mercury is used as
working fluid.
27.2.13. Boiler Shell Material: The boilers are also classified on the basis of its shell
materialas (a) Cast iron boiler, (b) Steel boilers, (c) Copper and stainless steel boiler.
The cast iron boilers are suitable for low pressure; steel boilers are suitable for high pressure
and copper and stainless steel boilers are suitable for miniature type of boilers.
27.2.14. Type of Fuel: According to the use of fuel in boiler, the boilers are classified as
a)

Coal fired boiler: Pulverized coal fired, Stoker fired and Hand fired

b)

Gas fired boiler

c)

Oil fired boiler

d)

Wood fired boiler
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e)

Bagasse fired boiler

27.2.15. Shape of tubes and their spatial position
Depending on the shape of tubes the boilers may be classified as a) Straight tube boiler and b)
Bent tube boiler.
Based on the inclination of tubes the boilers may be classified as a) Horizontal boiler, b)
Vertical boiler and c) Inclined boiler.
27.2.16. Boiler size and rating: Based on their size and rating, the boilers are classified into
(a) commercial boilers, (b) residential boilers and (c) oil fired boilers.
Commercial boilers: Heating surface = 11.98 – 331.756 m2
Gross heat output = (10827-300) kW
Residential boilers: Heating surface = 1.486 – 27.313 m2
Gross heat output = upto 30 kW
Oil fired boilers: Heating surface = 1.486 – 27.313 m2
Gross heat output range is of upto 30 kW
27.3. FIRE-TUBE BOILERS
As discussed under boiler classification, in a fire-tube boiler, the flue gases flow inside one or
more number of horizontal or vertical tubes passing through the cylindrical shell and water
in the cylindrical shell surrounds these tubes.


Lancashire boiler,



Cochran boiler



Locomotive boiler

come under this category and are discussed in detail in this lesson and next lesson.
27.3.1 Lancashire Fire-Tube Boilers
Features and characteristics


Lancashire boiler is
- a stationary or land type,
- fire-tube,
- horizontal straight tubes,
- internally fired,
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- natural circulation boiler.


It can be worked upto a normal working pressure range of 15 bar and its steaming
capacity varies from 1400 to 5500 kg/h.



Its shell size ranges from about 5.5 metres to 10 metres in length to 2 to 3.5 metres in
diameter.



Because of the simplicity of its design and ease of operation, the boiler is reliable and
popular.



Its maintenance is easy and operating costs is less.

Uses
This is widely used in chemical industries and sugar mills where steam is used for power
generation and process work.
Construction details:
Figure 27.4 shows the front view, sectional side view and top view of a Lancashire boiler and
its brickwork setting. The parts are as follows:
Boiler shell: The cylindrical shaped boiler shell is made by steel plates which are either
riveted or welded. It contains two parallel flue tubes which run throughout the entire length
of the shell. In this shell water is converted into steam. It is a pressure vessel which is
designed to withstand high steam pressure.
Flue tubes: Two tapered flue tubes are passed through the shell for the flow of first pass of
the flue gases from front to the back of the boiler.
Furnace with fire grate: Each of flue tube has its own furnace with grate of about 2 m length
arranged at the front end of the shell.
Fire bridge is provided at the back of the grate prevents the fuel from falling over the end of
the furnace and is also used for deflecting the gases of combustion upwards.
Doors are provided in the front brick work through which the coal is fed to the grates where
its combustion takes place.
Dampers are provided in the flue passage for controlling the flow of flue gases and amount
of air entering the grate by restricting the passage of the flow. This controls the generation of
steam. These dampers are iron doors which slide up and down in the grooves (in the side
flues) by means of chains, ropes or pulley.
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Fig. 27.4. Lancashire Boiler
Water level gauge indicates the level of water in the boiler and enables the attendant to
regulate the supply of feed water.
Dead weight safety valve is for safety against excessive pressure building up in a steam
boiler.
Steam stop valve is mounted on the top of the boiler and is used to open and close the supply
of steam for use.
Man hole is provided for the entrance of a man inside the boiler shell and is required for
cleaning, inspection and repairing of the boiler.
Low water high steam safety valve is for blowing out steam if the steam pressure is higher
than the working pressure and blowing out steam when the water level in the boiler is low.
Bottom flue directs the flue gases from back to front along the bottom of the boiler shell.
Side flue The side flue on both sides of the shell directs the flue gases from front to back
along the side of the boiler shell.
Main flue The main flue directs the flue gases from side flues to chimney.
Ash pit is for depositing ash.
Blow of cock is situated at the lowest water space of a boiler to serve three purposes: (i) to
remove the precipitated sludge or loose scale at intervals (ii) to lower the water level
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whenever the water level in the boiler has become accidentally too high (iii) to empty the
water in the boiler whenever required for periodical inspection.
Blow off pit is for disposing of the blow off water.
Gusset stays is for securing and stiffening the four corners of the shell.
Perforated feed pipe is used for uniform feeding of water in the boiler during steam
generation.
Anti priming pipe is fitted inside the boiler drum or shell and is also known as steam drier. It
is used for separating out suspended water particles contained in the steam and allowing as
far as possible the dry steam through the stop valve.
Fusible plug is mounted at the required lowest safe water level in a boiler.This device is
intended to operate if the water level in the boiler falls too low, by permitting a discharge of
steam into the furnace, thus quenching the fire.
U-tube Superheater is for superheating the wet or dry saturated steam.
Working:
(i) Path of Flue gas: The flue gases complete their path in three passes in boiler before they
finally are discharged to the atmosphere.
First pass: The hot flue gases from the fuel burnt in the furnace first travel up to back of the
boiler through flue tubes and then at the end of first path they are deflected by dampener in
the downward direction towards the bottom flue to start second pass.
Second pass: There after they flow in the bottom flue from back to the front of boiler as
shown by the arrow in the front view of Fig. 27.4. As the bottom flue is situated below the
water shell the hot gases heat the lower portion of the shell.
Third pass: After completing second pass, the flue gases are then bifurcated into separate
paths in the side flues and complete their third pass by travelling from front to back of the
boiler in the side flues as shown by the arrows in the sectional top and side view of Fig. 27.4.
Flue gases in side flue thus heat the side of the water shell.
After completing three passes, the two streams of the flue gases from side flue meet again in
the main flue where they finally discharged to atmosphere through the chimney.
(ii) Path of steam flow: The feed water is supplied uniformly to the shell by a perforated feed
pipe controlled by a feed valve. When the boiler is heated, the steam is generated and
collected in steam space over the water surface of the shell. The steam in contact with the
water surface always contains water particles. To remove these water particles, the steam in
the steam space first passes through the anti-priming pipe before it comes to the steam main
pipe through a steam stop valve or it may move to the superheater. The circulation of water
in the shell is shown by solid arrows in the sectional side view.
(iii) Superheater arrangement for Lancashire boiler: Figure 27.5 shows the arrangement for
producing superheated steam in Sudgen‘s hair
pin type Superheater of Lancashire boiler. The
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arrows show the path of the hot gases, when superheater is in use. When superheated steam
is desired to be produced, damper to superheater U-tubes is opened and the other damper to
bottom flue is closed as shown in Fig. 27.4. Then the flue gases from flue tube pass on to the
superheater U-tubes at the back of the boiler before it travel towards the bottom flue. In this
case, valve V1 and V2 are opened and valve V3 is closed so that steam from shell passes to the
superheater U-tubes and after getting superheated passes to the main steam pipe outlet. By
adjusting the gas damper, the temperature of the steam coming out of the superheater is
always maintained constant irrespective of the amount of steam through the superheater. If
the superheated steam is not required, the damper to the superheater U-tubes is closed as
shown in Fig 27.4 and the other damper to the bottom flue is opened thus the hot gasses by
passing superheater U-tubes and flows directly into the bottom flue and also valve V3 is
opened and valve V1 and V2 are closed and passing boiler steam directly out to main steam
outlet through valve V3.
(iv) Draft system: The supply of air to the grate is usually done naturally with the help of a
chimney.
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LESSON - 28 COCHRAN BOILER, LOCOMOTIVE BOILER AND BABCOCK-WILCOX
BOILER
28.1. Fire-Tube Boilers
28.1.1. Cochran Fire-Tube Boiler
Features and characteristics


Refer Fig. 28.1.The Cochran boiler is
 vertical,


multi tubular,



fire tube,



internally fired and



natural circulation boiler.



It is suitable for small plants requiring small quantities of steam and
where the floor area is limited.



These boilers are manufactured in 23 different sizes and are easily
transportable. The shell diameter ranges from 0.9 m to a maximum of
2.75 m.

The following specifications are related to Cochran boiler having 2.75 m
diameter shell:


Height of the shell = 5.78 m



Maximum evaporative capacity = 568 kg/h of steam from cold feed
when burning 36 to 40 kg/h of coal.



Economical rating = ¾ of the maximum



Heating surface = 120 m2



Steam pressure = 6.7 bar

Uses
The most common applications of this boiler are steam roller, pile drivers, portable hoisting
rigs, steam shovels and other mobile applications.
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Construction Details
It consists of a vertical cylindrical shell having dome shaped top where the steam space is
provided. The hemispherical shaped furnace provided at the bottom most part of the boiler
in which the fuel is burnt on a grate. The ash pit is provided below the grate for collecting ash
after regular intervals. The hemispherical shape furnace without a single weld or seam makes
the furnace strongest structure under compression and suitable to resist the intense heat
produced by the combustion of fuel.
In the furnace, a fire door and a damper is provided for feeding coal to the grates and
controlling the amount of air entering the grate, respectively. Adjacent to the furnace, the
boiler has a fire brick lined combustion chamber which is connected to the furnace through a
small flue pipe. The furnace and a small flue pipe are surrounded by water on all sides. After
the combustion chamber a number of horizontal, equally spaced fire tubes are provided.The
fire tubes are also completely surrounded by water. After horizontal fire tubes smoke box is
provided. After horizontal fire tubes, a smoke box and a chimney are provided for the
discharge of the gases to the atmosphere. The smoke box is fitted with a door for cleaning
and inspectingof fire tubes.
There are connections provided on the shell at appropriate places for fixing the usual boiler
mounting such as pressure gauge, safety valve, feed check valve, blow off cock, steam stop
valve, and water level indicator etc. Different accessories are also located at their proper
place.
Working
(i) Path of Flue gas:The hot flue gases produced from the burning of the fuel in furnace rise
up and enter through the small flue pipe into the combustion chamber. There after the hot
flue gases pass through the horizontal fire tubes and the smoke box before finally discharged
to the atmosphere through the chimney. The flue gases during their travel from fire box to
the chimney give its heat to the surrounding water to generate steam. The path of hot flue gas
in the boiler is shown by arrows in Fig. 28.1.
(ii) Path of steam flow: The feed water is supplied uniformly to the shell controlled by a feed
check valve. When the boiler is heated, the cold water in the shell courses down and hot
water rises up between the fire tubes by natural circulation due to convection current and the
steam is generated and collected in the steam space over the water surface of the shell. The
circulation of water in the shell is shown by arrows in Fig. 28.1. The steam collected in the
steam space then passes through the antipriming pipe where most of the water particles
present in the steam are removed.
(iii) Draft system: In this the draft is produced by natural circulation of air and gas
usually done naturally with the help of a chimney.
28.1.2. Locomotive Fire-Tube Boiler
Features and characteristics


The locomotive boiler is shown in Fig. 28.2.
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internally fired,



horizontal,



multi-tubular,



fire tube,



natural circulation,



artificial draft,



portable boiler.



It is so designed that it is capable of meeting the sudden and fluctuating
demands of steam which may be imposed on it because of variation of
power and speed.



The steam pressure ranges from 12.6 bar to 21 bar and the capacity varies
from 900 to 4000 kg per hour.

Uses
It is mainly used in locomotives though it may also be used for stationary power service
where semi-portability is desired.
Construction
It consists of a cylindrical steel shell or barrel with a rectangular fire-box/furnace at the back
end and a small smoke box at the front end. The fire-box has a combustion chamber with fire
grate at the bottom. The fire box is water cooled on all the three sides except the bottom. A
fire door is provided in the fire box through which coal is introduced into the grates. The fire
brick arch in the fire box is provided to deflect the flames and hot flue gases upwards so that
they come in close contact with the heating surface of the fire box. Ash pit is provided under
the grate for depositing the ash.
The horizontal fire tubes are placed longitudinally inside the shell through which the hot
gases pass from the furnace to the smoke box. These tubes are always immersed in water.
Some of these tubes are of larger diameter and others of smaller diameter. The superheater
tubes of small diameter are placed inside the fire-tubes of larger diameter. A smoke box door
in front of the smoke box gives access to fire tubes for cleaning, inspection and repairing of
the boiler.
A short chimney is provided on the smoke box to discharge hot gases from the smoke box
into the atmosphere. The height of the chimney is kept low so that when the locomotive is
passing through a tunnel or under a bridge, the chimney does not strike against the top.
Moreover, a high chimney is likely to create unbalancing and friction while the engine is in
motion.
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The steam dome is located at the centre of the shell from which steam is supplied to
superhaeters to steam engine. The function of dome is to increase the steam release capacity
and to increase the distance of steam from water line which reduces priming.
The various mountings and accessories such as feed check valve, safety valve, whistle etc.,
are attached to the boiler.
Working
(i) Path of Flue gas: The hot gaseous products from fire box pass through the series of fire
tubes and pass out to the smoke box from where they go out into the atmosphere through a
short chimney. In this boiler the flue gas complete its path only in one pass. During the travel
of hot gases from the grate to the chimney, they give heat to the water and generate steam.
(ii) Path of steam flow: The water is pumped into the boiler and heated through heating
surface of the boiler until steam is produced. The steam so generated is collected over the
water surface in the steam dome. The dry saturated steam from steam dome is then supplied
to the steam engine by turning lever fitted in the cab. In order to get superheated steam,the
steam from steam dome is directed into the superaheaters tubes through the superheater
header with the help of a regulator and lever arrangement. The superheated steam thus
formed is supplied to the steam engine by a superheater exit pipe attached to the superheater
exit header.
(iii) Draft system:
Because the chimney is short, the draft produced by natural circulation is not possible so the
artificial draft has to the created to drive out the burnt gases.
The artificial draft is created by either motion of steam engine on rails or periodic rush of
spent steam from the steam engine or a blower is mounted at the inlet of the chimney.
Advantages


The compactness,



high steaming capacity,



mobility



low cost of installation.

Weaknesses


Corrosion in the water legs,



not capable of meeting very high overloads,



joint leakages,



sluggishness of water circulation
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limited maximum steam pressure of 20 bars are the weaknesses in this boiler.

28.2. WATER TUBE-BOILERS
As discussed under boiler classification, in a water-tube boiler, the water flows inside
horizontally, vertically or through inclined tubes and flue gasses flow over the tubes. Under
this category, the Babcock Wilcox water-tube boiler is discussed as under.
28.2.1. Babcock Wilcox Water-Tube Boiler
Features and characteristics


This boiler is


a stationary



longitudinal drum,



externally fired,



natural circulation,



water tube boiler.



It is suitable for all types of fuels.



Evaporative capacity in this boiler ranges form 1800 to 40,000 kg/h.



Operating pressures ranges from 11.5 to 17.5 bar. But the operating pressures
may be as high as 42 bar.

Uses
As it is suitable for small size thermal power plants, it may be used for stationary or marine
purposes.
Construction
The details of a Babcock Wilcox water tube boiler is shown in Fig. 28.3. It consists of a steam
water drum and several inclined straight water tubes. The inclined water tubes are connected
with steam water drum with the uptake and down-take header. The water tubes mainly
contain water and are kept inclined at 5 to 15 degrees to promote water circulation. The
whole assembly of water tubes, headers and drum is hung in a room made of masonry work
and lined with fire resistance fire bricks.
Below the uptake header the furnace of the boiler is arranged. A fire door is provided in the
front brick work of furnace through which the coal is fed to the grates where its combustion
takes place. There is bridge wall deflector which deflects the combustion gases upwards. As
the position of water tubes and bottom of the drum is above the furnace, the outer surface of
the tubes and half of the cylindrical surface of the steam water drum is exposed to flue gases.
To have three passes of flue gas on the water tubes, two baffles are arranged across the water
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tubes to act as deflectors for the flue gases. A chimney with damper at the inlet is provided
for the exit of the gases and to regulate the draft. The superheating tubes are arranged above
the water tubes for producing superheated steam.
A mud box is attached to the bottom of down-take header to remove foreign matter from the
water. A clean outdoor is provided in the brick wall so that access to the interior of boiler can
be made to clean outside of the water tubes. Connections for other mountings and accessories
are also provided on the steam water drum.
Working
(i) Path of Flue gas: The hot gases from the furnace first rise upwards and then go down
and then rise up again out side the water tube before it finally come out in the atmosphere
through the chimney. The flow path of hot gases is shown by the arrows outside the tubes.
During their travel they give heat to water and steam is formed.
(ii) Path of steam-water circulation: Feed water is supplied into the drum by a feed water
inlet pipe. As the water in the water tube near the uptake header comes in contact with the
hot gases at higher temperature, that portion of water gets evaporated. As a result the
mixture of hot water and steam from this portion of the tube rises in the uptake header and
then arrives in the steam water drum. In the steam drum, the steam vapors escape the water
surface and collected in the upper half of the drum. On other hand, the cold water flows from
the drum to the water tubes through the down-take header. Thus a continuous natural cycle
of water in boiler is completed.
(iii) Superheater arrangement: When superheated steam is desired to be produced, the
steam accumulated in the steam space in the drum is allowed to enter into the superheater
tubes via antipriming pipe. The flue gases passing over the superheater tubes produce
superheated steam. The superheated steam from superheater tube is then finally supplied to
the work generating device through a steam stop valve.
(iv) Draft system: The supply of air to the grate is usually done naturally with the help of a
chimney.
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LESSON - 29 BOILER MOUNTINGS
BOILER MOUNTINGS AND ACCESSORIES
For efficient operations and safety, boilers are equipped with:


Boiler mountings



Boiler accessories

The details of boiler mountings and boiler accessories are given in this lesson and next lesson,
respectively.
29. BOILER MOUNTINGS:
Boiler mountings are the fitting and devices which are mounted on the boiler for the safety of
the boiler and for complete control of the process of steam generation.
The mountings which must be fitted on the boilers according to the Indian boiler regulations
are described below:(a) Safety valves
(b) Water level indicators/Water Gauge
(c) Pressure gauge
(d) Fusible plug
(e) Steam stop valve or Junction Valve
(f) Feed check valve
(g) Blow off cock
(h) Manhole and Handhole
(i)Steam Scrubbers/Anti-priming pipe
(j) Air vents and vacuum breakers
(k) Soot blowers
From the above mountings, the safety valve, water level indicator, and fusible plug take care
of the safety of the boiler and the remaining care for complete control of steam generation
process.
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29.1.Safety Valve
Function: The function of a safety valve is to prevent excessive pressure from building up in
a steam boiler. If the steam pressure in the boiler drum exceeds the working pressure, it
permits the steam in the boiler to escape to the atmosphere until the safe working pressure in
the boiler is reached again. The safety valve also warns the boiler attendant as the steam
escape through the safety valve. .
Principle: The principle of operation of safety valve depends on the fact that a valve is
pressed against a seat through some external force. When the steam force corresponding to
boiler pressure acting under the valve exceeds the external force, the valve gets lifted off its
seat allowing some of the steam to escape until the working pressure is restored again.
Number and Location: As per boiler regulations, each boiler must be fitted with at least two
safety valves. Safety valves are located above the steam space in the boiler.
Types: There are four types of commonly used safety valves as given below:
(i) Dead weight safety valve,

(ii) Spring loaded safety valve,

(iii) Lever safety valve and

(iv) High steam and low water safety valve.

The choice of a safety valve for a particular boiler depends on the type of the boiler and its
safe working pressure.
29.1.1. Dead Weight Safety Valve:
In this valve, the steam pressure in the upward direction is balanced by the downward force
of the dead weights acting on the valve.
Construction:
Refer Fig 29.1. It consists of a vertical cast iron or steel pipe through which the steam pressure
acts on the valve. At the lower end of vertical pipe, a bottom flange is provided to bolt safety
valve to the seating block on the boiler shell. At the upper end of the vertical pipe, a gun
metal valve seat is screwed to it. Under normal working condition, the gun metal valve rests
on this valve seat. This valve is free to move in discharge pipe and secured to a large weight
carrier which hangs freely over the vertical pipe. To balance upward force of steam pressure,
the dead weights of cast iron rings are placed on the weight carrier. Further, the dead
weights and weight carrier are covered by a cast iron cover plate just to avoid any
mishandling of the weights. A discharge pipe is used to discharge the steam to the
atmosphere after the valve is lifted.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 29.1. Dead Weight Safety Valve in (a) closed and (b) open position

Operation:
 When steam pressure in side the boiler is below or equal to working pressure:
The upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve is balanced by the downward force
due to total weight of the valve, weight carrier, dead weights and cover plate. Under these
normal conditions, the valve lies on its seat and the steam will not escape from the boiler as
shown in Fig. 29.1 (a).

For equilibrium condition,
N;

where W = total weight of the valve, weight carrier, dead weights and cover plate,
d = diameter of the vertical pipe, m;
p = upward steam pressure on the valve, N/m2

When steam pressure inside the boiler is above the working pressure:
The upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve is over powered the downward force
due to total weight of the valve, weight carrier, dead weights and cover plate. Under this
condition, the valve along with weight carrier is lifted up from its seat and the steam escapes
through the discharge pipe as shown in Fig. 29.1 (b).


Uses:
This type of valve is used only on stationary boilers such as Lancashire boilers, or other low
capacity boilers.
Problem 29.1: Determine the total weight of the valve, weight carrier and cover plate of the
safety valve in order that the valve may be in214
equilibrium position. Assume that the diameter
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of the vertical pipe of dead weight safety valve is 7 cm and the dead weight on the weight
carrier is equal to 2900 N. The steam pressure in the boiler is 8 bar.
Solution:
Given: Diameter of the vertical pipe of dead weight safety valve, d = 7 cm;
Weight on valve = 2900 N
Steam pressure in the boiler, p = 8 bar = 8 x 105 N/m2
Formula: For the valve in equilibrium position
weight on valve + weight of carrier + weight of the valve + weight of cover = A x p
where, A is Cross sectional area of vertical pipe;
or

p is steam pressure in the boiler

weight of carrier + weight of the valve + weight of cover = (A x p) – weight on valve

Answer:
valve

Weight of carrier + weight of the valve + weight of cover = (A x p) – weight on
= (3078.76 − 2900)

= 178.76 N
29.1.2. Spring Loaded Safety valve:
In this valve, the steam pressure in the upward direction is balanced by the downward force
of the spring.
Construction:
Fig. 29.2 (a) shows a Ram‘s Bottom spring loaded safety valve. It has a cast iron body which
is provided with two channels for the flow of steam to the atmosphere when the steam
pressure in the boiler exceeds the working pressure. These two channels are connected to a
valve chest, the flange of which is bolted to the seating block on the boiler shell. Each channel
has separate valve. The necessary thrust for keeping the valves on their valve seat against the
steam pressure is provided by pivot of the lever which is held down by the helical spring.
During steam generation operation, the working of the valve is checked by pulling the
projected end of the lever.
Operation:
 When the steam pressure in the boiler is equal to the working pressure:
The upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve is balanced by the downward force of
spring. Under this condition, the valve lies on its seat tightly and the steam will not escape
from the boiler as shown in Fig. 29.2 (a).


When the steam pressure in the boiler is more than the working pressure:
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The upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve is overpowered the downward force
of spring. Under this condition, the valve automatically opens and the steam escapes to the
atmosphere(Fig. 29.2 (b)) till the pressure falls back to the working pressure.

Fig. 29.2. Ram’s Bottom spring loaded safety valve in (a) closed (b) open position.
Uses:
These valves are suitable for


both low and high pressure boilers

stationary and non-stationary boilers
Advantage:




Elimination of heavy weight.



Easy maintenance and examination.



Not effected by jerks and vibrations.

29.1.3. Lever Safety Valve:
In this valve, the steam pressure in the upward direction is balanced by the downward force
of the lever system.
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Construction:
Figure 29.3 shows the arrangement of a lever safety valve. It has a cast iron valve body of
diameter ‗d‘, the flange of which is bolted to the seating block on the boiler shell. On the
opposite end of valve body, it has a valve seat on which the valve is held tightly by
downward force of a lever having fulcrum at one end and movable weight at the other end.
To prevent side movement of the lever, a guide is provided between the lever and the valve
body. This guide also limits the lift of the valve. According to required steam working
pressure in boiler, the position of the movable weight on the lever is adjusted.
Operation:


When the steam pressure in the boiler is equal to or under the normal limit of working
pressure: The upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve is balanced by the
downward force of lever system. Under this condition, the valve remains on its seat
tightly and the steam will not escape from the boiler as shown in Fig. 29.3 (a).



When the steam pressure in the boiler exceeds above the normal limit of working
pressure: The upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve is overpowered the
downward force of lever system. Under this condition, the valve automatically lifts off
from its seat and escapes the steam to the atmosphere (Fig. 29.3 (b)) until the pressure
falls back to the working pressure.

Fig. 29.3. Lever Safety Valve (a) closed (b) open position.
The position of movable weight ‗W3‘ suspended on the lever for a given steam pressure can
be calculated as described under:Let, W1, W2 and W3 are the weight of the valve through its center of gravity, weight of
lever through its C.G. and weight of movable weight, respectively and L 1, L2, L3 are their
respective distances from fulcrum.
F is the upward force due to steam pressure ‗p, N/m2‘ acting at the center of the valve at a
distance L1 from the fulcrum
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By taking the moment about the fulcrum i.e. clockwise moment of the weights is equal to
anticlockwise moment of the steam pressure, we have
W1L1+ W2L2 +W3.L3 = F.L1
or

W1L1+ W2L2 +W3.L3 =

…………(29.1)

Calculate the position of movable weight ‗L3‘ from above equation from other parameters of
known values.
Problem 29.2: In the lever safety valve, the weight of valve is 10 N and has the distance of its
center line from the fulcrum equal to 12 cm. The weight of lever is 60 N and the weight has its
center of gravity 36 cm from the fulcrum.
Calculate the distance of movable weight of 450 N from the fulcrum if the valve is required to
operate at a pressure of 6 bar and the valve diameter is 10 cm. Also, calculate the location of
movable weight if the effect of valve and lever is neglected.
Solution:
Given: Weight on valve, W1= 10 N
Distance of its center line of valve from the fulcrum, L1 = 12 cm = 0.12 m
Weight of lever, W2 = 60 N
Distance of center of gravity of lever from the fulcrum, L2 = 36 cm = 0.36 m
Movable weight, W3 = 450 N
Valve diameter, d = 10 cm = 0.1 m
Steam pressure under valve, p = 6 bar
Determine the distance of movable weight from the fulcrum, L3
Formula: From equation (29.1), we have
W1.L1+ W2.L2 +W3.L3 =
or
Answer:

L3 =
=
= 1.2059 m

Determine the location of movable weight if the effect of valve and lever is neglected.
Formula: If the effect of valve and lever is neglected, then equation (29.1) is reduced to
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W3L3 =
or
Answer:

L3 = =
= 1.256 m

29.1.4. High Steam and Low Water Safety Valve:
This valve has a combined safety arrangement against
a)

high steam pressure in the boiler and

b)

low water level in the boiler.

A commonly used high steam low water safety valve consists of two valves, namely valve ‗U‘
and valve ‗V‘ as shown in Fig. 29.4 (a). Under normal condition, the valve ‗U‘ rests upon its
valve seat and the valve ‗V‘ rests on valve ‗U‘ which act as seat for valve ‗V‘.
When valve act as safety against high pressure steam in the boiler:
Construction:
High steam and low water safety valve acts like a simple lever safety valve when it acts as
safety against high steam pressure in the boiler. A lever ‗L1‘,hinged at one end and loaded at
the other end by a weight ‗W‘, forces valve ‗U‘ upon its seat through pivot ‗P‘ as shown in
Fig. 29.4 (a).
Operation:


When the steam pressure in the boiler is under normal limit of working pressure: The
upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve ‗U‘ is balanced by the downward
force of lever system through pivot ‗P‘. Under this condition, the valve ‗U‘, having
valve ‗V‘ seated on it, remains on its seat tightly and the steam will not escape from
the boiler as shown in Fig. 29.4 (a).



When the steam pressure in the boiler exceeds above the normal limit of working
pressure: The upward force exerted by boiler steam on the valve ‗U‘ is overpowered
the downward force of lever system. Under this condition, the valve ‗U‘ having valve
‗V‘ seated on it, lifts off automatically from its seat and escapes the steam through the
passage between the valve ‗U‘ and its valve seat to atmosphere as shown in Fig. 29.4
(b)until the pressure falls back to the normal working pressure.
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Fig. 29.4. High Steam Low Water Safety Valve acts as safety against high pressure steam
When valve act as safety against low water level in the boiler:
Construction:
For prevention against low water level the high steam and low water safety valve is operated
by a lever ‗L‘ which is hinged at the fulcrum ‗F‘ inside the boiler as shown in Fig. 29.4 (a). A
weight ‗W1‘ is attached to one end of the lever ‗L‘ and a large floating earthware ‗E‘ to the
other end. By hanging a dead weight ‗W2‘ on the lower end of the spindle ‗S‘ of valve ‗V‘, the
hemispherical shaped valve ‗V‘ is forced downwards on valve ‗U‘ which act as a seat for
valve ‗V‘. The knife edge ‗K‘ of lever ‗L‘ is provided to push collar ‗C‘ of spindle ‗S‘ for lifting
valve ‗V‘ from its seat.
Operation:


When the water level in the boiler is at normal level: The floating earthen ware ‗E‘
remains in water and whole level system ‗L‘ with its weights is balanced. Under this
condition, the valve ‗V‘ is seated tightly on valve ‗U‘ due to the downward force of
dead weight ‗W2‘ and the steam will not escape from the boiler as shown in Fig. 29.4
(a).



When the water level in the boiler go down below the normal level: When the level of
the water falls, the floating earthen ware ‗E‘ is partly uncovered thus its weight
increases due to decrease in buoyancy force on partly uncovered earthenware ‗E‘.
With this increase in weight of earthen ware ‗E‘ as compared to Weight ‗W1‘, the lever
system ‗L‘ becomes unbalanced and the earthen ware float ‗E‘ moves in a downward
direction. With this movement of lever the knife edge ‗K‘ provided on lever push the
collar C with the spindle and valve ‗V‘ in the upward direction leaving valve ‗U‘ on its
seat and the steam gets the passage to escape to atmosphere between the valve ‗V‘ and
valve ‗U‘ as shown in Fig. 29.5. The escaping of steam causes a loud noise as it passes
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through a specially constructed passage and alert the boiler attendant regarding low
water level.

Fig. 29.5. High Steam Low Water Safety Valve in open position due to low water level
Uses:
This valve is used in internally fired boilers such as Lancashire and Cornish in which there is
always a chance of overheating of the fire tubes.
29.2. Water Level Indicator/Water Gauge
Function: The purpose of this fitting is to indicate the level of water in the boiler and to
enable the attendant to regulate the supply of feed water in the boiler to maintain correct
level.
Number and Location: Normally two water level indicators/water gauge are fitted in front
of the boiler.
Construction and operation: A commonly used water level indicator is shown in Fig. 29.6. It
consists of a gauge glass tube having guard cover fitted between two hollow gun metal
casting tubes of which one of it is fixed with steam space and the other with water space of
the boiler. As steam comes from upper tube and water comes from lower tube in gauge glass,
so the water level inside the boiler will be the same as seen in the gauge glass tube. It has a
steam cock and a water cock to keep or shutoff the glass tube in connection with steam space
and water space in the boiler, respectively. It has also one drain cock to discharge water at
regular intervals to avoid accumulation of foreign element in the path from boiler to glass
tube. During operation, for the observation of the water level in the boiler, the steam and
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water cocks are opened (in vertical position) and drain cock is closed (in horizontal position)
as shown in Fig. 29.6. The various screw caps provide access to different passages for
cleaning purposes.
Safety against if gauge glass tube gets broken:
An arrangement of hollow metal tube and two small metal balls inside the upper and lower
metal casting tubes, as shown in Fig. 29.6, is used for an automatic shut off the steam and
water supply to the gauge glass in case the gauge glass tube gets broken.


Under normal condition: The balls are at rest as pressure exerted on all side of it
remains the same, as shown by Fig. 29.6 (a).



Under condition when the glass tube breaks: Then the pressure at the gauge glass tube
will be much less than the pressure in the boiler. This pressure difference causes the
both ball to move towards the ends of the gauge glass tube and fit into the steam and
water openings as shown in Fig. 29.6 (b) and thus closes the gauge glass tube ends. As
a result steam and water may not escape any more. Now by closing the steam cock
and water cock (in horizontal position), the glass tube may be replaced.

Fig. 29.6. Water Level Indicator/Water gauge (a) under normal condition (b) under
condition when the glass tube breaks
29.3. Pressure Gauge
Function: With pressure gauge steam pressure of boiler can be measured.
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Number and Location: All boilers must be fitted with at least one pressure gauge and it is
usually mounted at the front top of the boiler shell or drum so that attendant can easily read
the pressure reading .
There are two types of pressure gauges:


Bourdon tube pressure gauge and



Diaphragm type pressure gauge.

The common type of pressure gauge for steam boilers is Bourden‘s pressure gauge,
construction and operation of which is described as follows:
Construction:
The Bourden type pressure gauge, as shown in Fig. 29.7, consists of a C shaped spring tube
‗C‘ of elliptical in cross-section. One end ‗A‘ of this spring tube is closed and movable while
the other end is fixed to a hollow block ‗D‘. To have link with steam space of a boiler, the
hollow block of Bourden tube is connected to the boiler through a water filled U-shaped
siphon tube. The water in the siphon tube prevents the steam from entering and coming in
contact with the spring tube when for pressure measurement three way lever handle cock ‗S‘
is opened to the boiler pressure otherwise without U-tube steam from boiler could overheat
the spring tube which may ultimately spoil the accuracy of pressure gauge. To have reading
of pressure in bar on the dial of the gauge, the dial mechanism is attached to the movable
closed end of the spring tube. In this mechanism, the closed end of tube is connected to a
toothed sector wheel ‗T‘ through a link ‗R‘. Further, the toothed sector hinged at point ‗H‘ is
meshed with a pinion ‗P‘ fixed to the spindle of the pointer ‗N‘.
The accuracy of the pressure gauge during working of boiler can be tested by connecting the
inspector‘s steam pressure test gauge to normally plugged connection ‗Q‘ provided on Utube siphon. Three way lever handle cock ‗S‘ is used to isolate the gauge from the boiler
when the test gauge is to be attached/removed. The three way cock ‗S‘ is also used to isolate
the gauge from the boiler in the event of repair or replacement of the gauge. For cleaning the
siphon, plug ‗Z‘ is provided on U-tube.
Operation:
When the three way lever handle cock ‗S‘ is opened to sense the steam pressure of boiler, the
water in U-tube fills the spring tube ‗C‘ and cause the spring tube straightens out depending
upon steam pressure in the boiler as the steam pressure acting through water on the inside of
the spring tube tries to change the cross-section of elliptical spring tube ‗C‘ to circular. Since
one end of the spring tube is fixed, this makes closed end ‗A‘ of tube to move in outward
direction. The movement of closed end of spring tube is magnified considerably through the
dial mechanism attached at the closed end and the pointer rotates over a circular graduated
dial and pressure can be easily read against the pointer on the circular graduated dial in bars.
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Fig. 29.7. Bourden’s pressure gauge with water filled U-tube siphon attachment
29.4. Fusible Plug
Function: The function of the fusible plug is to protect heating surface area of the boiler
against damage of overheating when the water level in the boiler falls below the safe limit.
Location: The fusible plug is generally inserted in the crown of the furnace or in the
combustion chamber at the lowest permissible water level. (Refer Figures 27.4, 28.1 and 28.2)
Construction:
A fusible plug as shown in Fig. 29.8 is made from three parts which plug the whole in crown
plate of the furnace and thus stop the steam or water of boiler from entering into the furnace.
First part of it consists of a hollow gunmetal body ‗A‘ which is screwed into the crown plate
of the furnace with the help of a hexagonal flange. The second part consists of another hollow
gun metal plug ‗B‘ which is screwed into the upper portion of the hollow gunmetal body ‗A‘
and the third part consists a solid copper plug ‗C‘ which is kept and held firmly in the hole of
plug ‗B‘ by setting low melting point fusible metal between plug ‗A‘ and plug ‗B‘. The fusible
metal may be of tin or lead which has a lower melting point than plug ‗A‘ and plug ‗B‘.
Operation:


Under normal water level condition: Under this condition, the fusible plug fixed on
furnace is always covered with water. As for hot gases in furnace the water is always
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available for heat transfer, the temperature of fusible metal remains below its melting
point. This keeps the solid copper plug in its position as shown in Fig. 29.9 (b) and
normal steam generation process is carried out in boiler.


Under condition when the water level falls below the lower limit in the boiler:In this
condition, the fusible plug gets uncovered out of water and is exposed to steam only.
As now the water is not available as heat transfer medium for hot gases of furnace, the
both plugs ‗B‘ and ‗C‘ gets overheated. The overheating of plugs result melting of
fusible metal first which make the copper plug ‗C‘ is released and falls as shown in
Fig. 29.9 (b). This opens a way between steam space and furnace and steam rush into
the fire box and extinguish the fire and stop the steam generation process.

Fig. 29.8. A fusible plug (a) Under normal condition (b) Under condition when water level
low
Before starting the steam generation process again in the boiler, the plug ‗C‘ is fixed back in
plug ‗B‘ with fusible metal.
29.5.Steam Stop Valve or Junction Valve
Function: The function of the steam stop valve or junction valve is to stop or regulate the
flow of steam from the boiler to the steam pipe or from one steam pipe to another steam pipe
or from the steam pipe to the turbine/engine.
Location: This valve is usually mounted over the boiler drum (Fig 29.1), in the steam pipe
leading to-the steam turbine/engine, and between the steam pipes to stop or regulate the
flow of steam.
When this valve is mounted over the boiler drum it is called a junction valve. If this valve is
mounted in the steam pipe leading to-the steam turbine/engine or between the steam pipes,
it is called a steam stop valve. The steam stop valve and junction valve are basically the same
valves.
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Construction:
It consists of a valve body made of cast iron having two flanges at right angles as shown in
Fig. 29.9. When the valve is used to stop or regulate the flow of steam from the boiler to the
steam pipe, its inlet end flange is attached to the seating block at the highest point of the
steam space of the boiler shell while its outlet end flange is bolted to the steam pipe. It also
consists of a gun metal valve in the form of disc and a valve seat made of gun metal. The
valve seat is screwed on the valve body whereas the valve seat is connected to hand wheel
through a spindle. To prevent any leakage of steam from valve body to atmosphere, the
spindle is passed through a gland. Due to rotation of hand wheel, the valve may move in
downward or upward direction to close or open the passage fully or partially for the flow of
steam.
Its flange is attached to the delivery end of the feed pump is attached to the pipe which leads
to the boiler.
Operation:


Under normal working condition of boiler: The valve is open and steam flows from
the boiler to the steam pipe as shown in Fig. 29.9 (a).



Under conditions when boiler is shut down or steam is not required from boiler: The
valve is closed by operating the hand wheel as shown in Fig. 29.9 (b) and steam flow
from the boiler to the steam pipe stops.

Fig. 29.9: Steam stop valve (a) open and (b) close positions
29.6.Feed Check Valve
Function: The function of the feed valve is


To control the supply of feed water to the boiler from the feed pump and
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To prevent any water escaping back from the boiler in the event of failure of the feed
pump or the pump pressure less than the boiler side.

Location: It is fitted over the boiler shell slightly below the normal water level of the boiler.
Construction:
It consists of a valve body having two flanges at right angles as shown in Fig. 29.10. Its inlet
end flange is attached to the delivery end of the feed pump while its outlet end flange is
attached to the pipe which leads to the boiler. The body of feed check valve contains two
valves, one is the feed valve to control the supply of feed water to the boiler and other is the
check valve to prevent any water escaping back from the boiler.
The feed valve is operated manually by a hand wheel similar to steam stop valve and it may
move in downward or upward direction to close or open the passage fully or partially for the
flow of water. While the check valve operates automatically due to pressure difference of
water on the pump side and the boiler of the check valve and it may either in open or close
position to allow the feed water flow in one direction only i.e. from feed pump to boiler side
only.
Operation:


Under normal working condition of boiler when the feed pump is working properly:
The supply of water in the boiler is controlled by manually raising or lowering the
feed valve from its seat by means of a hand wheel as shown in Fig. 29.10 (a). In this
condition, the more water pressure on feed pump side of the check valve cause the
check valve to lift from its seat and allow the water to enter into the boiler to maintain
a constant water level.



Under conditions when there is failure of the feed pump or less pump pressure than
the boiler side: The feed valve is in open position as shown in Fig. 29.10 (b). But due to
failure of feed pump or less pump pressure than the boiler side, the less water
pressure on feed pump side of the check valve cause the check valve to press on its
seat and prevents the back flow of water from the boiler to water pump.
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Fig. 29.10. Feed check valve (a) under normal condition (b) under condition when there is
failure of the feed pump
29.7. Blow-off Cock
Function: The blow off cock serves three purposes:—
(i) To blow out sediments, precipitated sludge, loose scale or other impurities periodically
when the boiler is in operation.
(ii) To empty the boiler when necessary for cleaning, repair and inspection.
(iii) To permit rapid lowering of water level in the boiler if accidentally it becomes too high.
Location: The blow off cock is fitted at the lowest water space of a boiler shell.
Construction:
Blow-off Cock consists of a casing having two flanges at their ends as shown in Fig. 29.11.
One of the flanges of the casing is attached to the boiler while the other flange is attached to a
pipe which takes the blow off water out of the boiler. It also consists of a conical plug which
fits perfectly into a matching hole in the casing. For the discharge of water from boiler a
rectangular hole is provided in the plug.
Operation:
During working of boiler when blow out of sediments is not desired: The position of plug is
such that the solid part of plug comes in line with the hole in the casing as shown in Fig.
29.11 (a). In this position, there is no discharge of water from boiler.
During working of boiler when blow out of sediments is desired: The plug of blow off cock is
turned in such a way that the hole in the plug comes in line with the hole in the casing. In this
position, the water from boiler rushes out of the boiler.
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After required time of blow out, the discharge of water is again stopped by turning plug in
previous position.

Fig. 29.11. Blow off cock (a) close (b) open
29.8.Manhole and Handhole
Function: Man holes and hand holes are required for cleaning, inspection and repairing of
the boiler. The manhole is provided for the entrance of a man inside the boiler shell whereas
hand hole is for a hand.
Location: The manhole is provided on the boiler shell at a convenient place.
Construction: Generally they are elliptical in shape and cover is provided. The size of the
man hole is usually 400 mm x 300 mm.
29.9.Steam Scrubbers/Anti-priming pipe
Function: The steam in contact with the water surface always contains water particles. A
steam scrubber also known as steam drier is used in a boiler to remove the water particles
contained in steam.
Location: It is fitted inside the boiler drum or shell just before steam outlet of boiler.
Construction and operation:
Refer Fig. 29.12. Anti-priming is a cast iron box which is fitted under the mounting block on
which the steam stop valve is to be bolted. When the steam with water particles passed
between closely fitted corrugated plates or the perforation made in the upper half of the antipriming pipe, the heavier water particles separate out and are collected at the bottom of the
anti-priming pipe. The water thus collected is later on drained to the boiler through the small
holes ‗O‘ provided at the bottom of the anti-priming pipe.
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Fig 29.12: Anti-priming pipe mounted in boiler
29.10. Air vent/Vacuum breaker:
Function: It is used to eliminate air from steam space of the boiler.
Location: Air vent/vacuum breaker is located above the steam space in the boiler Fig 29.12.
Construction and operation:
When a boiler is started from cold, the steam space is full of air. As this air blankets the heat
exchange surfaces and it has no heat value, the performance of steam plant is adversely
affected. This air also gives rise to corrosion in the condensate system, if not removed
adequately.
So, to increase the performance and reduce the corrosion of boiler, the air is purged from the
steam space by air vent using a simple cock during start up of boiler. Normally this is done
by leaving the air vent open until a pressure of about 0.5 bar is achieved inside the boiler.
29.11.

Soot blowers:

Function: It is used to blow soot and the combustion products from the tube surfaces.
Location: It is located near the water tubes inside the boiler as shown in Fig 29.13.
Construction and operation:
The soot layer on the tubes and shells of the furnace of the boiler acts as a heat insulator. This
not only causes the boiler efficiency to be lowered, but a more serious problem can also
occur. The soot can also catch fire. Therefore it is important to remove the soot without
stopping the steam generation process of the boiler. This is done by soot blower as shown in
Fig. 29.13. It is operated by steam or compressed air.
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Fig. 29.13. Soot blower
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LESSON - 30 BOILER ACCESSORIES
The boiler accessories are auxiliary devices which are installed either inside or outside the
boiler. The boiler accessories are used to increase the efficiency of the boiler and for proper
functioning of boiler. The following accessories are generally used in the boiler:(a) Economiser
(b) Air preheater
(c) Superheater
(d) Feed pump
(i) Duplex
(ii) Injector
(e) Steam trap
(f) Steam separator
(g) Pressure reducing valve.
30.1. Relative Position of Superheater, Economiser and Air Preheater
The relative positions of the air pre-heater, economiser and superheater are shown in Fig.
30.1.

Fig. 30.1. Relative Position of Superheater, Economiser and Air Pre-heater.
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30.2. Economiser
Function: The function of the economiser is to extract some heat which is carried away by the
flue gases up in the chimney or stack and utilize it for pre-heating the feed water supplied to
the boiler.
Location: It is placed in the path of the flue gases in between the exit from the boiler and
entry into air preheater/chimney (Fig 30.1 and Fig 30.2).

Fig. 30.2. Lancashire boilers fitted with an economiser
Why this device is called Economiser instead of Feed Water Pre-heater?
As the temperature of feed water is raised before it is supplied in boiler with the use of an
economiser, water in the boiler needs less heat for its conversion into steam. This results in a
fuel saving which improves the economy of the boiler plant. As the recovery of additional
heat improves the economy of the boiler plant, so its name is given as economizer instead of
feed water pre-heater.
The percentage of saving in fuel consumption is given by
S=
Where,

S = percentage saving in fuel consumption

t2 = temperature of feed water at the outlet of economizer, °C
t1 = temperature of feed water at the inlet of economizer, °C
hg = enthalpy of dry steam at boiler pressure, kJ/kg
hsub,1 = enthalpy of water at t1 °C, kJ/kg
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Cp = specific heat of water, kJ/kgK
Construction:
The Green‘s economizer used with the stationary boilers is shown in Fig. 30.3 along with its
construction details. It consists of a group of vertical cast iron tubes which are fitted between
top and bottom headers. For safety against high pressure, a safety valve is mounted on the
top of the header. Like boiler, it has blow down valve fitted at the bottom to discharge
sediments collected at the bottom of economizer. Scrapers are provided on the tubes to
remove the soot of flue gas deposited on the tubes of the economiser. The soot thus removed
from the tubes is collected in a chamber provided at the bottom of economizer. The two stop
valves, one at the bottom header and other at the top header, are provided to stop or allow
water into and out of the economizer, respectively.
Operation:
The feed water from the feed pump first enters into the bottom header of economizer before
it enters into the boiler. From the bottom header the water then passes through the vertical
tubes and reaches into the top header, from where it finally leads into the boiler. At the same
time the flue gas moves around the tubes and gives off their heat to the water flowing inside
the vertical tubes and water is thereby heated in the economizer.
While economizer in operation of water heating, the scrapers provided on the tubes are
moved up and down continuously with the help of chain and gear arrangement so that soot
deposited on the pipes may be removed and maximum efficiency of the economizer may be
achieved as the soot deposit on pipes reduce the heat transfer to water.

Fig. 30.3. Green’s Economiser
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A by-pass arrangement as shown in Fig. 30.4 is provided to isolate the economiser when it is
not required or when it is to be cleaned or repaired. When the economiser is in service, the
damper A is closed while the dampers B and C are opened. When the economiser is not in
service then the dampers B and C is closed and the damper A should be opened.

Fig. 30.4. A by-pass arrangement of an economiser in Lancashire boilers
Advantages of an economiser:
(i)

Increase in thermal efficiency of the boiler plant by utilizing waste heat, saving in fuel.

(ii) Hot feed water causes increase in evaporative-capacity.
(iii) Longer life of the boiler as this reduces the temperature difference between different
parts of the boiler
(iv) A large quantity of scale forming impurities may be removed by precipitation due to
pre-heating the feed water.
(v) Dissolved gases such as air or CO2 may also be removed by pre-heating the feed water,
reducing corrosion and pitting.
Disadvantage:
It reduces natural draft as it obstructs the passage of flue gases.
Problem 30.1: Calculate the percentage of fuel saving by installing an economizer with a
boiler if the steam leaves the boiler dry and saturated at 13 bar. The feed water enters the
economizer at 40°C and leaves at 125°C.
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Solution:
Given: Steam pressure in boiler = p = 13 bar
From steam tables, for steam at pressure, p = 13 bar
ts = 191.60°C. hf = 814.59

hg = 2785.7 kJ/kg

The feed water enters the economizer at temperature, ti = 40°C
The feed water leaves the economizer at temperature, te = 125°C.
Determine the percentage of fuel saving by installing an economizer with a boiler:
Formula: Saving in fuel =

x100

Finding unknown,
Heat saved by pre-heating 1 kg of feed water in economizer,
= m Cp(te –ti) = 1 x 4.18 x (125 - 40) = 355.3 kJ/kg
Heat required to convert 1 kg of water at 40°C to dry saturated steam at 13 bar
= hg – hsub = m Cp (ts –ti) + (hg - hf)
= 1 x 4.18 x (191.60 - 40) + (2785.7 - 814.59)
= 633.69+1971.11 = 2604.8 kJ/kg
Answer : Saving in fuel = x 100
× 100 = 13.6%
30.3. Air Preheater
Function: Like economizer, an air preheater also recovers some portion of the waste heat of
the flue/chimney gases and utilizes it for preheating of air supplied to the combustion
chamber of the boiler.
Location: Air preheater is usually placed after the economiser and before the gases enters the
chimney as shown in Fig 30.1.
Construction and operation:
Air preheaters can be classified as tubular type, plate type and regenerative type:
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(i) Tubular type: A tubular type
commonly used in smaller boiler plants
is shown in Fig. 30.5. The hot gases are
passed through the tubes and air is
forced to flow over the tubes. To increase
the period of contact between the air and
hot surface so that air is effectively
heated, air is forced to deflect by using
baffles and compelled to move in a
zigzag path for a number of times. The
soot and other material carried with
gases are collected in the hopper at the
bottom and removed periodically
through the soot gate.

Fig. 30.5. Tubular Air Preheaters
(ii) Plate type: In this preheater,
alternative gas and air passages are
formed between closely spaced parallel
plates. The air flows through the
alternate spaces of these parallel plates
and flue gas passes through the
remaining passages as shown in Fig. 30.6.

Fig. 30.6. Plate air-preheater
(iii) Regenerative type: The hot flue gas and air are made to flow alternatively through the
same path consisting wire mesh as shown in Fig. 30.7. The hot flue gasses are made to pass
through wire mesh by opening valves 1 & 4 and closing valves 2 & 3. While passing through
wire mesh, the hot flue gasses reject and store their heat into wire mesh. In the alternate pass,
when the atmosphere air is passed through wire mesh by opening valves 2 & 3 and closing
valves 1 & 4, it receives heat from wire mesh and as a result the air gets heated.
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Fig. 30.7. Regenerative-preheater
Advantages of preheating of air:
(1) Waste heat from the flue gases is recovered for heating air and causes a fuel saving of
about 1.5% for each 100°C drop in gas temperature.
(2) Inferior grades of coal can be burnt efficiently with preheated air.
(3) Less excessive air is required to burn fuel and thus cost of producing draught will be less.
(4) Combustion can be more efficient and an intense flame can be achieved in the furnace.
This increases the evaporation rate of the boiler.
Disadvantages:
(i) Increase in the capital and running cost of the preheater as induced draft fan for removing
gases and forced fan for forcing cold air through the air preheater are used.
Problem 30.2: The fuel used in a boiler is having a calorific value of 25120 kJ/kg. The
temperature of the gas leaving the economizer chamber is 260°C and is reduced to 150°C
while leaving the pre-heater chamber. If 18 kg of air is supplied per kg of coal burnt and the
efficiency of pre-heater is 80% determine (a) the percentage saving of heat of coal in the preheater, (b) the temperature of air leaving the pre-heater if the initial temperature of air is
27°C. Take Cp of air and flue gases equal to 1.05 kJ/kg.
Solution:
Given: Calorific value of fuel used in a boiler = 25120 kJ/kg
Temperature of the gas leaving the economiser and entering pre-heater, tg,i= 260°C
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Temperature of the gas leaving pre-heater, tg,e = 150°C
Temperature of the air entering pre-heater, ta,i = 27°C
Efficiency of pre-heater, ηcp = 80%
Mass of air supplied to boiler furnace per kg of coal burnt = 18 kg
Cp of air and flue gases = 1.05 kJ/kg.
(a) Determine the percentage saving of heat of coal in the pre-heater:
Formula: Percentage of saving of heat of coal in the pre-heater
=
Finding unknown,
Heat transferred to air in the pre-heater per kg of coal burnt = mf .Cp .(te-ti). ηcp
Finding unknown, mf ;
Mass of flue gases/kg of coal, mf = mass of coal + mass of air
=18 + 1 = 19 kg
Therefore, heat transferred to air in the pre-heater = mf .Cp .(tg,e-tg,i). ηcp
= 19 x 1.05 x (260 - 150) x 0.8
= 1755.6 kJ/kg
Answer:

Percentage of saving of heat of coal in the pre-heater
=
= = 6.988%

(b) Determine the temperature of air leaving the pre-heater
Let ta,e °C be the temperature of air leaving the preheater.
Formula: Heat transferred by gas in the pre-heater = Heat gain by air
= ma .Cp . (ta,e – ta,i)
Answer:

Heat transferred by gas to air in the pre-heater = ma .Cp . (ta,e – ta,i)
1755.6 = 18 x 1.05 (ta,e - 27)
or

30.4. Steam superheater

ta,e = 119.888°C
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Function: In superheaters, the wet or saturated dry steam is superheated by increasing steam
temperature above its saturation temperature.
Location: The superheater is installed in the path of flue gases after the furnace as shown in
Fig 30.1. Sometimes, for bigger boilers, the superheater may be placed in an independent fire
furnace.
Construction and operation:
It consists of a set of tubes through which wet or saturated dry steam flows and hot
combustion gases pass around these tubes. By this way, the wet or saturated dry steam takes
heat from the flue gases and become superheated.
Classification of Superheaters:
According to the mode of heat reception:
(i) Convective superheaters,
(ii) Radiant superheaters and
(ii) Combination superheaters
as shown in Fig. 30.8.
(i) Convective superheaters: In the
convective superheaters, the superheaters
are placed between or near the water tubes
where the superheater tubes receive heat
by convection from combustion gases.
(ii) Radiant type superheaters: In the
radiation superheaters, the superheaters
are placed in the walls of the furnace of a
steam boiler where the superheater tubes
receive heat by direct radiation from fire
and re-radiation from refractory walls.
(iii) Combination type: In combined
superheaters, the steam first enters the
radiant superheater and then the
convective superheater. In this heat of
combustion is transferred to the
superheater tubes by radiation and then
convection.

Fig. 30.8. Position of Convective, radiant and
combination superheaters.
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According to the movement of gases and steam:
There types are
(i) Parallel flow,
(ii) Counterflow and
(iii) Combined flow
as shown in Fig. 30.9 (a,b,c).
(i) Parallel flow superheater: The hot flue gases and wet steam flows in the same direction.
(ii) Counter flow superheater: The hot flue gases and wet steam flows in opposite direction.
(iii) Combined flow superheater: The hot flue gases and wet steam first flows in opposite
direction and then in the same direction.
From the above classification, the counter flow superheater is commonly used because of its
smaller size, lighter in weight and maximum efficiency.

Fig. 30.9. (a) Parallel flow, (b) Counter flow and (c) Combined flow superheaters
According to the arrangement of the superheater tubes:
(i) Overdeck. This is placed in the space over the water tubes as shown in Babcock & Wilcox
boiler in Fig. 28.3.
(ii) Interdeck. This is placed between the water tubes which are located near the furnace.
(iii) Intertubes. This is placed between bank or
241row of water tubes.
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Advantages:
The following benefits are gained by superheating steam in superheaters:
(1) It decreases the specific steam consumption of steam engines or turbines.
(2) It decreases the condensation losses in the steam pipes and steam engine cylinder.
(3) It eliminates the erosion of the turbine blades.
(4) The efficiency of the steam plant is increases.
30.5. Feed Pumps
Function:
The function of feed pump is to pump the feed water into the boiler against the pressure of
boiler.
Classification of feed pumps:
The three types of feed pumps commonly used are
(i) Rotary,
(ii) Reciprocating and
(iii) Injector.
(i)
Rotary pumps: This type of pump is used when a large amount of feed water is to be
supplied to the boiler. These are generally high speed centrifugal type driven by either
electric motor or small steam turbine which is run by the steam from the same boiler to which
water is to be fed.
(ii) Reciprocating pumps: The Duplex feed pump shown in Fig 30.10 is a common type of
reciprocating pump which is used for medium size boilers.
The construction and operation of Duplex feed pump is described below:
It is a double acting feed pump. It consists of two pumps, namely water pump and steam
pump, mounted side by side. Both pumps have their own cylinder. The piston of both
cylinders are connected to its own piston rod which is finally connected to a common cross
head so that the steam pump serves as driver of the water pump due to the expansion of
steam in the steam cylinder. In the steam pump, D-sliding valve, driven by common cross
head of two cylinders, is used to control the admission and exhaust of steam in steam
cylinder whereas in water pump automatic operated suction and delivery valves are used for
intake and discharge of feed water in water cylinder. For continuous supply of feed water at
high pressure, the water pump is continuously run by the steam pump with the continuous
supply of steam into steam cylinder from the same boiler to which water is to be fed.
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Fig. 30.10. Duplex feed pump
(iii) Injector: The injector is another type of feed pump in which the energy of steam jet is
used for feeding water into the boiler. It is suitable of small boilers or where space is not
available for the installation of a feed of feed pump as in the case of Locomotive boiler. Its
maintenance cost is less and it is thermally very efficient as the steam required to operate the
injector is returned to the boiler.
30.6. Steam Trap
Function: The function of steam trap is to drain off partial condensed water from steam pipes
without allowing the steam to escape through it.
Location: It is arranged in the steam pipe near the engine or the turbine.
Types of steam traps:
The steam trap are of two types:
(i) Bucket or float type
(ii) Thermal expansion type.
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30.7. Steam Separator
Function: The function of a steam separator is to
separate suspended water particles carried by steam
on its way from the boiler to the engine or turbine
without allowing the steam to escape through it.
Location: It is installed in the main steam pipe very
near to the engine or turbine.
Construction and operation:
Refer Fig. 30.11. The steam from the boiler enters the
steam separator through a flange ‗A‘ and flows
downward. During its passage down, it strikes the
baffles and changes its direction. While changing
direction, the suspended water partials in steam fall
to the bottom of the separator due to greater inertia
and the dry steam deflected up comes out through
the flange ‗B‘. The water collected at the bottom is
drained out by the drain arrangement. A water
gauge glass is fitted in the separator to see the level
of water in the separator.

Fig. 30.11. Steam Separator

30.8. Pressure Reducing Valve
Function: The function of a pressure reducing valve is to supply steam at constant pressure
on its delivery side by throttling inconsistent supply of steam from the boiler on its inlet
side.
Location: The pressure reducing valves are installed in steam supply pipe to supply
constant pressure steam lower than the boiler pressure required by the prime movers.
Construction and operation:
Fig. 30.12 shows a pressure reducing valve. The high pressure steam from the boiler enters
the steam inlet flange. After entering into pressure reducing valve, the steam passes
through the throttle valve where it is throttled to low required pressure and hence the steam
at the outlet of pressure reducing valve is achieved at reduced pressure. To achieve required
reduced pressure at the outlet of the valve, the throttled valve actuated by spring and valve
rod mechanism is adjusted accordingly by the adjusting screw F.
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MODULE – VII VAPOUR POWER CYCLES
LESSON - 31 POWER CYCLE, VAPOUR POWER CYCLES, CARNOT VAPOUR CYCLE,
RANKINE CYCLE
31.1 POWER CYCLE
In previous lessons we have discussed that the heat engines operate in a cycle and produce
net work output. The cycles on which these heat engines operate to produce useful power is
called power cycles.
The power cycles are categorised as vapor power cycle and gas power cycle, depending upon
the working fluids used in the cycle. In vapour power cycle, the working fluid exists in vapor
phase during one part of the cycle and in liquid phase during another part whereas in a gas
power cycle, the working fluid remains in the gaseous phase throughout the entire cycle.
In this lesson, we will restrict our study to the analysis of heat engines which operate on
vapour power cycle.
31.2. VAPOR POWER CYCLE
Steam power plant as shown in Fig. 31.1 is the example of heat engine that operates on the
vapour power cycle.
In a steam power plant, which we have also considered in chapter 12, the following processes
take place:
1-2: The heat energy released by combustion of fuel in furnace is utilized to vaporize water
into steam in a boiler.
2-3: The steam produced in the boiler is expanded in a steam turbine or steam engine to
obtain useful work.
3-4: The vapor leaving the steam turbine or steam engine is condensed in a condenser.
4-1: The condensed steam is pumped back into the boiler to its initial state constituting a
cycle.
Thus the steam power plant operates on vapor power cycle in which working fluid is
alternatively vaporized and condensed. Such steam power plant is sometimes said to operate
on the closed vapor power cycle as working fluid finally returns to the initial state after
undergoing a series of processes.
31.3. WHY WE NEED IDEAL CYCLE IN THE ANALYSIS OF VAPOR POWER CYCLE
To study the performance of steam power plants it is important to analysis actual vapor
power cycle encountered in steam power plants. However, it is difficult to analyse the actual
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vapor power cycle because the actual cycle consists of irreversible and non-quasi-equilibrium
processes whereas we can apply thermodynamics principles only to reversible and quasiequilibrium processes. So, to make an analytical study of an actual power cycle feasible, it is
advantageous to device an idealized vapor power cycle which has reversible and quasiequilibrium processes along with general characteristics of the actual vapor power cycle and
then analyzes the performance of this idealized cycle.
31.4. CARNOT VAPOR CYCLE AS THE IDEAL CYCLE FOR STEAM POWER PLANT
We have mentioned in lesson 14 that the steam power plant operating on Carnot cycle is the
most efficient cycle operating between two specified temperature limits. Thus it is natural to
look at the Carnot cycle first as a prospective ideal cycle for vapor power plant.
Figure 31.2 shows a steam turbine power plant operating on Carnot cycle. The Carnot vapor
cycle is represented on p-v and T-s diagrams as shown in Figure 31.3.
Consider 1 kg of working fluid for analysis:Process 4-1: Constant pressure, constant temperature heat addition in boiler (boiling)
In this process, the saturated liquid at state ‗4‘ (Saturated liquid) is converted into dry and
saturated steam in the boiler by adding heat ‗qA‘ from heat source at the temperature TH.
Heat added is given by
qA = 4q1 = hg,1 –hf,4 since 4w1 = 0 (from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow process)
Process 1-2: Isentropic expansion of steam in turbine (steam turbine work, wt )
In this process, dry saturated steam at temperature T1 (=TH) enters the steam turbine at state
‗1‘ (dry saturated vapor)and expands isentropically to state ‗2‘(wet steam) at sink
temperature T2 (=TL)thus doing the useful work.
1q2

= 0 (as the process is adiabatic)

Steam turbine work is given by,
wt = 1w2 = hg,1 – h2

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow process)

Process 2-3: Constant pressure, constant temperature heat rejection in condenser
(Condensation)
In this process, the exhaust steam from the turbine at state ‗2‘ (wet steam) is condensed and
cooled to state ‗3‘ (wet steam)in the condenser by rejecting heat ‗q R‘ to heat sink at the
temperature TL.
Heat rejected is given by
qR = 2q3 = h2 – h3

since 2w3 = 0

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow process)
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Process 3-4: Isentropic compression of steam in compressor (Pump work, wp)
In this process, the water and vapor from condenser at state ‗3‘ (wet steam) are pumped by
feed pump to state ‗4‘(saturated liquid).
3q4

= 0 (as the process is adiabatic)

Pump work (wp) is given by,
wp = 3w4 = hf,4 – h3 (from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow process)
Net work done during cycle, wnet = Heat added (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
= (hg,1 –hf,4) – (h2 – h3)
or
= Turbine work (wt) – Pump work (wp)
= (hg,1 – h2) – (hf,4 – h3)= (hg,1 –hf,4) – (h2 – h3)
Thermal efficiency
Even though we know that the steam power plant operating on Carnot cycle is more efficient
but it is not possible in practice to operate power vapor cycles on Carnot cycle because of the
problem of pumping of wet steam at state `3‘ and deliver it as saturated water only at state
`4‘.
Even with the impossibility, the Carnot cycle, however, permits the designer to arrive at the
maximum possible efficiency that can be obtained in simple vapor power plant under given
conditions.
31.5. RANKINE CYCLE AS THE IDEAL CYCLE FOR STEAM POWER PLANT
We have seen that Carnot cycle is not the theoretical/ideal cycle for steam turbine power
plant because of the difficulty of pumping a mixture of water and steam and delivering it as
saturated water only. However, this difficulty is eliminated in Rankin cycle by complete
condensation of water vapor in the condenser, and then, pumping the water isentropically to
boiler pressure. Rankine cycle is a theoretical/ideal cycle for comparing the performance of
steam power plants.
Fig. 31.4 shows a steam turbine power plant working on Rankine cycle. The Rankin cycle is
represented on p-v and T-s diagrams as shown in Figure 31.5.
(i) Boiler: In boiler the working fluid (water) at state ‗4‘in sub cooled condition is converted
into dry saturated steam at state ‗1‘ by receiving heat ‗qA‘ from combustion of fuel (high
temperature heat source) through the following processes.
Process 4-5: As thewater enters the boiler from pump in sub cooled condition state ‗4‘ at
pressure PH, it is first heated up to the saturated state 5 at constant pressure (sensible
heating).
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Process 5-1: Then water at saturated condition 5 is further heated up at constant pressure
PH and constant saturation temperature to the saturated steam at state 1 (latent heat of
vaporization).
Process 4-5-1: Total heat addition in boiler,
qA= 4q1= hg,1 –hsub,4
thermodynamics for flow process)

since 4w1 = 0

(from 1st law of

(ii) Steam Turbine: In the steam turbine, the dry saturated steam from the boiler at state ‗1‘ at
pressure ‗pH‘ expands isentropically to state ‗2‘ (wet steam) at pressure ‗pL‘ and thus produce
mechanical work, wt.
Process 1-2: Isentropic expansion of steam in turbine (Steam turbine work, wt)
1 q2

= 0

(as the process is adiabatic)

Steam turbine work is given by,
wt = 1w2 = hg,1 – h2

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow process)

(iii) Condenser: In the condenser, the exhaust wet steam from turbine at state ‗2‘ is condensed
by rejecting heat ‗qR‘ to the cooling water.
Process 2-3: Constant pressure (back pressure), constant temperature heat rejection in
condenser (Condensation)
Total heat rejected in condenser,
qR = 2q3 = h2 – hf,3
since 2w3 = 0
(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow process)
(iv) Feed pump: The feed pump is used to pump the condensate at state ‗3‘ (saturated water)
from the hot-well to the boiler at the boiler pressure, pH.
Process 3-4: Isentropic compression of water in pump (Pump work, wp)
3q4

=0

(as the process is adiabatic)

Pump work (wp) is given by,
wp = 3w4 = hsub,4 – hf,3

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow process)

Pump work, wp is also given by
wp = vf,3 (p4 – p3)
Net work done during cycle, wnet = Heat added (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
= (hg,1 –hsub,4) – (h2 – hf,3)
or
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= Turbine work (wt) – Pump work (wp)
= (hg,1 – h2) – (hsub,4 – hf,3) = (hg,1 –hsub,4) – (h2 – hf,3)
Thermal efficiency,
or
Rankine cycle efficiency of a good steam power plant may be in the range of 35% to 45%.
Rankine cycle neglecting pump work
In a Rankine cycle the pump work may be neglected as it is very small compared with other
energy transfers. Hence we have
wp= 0
As shown in Figure 31.6 neglecting the pump work (p4'-p3')vf,3' denoted by area 44'3'3 in the
p-v diagram for the Rankine cycle will be presented by 1234.

Fig. 31.6. Rankine cycle on p-v and T-s diagrams (neglecting pump work)
Total heat addition in boiler in process 3-1 is given by,
qA = 3q1 = hg,1 –hf,3 since 3w1 = 0
process)

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow

Total heat rejected in condenser,
qR = 2q3 = h2 – hf,3
process)

since 2w3 = 0

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow

Net work done during cycle, wnet = Heat added (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
= (hg,1 –hf,3) - (h2 – hf,3)
= (hg,1 –h2)
Therefore, Thermal efficiency
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LESSON - 32 RANKINE CYCLE WITH INCOMPLETE EVAPORATION, RANKINE
CYCLE WITH SUPER HEAT, MODIFIED RANKINE CYCLE, PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA FOR VAPOUR CYCLES, DESIRABLE PROPERTIES OF WORKING FLUID
USED FOR POWER PLANTS
32.1. RANKINE CYCLE WITH INCOMPLETE EVAPORATION
If the steam produced in the boiler is not dry (i.e. During Process 5-1: Water at saturated
condition 5 is heated up at constant pressure and constant saturation temperature to wet
steam at state 1'.
The Rankine cycle with incomplete evaporation is shown in Fig. 32.1. The Rankin cycle with
incomplete evaporation is represented on p-v and T-s diagrams as shown in Figure 32.2.
1'-2'-3-4-5-1': Rankine cycle with incomplete evaporation
1-2-3-4-5-1 : Rankine cycle with complete evaporation for comparison purpose.
Total heat addition in boiler, (Process 4-5-1': Heat addition in boiler)
qA= 4q1 = h1' – hsub,4
thermodynamics for flow process)

(since

4w1'

= 0)

(from 1st law of

where h1' = (hf,1' + x1' hfg,1')
The remaining energy transaction in different components are to be calculated exactly the
same way as in the Rankine cycle
Turbine work, (Process 1'-2')
wt = h1' – h2'
Heat rejected in the condenser, (Process 2'-3)
qR = h2' – hf,3
Net work done during cycle, wnet = Heat added (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
= (h1' –hsub,4) – (h2' – hf,3)
Thermal efficiency,
Rankine Cycle with Incomplete Evaporation Neglecting Pump Work
In a Rankine cycle with incomplete evaporation, the pump work may be neglected as it is
very small compared with other energy transfers.
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wp= 0
Rankine cycle with incomplete evaporation on p-v and T-s diagrams (neglecting pump work)
is shown in Figure 32.3.

Fig.: 32.3. Rankine cycle with incomplete evaporation on p-v and T-s diagrams (neglecting
pump work)
Total heat addition in boiler in process 3-1 is given by,
qA= 3q1 = h1' –hf,3
process)

since 3w1' = 0

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow

Total heat rejected in condenser,
qR = 2q3 = h2' – hf,3
process)

since 2'w3 = 0

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow

Net work done during cycle, wnet = Heat added (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
= (h1' –hf,3) -(h2' – hf,3)
= (h1' –h2')
Therefore, Thermal efficiency
32.2 RANKINE CYCLE WITH SUPERHEATED STEAM
The Rankine cycle with superheating is shown in Fig. 32.4. The Rankine cycle with
superheating is represented on p-v and T-s diagrams as shown in Figure 32.5. The steam is
superheated to temperature T1'' before it enters the turbine.
1''-2''-3-4-5-1'': Rankine cycle with superheated steam
1-2-3-4-1: Rankine cycle with complete evaporation for comparison purpose
Total heat addition in boiler, (Process 4-5-1'': Heat addition in boiler)
qA= 4q1 = hsup,1'' – hsub,4
flow process)

(since

4w1''

= 0)

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for

The remaining energy transaction in different components are to be calculated exactly the
same way as in the Rankine cycle
Turbine work, (Process 1''-2")
wt = hsup,1'' – h2''
Heat rejected in the condenser, (Process 2"-3)
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qR = h2'' – hf,3
Net work done during cycle, wnet = Heat added (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
= (hsup,1'' – hsub,4) – (h2'' – hf,3)
Thermal efficiency,
Advantages: 1. The work output/cycle increases proportional to area 1-1''-2''-2
2. Dryness fraction of steam at outlet of turbine increases
3. Specific steam consumption decreases
4. Thermal efficiency increases
Rankine Cycle with Superheated Steam Neglecting Pump Work
In a Rankine cycle with superheated Steam,the pump work may be neglected as it is very
small compared with other energy transfers. Hence we have
wp= 0
Rankine cycle with superheated Steam on p-v and T-s diagrams (neglecting pump work) is
shown in Figure 32.6.

Fig. 32.6. Rankine cycle with Superheated Steam on p-v and T-s diagrams (neglecting
pump work)
Total heat addition in boiler in process 3-1 is given by,
qA= 3q1 = hsup,1'' – hf,3
process)

since 3w1'' = 0

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for flow

Total heat rejected in condenser,
qR = 2q3 = h2'' – hf,3
flow process)

since

2''w3

=0

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for

Net work done during cycle, wnet = Heat added (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
= (hsup,1'' –hf,3) -(h2'' – hf,3)
= (hsup,1'' –h2'')
Therefore, Thermal efficiency
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32.3. MODIFIED RANKINE CYCLE (INCOMPLETE EXPANSION CYCLE)
If in Rankine cycle the adiabatic expansion of steam is not completed, it is called the
incomplete expansion cycle or modified Rankine cycle. This cycle is mainly employed in
steam engine power plants. In this cycle the expansion is terminated at a release pressure ‗P R‘
which is above the condenser pressure ‗PL‘ and then steam is released at constant volume to
the condenser pressure.
The Modified Rankine cycle is shown in Fig. 32.7. The Modified Rankine cycle is represented
on p-v and T-s diagrams as shown in Figure 32.8.

Fig. 32.7. Modified Rankine cycle of steam engine power plant

Fig. 32.8. Modified Rankine cycle on p-v and T-s diagrams
Advantage of expansion of steam up to release pressure P2':
It can be seen that work output represented by hatched area (called toe) is very small.
However, it increases the size of engine cylinder. Some times it even does not equal the work
being lost through friction etc. Therefore, the expansion is terminated at point 2' itself. Such a
cycle is called Modified Rankine Cycle. So cycle 1-2'-3'-3-4-5-1 is Modified Rankine Cycle.
Total heat addition in boiler, (Process 4-5-1: Heat addition in boiler)
qA= 4q1 = hg,1 – hsub,4
flow process)

(since

4w1

= 0)

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for

Net work done during cycle, wnet = 1w2' + 2'w3' − 3w4
= (hg,1 – h2') + - (hsub,4 – hf,3)
= (hg,1 – h2') + v2' (p2' – p3) - (hsub,4 – hf,3)
Where 3w4 = (hsub,4 – hf,3) is pump work , wp
Thermal efficiency,
Modified Rankine Cycle Neglecting Pump Work
In a Modified Rankine cycle, the pump work may be neglected as it is very small compared
with other energy transfers. Hence we have
wp= 0
Modified Rankine cycle on p-v and T-s diagrams (neglecting pump work) is shown in Figure
32.9.
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Total heat addition in boiler in process 3-1 is given by,
qA = 3q1 = (hg,1 - hf,3)
flow process)

since 3w1 = 0

(from 1st law of thermodynamics for

Net work done during cycle, wnet = 1w2' + 2'w3'
= (hg,1– h2′) + v2' (p2' – p3)
Therefore, Thermal efficiency,
32.4. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR VAPOUR CYCLES
The following terms, in addition to thermal efficiency, are used for the comparision of
performance of vapour cycles
(i) Thermal Efficiency Ratio or relative efficiency =
(ii) Work ratio =
(iii) Specific fuel consumption/steam rate/ specific rate of steam flow =
=
......… (because 1 kWh =3600 kJ)
(iv) Metallurgical limit
It is maximum possible temperature of the working fluid which can be achieved during the
cycle keeping in view the life (function of material it is made of) span of highly stressed parts
of the steam engine/turbine power plant
Highly stressed parts: boiler tubes (in boilers), turbine blades (in Turbine),
cylinder (in steam engine)

piston &

32.5. DESIRABLE PROPERTIES OF WORKING FLUID USED FOR POWER PLANTS
There are several vapors which have physical properties suitable for working fluid. They are
steam, mercury vapor, sulphur dioxide, diphenyl oxide and certain hydro-carbons. The
following are the requirements of an ideal working fluid for steam turbine power plant
1. Ample amount should be available at low cost.
2. Critical temperature should be higher than metallurgical limits.
3. Reasonable saturation pressure at maximum temperature of the cycle from
metallurgical point of view of boiler.
4. Steep saturated vapor line to minimum moisture problem in expansion of steam in the
turbine.
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5. It should wet the boiler surface enveloping it and should be chemically stable at the
maximum temperature of the boiler.
6. Saturation pressure at minimum temperature of the cycle should be higher than
atmospheric, otherwise the maintenance of the condenser will be costly.
7. Low liquid specific heat so that most of the heat is added at the maximum
temperature.
8. Considerable decrease of volume upon condensation.
9. Non-toxic and non-corrosive
10. Freezing point should be much below the normal atmospheric pressure.
Among all types of working fluids, water satisfies the maximum requirements. Its general,
abundance at low cost is of prime importance due to which it is selected as the working fluid
in steam turbine power plant.
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LESSON - 33 NUMERICAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO VAPOUR POWER CYCLE
Problem 33.1: Dry and saturated steam at pressure 11 bar is supplied to a turbine and
expanded isentropically to pressure 0.07 bar. Calculate the following
(a) Heat rejected, (b) Heat supplied, (c) theoretical thermal efficiency.
Solution:
Given: Dry and saturated steam supplied to a turbine at pressure, p1 = 11 bar
Steam expanded isentropically to pressure, p2 = 0.07 bar.
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p1 = 11 bar → hg,1= 2779.7 kJ/kg, sg,1 = 6.550 kJ/kg K
At pressure, p2= 0.07 bar → hf,3 = 163 kJ/kg,

hfg = 2409.2 kJ/kg, s f,3 = 0.559 kJ/kgK,

sfg = 7.718 kJ/kgK, v f,3 = 0.001 m3/kg
(a) Determine heat rejected, qR
Formula: Heat rejected, qR = h2 – hf,3
Finding unknown, h2:
Isentropically expansion, therefore s2 = sg,1
= 6.554
Since for wet steam at point ‗2‘, s2 = sf,3+ x2 sfg,(p=0.07 bar)
Therefore,

sf,3+ x2 s fg,(p=0.07 bar) = 6.554
0.559 + x2 (7.718) = 6.550
x2 = 0.776

Enthalpy for wet steam at point ‗2‘, h2 = h f,3 + x2 hfg,(p=0.07 bar)
h2 = 163.4 + 0.776 (2409.2) = 2032.9 kJ/kg
Answer: Heat rejected, qR = h2 – hf,3 = 2032.9 - 163 = 1869.9 kJ/kg
(b) Determine heat supplied, qA
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Formula: Work done during cycle (w) = Heat supplied (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
or qA = w + qR
Finding unknown, w:
Net work done during cycle, w = wt – wp
Finding unknown, wt and wp :
Turbine work, wt = hg,1 – h2 = 2779.7- 2032.9= 746.8 kJ/kg
Pump work, wp = vf,3 (p1 – p2) 102 = 0.001 (11 – 0.07) 102 = 1.093 kJ/kg
w = wt – wp = 746.8 - 1.093 = 745.7 kJ/kg
Answer:

qA = w + qR = 745.7 + 1869.9 = 2615.6 kJ/kg

(c) Determine theoretical thermal efficiency ηth:
Answer:

= 28.5%

Problem 33.2: A steam turbine receives steam at pressure 20 bar and superheated to 88.6°C.
The exhaust pressure is 0.07 bar and the expansion of steam takes place isentropically Using
steam table, calculate the following.
(a) Heat rejected (b) Heat supplied, assuming that the feed pump supplies water to the boiler
at 20 bar (c) Net work done (d) Work done by the turbine (e) Thermal efficiency (f)
Theoretical steam consumption.
Solution.
Given: Superheated steam supplied to a turbine at pressure, p1 = 20 bar
Temperature of superheated steam = ts,1 + 88.6°C.
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p1 = 20 bar → ts,1 = 212.4°C
Therefore, temperature of superheated steam, tsup,1 = 2l2.4 + 88.6 = 300°C
From Steam table (superheated steam)\
At pressure, p1 = 20 bar and tsup,1 = 300°C → hsup,1 = 3025 kJ/kg, ssup,1 = 6.768 kJ/kg
Given: Steam expanded isentropically to pressure, p2 = 0.07 bar.
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p2 = 0.07 bar → hf,3 = 163 kJ/kg, hfg = 2409.2 kJ/kg, s f,3 = 0.552 kJ/kgK, sfg =
7.722 kJ/kgK, v f,3 = 0.001 m3/kg
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From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p2 = 0.07 bar → hf,3 = 163 kJ/kg,
7.722 kJ/kgK, v f,3 = 0.001 m3/kg

hfg = 2409.2 kJ/kg, s f,3 = 0.552 kJ/kgK, sfg =

(a) Determine heat rejected, qR
Formula: Heat rejected, qR = h2 – hf,3
Finding unknown, h2:
Isentropically expansion, therefore s2 = ssup,1
= 6.768
Since for wet steam at point ‗2‘, s2 = sf,3+ x2 sfg,(p=0.07 bar)
Therefore,

sf,3+ x2 sfg,(p=0.07 bar) = 6.768
0.552 + x2 (7.722) = 6.768
x2 = 0.8047

Enthalpy for wet steam at point ‗2‘, h2 = h f,3 + x2hfg,(p=0.07 bar)
h2 = 163.4 + 0.8047 (2409.2) = 2101.52 kJ/kg
Answer: Heat rejected, qR = h2 – hf,3 = 2101.52 - 163 = 1938.52 kJ/kg
(d) Determined work done by the turbine, wt :
Formula: Turbine work, wt = hsup,1 – h2
Answer: Turbine work, wt = hsup,1 – h2 = 3025 - 2101.52 = 923.48 kJ/kg
(c) Determine net work done, w :
Formula: Net work done during cycle, w = wt – wp
Finding unknown, wp :
Pump work, wp = vf,3 (p1 – p2) 102
= 0.001 (20 – 0.07) 102 = 1.993 kJ/kg
Answer: Net work done during cycle, w = wt – wp
= [923.48 – 1.993] = 921.487 kJ/kg
(b) Determine heat supplied, qA :
Formula: Net work done during cycle (w) = Heat supplied (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
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or
Answer:

qA = w + qR
qA = w + qR = 921.487 + 1938.52 = 2860.0 kJ/kg

(e) Thermal efficiency, ηth:
Answer: Thermal efficiency,

ηth

= 32.21%

(f) Theoretical steam consumption:
Answer: Theoretical steam consumption = = 3.91 kg/kWh
Problem 33.3: A steam turbine receives superheated steam at a pressure of 17 bar and having
a degree of superheat of 110oC. The exhaust pressure is 0.07 bar and the expansion of steam
takes place isentropically. Calculate (a) The heat rejected, (b) the heat supplied, (c) net work
done, and (d) thermal efficiency. (Neglect pump work)
Solution:

Given: Superheated steam supplied to a turbine at pressure, p1 = 17 bar
Temperature of superheated steam = ts,1 + 110°C.
Pump work, wp = 0
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p4 = p1' = p1 = 17 bar → ts,1 = 212.4°C
Therefore, temperature of superheated steam, tsup,1 = 2l2.4 + 110 = 322.4°C
From Steam table (superheated steam)
At pressure, p1 = 17 bar and tsup,1 = 322.4°C → hsup,1 = 3083.4 kJ/kg,
K

ssup,1 = 6.939 kJ/kg

Given: Steam expanded isentropically to pressure, p2 = 0.07 bar.
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p2 = p3 = 0.07 bar → hf,3 = 163.4 kJ/kg,
kJ/kgK, sfg = 7.718 kJ/kgK, v f,3 = 0.001 m3/kg

hfg = 2409.2 kJ/kg, s f,3 = 0.559

(a) Determine heat rejected, qR
Formula: Heat rejected, qR = h2 – hf,3
Finding unknown, h2:
Isentropically expansion, therefore s2 = ssup,1
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= 6.939
Since for wet steam at point ‗2‘, s2 = sf,3+ x2 s fg,(p=0.07 bar)
Therefore,

sf,3+ x2 s fg,(p=0.07 bar) = 6.939
0.559 + x2(7.718) = 6.939
x2 = 0.827

Enthalpy for wet steam at point ‗2‘, h2 = h f,3 + x2hfg,(p=0.07 bar)
h2 = 163.4 + 0.827 (2409.2) = 2155.8 kJ/kg
Answer: Heat rejected, qR = h2 – hf,3 = 2155.8 - 163.4 = 1992.4 kJ/kg
(b) Determine heat supplied, qA
Formula: qA= hsup,1 – hf,3
Answer:

qA = hsup,1 – hf,3 = 3083.4 – 163.4 = 2920 kJ/kg

(c) Determine net work done, w :
Formula: Net work done during cycle, w = Heat supplied (qA) – heat rejected (qR)
Answer: Net work done during cycle, w = (qA) – (qR)
= 2920 – 1992.4 = 927.6 kJ/kg
(d) Thermal efficiency, ηth:
Answer:

Thermal efficiency, ηth = 31.7%

Problem 33.4: A turbine takes dry steam at 20 bar and exhaust at 1.2 bar. The pressure at the
release is 3 bar. Find: (a) The theoretical loss of work per kg of steam due to incomplete
expansion and (b) The loss in Rankine efficiency due to restricted expansion of steam.
(Neglect pump work)
Solution:

Given: Dry and saturated steam supplied to a turbine at pressure, p1 = 20 bar
Release pressure, p2'= 3
Exhaust pressure, p2 = 1.2 bar.
Pump work, wp = 0
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
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Pressure (bar)

Enthalpy

Sp. Vol.

Entropy

(kJ/kg)

(m3/kg)

(kJ/kgK)

p1 = 20

hg,1 = 2797.2

v g,1 = 0.0995

s g,1 = 6.337

p2'= 3

hf,2' = 561.4;

vg,2' =0.6055

sf ,2' = 1.672;

p3 = 1.2

hfg = 2163.2

sfg = 5.319

hf,3 = 439.4;

sf,3 = 1.361;

hfg = 2244.1

sfg = 5.937

(a) Determine the theoretical loss of work per kg of steam due to incomplete expansion:
Formula: Loss in work due to incomplete expansion = wR - wMR
where, wR and wMR work done during Rankine and modified Rankine
cycle, respectively
Finding unknown, wMR ;
Work done during modified Rankine cycle, wMR = (hg,1 – h2') + v3' (P2' – P3')
Finding unknown, h2′ and v3′ ;
‗1-2′‘ Isentropically expansion, therefore s2' = sg,1
= 6.337
Since for wet steam at point ‗2′‘, s2' =sf, 2' + x2' sfg, (at p = 3 bar)
Therefore,

s2' =sf, 2' + x2' sfg, (at p = 3 bar) = 6.337
1.672 + x2' (5.319) = 6.337
x2' = 0.877

Enthalpy for wet steam at point ‗2′‘, h2' = hf, 2' + x2' hfg, (at p = 3 bar)
h2' = 561.4 + 0.877 (2163.2) = 2458.5 kJ/kg
Sp. volume for wet steam at point ‗2′‘, v2' = x2' vg,2'
= 0.877 (0.6055)
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= 0.531 m3/kg
Sp. volume for wet steam at point ‗3′‘, v3' = v2' = 0.531 m3/kg
Therefore, wMR = (hg,1 – h2') + v3' (P2' – P3')
= (2797.2 - 2458.5) + 0.531 (3 – 1.2) 102
= 434.3 kJ/kg
Finding unknown, wR ;
Work done during rankine cycle, wR = hg,1 – h2
Finding unknown, h2 ;
‗1-2‘ Isentropically expansion, therefore s2 = sg,1
= 6.337
Since for wet steam at point ‗2‘, s2 = sf,3+ x2 s fg,(p=1.2 bar)
Therefore,

sf,3+ x2 s fg,(p=0.07 bar) = 6.337
1.361 + x2(5.937) = 6.337
x2 = 0.838

Enthalpy for wet steam at point ‗2‘, h2 = h f,3 + x2hfg,(p=1.2 bar)
h2 = 439.4 + 0.838 (2244.1) = 2320 kJ/kg kJ/kg
Therefore, wR = hg,1 – h2
= 2797.2 – 2320 = 477.2 kJ/kg
Answer: Loss in work due to incomplete expansion = wR - wMR = 477.2 - 434.3
= 42.9 kJ/kg
(b) The loss in Rankine efficiency due to restricted expansion of steam:
Formula:

Loss in Rankine efficiency due to restricted expansion = × 100

Answer:

Loss in Rankine efficiency = × 100

= 9%
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MODULE – VIII STEAM ENGINE
LESSON - 34 STEAM ENGINE, NON-EXPANSIVE AND EXPANSIVE ENGINE CYCLE
34.1. STEAM ENGINES
We have already discussed that the steam engine is used in steam power plant to covert
thermal energy of steam into useful mechanical work by expanding the steam. The steam
engines are sometimes called external combustion engines. The first steam engine was
developed by James Watt in 1763. After developing high efficiency devices like steam
turbine, gas turbine, IC engines, etc, the steam engines are outdated, however, it is still being
used for certain applications because of the following advantages: —
Advantages
(i) Any fuel can be burnt in it to produce steam,
(ii) Its initial cost is reliable and low,
(iii) Its construction is strong and simple,
(iv) Its efficiency is better on part load and has excellent torque characteristics,
(v) It is possible to reverse the direction of rotation,
(vi) Below 1470 kW power output, its steam economy is as good as steam turbines.
Applications
Steam engines are used for the following purposes:
(a) For driving reciprocating water pumps and compressors.
(b) For driving locomotive and hoisting where reverse operation and wide flexibility in speed
control are required.
(c) For heating and process work such as in laundries, hotels, textile manufacturing, wood
working mills, paper mills, chemical industries and others.
34.2. CLASSIFICATION OF STEAM ENGINES
These steam engines can be classified according to its construction and operating features.
Detailed classification is as below:
(a) Axis of cylinder. Based on the position of cylinder axis, the steam engines are classified as
(i) vertical (ii) horizontal, (iii) inclined steam engines.
(b) Action of steam. Based on action of steam on the piston, the engines are classified as:
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(i) Single acting steam engine: steam acts on one side of the piston only while on the other
side of the piston, the pressure is more or less atmospheric.
(ii) Double acting steam engine: steam is alternatively admitted on both sides of the
cylinder.
(c) Number of cylinders. Based on number of cylinders the engine is:
(i) Simple steam engine: In which the total expansion of steam takes place in one cylinder.
(ii) Compound steam engine: In which the total expansion of steam takes place in more than
one cylinder.
(d) Exhaust System. On the basis of steam exhaust from the engine:
(i) Condensing engine: In this the exhaust steam from steam engine passes in a condenser
where steam is condensed at low pressure than the atmosphere.
(ii) Non- condensing steam engine: In this the exhaust is directly passed to the atmosphere,
such as, in locomotive engine.
(e) Expansion of steam in cylinder. On the basis of steam expansion in steam engine
cylinder, the engines are classified as:
(i) Non-expansive: In non-expansive engine, no expansion of steam takes place inside the
cylinder e.g. direct acting pumps, in rolling mills and in winches.
(ii) Expansive engines: In an expansive engine, the expansion of steam takes place inside the
cylinder.
(f) Valve gears. Based on valve gears mechanism of steam engine, the engines are classified
as (i) D-type and (ii) Corliss or Poppet type.
(g) Speed. According to the running speed of the engine it can be classified as,
i) Low speed engine: Engine runs at 100 or less revolution per minute.
ii) Medium speed engine: Engine runs at 110 to 200 revolutions per minute.
iii) High speed engine: Engine runs above 200 or more revolution per minute.
(h) Use. Based on the applications of steam engine, these are classified as,
i) Locomotive or Portable Engines
ii) Stationary Engines
iii) Marine Engines
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(i) Governing Methods Based on the governing method employed, the steam engine
classification is made as under:
i) Throttle Governing: In this method the speed of engine is controlled by means of valve in
the steam pipe which regulates the pressure of steam entering the engine.
ii) Automatic Cut-Off Governing: In this method governor controls the quantity of steam
admitted to the cylinder while the pressure of entering steam remains constant.
34.3. PRINCIPAL PARTS OF A SIMPLE STEAM ENGINE.
The principal parts of a simple steam engine is shown in Fig. 34.1. Details of these parts are as
follows:
Cylinder. This a hollow cylinder in which the piston moves to and fro due to the action of
steam. It is made of cast iron. One end of the cylinder is known as head/cover/front end,
which is closed by means of separate cover, the other end is known as crank/back end,
through which the piston rod passes.
Valve chamber/Steam chest. It is generally cast integral with the cylinder. It is closed by a
cover termed as steam chest cover which may be circular or rectangular depending upon the
shape of the valve operating in it. There are two openings known as steam ports leading from
cylinder to the steam chest. These two ports, one at each end of the cylinder, are provided for
flow of steam from steam chest to the cylinder or from cylinder to the steam chest. A third
passage known as exhaust port is provided between the two steam ports for the discharge of
steam from the cylinder to the outside.
Piston. The piston is a cylindrical piece, generally made of cast iron. The outer periphery of
each piston is accurately machined to running fit in the cylinder bore and is provided with
several grooves into which piston rings are fitted. The main function of piston is to convert
the pressure energy of the steam into its reciprocating movement (to and fro in the cylinder)
and transmits force to the cross-head through the piston rod. It is the movement of the piston
which allows for the expansion of steam in the cylinder, and thus work is obtained.
Piston rings. The function of the piston rings is to prevent any leakage of steam past the
piston and also prevents any wear and tear of the piston. Whatever the wear and tear that
takes place, it takes place in the piston rings only which are easily replaceable. The piston
rings are made of cast iron and are located in the circumferential grooves cut in the piston.
Piston rod. The piston rod connects the piston and cross head. It is generally made of mild
steel.
Stuffing box. This is placed at the point where the piston rod passes through the cylinder
cover and valve rod passes through the valve chamber/chest. In this way, it prevents the
leakage of steam from the cylinder and valve chamber/chest to the atmosphere.
Crosshead and guide. The cross head H is a block by means of which the ends of the
connecting rod N and the piston rod P are joined. Usually the end of the piston rod is forged
or attached with the crosshead and one end of the connecting rod is connected with it by
means of a crosshead pin or gudgeon pin (Fig. 34.2). The movement of the crosshead is
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controlled by means of guide bars G, so that it gets only the sliding motion. The function of
the cross head is to prevent the piston rod from getting bent.
Connecting rod. The connecting rod ‗N‘ connects the piston and the crank ‗C‘(Fig 34.2). One
end of the connecting rod, called the small end, is connected to the cross head and the other
end, called the big end, is connected to the crank with the crank pin. The crank is fitted on the
crank shaft CS. The function of connecting rod is to transmit the reciprocating motion of the
piston into rotary motion of the crank shaft. The connecting rod is usually made of forged
steel.
Crank shaft. The crankshaft is the principal rotating part of the engine. It serves to convert
the forces applied by the connecting rods into a rotational force. It controls the motion of the
piston and must be designed to cause them to reciprocate in proper sequence. The crank shaft
is supported by bearings and it is fitted with the eccentric and flywheel. The crank is usually
made of forged steel. The crankshaft is usually drilled to permit oil to be circulated from
entrances in the main bearing areas to the cranks pins.
The axis of crank pin is at some distance away from the axis of the crank shaft, called radius
of the crank. The radius of the crank is equal to half of the stroke length. The position of
crank pin with respect to crank shaft controls the position of the piston in the cylinder and
causes it to reciprocate in proper sequence. Two extreme positions of the crank pin are
known as dead centers. For vertical engines these are known as top dead centre position and
bottom dead centre position and for horizontal engines, these are called the inner dead centre
position and outer dead centre position.
Eccentric. It is made of cast iron, and is located on the crankshaft. The axis of eccentric is
always at a short distance away from the axis of the crank shaft, and is called radius of the
eccentric. It converts the rotary motion of the crank shaft into the reciprocating motion of the
slide valve through valve rod and eccentric rod. The position of axis of eccentric with respect
to crank shaft controls the position of the slide valve in the valve chamber and causes it to
reciprocate in proper sequence.
The relative position of the axis of eccentric with respect to axis of crank pin provides the
required valve position with respect to the position of the piston.
Valve rod and eccentric rod. The valve rod connects the valve and the eccentric rod through
a valve rod guide, which prevents the bending of the valve rod, while the eccentric rod
connects the valve rod and the eccentric. The eccentric rod converts the rotary motion of the
eccentric into reciprocating motion which is transmitted to the valve through the valve rod.
Both the rods are made of mild steel or Al-alloy or carbon steel.
Valve. The valve may be D-slide or any other type. It reciprocates over the valve seat in the
steam chest. It admits or exhausts steam to or from the cylinder from or to the steam chest at
the proper time through the ports.
Steam jacket: The steam from boiler is circulated through the steam jacket surrounding the
cylinder to maintain the cylinder walls at high temperature. The steam jacket is cast integral
with the cylinder.
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Fly wheel. It is a heavy mass mounted on the crankshaft to minimize the cyclic fluctuation of
speed by absorbing energy when the supply is greater than the demand and releasing energy
when the supply is less than the demand. By employing a flywheel the turning moment
becomes uniform at the crank-shaft.
Governor. The function of the governor is to maintain the speed of the engine fairly constant
irrespective of the load. It is placed generally at the inlet of the steam pipe and is driven by a
belt through the crankshaft.
Main bearings. Generally two main bearings are provided at each end of the crankshaft to
support it; the bearings are attached to the frame.
34.4. CYCLE OF OPERATIONS
In a Steam engine, the cycle of operations is completed in two stroke of the piston, that is, in
one revolution of the crank shaft. Generally, steam engines are of double acting type and the
same operations take place on both sides of the piston.
The Non-expansive Engine Cycle and Expansive Engine Cycle operation are explained
below with the help of a p-V diagram showing how the pressure and volume of steam vary
in the cylinder during one revolution of the crank shaft i.e. during one complete workingcycle or engine-cycle.
43.4.1. Non-expansive Engine Cycle
In this cycle, no expansion or compression of steam takes place inside the engine cylinder.
The steam exerts a constant pressure upon the piston. Here the edge of the slide valve is
equal to the gap of the steam port. During the cycle, the angle between axis of eccentric and
axis of crank pin is kept 90° which moves the sliding valve half stroke advance with respect
to piston.
First stroke: Suppose the piston P is at the beginning of the stroke at the at the head end
(extreme left hand side of the cylinder). The sliding valve is at the middle of its stroke and
both the steam ports are fully closed by the slide valve V [Fig. 34.3 (a)]. Now the piston and
the slide valve move away from the head. So there is a gradual opening of steam ports due to
the movement of the slide valve. Steam enters at constant pressure through the steam port
No. 1 and discharges at constant pressure through the steam port No. 2 [Fig. 34.3 (b)]. When
the piston reaches at the middle of its stroke, the sliding valve is at the crank end (extreme
right) of its stroke and both the steam ports are fully opened by the slide valve [Fig. 34.3 (c)].
When the piston starts moving toward the crank end from middle of its stroke, the slide
valve reverses its direction towards left (i.e. moves away from crank end) and thus both the
steam ports are gradually closing [Fig. 34.3 (d)]. When the piston reaches at the crank end of
its stroke, the sliding valve is at the middle of its stroke and the steam ports are completely
closed. Thus the first stroke is completed [Fig. 34.3 (e)].
Second stroke: The piston moves towards the cylinder head from the crank end. The slide
valve also moves in the same direction from the middle of its stroke. Thus, again there is a
gradual opening of the steam ports [Fig. 34.3 (f)]. The steam is driven out by the piston
through the steam port No. 1 to the exhaust port E for its discharge and the admission of
steam takes place through the steam port No267
2. When the piston reaches at the middle of its
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stroke, the sliding valve is at the head end (extreme left) of its stroke and both the steam ports
are fully opened [Fig. 34.3 (g)]. Now the slide valve reverses its direction towards right (i.e.
moves away from head end) with gradual closing of the steam ports [Fig. 34.3 (h)]. When the
piston reaches at the end of its stroke at the extreme left hand side (i.e. at the head end), both
the steam ports are completely closed [Fig. 34.3 (a)]. Now- the cycle is completed and the
same operations are repeated again.
1, 2 : Steam Port, Ex- Exhaust port, P – Piston, V – sliding valve,
Fig. 34.3. Operation of a non-expansive steam engine
P-V diagram: The operations of a non-expansive engine-cycle can be represented with the
help of a pressure volume diagram shown in Fig. 34.4. Here the action of steam only on the
left hand side of piston is considered.
During the first stroke, the steam port is opened either partially or fully for admission of
steam and so the steam pressure remains constant during the whole of the stroke though
there is a gradual increase in volume. It is represented by the horizontal line Ae.
At the end of the first stroke the steam comes out from the cylinder at constant volume with
decrease in pressure. It is represented by the vertical line ‗eE‘.
At the second stroke, the steam discharges from the cylinder at constant pressure as the
steam port is opened fully or partially for the exhaust of steam and there is gradual decrease
in volume. This operation is indicated by the horizontal line ‗Ea‘.
At the end of the stroke the fresh steam enters into the cylinder at constant volume. So there
is an increase in pressure inside the cylinder. It is denoted by the vertical line ‗aA‘.
Thus, the cycle is completed and its p-V diagram is represented by the closed figure ‗aAeE‘.
The area of ‗aAeE‘ represents the amount of work done by the one side of the piston per
cycle.
43.4.2. Expansive Engine-cycle
In an expansive engine-cycle, the expansion and compression of steam occur in the engine
cylinder. As a result more amount of work can be obtained due to the expansion of the same
amount of steam than the non-expansive engine. Here the edges of the slide valve are greater
than the gap of the steam port as shown in Fig. 34.5. During the cycle, the angle between axis
of crank pin ‗CP‘ and axis of eccentric ‗E‘ is greater than 90° i.e. = (90°+ α). The amount of
angle by which the eccentric is in advance of 90° is known as angle of advance or angle of
lead (α).
When the slide valve is in its middle of its stroke (Fig. 34.5), then the amount by which it
extends or overlaps beyond the steam port ‗SP‘ is called the lap of the valve. The amount by
which it overlaps the outside edge of the steam port is known as the outside lap or steam lap
‗o‘ of the valve and the amount by which it overlaps the inside edge of the steam port is
known as the inside lap or exhaust lap ‗i‘ of the valve.
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Fig. 34.5. Inside and outside Laps when sliding valve is in middle of stroke.
Considering the action of steam on the left hand side of the piston only, the operations are
explained with the help of a p-V diagram (Fig. 34.7). Similar operations will be repeated on
the other side of the piston.
First stroke: Suppose the piston is at head end (left hand side) of the cylinder [Fig. 34.6 (a)]
and the position of sliding valve is such that a small part of the steam port is opened by the
sliding valve for the admission of steam at constant pressure pa through the steam port No. 1.
It is represented by point a on the p-V diagram (Fig. 34.7) called the point of admission. The
amount of port opening at the point of admission is called the lead of the sliding valve ‗e‘. At
this position of piston, the points corresponding to crank pin ‗CP‘ and eccentric ‗E‘ are also
shown in Fig. 34.6 (a).
Now the piston starts moving away from the cylinder head at constant pressure p a with
gradual increase in volume. During this part of stroke, the No. 1 steam port remains open
and steam enters the cylinder at constant pressure through port No. 1. It is represented by the
horizontal line ac on p-V diagram. When piston reaches at the position shown in Fig. 34.6 (b),
for the head end side the outer edge of the valve coincides with the outer edge of the steam
port thus closes the No. 1 steam port and admission of steam inside the cylinder is
suspended. It is represented by point c on the p-V diagram which is called the cut-off point.
As piston moves further to right towards crank end for completing its first stroke Fig. 34.6
(c,d), the hyperbolic expansion of steam takes place with increase in volume and decrease in
pressure. This is represented by the curve cr. At the end of stroke, when piston reaches at the
crank end as shown in Fig. 34.6 (e) (represented by point r on p-V diagram), the steam port
No. 1 opens again and steam is discharged from the cylinder at constant volume until its
pressure is decreased to the exhaust pressure pb (represented by vertical line rd). The point r
is called the point of release or blow down. The first stroke is thus completed.
Second stroke: The second/return stroke begins with a movement of piston from crank end
towards the cylinder head. During this part of the stroke the steam port is open and the
steam is discharged at constant pressure pb from the cylinder. This is denoted by the line dk
on p-V diagram. When the piston reaches at point shown in Fig. 34.6 (f) the steam port closes
thus the discharge of steam is stopped. On p-V diagram this is represented by point k called
the point of compression or cushioning. Now as the piston moves further towards cylinder
head (left)
Fig. 34.6 (g,h), the entrapped steam in the cylinder is compressed. The
operation of compression is denoted by the curve kf. At the end of the stroke, when piston
reaches the head end of the cylinder the position of sliding valve is such that a small part of
the steam port No. 1 is opened again by the sliding valve [Fig. 34.6(a)]. It is represented by
point f on p-V diagram. At this point steam at constant pressure pa is admitted into the
cylinder and the pressure at once increases to pa at constant volume. This operation is
denoted by the vertical line fa. Thus, the cycle is completed. The area acrdkf represents the
amount of work done by engine per cycle.
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LESSON - 35 RANKINE CYCLE AND MODIFIED RANKINE CYCLE APPLIED TO
STEAM ENGINE, INDICATOR DIAGRAMS, MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE, AND
DIAGRAM FACTOR
35.1. MODIFIED RANKINE CYCLE APPLIED TO STEAM ENGINE
The ideal cycle on which the steam engine works is known as the Rankine cycle. The Rankine
cycle is represented by 1-2-3-4-1 cycle on p-v and T-s diagrams in Fig. 35.1.

Fig. 35.1. Rankine cycle and Modified Rankine cycle of steam engine on p-v and T-s
diagrams
Process 4-1: Admission of high pressure steam into the engine cylinder
1-2: Isentropic expansion of steam in the engine cylinder
2-3: Exhaust of steam in the condenser or atmosphere.
Thus the work done during Rankine cycle by engine is represented by the area 1-2-3-4-1
In practice it is not economical to expand the steam to the extreme toe of the pV diagram,
which is represented by point 2 in above Figure. Because the work obtain during this final
portion of the expansion stroke is extremely small and, in fact, it is not sufficient to overcome
the friction of the moving parts of the engine. Therefore, the expansion stroke of the piston in
Rankine cycle is terminated at 2'. The Rankine cycle with incomplete expansion of steam is
called the incomplete expansion cycle or modified Rankine cycle.
The modified Rankine cycle is represented by 1-2'-3'-3-4-1 cycle on p-v and T-s diagram in
Fig. 35.1. In this cycle the expansion is stopped at a pressure called release pressure which is
above the condenser (back) pressure and then it falls to the condenser (back) pressure at
constant volume.
Heat energy supplied by the steam in the cylinder
3 q1

= qA = Area under process 3-4-1 on T-s diagram = (hg,1 - hf,3)

Work done during cycle by steam engine = 1w2' + 2'w3'
= (hg,1 – h2') +
= (hg,1 – h2') + v2' (p2' – p3)
Therefore, Thermal efficiency
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35.2. INDICATOR DIAGRAMS OF STEAM ENGINE
Indicator diagram: A diagram which shows the variation of volume against the pressure of a
steam inside the cylinder for one complete cycle of operation is called the pressure-volume
(p-V) diagram. It is produced with the help of an instrument known as indicator. Since it is
produced by indicator, this pressure-volume diagram is also called the indicator diagram.
Theoretical or Hypothetical Indicator diagram: In a steam engine, if it is assumed that the
opening and closing of steam ports occur instantaneous and there is no pressure drop due to
condensation or heat loss, no wire drawing due to restricted valve opening and no
compression, the indicator diagram thus obtained will be known as theoretical or
hypothetical Indicator diagram. The theoretical Indicator diagram ‗acrdkf‘ for single acting
steam engine is shown in Fig. 35.2 by firm lines.
Actual indicator diagram: If all losses and imperfections in steam engine are considered then
the indicator diagram will be known as actual Indicator diagram. The actual indicator
diagram ‗ACRK‘ for single acting steam engine superimposed on the theoretical Indicator
diagram ‗acrdkf‘ is shown in Fig. 35.2 by dotted lines.
Deviation of actual indicator diagram to theoretical indicator diagrams:
The deviation of actual indicator diagram to that of theoretical indicator diagrams of steam
engine is explained with the help of different operations of actual steam engine in Fig. 35.2.
1. In actual diagram, for steam admission, the steam port is opened slightly before the
piston has reached the dead centre position and the steam is admitted at the point ‗A‘
This is done to have a maximum steam pressure when the piston commences its
working stroke and to open the steam port sufficiently wide so that the maximum
amount of steam may then enter into the cylinder.
2. The actual admission line ‗AC‘ is shown below the theoretical line ‗ac‘; this is because
of pressure loss due to condensation in main steam pipe and throttling in the
admission valve.
3. There is rounding-off of the diagram at cut-off as the cut-off steam does not take place
instantaneously due to the time factor in the closing of the admission valve.
4. As the actual admission pressure is lower than the theoretical admission pressure, so
the actual expansion line ‗CR‘ is lower than the theoretical line ‗cr‘. The actual
expansion line ‗CR‘ is not a true hyperbola as it is assumed in theoretical diagram; this
is owing to the varying interchange of heat between the cylinder walls and steam in
cylinder. At the start of expansion stroke the steam in cylinder is hotter than the walls,
thus causing condensation of steam due to heat transfer from steam to cylinder walls.
At the end of expansion stroke, owing to its low pressure, the steam in cylinder is
colder than the cylinder walls, thus causing re-evaporation of condensed steam due to
heat transfer from cylinder walls to steam.
5. The release of steam is done at the point ‗R‘ slightly before the piston reaches dead
center as instantaneous drop in pressure is not possible.
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6. There is rounding-off of the diagram at the point of release as the opening of exhaust
valve is not instantaneous.
7. The actual exhaust line ‗RK‘ is above the theoretical line ‗dk‘ as the steam is being
forced out of the cylinder overcoming the resistance.
8. The discharge of steam is stopped at ‗K‘ before the piston is reached at the end of
stroke. The entrapped steam called cushion steam is now compressed during
remaining stroke. The pressure of the cushion steam is raised and thus a smooth
change from exhaust to admission is made. It is denoted by ‗KA‘.
9. The rounding off the toe
The area of the actual diagram is smaller than the theoretical diagram. So the work done by
the actual steam engine is less than its theoretical work.
35.3. MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE (pm) OF STEAM ENGINE
In steam engine, the pressure which is responsible for driving the piston is the difference
between the steam pressure acting on one side and the opposite pressure on the other side of
the piston. So, effective pressure = steam pressure on one side - steam pressure on the other
side.
In Fig. 35.3, it can be seen from the indicator diagram of steam engine (cycle ‗ABCD‘), the
effective pressure does not remain constant during the whole stroke of the piston. So it is
necessary to determine the average or mean effective pressure (mep) from the indicator
diagram to calculate the work done per cycle.
Mean effective pressure can be regarded as imaginary constant effective pressure which
acted on a piston during one stroke, would do the same amount of work as is done by
varying effective pressure during one cycle ‗ABCD‘. In Fig 35.3., the Mean effective pressure
is represented by line ‗ab‘.
Net work done per cycle = mep x swept volume
= pm x Vs

……….........(35.1)

From equation (35.1),
pm =

……….……………. (35.2)

Therefore, Mean effective pressure can be defined as a measure of work output per cycle per
unit cylinder size.
Method of determining the mean effective pressure (mep) from indicator diagram
The mean effective pressure, pm is calculated from indicator diagram as follows:
Mean effective pressure, pm (bar) = h (cm) x pressure scale (bar/cm)
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where, pressure scale (bar/cm) is pressure per unit height of diagrams
h (cm) is mean height of indicator diagram =
The net area of indicator diagram is measured either by counting squares
on graph paper or by use of planimeter.
35.3.1. Actual mean effective pressure (amep), pam
If the mean effective pressure is determined from the actual indicator diagram, it is known as
actual mean effective pressure (amep), pam.
or

pam =

…………….(35.2a)

35.3.2. Theoretical mean effective pressure (tmep), ptm
If it is calculated from the area of a theoretical indicator diagram, it will be the theoretical
mean effective pressure (tmep), ptm.
or ptm =

…………….(35.2b)

35.3.3. Diagram Factor
The area of the actual indicator diagram is less than the area of the theoretical indicator
diagram as shown in Fig. 35.4. The ratio of the areas of these two diagrams is called the
diagram factor or card factor denoted k.
So k =
Let L be the length of the diagrams
Therefore, k =
=
Let p be the pressure scale i.e pressure per unit height of diagrams
Then, k =
where,
respectively.
So,

pim and

ptm are

actual

and

theoretical

mean

effective

pressure,

pam = k ptm

The diagram factor varies from 0.6 to 0.9
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35.4. THEORETICAL WORK DONE AND MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE OF STEAM
ENGINE
The theoretical work done and mean effective pressure of steam Engine can be
computed with the help of a theoretical indicator diagram shown in Fig. 35.5.
Say r‘, x‘ and c‘ are certain fractions.
pa = admission pressure in absolute
pb = back pressure in absolute
Vs = F‘D‘ = swept volume in one stroke

or

clearance volume Va = c‘Vs = Vf

……………...(35.3)

or

Vc -Va = r‘Vs

……………………….(35.4)

or

Vc = r‘Vs + Va = r‘Vs + c‘Vs = (c‘+ r‘) Vs

or

Vk –Vf = x‘Vs

or

Vk = x‘Vs + Vf = x‘Vs + c‘Vs = (c‘+ x‘) Vs

or

Vr = Vd = Vs + Va = Vs + c‘Vs = (c‘+ 1) Vs

………..(35.8)

or

Vd – Vk = Vs + c‘Vs - c‘Vs – x‘Vs = (1- x‘) Vs

………..(35.9)

…………..(35.5)

……………………….(35.6)
………..(35.7)

The area of the hypothetical indicator diagram represents the theoretical work done per
cycle, so
W = area acrdkf = area acCF + area crDC - area dkKD – area kfFK
= Wac +Wcr – Wdk – Wkf

……………….. …………..(35.10)

(a) Work done by the steam at constant pressure
Wac = area acCF = aF x ac = pa (Vc –Va) = pa r‘ Vs

………….. …………..(35.11)

(b) Work done by the steam hyperbolically
Wcr = area under the curve cr = area crDC
=
=

from equation (35.5) and (35.8)

…………(35.12)

(c) Work done upon the steam at constant pressure
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Wdr = area dkKD = kK x kd = pb (Vd –Vk) = pb (1 – x‘) Vs
…………..(35.13)
(d) Work done upon the steam hyperbolically
Wkf = area under the curve kf = area kfFK
=
=

from equation (35.3) and (35.7)

…………(35.14)

From eq. (35.10), (35.11), (35.12), (35.13) and (35.14) we get, the theoretical work done per
cycle
W = Wac +Wcr – Wdk – Wkf
=
=
=

....……(35.15)

Cases:(i) If there is compression and clearance,
From eqt. (35.2b)
The theoretical mep,

ptm =

ptm =

.....…..(35.16)

(ii) If there is no compression i.e. x‘ = 0, the area of work done is acrdf Fig. 35.6 and from
eqt. (35.16), we have
ptm =
(iii) If there is no compression and clearance i.e. x‘ = 0 and c‘ = 0, the area of work done is
acrdf Fig. 35.7 and from eqt. (35.16), we have
ptm =
From equation (35.5) and (35.8)
Ratio of expansion,
or
So

ptm =
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W = area of work done = area acrdf

Fig. 35.6

= area under ac + area under cr – area under df
=
Problem 35.1: Find the theoretical mean effective pressure with the help of the following data
relating to a steam engine: Admission pressure 5 bar gauge, back pressure 0.2 bar gauge, cut
off at 0.32 of the stroke.
Solution:
Given: Admission pressure, pa = 5 bar gauge
= 5 + 1.01325
= 6.01325 bar
Back pressure, pb = 0.2 bar gauge
= 0.2 + 1.01325
= 1.21325 bar
Cut off = 0.32 of the stroke

i.e. = r′ = 0.32

Determine the theoretical mean effective pressure of a steam engine, ptm :
Formula:

ptm =

Answer:

ptm =
=
= 2.9 x 105 N/m2

Problem 35.2: Steam at a pressure of 9 bar is admitted into a steam engine and then expands
hyperbolically up to a pressure of 1.5 bar. The exhaust pressure is 1.1 bar. Find the actual
mean effective pressure neglecting clearance and compression and assuming diagram factor
as 0.85.
Solution:
Given: Admission pressure, pa = 9 bar
Exhaust/Back pressure, pb = 1.1 bar
Release pressure, pr = 1.5 bar
Expansion = Hyperbolically
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Diagram factor = 0.85.
Clearance and compression = Neglected
Find the actual mean effective pressure, Pam ;
Formula:

Pam = k ptm
Finding unknown, ptm:
ptm =
where, r is ratio of expansion
Finding unknown, r:

As the expansion ‗cr‘ is hyperbolic, so
pcVc= prVr
or

9 x 105 Vc = 1.5 x 105 Vr

or

=6

or

r

=6
ptm

=

= 3.0876 x 105 N/m2
Answer: Pam = k ptm = 0.85 x 3.0876 x 105
= 2.62 x 105 N/m2 or 2.62 bar
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LESSON - 36 PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR STEAM ENGINES
36.1. POWER OF STEAM ENGINE
36.1.1. Indicated Power (ip)
The power developed inside the engine cylinder is called the indicated power (ip). For a
reciprocating steam engine, indicated power can be measured by estimating the mean
effective pressure of the indicated diagram.
For a single acting engine
Power is developed on one side of the piston.
From equation (35.2a), the mean effective pressure, pm (bars) is given by
Pm =

or

pm =

Therefore, work done/cycle = 100 pm . Vs = 100 pm . A . L, kJ/cycle
where,

A = area of cross-section of piston, m2 ;

L = stroke of engine, m

Actual work done/min = (work done/cycle) x (No of cycles per min)
Actual work done/min = (100 pm . A . L) x (n), kJ/min
where ‗n‘ is No of power cycles per min
In steam engine number of power cycle per min ‗n‘ is equal to number of crankshaft
revolutions per min (rpm) ‗N‘,
Therefore, actual work done/min = (100 pm . A . L) x (N), kJ/min
Indicated Power Output of engine = , kW
or

......................……….. (36.1)

= , hp

For a double acting engine
Power is developed on both side of the piston.
Let Pm,1, A1 and Pm,2, A2 be the mean effective pressures and effective piston areas of head
end and crank end sides of the piston, respectively, then from equation (36.1)
Indicated Power Output of engine on the head end side = , kW
Indicated Power Output of engine on the crank end side = , kW
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Total indicated power output of the engine
........................…..(36.2)
or

,hp
where,

A1 = and
A2 =

where, ‗D‘ and ‗d‘ is diameter of piston and piston rod, respectively.
If the power developed on both side of the piston is same and area of piston rod is neglected
then

A1 = A2 = A and Pm1 = Pm2 = Pm

From equation (36.2)
Total indicated power output of the engine
= kW
Therefore, Indicated Power Output of engine =
or

, kW

= , hp

36.1.2. Brake Power
The actual power produced at the crank shaft may be termed shaft power (sp) or Brake
power (bp). It is equal to the indicated power minus the power spent to overcome the
mechanical friction in the engine and to drive the auxiliary mechanisms attached to the
engine.
The power absorbed due to mechanical friction in the engine and to drive the auxiliary
mechanisms called friction power (fp).
So

bp = ip – fp

The brake power (bp) is measured by dynamometer with the following relation:
Brake power (bp)

=

(kW or kJ/s)

For detail of brake power refer section ―Performance Criteria for IC Engines‖ in lesson 46 of
module IX.
36.2. EFFICIENCY OF STERAM ENGINE
There are several efficiencies which are to be considered for the performance of a steam
engine.
36.2.1. Mechanical efficiency:
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It is the ratio of brake power (bp) to indicated power (ip) ;
i.e.

ηm =

(normally = 80 - 94%)

As it depends primarily on engine mechanism, so it may be called the efficiency of the
engine mechanism.
36.2.2. Thermal efficiency
It is the ratio of output energy as work to the heat energy supplied by the steam in the
cylinder. If the output is indicated work, it will be indicated thermal efficiency (η ith) and if it
be brake work it will be brake thermal efficiency (ηbth).
Indicated Thermal Efficiency (ηith) =
Brake thermal efficiency (ηbth)

(normally = 17 - 24%)

=;

(normally = 14 - 21%)

where M is mass of steam admitted in per min into the engine
hg is enthalpy of dry steam at the inlet of the engine (from steam table)
hf is enthalpy of water at saturation temperature of exhaust pressure (from steam
table).
36.2.3. Overall efficiency
The overall efficiency (ηo) of a steam engine power plant is defined as the ratio of work
available at the crank shaft of steam engine to the heat energy supplied by the fuel in boiler.
Overall efficiency (ηo) =
where is mass of fuel supplied per min
CV is calorific value of fuel.
36.2.4. Relative efficiency
The relative efficiency of a steam engine is the ratio between the indicated thermal efficiency
and Rankine efficiency
Relative efficiency =
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LESSON - 37 NUMERICAL PROBLEMS ON STEAM ENGINE INCLUDING PROBLEMS
ON CALCULATIONS OF CYLINDER DIMENSIONS
Problem 37.1: In a double acting steam engine, the cylinder diameter is 60 cm and stroke is
70 cm. The mean piston speed is 20 m/min. The intake pressure is 10 bar and exhaust
pressure is 1.3 bar. The cut-off occours at 25% of the stroke. Neglect clearance and
compression. Find the i.p. of the engine for a diagram factor of 0.78. Neglect the piston rod
area.
Solution:
Given: Steam engine type = Double acting
Diameter of cylinder, D = 60 cm = 0.6 m;
Stroke length, L = 70 cm = 0.7 m;
Mean piston speed = 2LN = 20 m/min;
Admission pressure, pa = 10 bar
Exhaust/Back pressure, pb = 1.3 bar
Diagram factor = 0.78.
Clearance and compression = Neglected
Cut off = 25% of the stroke
i.e.,
Therefore, Ratio of expansion,
Determine the i.p. of the engine:
Formula: We have i.p. of double acting steam engine =
or

, kW
i.p. =

=
Finding unknown, pam:
The actual mean effective pressure is given by
Pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical)
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Finding unknown, ptm:
The theoretical mean effective pressure is given by
ptm =
= 4.66 bar
Therefore, Pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical) = 0.78 x 4.66 = 3.634 bar
Answer: Therefore,

i.p. =

= 34.24 kW

Problem 37.2: A double acting steam engine has a stroke equal to 1.3 times the diameter and
a diagram factor of 0.80. Dry and saturated steam is supplied at 10 bar and exhausts at 1.05
bar. If the speed is 250 rpm and ratio of expansion 2.5, indicated power 185 kW, calculate the
dimensions of the cylinder. Neglect clearance and compression.
Solution:
Given: Steam engine type = Double acting;
Stroke length, L = 1.3 x (diameter of cylinder) = 1.3D;
Speed, N = 250 rpm;
Admission pressure, pa = 10 bar;
Exhaust/Back pressure, pb = 1.05 bar;
Diagram factor = 0.8;
Clearance and compression = Neglected;
Ratio of expansion, r = 2.5;
Indicated power, i.p. = 185 kW.
Determine the dimensions of the cylinder, D and L:
Formula: We have, indicated power of double acting steam engine,
i.p. =

, kW

=
Therefore,
or
Finding unknown, pam:
The actual mean effective pressure is given by
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Pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical)
Finding unknown, ptm:
The theoretical mean effective pressure is given by
ptm =
= 6.615 bar
Therefore, Pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical) = 0.8 x 6.615 = 5.2952 bar
Answer: Therefore, D =

= 0.354 m = 34.5 cm
and L = 1.3 D = 1.3 x 34.5 = 44.85 cm
Problem 37.3: Dry and saturated steam at 8 bar is supplied to a single cylinder double acting
steam engine. The cut-off occours at 30% of the stroke. The expansion follows the law pV1.15 =
C. The compression commences at 60% of the return stroke and follows the law pV1.3 = C. The
clearance volume is 20% of the stroke. The back pressure is 65 cm of Hg vaccum when
barometer reads 76 cm of Hg. Calculate the mean effective pressure and i.p. of the engine if
the cylinder diameter is 36 cm, stroke 50 cm and speed 250 rpm.
Solution:
Given: Steam engine type = Double acting;
Admission pressure, pa = 8 bar;
Exhaust/Back pressure, pb = 65 cm of Hg vaccum =
= 0.1466 bar;
Cut off = 30% of the stroke i.e. cut off ‗ac‘ = 0.30 stroke ‗df‘
or

cut off ‗ac‘ = 0.30 Vs

Volume ‗kd‘ = 60% of the return stroke i.e Volume ‗kd‘ = 0.6 Vs
Therefore, volume ‗ak‘ = Vs - 0.6 Vs = 0.4 Vs
Clearance volume, Va = Vf = 20% of the stroke
= 0.2Vs
Expansion follows the law pV1.15 = C
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Compression follows the law pV1.3 = C
Diameter of cylinder, D = 36 cm = 0.36 m;
Stroke length, L = 50 cm = 0.5 m;
Speed, N = 250 rpm;
(a) Determine the mean effective pressure of the engine, ptm :
Formula: The theoretical mean effective pressure, ptm =
Finding unknown, W :
Since, the Area of the hypothetical indicator diagram represents the theoretical work done
per cycle, so
W = area acrdkf = area acCF + area crDC − area dkKD – area kfFK
= Wac +Wcr – Wdk – Wkf
= pa (Vc – Va) + − pb (Vd–Vk) −
Finding unknown, Vc, Vr, Vd, Vk, Vf , Vk, pr , pf :
Vc = Va + ‗ac‘ =0.2Vs + 0.30 Vs = 0.5Vs
Vr = Vd = Va + Vs = 0.2Vs + Vs = 1.2Vs
Vk = Va + ‗ak‘ = 0.2Vs + 0.4 Vs = 0.6Vs
Finding unknown, pr ;
From expansion law, for process ‗cr‘ we have
pcVc1.15 = prVr1.15
or pr = = 2.923 bar
Finding unknown, pf ;
From compression law, for process ‗kf‘ we have
PkVk1.3 = pfVf1.3
or pf = = 0.611 bar
Therefore, W = pa (Vc–Va) + − pb (Vd–Vk) −
Answer: Therefore, ptm

= 5.53 bar

Determine the i.p. of the engine:
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Formula: i.p. (double acting) steam engine = , kW

Answer:

Therefore, i.p. =
=
= 221.68 kW

Problem 37.4: A steam locomotive has two cylinders of 50 cm diameter and 65 cm stroke. The
diameter of the driving wheels are 2 m. Steam is admitted into the cylinder at 13 bar. The
maximum cut-off occurs at 0.80 of the stroke. The diagram factor is 0.81. Calculate the
tractive effort with this maximum cut-off. Mechanical efficiency may be assumed as 0.95.
If the train is running at 90 km/h then the resistances is 120 N per tonne. Calculate the total
train load that can be hauled at this speed if the cut- off occurs at 25% of the stroke. Assume
that diagram factor. 0.73.
Solution:
Given: No. of cylinders = 2;
Diameter of cylinder, d= 50 cm = 0.5 m;
Stroke length, L = 65 cm = 0.65 m;
Admission pressure, pa = 13 bar;
Maximum cut off = 0. 80 of the stroke
i.e., = r′ = 0.80
Therefore, ratio of expansion = 1.25
Diagram factor, K = 0.81
Mechanical efficiency, ηm = 0.95
The diameter of the driving wheels, D = 2 m
(a) Determine the tractive effort with this maximum cut-off.
Formula: Work done per revolution of the wheel = Work done available at the shaft
due to two cylinders per revolution (i.e. N = 1)
where T = tractive effort, N ;

pam = actual m.e.p., N/m2

Finding unknown, pam:
The theoretical mean effective pressure is given by
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ptm =
The actual mean effective pressure is given by
Pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical)
= 0. 81 x 11.42 = 9.25 bar
Answer: Tractive effort with this maximum cut-off, T
= 0.7139 x 105 N
(b) Determine the total train load (W) that can be hauled at 90 km/h speed if the cut- off
occurs at 25% of the stroke.
Given:

For, 0.25 cut-off, the expansion ratio,
Speed of train, S = 90 km/h
Resistances, R = 120 N/tonne

Formula: Work done required per sec to haul loaded train = , kW
where, F is the tractive effort required = R x W, N
W is the train load to be hauled, tonnes
This required work to haul loaded train will be supplied by the two
cylinders and is available at the crank shaft
= x ηm x (No. of cylinder), kW
Therefore, x ηm x (No. of cylinder)

or 2 ×
or

Total train load, W =

Finding unknown, pam:
The theoretical mean effective pressure is given by
ptm =
The actual mean effective pressure is given by
Pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical)
= 0. 73 x 6.45 = 4.7
Finding unknown, N:

bar
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Speed in m/min,
=
N= =

rpm

Answer:

Therefore,

Total train load, W =
= 302.3 tonnes

Problem 37.5: Dry and saturated steam at a pressure of 12 bar is supplied to a double acting
steam engine cylinder. The cut-off occurs a 40% of the stroke and the exhaust pressure is 1.2
bar. The clearance is 10% of the stroke and the compression commences at 0.85 of the return
stroke. Find the mean effective pressure.
If the b.p. of the engine is 21 kW running at 120 rpm, calculate the cylinder dimension. The
mechanical efficiency may be assumed as 80%. Assume the expansion of steam is hyperbolic.
The mean speed of the engine is 70 m/min.
Solution:
Given:
Steam engine cylinder = Double acting
Admission pressure, pa = 12 bar;
Exhaust/Back pressure, pb = 1.2 bar;
Cut off = 40% of the stroke i.e. cut off ‗ac‘ = 0.430 stroke ‗DF‘
or

Cut off ‗ac‘ = (Vc-Va) = 0.40 Vs
Clearance volume, Va = Vf = 10% of the stroke
= 0.1Vs

Volume ‗kd‘= 0.85 of the return stroke i.e Volume ‗kd‘= 0.85Vs
Therefore, volume ‗ak‘ = (Vk-Vf) = Vs - 0.85Vs = 0.15Vs
Determine the mean effective pressure.
Formula: With compression and clearance, the mean effective pressure
ptm
Finding unknown, c' , r', x' ;
c' = = 0.1
r' = = 0.4
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x' = = 0.15
Answer: Therefore, the mean effective pressure
ptm = 8.2 bar
Determine the cylinder dimension Length (L) and diameter of cylinder (d):
Given: b.p. of the engine = 21 kW
Speed, N = 120 rpm
Mechanical efficiency = 80%
Expansion of steam is hyperbolic.
Mean speed of the engine, S = 70 m/min.
Determine length of stroke, L:
Formula: Since the mean piston speed = 2LN = S m/min.
where, L is piston stroke
or
Answer:

L=

= = 0.2616

Determine diameter of the cylinder, d:
Formula: i.p. of double acting steam engine
, kW
and

ηm =

or
or
or

2×
d=

Answer: d =
=
= 0.1874 m = 18.74 cm
Problem 37.6: Following data were obtained during a trial on a single cylinder double acting
steam engine.
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Cylinder diameter , D = 25 cm

Radius of brake wheel = 0.75 m

Stroke =36 cm

Radius of rope=0.12 cm

Piston rod diameter, d =5 cm

Dead load on brake = 2650 N

rpm = 240

Reading on spring balance = 150
N

Length of indicator diagram =5.5 cm

Steam used = 15 kg/min

Area of indicator diagram for cover end =14.2 cm2

Initial steam pressure = 10 bar

Area of indicator diagram for crank end 15.5 cm2

back pressure = 1.4 bar

Scale of the spring=1.5 bar/cm
Determine i.p., b. p., mechanical efficiency and brake thermal efficiency.
Solution:
Given:
Cylinder diameter , D = 25 cm = 0.25m
Stroke, L =36 cm = 0.36m
Piston rod diameter, d =5 cm = 0.05m
Rpm, N = 240
Length of indicator diagram =5.5 cm = 0.055m
Area of indicator diagram for cover end =14.2 cm2
Area of indicator diagram for crank end 15.5 cm2
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Scale of the spring =1.5 bar/cm
Radius of brake wheel, R = 0.75 m
Radius of rope, r =0.12 cm = 0.0012 m
Dead load on brake, W = 2650 N
Reading on spring balance, S = 150 N
Steam used, M= 15 kg/min
Initial steam pressure = 10 bar
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p = 10 bar

hg = 2776.2 kJ/kg,

Back pressure = 1.4 bar
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p = 1.4 bar

hf = 454.7 kJ/kg,

(a) Determine i.p.:
Formula:

Total (i.p.) indicated power developed by the engine
= ,

kW

Finding unknown, Pam,1, Pam,2 , A1 and A2 :
Actual mean effective pressure for the cover end is given by
pam,1 (cover end) =

= 3.87 bar

Actual mean effective pressure for the crank end is
pam,2 (crank end) = = = 4.227 bar
Effective area on which pressure acts on the cover end side is given by
A1 (cover end) = = 0.0452 m2
Effective area on which pressure acts on the crank
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A2 (crank end) = = 0.0432 m2
Answer: Total indicated power developed by the engine,
i.p. =
=
= 25.18 + 26.29 = 51.47 kW
(b) Determine b. p.:
Formula: b.p. developed by the engine;
Brake power (bp) =

(kW or kJ/S)

Finding unknown, T;
T = (W - S) x (R + r)
= (2650 - 150) x (0.75 + 0.0012) = 1878 N-m
Answer: Therefore, Brake power (bp) =

= 47.19 (kW or kJ/S)

(c) Determine mechanical efficiency, ηm :
Formula: ηm =
Answer:

Mechanical efficiency, ηm = × 100 = 91.68%

(d) Determine brake thermal efficiency:
Formula: The brake thermal efficiency is
ηb,th =
Answer:

ηb,th =

= 8.13%
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LESSON - 38 MASS OF STEAM IN THE CYLINDER
38.1. MASS OF STEAM IN THE CYLINDER DURING EXPANSION STROKE
The mass of steam in the cylinder at any point between cut-off ‗C‘ and release ‗R‘ is
m = ma + mc
where
ma = mass of the steam admitted into the cylinder from point of admission to point of cut-off
per power cycle of engine (during process A-C as shown in Fig. 38.1).
mc = mass of steam left behind in the clearance space from the previous stroke i.e. cushion
steam in clearance space (mass of steam between point K and point A).
Mass of steam admitted into the cylinder per power cycle (ma) can be calculated from
……………..(38.1)
where, M is mass of steam admitted per min (kg/min) also called actual steam consumption
in steam engine.
n is number of power cycle per minute
For double acting engine, n = 2N and for single acting, n = N
Where, N = number of crankshaft revolutions per minute (rpm)
The actual steam consumption (M) can be determined experimentally by one of following
methods:
i) Recording the quantity of feed water delivered to the boiler
ii) The quantity of steam condensed in the condenser
iii) Measuring the amount of steam supplied to the engine with the help of an orifice-meter.
Mass of cushion steam (mc ) can be calculated from any point on the compression curve ‗KA‘ of the indicated diagram. To do this it is first necessary to calibrate the pressure line and
volume line of the indicator diagram so that the absolute pressure and volume of any point
may be read off.
Calibration of indicator diagram:
Pressure line calibration:
Let ‗de‘ represents the atmospheric pressure line on indicator diagram.
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Let S be pressure in bar per cm of vertical ordinate.
Pressure scale = of vertical ordinate
The distance ‗od‘ represents the atmospheric pressure to this pressure scale;
The line ‗ab‘ is drawn at distance ‗od‘ from atmospheric pressure line to represent the
absolute zero pressure.
where, od = cm
The pressure may now be marked on the vertical ordinate to the scale of 1 cm = S bar
absolute pressure, commencing with its zero at ‗o‘.
Volume line calibration:
The length ‗ab‘ of the indicator diagram represents the stroke volume, hence
‗ab‘ =
Where, D is the diameter of the piston in meter
L is the stroke in meter.
Then volume scale = , m3 per cm of horizontal ordinate
The distance ‗oa‘ represents the clearance volume to this volume scale;
The line ‗od‘ is drawn at distance ‗oa‘ from ‗aA‘ to represent the absolute zero volume.
where oa =

, cm

The volume may now be marked on the horizontal line ‗ob‘ to the volume scale,
commencing with its zero at ‗o‘.
The absolute pressure and volume at any point may now be determined from the calibrated
p-V diagram.
Mass of cushion steam (mc) calculation from calibrated indicator diagram
The cushion steam is trapped in the cylinder during the compression stroke therefore the
mass of cushion steam is calculated from the process ‗KA‘ on the indicator diagram.
Select a point ‗f‘ on the compression curve, towards the end of the stroke where the steam
may be assumed to be just dry because compression tends to dry the steam. Read off the
pressure and volume of the steam at point ‗f‘ from the calibrated p-v diagram.
Let pf = absolute pressure of steam at ‗f‘ , bar
Vf = volume of steam at ‗f‘ , m3
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vf = specific volume of dry steam corresponding to pressure pf, m3/kg (from steam table)

Mass of steam in cylinder at any point between cutoff and release is
(kg)
38.2. SPECIFIC STEAM CONSUMPTION (SSC):
The amount of steam consumed per unit power output is called the specific steam
consumption. It is usually expressed in kg per kW hr. It is also called steam rate.
The specific steam consumption may be expressed on the basis of either i.p. or b.p. If specific
steam consumption is based on i.p., it is known as indicated specific steam consumption.
Similarly, if b.p. is taken as basis, it is known as brake specific steam consumption.
The mass of steam consumed is determined from eqn (38.1),
M = ma . n
= ma . n . 60
= ma . 2N . 60
= ma . N . 60

(kg/min)
(kg/hr)
(for double acting)
(for single acting)

Problem 38.1: Estimate the specific Steam consumption in kg per i.p. per hour of a double
acting engine from the following data:Cylinder diameter 60 cm, stroke 90 cm, rpm 88, admission pressure 8 bar, back pressure 1.8
bar, cut-off occurs at 20% of the stroke for both ends. The specific volume of steam at the
point of cut off is 0.24 m3/kg. The diagram factor may be assumed equal to 0.8.
Solution:
Given: Steam engine = double acting engine
Diameter of cylinder, d= 60 cm = 0.6 m;
Stroke length, L = 90 cm = 0.9 m;
Speed, N = 88 rpm;
Admission pressure, pa = 8 bar;
Exhaust/Back pressure, pb = 1.8 bar;
Cut off = 20% of the stroke
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or Volume at cut-off = Vc = 0.2V
i.e., = r′ = 0.20
Therefore, ratio of expansion = 5
Specific volume at the point of cut-off = vc = 0.24 m3/kg
Diagram factor, k = 0.8
Determine the specific Steam consumption in kg per i.p. per hour of a double acting
engine
Formula: Specific steam consumption =

, kg/kWh

Finding unknown, i.p. and M ;
Finding unknown, i.p.;
Indicated power of double acting steam engine, i.p. =

, kW

=2×
Finding unknown, pam ;
The actual mean effective pressure is given by
pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical)

Finding unknown, ptm ;
The theoretical mean effective pressure is given by
ptm =
= 2.375 bar
pam (actual) = k ptm (theoretical) = 0.8 x 2.375 = 1.9

bar

i.p. = 2 ×
=2×
= 141.82 kW
Finding unknown, M;
We have, Volume at cut-off = Vc = 0.2V =
= 0.2 x (π/4) (0.6)2 x 0.9 = 0.05089 m3
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Mass of steam admitted per stroke, ma = = = 0.212 kg/cycle
Steam consumption per hour, M = ma . 2N . 60
= 0.212 x 2 x 88 x 60 = 2238.72 kg/h
Answer:

Specific steam consumption = = 15.78 kg/kWh

Problem 38.2: Dry and saturated steam at 15 bar is admitted into a double acting steam
engine. The steam exhausts at 0.4 bar. The original cut-off was 40% of the stroke. In order to
effect a saving in economy it was decided that cut-off should occur earlier at 20% of the
stroke. The power output was kept constant by increasing the speed. If diagram factor in
both cases remains to be the same calculate (a) the ratio of new original speed and (b) saving
in steam consumption.
Solution:
Given: Steam engine = double acting engine
Admission pressure, pa = 15 bar;
Exhaust/Back pressure, pb = 0.4 bar;
Original cut off = 40% of the stroke
i.e. Volume at 40 cut off, VC,40% = 0.4Vs
New cut off = 20% of the stroke
i.e. Volume at 20 cut off, VC,20% = 0.2Vs
Diagram factor for 40% (original) cut off = Diagram factor for 20% (new) cut off = k
Assume, Compression and Clearance = Neglected
(a) Determine the ratio of new and original speed, :
Formula: Since power developed remains the same for 40% (original) cut off and 20% (new)
cut off,
i.e.

i.p. 40% = i.p. 20%

Hence, 2 × = 2 ×
or
Finding unknown, pam,40%:
The actual mean effective pressure is given by
pam,40% (actual) = (k.ptm)40% = k x 11.09
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Finding unknown, ptm,40% :
The theoretical mean effective pressure is given by

Finding unknown, r40%:
When cut-off occurs at 40% of the stroke,
i.e., = = 0.40
Therefore, ratio of expansion r40% = = 2.5
Therefore, ptm, 40% = = 11.09 bar
pam,40% (actual) = (k.ptm)40% = k x 11.09
Finding unknown, pam,20%:
The actual mean effective pressure is given by
pam,20% (actual) = k.(ptm)20%
Finding unknown, ptm,20% :
The theoretical mean effective pressure is given by
ptm, 20% =
Finding unknown, r20% :
When cut-off occurs at 20% of the stroke,
i.e.,

= r20%′ = 0.20

Therefore, ratio of expansion r20% = = 5
Therefore, ptm, 20% = = 7.428 bar
pam,20% (actual) = (k.ptm)20% = k x 7.428
Answer:

= 1.492

(b) Saving in steam consumption, S%:
Formula: Percentage saving in steam consumption is
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Where, M40% is mass of steam supplied per hour when cut- takes place at 40% of the
stroke is
and M20% is mass of steam supplied per hour when cut- takes place at 20% of the
stroke is
Answer:

Percentage saving in steam consumption is

× 100
= × 100 = 25.4%
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LESSON - 39 SATURATION CURVE AND MISSING QUANTITY AND NUMERICAL
PROBLEM
39.1. SATURATION CURVE
Saturation curve is defined as the curve showing the volume that the steam in the cylinder
would occupy during the expansion stroke, if perfectly dry. A saturation curve is plotted on
the p-V diagram and shows at a glance the wetness of steam in the cylinder during expansion
stroke.
As discussed in previous lesson, consider a calibrated indicator diagram as shown in Fig. 39.1
and assume total mass of the steam in cylinder during expansion stroke is
m = ma+ mc
Let us now consider any point M on the expansion curve and read off pressure and volume
corresponding to the point M from the diagram.
Let, pm is the absolute pressure of wet steam at M in bar and
Vm is volume of wet steam at point M in m3= LM (say)
From the steam tables, obtain specific volume vg of saturated steam corresponding to
pressure pm .
Then the volume of dry steam if wet steam at point M is fully dry = m vg
Say this volume is represented by LN to the volume scale of the p V diagram.
This means that the point N represents the volume of dry steam if wet steam at point M is
fully dry.
The dryness fraction of steam at point M =
Using the above procedure for other points on expansion curve, other points dry volume are
obtained. A curve passing through these points of dry volume is known as the saturation
curve. In Fig 39.1 the saturation curve is shown in dotted line.
From the saturation curve the dryness fraction of the steam at all points of the expansion
curve may be obtained. Say if dryness fraction of steam is required at the point ‗Q‘ and ‗Y‘,
draw a horizontal line through ‗Q‘ and ‗Y‘ to cut vertical ordinate at point ‗P‘ and ‗X‘ and the
saturation curve at ‗R‘ and ‗Z‘ respectively.
Then the dryness fraction at Q and Y are given as
Dryness fraction of steam at point Q =
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Dryness fraction of steam at point Y =
It is observed from Fig. 39.1 that the steam is wet at the beginning of the expansion stroke
and becomes dryer towards the end. This is so, because of the fact that the high pressure
steam is hotter at the beginning of expansion stroke than the cylinder walls, this causes the
steam to condense. During the expansion stroke, the steam pressure falls, and towards the
end of the stroke, the walls will be hotter than the steam; this causes the re-evaporation of the
condensed steam and the dryness fraction will consequently increase.
If the walls of the cylinder were not steam jacketed, this increase in dryness fraction, at the
end of expansion stroke, would not be obtained.
39.2. MISSING QUANTITY
The missing quantity is regarded as the difference between the actual mass of steam in the
cylinder (m) and the indicated mass of dry saturated steam (mi)
Missing quantity = m - mi
As the actual mass of steam in cylinder (m) is the sum of mass of the steam admitted into the
cylinder (ma) and mass of cushion steam (mc).
Therefore, missing quantity= (ma+mc) – mi
The mass of steam admitted into the cylinder (ma) and mass of cushion steam (mc) are
determined as discussed in previous Lesson. Whereas, the indicated mass of steam (mi) is
determined from indicated diagram shown in Fig. 39.1. At point M, the indicated mass of
steam is given by
mi =
Where Vm is the volume at point M and
vg is specific volume of saturated steam at pm pressure
Sometimes the missing quantity is also expressed as the horizontal distance between the
saturation line and the actual expansion curve is called missing quantity.
Thus in Fig 39.1, the missing quantity at point M i.e. at pressure Pm is
MN = LN – LM = Vn– Vm
The missing quantity is mainly due to condensation of steam but a small amount is also due
to leakage past the piston. The area between the saturation curve and the expansion curve
represents the work lost per cycle due to this missing quantity.
The missing quantity due to steam condensation may be reduced by the following methods:
(a) By supplying the superheated steam to the engine cylinder.
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(b) By jacketing the cylinder walls with steam supplied by the boiler.
(c) By providing water separator in the steam pipe just before the steam enters the steam
chest in steam engine.
(d) By insulating steam pipe leading to the steam engine to prevent heat loss from the steam
to surrounding.
(e) By increasing the engine speed.
(f) By compounding in which expansion takes place in more than one cylinder.
(g) By a different arrangement of valves as in uniflow engine.
Problem 39.1: The following different events take place in a double acting, single cylinder
steam engine having 55 cm cylinder diameter, 80 cm stroke length, clearance 5% of the stroke
volume, steam consumption 70 kg/min and the speed 80 rpm.
Events

Fraction of stroke

Pressure

Cut-off

40% of forward stroke

9 bar

Release

90% of forward stroke

4.5 bar

Compression

80% of return stroke

2 bar

From the data given above, determine
(a) mass of dry steam present in the cylinder at the points of cut-off, release and
compression.
(b) dryness fraction of steam at cut-off and release.
(c) missing quantities at cut-off and release. If there is a difference in the missing quantities at
cut-off and release, give reasons for that.
(d) percentage of re-evaporation during expansion.
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Solution:
Given: Steam engine type= Double acting and single cylinder
Diameter of cylinder,d= 55 cm = 0.55 m;
Stroke length, L = 80 cm = 0.8 m;
Steam consumption, M = 70 kg/min
Speed, N= 80 rpm
Clearance = 5% of the stroke volume,
i.e. Clearance volume, Vc = 0.05Vs
= 0.05 × L
= 0.05 × = 0.0095 m3
Cut off =40% of the forward stroke

i.e. (V1–Vc) = 0.4Vs

Release = 90% of the forward stroke

i.e. (V2–Vc) = 0.9Vs

Compression = 80% of return stroke

i.e. (V3–Vc) = (1 - 0.8Vs) = 0.2Vs

(a) Determine mass of dry steam(indicated mass) present in the cylinder at the points of
cut-off, release and compression:
Formula: Mass of dry steam (indicated mass) at any point on indicated (p-v) diagram,
mi =
(i) Mass of dry steam (indicated mass) present in the cylinder at the points of cut-off i.e.
point 1 at 9 bar, mi,1:
Formula:

mi,1 = =

Finding unknown, V1 ;
As, (V1–Vc) = 0.4Vs
V1 = Vc + 0.4 Vs
= Vc + 0.4 × L
= 0.0095 + 0.4 x 0.8 = 0.0855 m3
Finding unknown, ;
From steam table (dry saturated steam)
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Specific volume of dry steam at cut off point 1 at 9 bar, = 0.215 m3/kg
Answer:

Mass of dry steam (indicated mass) at cut-off, i.e. point 1 at 9 bar, mi,1 =
= = 0.398 kg/cycle

(ii) Mass of dry steam (indicated mass) present in the cylinder at the points of release i.e.
point 2 at 4.5 bar, mi,2:
Formula:

mi,2 =

Finding unknown, V2 ;
As, (V2–Vc) = 0.9Vs

V2 = Vc + 0.9 Vs
= Vc + 0.9
= 0.0095 + 0.9 x = 0.1805 m3
Finding unknown, ;
From steam table (dry saturated steam)
Specific volume of dry steam at release point 2 at 4.5 bar, = 0.414 m3/kg
Answer:

Mass of dry steam (indicated mass) at release, i.e. point 2 at 4.5 bar, mi,2 =
= = 0.436 kg/cycle

(iii) Mass of dry steam (indicated mass) present in the cylinder at the points of
compression i.e. point 3 at 2 bar, mi,3 :
Formula:

mi,3 = =

Finding unknown, V2 ;
As, (V3–Vc) = 0.2Vs

V3 = Vc + 0.2 Vs
= Vc + 0.2
= 0.0095 + 0.2 x = 0.0475 m3
Finding unknown, ;
From steam table (dry saturated steam)
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Specific volume of dry steam at compression point 3 at 2 bar, = 0.8854 m3/kg
Answer:

Mass of dry steam (indicated mass) at compression, i.e. point ‗3‘ at 2 bar, mi,3 =
= = 0.0536 kg/cycle

(b) Determine dryness fraction of steam at cut-off, x1 and dryness fraction of steam at
release, x2:
Formula: Dryness fraction at cut-off, x1
=
Dryness fraction at release, x2
=
Finding unknown, m ;
Actual mass of steam in cylinder between cut-off and release (i.e. at cut off point ‗1‘ and
release point ‗2),
m = mass of cushion steam per cycle between point ‗3‘ and ‗4‘ + mass of steam admitted in
the engine per cycle from point ‗4‘ to ‗1‘.
= mi,3 + ma
Finding unknown, ma;
Mass of steam admitted per min. = M = 70 kg/min
Mass of steam admitted in to the engine cylinder per cycle from point ‗4‘ to ‗1‘,
ma = = 0.4375 kg/cycle
m = mi,3 + ma = 0.0536 + 0.4375 = 0.4911 kg/cycle
Answer:

Dryness fraction at cut-off, x1 = = 0.8104

Dryness fraction at release, x2 = = 0.8878
(c) Determine missing quantities at cut-off and release. If there is a difference in the
missing quantities at cut-off and release, give reasons for that
Assumption: During actual cycle steam is dry and saturated at any point on the compression
curve.
Formula: Missing quantity at cut-off per cycle
= (Actual mass of steam in cylinder at cut-off point ‗1‘) – (Indicated mass of steam present in
the cylinder at the points of cut-off i.e. point ‗1‘)
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= m – mi,1,

kg/cycle

Missing quantity at cut-off per hour = (Missing quantity at cut-off per cycle) x 2 x N x
60,kg/h
Similarly, missing quantity at release per cycle
= (Actual mass of steam in cylinder at release point ‗2‘) – (Indicated mass of steam present in
the cylinder at the points of cut-off i.e. point ‗1‘)
= m – mi,2, kg/cycle
Missing quantity at cut-off per hour = (Missing quantity at cut-off per cycle) x 2 x N x
60,kg/h
Answer:

Missing quantity at cut-off per cycle= m – mi,1= 0.4911 – 0.398 = 0.0931 kg/cycle
Missing quantity at cut-off per hour = 0.0931 x 2 x 80 x 60

= 939.76 kg/h

Answer: Missing quantity at release per cycle = m – mi,2= 0.4911 – 0.436 = 0.0551 kg/cycle
Missing quantity at release per hour = 0.0931 x 2 x 80 x 60

= 519.36 kg/h

The missing quantity at release is less than at cut-off. This is so because of the fact that the
initial condensation is pronounced at cut-off than at the release. During the end of the
expansion stroke heat flows from the wall to the steam and hence re-evaporation starts.
(d) Determine percentage of re-evaporation during expansion
Formula: The percentage of re-evaporation,
=
Answer: The percentage of re-evaporation,
=
= × 100 = 44.73%
Problem 39.2: The dry and saturated steam is supplied to a non-condensing single cylinder,
double acting steam engine which has a cylinder diameter 30 cm and stroke 50 cm. The
clearance volume is 10% of the swept volume. The engine runs at 200 rpm. At a point on the
expansion curve immediately after cut-off and at 40% of the stroke, the pressure taken from
the indicator card is 4.5 bar. At a point on the compression curve at 90% of the return stroke,
pressure is 1.6 bar.
Calculate the indicated and the actual steam consumption per hour if the missing quantity at
the above mentioned point on the expansion curve after the cut-off is 0.007 kg per cycle.
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Solution:
Given: Steam engine type = Double acting and single cylinder
Diameter of cylinder,d= 30 cm = 0.30 m;
Stroke length, L = 50 cm = 0.5 m;
Speed, N= 200 rpm
Clearance = 10% of the stroke volume, i.e. Clearance volume, Vc = 0.1Vs
Point ‗5‘ on the expansion curve immediately after cut off at 4.5 bar pressure
= 40% of the forward stroke
i.e. (V5–Vc) = 0.4Vs
Point ‗6‘ on the compression curve at 1.6 bar pressure
= 90% of return stroke
i.e. (V6–Vc) = (1 - 0.9Vs) = 0.1Vs
(a) Determine the indicated steam consumption per hour.
Formula: Indicated steam consumption per stroke
= [(Indicated mass of steam present in the cylinder at the point ‗5‘) - (Indicated mass
of steam present in the cylinder at the point ‗6‘)]
= (mi,5 – mi,6)

, kg/cycle

Indicated steam consumption per hour = (mi,5 – mi,6) x 2N x 60

, kg/hr

Finding unknown, Indicated mass of steam present in the cylinder at the point ‘5’ at
4.5 bar, mi,5:
mi,5 =
Finding unknown, V5 ;
As, (V5–Vc) = 0.4Vs

V5 = Vc + 0.4 Vs
= 0.1 Vs+ 0.4 Vs
= 0.5 Vs = 0.5
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= 0.5 x = 0.0177 m3
Finding unknown, ;
From steam table (dry saturated steam)
Specific volume of dry steam at cut off point 5 at 4.5 bar,

= 0.4123 m3/kg

Indicated mass of steam at point ‗5‘ at 4.5 bar, mi,5 =

=

= 0.0428 kg/cycle

Finding unknown, Indicated mass of steam present in the cylinder at the point ‘6’ at
1.6 bar, mi,6:
mi,6 =
Finding unknown, V6 ;
As, (V6–Vc) = 0.1Vs

V6 = Vc + 0.1 Vs
= 0.1 Vs+ 0.1 Vs
= 0.2Vs
= 0.2
= 0.2 x = 0.00706 m3
Finding unknown, ;
From steam table (dry saturated steam)
Specific volume of dry steam at compression point 6 at 1.6 bar, = 1.111 m3/kg
Indicated massof steam at point 6 at 1.6 bar, mi,6 = = 0.00635 kg/cycle
Answer:

Indicated steam consumption per stroke = (mi,5 – mi,6)
= (0.0428 - 0.00635) = 0.0364 kg/cycle
Indicated steam consumption per hour = (mi,5 – mi,6) x 2N x 60
= 0.03654 x 2 x 200 x 60 = 876.96 kg/h

(b) Determine the actual steam consumption per hour if the missing quantity at the above
mentioned point on the expansion curve after the cut-off is 0.007 kg per cycle.
Given: Missing quantity point ‗5‘ on the expansion curve after the cut-off = 0.007 kg per
cycle.
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Formula: Actual consumption of steam = [ Indicated steam consumption per hour + Missing
quantityper hour],kg/h
Finding unknown, missing quantity;
Missing quantity = 0.007 x 24000 = 168 kg/h
Answer: Actual consumption of steam
= Indicated steam consumption per hour + Missing quantity per hour
= 876.96 + (0.007 x 2N x 60)
= 876.96 + (0.007 x 2 x 200 x 60)
= 876.96 +168 = 1044.96 kg/h
Problem 39.3: Dry and saturated steam is generated at 13 bar from feed water at 50°C in a
boiler. The steam passes at the rate of 1.5 kg/s through a steam pipe to the engine control
valve. While passing through valve, the steam is throttled to 9 bar and steam is found to be
1% wet. The exhaust takes place at 0.3 bar. The i.p. developed by the engine is 625 kW.
Calculate (a) the heat loss per minute in the steam pipe, (b) thermal efficiency of the engine
only based on i.p.
Solution:
Given: Dry and saturated steam generated in boiler from 50°C feed water at pressure, p A =
13 bar;
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, pA = 13 bar → hg,A= 2785.7 kJ/kg, kJ/kgK
Given: Steam condition after control valve i.e. at point ‗C‘ = 9 bar and 1% wet;
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, pc = 9 bar → hf,c= 742.64 kJ/kg, hfg,c= 2029.5kJ/kg
Given: Exhaust/ back pressure, pb = 0.3 bar;
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, pb = 0.3 bar →

hf,0.3bar= 289.3 kJ/kg

Given: Steam flow rate through steam pipe from point ‗A‘ to ‗B‘, = 1.5 kg/s;
Indicated power, i.p. = 625 kW.
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(a) Determine the heat loss per minute in the steam pipe;
Formula: Assuming there is no pressure drop in the steam pipe,
The heat loss per kg in the pipe from point ‗A‘ to ‗B‘
= Heat in steam at point ‗A‘ – heat in steam at point ‗B‘
= QA– QB ,

kJ/kg

The heat loss per min in the pipe from point ‗A‘ to ‗B‘
= (QA– QB) x m kJ/min.
Finding unknown, QA;
Heat in steam at point ‗A‘ , QA = hA + W ;
or

QA = hA

Finding unknown, hA ;
From steam table, hA = hg,A = 2785.7 kJ/kg;
QA = hA= 2785.7 kJ/kg
Finding unknown, QB;
Heat in steam at point ‗B‘ , QB = hB + W ;
or

QB = hB

Finding unknown, hB;
In throttling process from ‗B‘ to ‗C‘ , enthalpy remains constant
hB = hC, (9 bar, 1% wet)
Finding unknown, hC;
hC = (hf,c + x . hfg,c)
= 2751.48 kJ/kg
hB = hC, = 2751.48 kJ/kg
QB = hB = 2751.48 kJ/kg
Answer: The heat loss in the pipe per kg = QA– QB
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= 2785.7 – 2751.48 = 34.22 kJ/kg
The heat loss per min in the pipe = (QA– QB) x
= 34.22 x 1.5 x 60 = 3079.8 kJ/min
(b) Determine the thermal efficiency of the engine only based on i.p. ;
Formula: Thermal efficiency of the engine only based on i.p.,

Answer: ηth = = 16.92%
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LESSON - 40 GOVERNING OF SIMPLE STEAM ENGINE AND NUMERICAL
PROBLEM
40.1. GOVERNING OF SIMPLE STEAM ENGINE
The purpose of governing of simple steam engine is to maintain the speed of an engine fairly
constant irrespective of load. Commonly used methods employed for the governing of the
simple steam engines are as following.
(a) By throttling the steam.
(b) By varying cut-off point of the steam
40.1.1. By throttling the steam:
In this, governing is achieved by throttling the steam with the help of centrifugal governor
which is mounted on steam engine and gets drive from steam engine shaft through belt and
pulley arrangement (Fig. 40.1).
Suppose the engine is running at its rated speed and load and, corresponding to this the area
ACRKF on the p-v diagram is shown in Fig. 40.2. Now suppose the load on the engine
decreases, then the power developed (area ACRKF on the p-v diagram)in the engine will be
more than the demand and, as a consequence of this the engine speed will increase. As
thefly-balls revolve with a spindle, which is driven by the engine through bevel gears, the
increase in engine speed will result in the increase of centrifugal force on the fly-balls and
hence fly-balls moves outwards and upwards. The sleeve which is connected to the fly-balls
through links and can only slide up and down on spindle also rises upwards with fly-balls.
Finally, the upward movement of the sleeve partly closes the throttling valveat the other end
of the bell crank lever and. This throttles the steam from pressure pato a suitable lower
pressure pa',as shown in p-v diagram in Fig. 40.2,so that the heat drops and load for doing
work is reduced from (h1 –h2) to (h1' –h2'),as shown in h-s diagram,and consequently, the
work developed in the engine is reduced from ACRKF to A'C'R'KF which is just equal to the
demanded load. Under this condition the speed of the engine drops to the normal value
required and the speed is maintained constant.If the load is still further reduced, the steam is
throttled to the required, lower pressure pa'', so that, the power developed is equal the
demand, and the speed is maintained constant. With increase in load reverse action takes
place.
During throttling process:
(i) Steam cut-off point ‗C‘ remains constant,
(ii) there is no change in condenser vacuum ‗pb‘,
(iii) expansion‗C-R‘ follows the hyperbolic law,
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(iv) engine runs at constant speed and
(v) the enthalpy of steam 1-1′ or 1-1′′ remains constant.
This type of governing is simple and low in cost but it has the disadvantage of low thermal
efficiency at part load. It is suitable for small engines where engine efficiency is of no
importance.
In Fig. 40.3, the steam consumption has been plotted against the indicated power of the
engine; a straight line graph is obtained. This line is known as Willan‘s line. Thus showing
the directly proportionallybetween the steam consumption and indicated power.
It is expressed as
M = A + B . (i.p.)

……………. (40.1)

Where M is steam consumption in kg/h. A and B are constants of proportionality.

The equation (40.1) may be derived in the following manner
We know that the mean effective pressure neglecting clearance and compression is given by
pim =
where, p is admission pressure at which steam is admitted into cylinder and pb is back
pressure.
and i.p. for double acting steam engine is given by

or

i.p. = k1 p - k2

where k1 = = constant

i.p. =

…………………………………….. (40.2)
and

k2 = = constant

Due to throttling, dry and saturated steam becomes superheated. Therefore, gas laws can be
applied. This fact may be verified using steam tables. Thus at cut-off point
pv = constant

or

v=

Where p and v are pressure and specific volume of admitted steam respectively.
and V= volume of steam admitted per stroke
Mass of steam admitted per stroke,
For throttling governing, at all admission pressures (pa, pa' and pa'') volume of steam
admitted per stroke is also constant (i.e. Vc = Vc’ = Vc’’) and hence we may write.
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ma = p x constant
Now, the mass of steam consumed per hour for a double acting steam engine will be
M = ma x 2N x 60
or

, kg/h

= 2N x p x constant = k3 p

where, k3 is another constant

From eqn (40.2),
From above two eqn. , we get
or M =
or M = A + B (i.p.)
Where, A and B are constants.
40.1.2. Cut-off Governing:
In the cut-off governing, the governing is achieved by varying the amount of steam supplied
to the engine i.e. by varying the steam cut-off point.
Suppose an engine is working at its rated load and speed and the power developed is given
by the indicator diagram area ACRKF with steam cut-off the point at ‗C‘ as shown in Fig.
40.4.Now suppose the load on the engine is reduced, then the power developed (area ACRKF
on the p-v diagram) in the engine will be more than the demand and, as a consequence of this
the engine speed will increase. To maintain constant speed, the cut-off point of steam is
varied to a suitable point C', so that, the steam consumption is reduced causing the power
developed shown by area AC'R'KF is just equal the load demanded. Under this condition the
speed will decrease to the normal value, and thus, by this method the speed is maintained
constant. If the load is further reduced, then the cut-off is varied to another suitable point
C'', so that, the power developed is just equal to the load demanded. If the load increases, the
reverse action takes place.
In cut-off governing, the admission pressure remains constant. The variation of the rate of
steam consumption against the i.p. developed is found as follows:
Neglecting clearance and compression effects, the mean effective pressure,
pim =
where p is admission pressure at which steam is admitted into cylinder and pb is back
pressure.

In the cut-off governing, p and pb remain constant. Hence
pim =
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Again, i.p. for double acting steam engine =
But 2 LAN is a constant for an engine.
The mass of steam consumed per hour for a double acting steam engine will be
M = ma x 2N x 60

kg/h

where Mass of steam admitted per stroke,
where V is volume of steam admitted per stroke and not constant for cut-of governing (i.e.
Vc ≠ Vc’ ≠ Vc’’).
v = specific volume of admitted steam and a constant for cut-of governing (i.e. vc = vc’ =
vc’’ ).
………………………………..(40.4)
Note that the volume of steam admitted per stroke not constant in Cut- off governing but
varies with

But the swept volume Vr is constant hence

Putting the value of V in equation (40.4), we have
( as N = constant)
or
………………………………..(40.5)
From equations (40.3) and (40.5), we get

or
or

………………………………..(40.6)

where,
The equations (40.3) and (40.4) show the variation of steam rate consumption (M) with
expansion ratio (r) and indicated power (i.p.).This variation is also plotted in Fig. 40.5. A
smooth curve is obtained for steam consumption versus indicated power plot. A straight line
can be obtained if the ratio of expansion is constant; this condition is not fulfilled in a cut off
governed engine as it is fulfilled by throttled governed engine.
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In cut-off governing, the part load performance is better, but to meet very light loads, the cutoff has to be extremely small and this promotes condensation. From experiment, it has been
found that if the cut-off is reduced below 10%,(as shown by the dotted line C′′′R′′′ in Fig.
40.4).then towards the end of expansion R′′′D, the piston has to do work on the steam.
If the cut-off is 100% (as shown by the dotted line DC′′′′ in Fig. (40.4), then there is no time
left for expansion.
40.2. PERFORMANCE
EXPANSION ENGINES

COMPARISON

OF

NON-EXPANSION

ENGINES

AND

Fig. 40.6 shows the indicated diagram of non expansion and expansion steam engines.
The area ACRDF is the hypothetical indicated work when the cut-off occur at 50% of the
stroke (expansion engines) and area AC’RDF is the hypothetical indicated work thewhen
cut-off is at 100% i.e., the steam is admitted throughout the stroke length (non expansion
engines). In case of non expansion engines, the increase in work-done is given by the
area CC’R as compare to expansion engines whereas the steam consumption of non
expansion engines is twice the expansion engines i.e. in case of non expansion engines, the
increase in work-done is not proportional to the increase in steam consumption. So, non
expansion engines are not at all economical as work done per kg of steam consumption is
more as compare to expansion engines. However, non-expansive engines are used in rolling
mill where large and intermittent power is needed.
The effect of cut-off on power, steam consumption and work-done per kg of steam
consumption is also shown in Fig. 40.7.
Problem 40.1: A throttle governed steam engine consumes 350 kg of steam per hour when
delivering i.p. 20 kW. The steam consumption at no load condition is 60 kg/h. Calculate the
specific steam consumption per i.p. when the engine develops i.p. 12 kW.
If the steam is supplied to the engine is at 11 bar dry and saturated and the back pressure is
0.3 bar, calculate the indicated and brake thermal efficiencies of the engine assuming 90%
mechanical efficiency.
Solution:
Given: Steam consumption per hour, M1 = 350 kg/h when delivering Indicated power, i.p.1 =
20 kW;
Steam consumption per hour, M2 = 60 kg/h when delivering Indicated power, i.p.2 =
0 kW;
Indicated power, i.p. = 12 kW;
Admission pressure, pa = 11 bar;
Back pressure, pb = 0.3 bar;
ηmech = 90%
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(a) Determine the specific steam consumption per i.p. when the engine develops i.p. 12
kW;
Formula: Specific steam consumption per i.p.
s.s.c. =
=
s.s.c. when the engine develops i.p. 12 kW =
Finding unknown, M(12) ;
We have from Willian‘s line,
………. (40.7)

M(i.p.) = A + B (i.p.)

Where, M(i.p.) is the steam consumption per hour when delivering i.p. indicated
power and
A and B are constants.
Finding constants ‘A’ and ‘B’
Steam consumption per hour, M1 = 350 kg/h when delivering Indicated power, i.p.1 = 20 kW,
then from Willian‘s line, we have
350 = A + 20 x B
Steam consumption per hour, M2 = 60 kg/h when delivering Indicated power, i.p.1 = 0 kW,
then from Willian‘s line, we have
60 = A + 0 x B
By solving above two equations, we have,
A = 60 and

B = = 14.5

By substituting constants A and B in equation (40.7), we have
M(i.p.) = 60 + 14.5 (i.p.)
M(12) = 60 + 14.5 (i.p.)
= 60 + x 12 = 234 kg/h
Answer: Specific steam consumption per i.p. when the engine develops i.p. 12 kW
s.s.c. =

= 19.5 kg/kw.h

(b) Determine the indicated thermal efficiencies of the engine ηi,th ;
Formula: Indicated thermal efficency (ηith317
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Finding unknown,
From steam tables (saturated steam) , we have
At 11 bar → hg,11bar = 2797.7 kJ/kg
At 0.3 bar → hf,0.3bar = 289.3 kJ/kg
Answer:

Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th =
= = 7.35 %

(c) Determine the brake thermal efficiencies of the engine assuming 90% mechanical
efficiency ηb,th .
Formula:

Brake thermal efficiency, ηb,th = ηi,th x ηmech

Answer: Brake thermal efficiency, ηb,th = ηi,th x ηmech
= 7.35 x 0.9 = 6.62%
40.3. HEAT BALANCE SHEET
Refer Fig. 40.8. In order to prepare a heat balance sheet for steam engine cylinder, the engine
should be tested over a period of time under the conditions of constant load and steam
supply. The following heat quantities should he included in the heat balance:
Heat in steam supplied to engine, Qsteam
Heat supplied to engine = hsteam

, kW

……………….. (40.1)

where = mass of steam supplied to the cylinder obtained from the steam condensed by
the condenser, kg/s
= mass of steam supplied to steam jacket measured from the jacket drains, kg/s
hsteam = total heat of steam supplied, kJ/kg (from steam table with respect to
pressure of steam and condition (dry, superheated or wet) of steam entering the cylinder)
Heat energy converted into indicated power of the engine, Qi.p.
The heat energy converted into indicated power should be obtained from the indicator
diagram by the following equation given in lesson 36.
For


Single acting engine,
Qi.p. = I.P. = , kW



Double acting engine having mean effective pressure and effective piston area
different on head and crank end sides of the piston,
Qi.p. = I.P. = , kW
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Double acting engine having mean effective pressure and effective piston area same
on head and crank end sides of the piston
Qi.p. = I.P. = , kW
……………….. (40.2)

Heat energy rejected in exhaust steam, Qexhaust
This is obtained from condenser and hot well
Heat rejected to exhaust steam,
Qexhaust = Heat given to condensing water + Heat to hot well
= mc .Cp (t2 - t1) + mcyl hwell
.....................................………(40.3)

, kW

Where mc = mass of circulating cooling water in the condenser, kg/s
Cp = specific heat of cooling water, kJ/kg K
(t2 - t1) = temperature rise of cooling water in condenser; K
hwell = total heat of condensed steam in hot well, kJ/kg (from steam table
with respect to condenser pressure and saturated water condition of steam)
Heat energy rejected in steam jacket drain, Qjacket
Heat drained from steam jacket,
Qjacket = mjacket x hjacket
.................... (40.4)

, kW

.................

where mjacket = mass of steam in jacket, kg/s
hjacket = total heat of water drained from the steam jackets at the temperature of the steam in
the steam jacket
Heat unaccounted, Q.unaccounted
Heat lost by radiation and other unaccounted for
Q.unaccounted = Qsteam – [Qi.p. + Qexhaust + Qjacket]

; kW
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Heat balance sheet
Heat balance sheet may be put in tabular form as : —
40.4. PERFORMANCE OF STEAM ENGINES
Fig. 40.8 shows the performance of steam engine. The diagram shows that specific steam
consumption decreases with increasing load to the point of maximum thermal efficiency. In
the lower range of load the mechanical efficiency increases faster but in the middle portion of
the load i.e. (40-90% load) the increase is slower and at about 90 to 100% load, the curve is
more or less flat. The same trend found in the case of thermal efficiency.
Problem: 40.2: The following data were obtained during a test on a single cylinder double
acting steam engine:Engine stroke = 30 cm

Coal consumption = 0.4 kg/minute

Piston diameter = 22 cm

Calorific value of coal (CV)= 35170 kJ/kg of coal

Piston rod diameter = 5 cm
Mean speed, N = 124 rpm

Steam consumption = 4 kg/min

Indicator area of cover end = 7 cm2

Steam pressure = 3 bar (dry and saturated)

Indicator area of crank end = 8 cm2
Length of indicator card = 7 cm
Strength of indicator spring = 2 bar/cm
of compression.

Condition of steam at the exit of steam engine,
x2 = 0.939
Condenser pressure = 1 bar

Load on brake = 1250 N

Cooling water flow rate = 51 kg/minute

Spring balance reading = 70 N

Rise in temperature of cooling water (t2-t1) =
20°C

Radius of brake wheel = 50 cm
Radius of rope = 2 cm
Calculate the i.p., b.p., mechanical, thermal, Rankine, relative and overall efficiencies. Also
draw up a heat balance sheet for engine cylinder.
Solution:
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Given:

Engine type = Single cylinder and double acting
Engine stroke, L = 30 cm = 0.3m

Piston diameter, D = 22 cm= 0.22
Piston rod diameter, d = 5 cm= 0.05m
Mean speed, N = 124 rpm
Indicator area of cover end = 7 cm2
Indicator area of crank end = 8 cm2
Length of indicator card = 7 cm
Strength of indicator spring = 2 bar/cm of compression.
Load on brake, W = 1250 N
Spring balance reading, S = 70 N
Radius of brake wheel, R = 50 cm = 0.5m
Radius of rope, r = 2 cm = 0.02m
Coal consumption, mf = 0.4 kg/minute
Calorific value of coal (C.V.) = 35170 kJ/kg of coal
Steam consumption, mcyl = 4 kg/min
Cooling water flow rate, mc = 51 kg/minute
Rise in temperature of cooling water, (t2-t1) = 20°C
Steam pressure, p1 = 3 bar (dry and saturated)
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p1 = 3 bar → hg = 2724.7 kJ/kg,
Condition of steam at the exit of steam engine, x2 = 0.939
Condenser pressure, p2 = p3 = 1 bar
From Steam table (Dry saturated steam)
At pressure, p2 = p3 = 1 bar → hg = 2675.4 kJ/kg;

hf= 417.15 kJ/kg ; hfg = 2257.9 kJ/kg
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(a) Determine i.p.:
Formula:

Total (i.p.) indicated power developed by the engine
= + ,

kW

Finding unknown, Pam,1, Pam,2 , A1 and A2:
Actual mean effective pressure for the cover end is given by
pam,1 (cover end) = = = 2 bar
Actual mean effective pressure for the crank end is
pam,2 (crank end) = = = 2.285 bar
Effective area on which pressure acts on the cover end side is given by
A1 (cover end) = = 0.03803 m2
Effective area on which pressure acts on the crank end side is
A2 (crank end) == 0.03606 m2
Answer:

Total indicated power developed by the engine,
i.p. =
=
= 4.71 + 5.107 = 9.817 kW

(b) Determine b. p.:
Formula: b.p. developed by the engine;
Brake power (bp) = (kW or kJ/S)
Finding unknown, T;
T = (W-s) x Reff
= (W - S) x (R + r)
= (1250 - 70) x (0.5 + 0.002) = 613.6 N-m
Answer: Therefore, Brake power (bp) = = 7.967 (kW or kJ/S)
(c) Determine mechanical efficiency, ηm:
Formula: ηm =
Answer: Mechanical efficiency, ηm = × 100 = 81.15%
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(d) Determine indicated thermal efficiency:
Formula: The indicated thermal efficiency is
Answer:

=

Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th =
= = 6.38%

(e) Determine brake thermal efficiency:
Formula: The brake thermal efficiency is ηb,th =
Answer: The brake thermal efficiency, ηb,th =
= = 5.17%
(f)

Determine Rankine thermal efficiency:

Formula: The Rankine thermal efficiency is =
Finding unknown, ;
After expansion in the steam engine, the condition of steam at the exit of steam
engine is x2 = 0.939 :
For wet steam, we have

= hf,1 bar + x2 hfg, 1bar
= 417.15 + 0.939 (2257.9)

= 2537.3 kJ/kg
Answer:

Rankine efficiency, ηth =

=
= 9.21%
(g) Determine Relative efficiency:
Formula: Relative efficiency =
Answer: Relative efficiency = = = 9.27%
(h) Determine overall efficiency
Formula: Overall efficiency (ηo) =
Answer: Overall efficiency (ηo) = = = 3.39%
(i) Heat balance sheet for engine cylinder.
Heat supplied in steam, Qsteam = mcyl x hg,3bar = = 181.64 kW
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Heat equivalent of i.p., Qip= 9.817 kW
Heat rejected to cooling water = mc cp (t2-t1) = = 71.06 kW
Heat to hot-well = mcyl x hf,1bar = = 27.83 kW
Heat rejected in exhaust steam, Qexhaust = heat to cooling water + heat to hot well
= 71.6 + 27.83 = 98.8 kW
Heat unaccounted, Q.unaccounted = Qsteam – [Qip + Qexhaust]
= 181.64 – [9.817+98.8] = 72.93
Heat balance sheet may be put in tabular form as : —
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LESSON - 41 INTRODUCTION TO COMPOUND STEAM ENGINES
41.1. COMPOUND STEAM ENGINES
In modern steam engines, the performance of steam engine is increased by using high
pressure and temperature supply steam. However, by using higher steam supply pressure
the range of expansion in steam engine cylinder is correspondingly increased as the
condenser pressure remains the same. This large range of expansion in one cylinder causes


Large stroke of the piston which resulting in robust construction of engine,



Large temperature range



Heavy condensation of steam as the high pressure steam enters a relatively cold
cylinder due to temperature range in one cylinder

To avoid above difficulties, the high pressure steam is allowed to expand in two or more
cylinders. An engine with two or more cylinders for successive expansion of steam is termed
as compound steam engine.
The compound steam engine of a simple steam power plant is shown in Fig 41.1. In a
compound steam engine, the cylinder which receives steam directly from the boiler is known
as high pressure (HP) cylinder and cylinder from which the steam is finally exhausted to the
condenser is called the low pressure (LP) cylinder. The cylinders placed between HP and LP
cylinders are called Intermediate pressure (IP) cylinders which may be one or more than
one. In compound steam engine arrangement, the exhaust pressure for one cylinder is the
inlet pressure for the next.
As high pressure steam from boiler expands in high pressure cylinder, hence, high-pressure
cylinder requires small size. On other hand, as the low pressure steam exhausted from HP or
IP cylinder expands in low-pressure cylinder, hence, a low-pressure cylinder requires large
size.

Fig. 41.1. Compound steam engine of a simple power plant
Compound engines are found in capacity from 50 to 4,000 kW. They are used for marine
service and for driving machines in mills.
41.2. CLASSIFICATION OF COMPOUND STEAM ENGINES
According to the number of expansion stages the compound steam engine is classified as
under:
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(i) Double expansion engine: The expansion is carried out in two cylinders. The exhaust
steam from HP cylinder is admitted into LP cylinder.
(ii) Triple expansion engine: The expansion is carried out in three cylinders. The exhaust
steam from HP cylinder is admitted into IP cylinder and then from the IP cylinder to the LP
cylinder (Fig. 41.1).
(iii) Quadruple expansion engine: A four cylinder compound steam engine is called a
quadruple expansion engine. In this, the exhaust steam from HP cylinder is admitted into a
high pressure IP cylinder and then from high pressure IP cylinder to low pressure IP cylinder
and finally from the low pressure IP cylinder to the LP cylinder.
41.3. THEORETICAL INDICATOR DIAGRAM OF COMPOUND STEAM ENGINE
The theoretical p-v diagram/indicator diagram for a triple expansion engine is shown in Fig.
41.2. In this diagram, the exhaust pressure ‗P1‘ of HP cylinder is the inlet pressure of IP
cylinder and the exhaust pressure‘ P2‘ of IP cylinder is the inlet pressure of LP cylinder.
41.4. ADVANTAGES OF COMPOUND STEAM ENGINES
The advantages of compound steam engines are as listed below:
Refer Fig 41.2.
1. By reducing the pressure range to (pa-p1), (p1-p2) and (p2-pb) in HP, IP and LP
cylinders of compound steam engine from pressure range (pa-pb) in single cylinder
steam engine a more uniform temperature is maintained in each cylinder; this reduces
the condensation and temperature stresses in each cylinder. This is so, because the
difference between the highest and lowest temperatures of steam in each cylinder of
compound steam engine is reduced as compare to highest and lowest temperatures of
steam in single cylinder steam engine.
2. For same expansion from pressure Pa to Pb, the compound steam engine is much
lighter in construction as compare to single cylinder steam engine. This is so, because
the whole cylinder in single cylinder steam engine is required to make strong and
large enough to withstand the initial high pressure steam ‗pa‘ as well as to
accommodate the large volume of low pressure steam. On other hand in compound
steam engine, only the small high-pressure cylinder need to resist the initial high
steam pressure ‗pa‘ and the large low-pressure cylinder is designed to resist the low
steam pressure.
3. As the early stages of condensation in H.P. and I.P. cylinder is followed by reevaporation during their exhaust stroke, and thus, drier steam is admitted to the next
low pressure cylinder for further expansion to back pressure.
4. Because of small pressure difference of (pa-p1), (p1-p2) and (p2-pb) in HP, IP and LP
cylinders as compare to (pa-pb) in single cylinder engine, there is less leakage past the
piston and valves in cylinder‘s of compound steam engine.
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5. The steam may be reheated between two cylinders of compound steam engine to seize
the steam loss due to cylinder condensation.
6. As the cranks of two cylinders of compound steam engine are at 90 degree to each
other; this will put the two cylinders out of phase, and thus lower the variation of
turning moment; consequently, a lighter fly wheel will be needed.
7. Due to lighter reciprocating parts the engine vibration is reduced.
8. The engine may start in any position. This is a valuable asset in marine, locomotive
and mining works.
9. The cost of compound steam engine, for the same power and economy, is less than
that of a simple engine. This is so, because very light parts of compound steam engine
are required as compared to single cylinder steam engine.
10. In the event of a breakdown, it is possible to run engine on reduced load by using only
one cylinder.
41.5. DISADVANTAGES OF COMPOUND STEAM ENGINES:
(i) More complex system therefore it needs greater a tension and maintenance.
(ii) More lubrication troubles
(iii) More radiation loss.
41.6. METHODS OF COMPOUNDING STEAM ENGINES
Depending upon the arrangement of the cylinder and crank, compound steam engines are
divided into two categories as follows: —
41.6.1. Tandem compounding steam engines
Tandem compound steam engine is shown in Fig. 41.3. In this engine, the pistons of H.P. and
L.P. cylinders have a common piston rod, cross head, connecting rod and crank. This makes
the stroke in both H.P. and L.P. cylinders in phase i.e. the operation in both the cylinders are
same during forward stroke and return stroke. In addition to this, the axis of H.P. and L.P.
cylinders is in the same straight line.
Flow path of steam
In Fig. 41.3(a), the flow path of steam in both HP and LP cylinders during forward stroke is
shown by solid arrows. Since the steam engines are generally double acting, the steam flow
in opposite direction in both cylinders during return stroke which is shown by dotted arrow
heads in Fig 41.3(b).
During forward stroke, the high pressure steam from boiler enters on the left hand side of HP
cylinder through valve ‗V1‘ (Valve V3 closed) and the partial expanded steam on right side of
H.P. cylinder, which is partially expanded in previous return stroke, is passed on to the left
side of L.P. cylinder through valves V4 and V6 (Valves V2 and V5 closed), for further
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expansion of it to back pressure. At same time during same forward stroke, the steam on
right side of L.P. cylinder, which is expanded to back pressure in previous return stroke, is
exhausted through valve V8 (Valve V7 closed). This way one forward stroke is completed.
During return stroke, the high pressure steam from boiler enters on the right side of H.P.
cylinder through valve ‗V2‘ (Valve V4 closed) and the partial expanded steam on left side of
H.P. cylinder, which is partially expanded in previous forward stroke, is passed on to the
right side of L.P. cylinder through valves V3 and V7 (Valves V1 and V8 closed), for further
expansion to back pressure. At same time during same return stroke, the steam on left side of
L.P. cylinder, which is expanded to back pressure in previous forward stroke, is exhausted
through valve V5 (Valve V6 closed). This way one return stroke is completed.
HP, LP, and combined turning moments
As the stroke of H.P. and L.P. cylinders are in phase, the maximum and minimum turning
moment on the crank shaft, due to each cylinder, will act at approximately the same crank
angle as shown in Fig. 41.4. This results in a large variation at the maximum and minimum
points of combined turning moment of H.P. and L.P. cylinders, and consequently, it needs a
large flywheel. As the stroke of H.P. and L.P. cylinders are in phase, the balancing and
vibration problems are more in this arrangement.
41.6.2. Cross Compounding Steam Engines
41.6.2.1. Woolfe type:
Woolfe type two cylinder steam engine is shown in Fig. 41.5. In this engine, the pistons of
H.P. and L.P. cylinders have separate piston rod, cross head, connecting rod and crank and
the cranks of H.P. and L.P. cylinders are 180° out of phase. In addition to this, the axis of H.P.
and L.P. cylinders is parallel to each other.
Flow path of steam
In Fig. 41.5 (a) , during forward stroke, the flow path of steam in both HP and LP cylinders is
shown by solid arrows and during return stroke, it is shown by dotted arrow heads in Fig.
41.5 (b).
As the crank of two cylinders are 180° out of phase, this makes the time of exhaust of the H.P.
cylinder coincide with the time of admission of L.P. cylinder. Therefore, the exhaust steam
from H.P. cylinder would pass directly to the L.P. cylinder and hence both the cylinders are
arranged side by side.
LP, HP and combined turning moments
The 180° out of phase cranks of HP and LP cylinders makes the turning moment of both
cylinders in phase, for the whole cycle i.e. the maximum and minimum turning moment on
the crank shaft due to H.P. and L.P. cylinders occur at approximately the same crank angle as
shown in Fig. 41.6. This result in a large variation at the maximum and minimum points of
combined turning moment of H.P. and L.P. cylinders and thus, the turning moment of
Woolfe type compound steam engine is exactly similar to Tandem compounding steam
engine. Due to large variation in combined turning moment, the Woolfe type Compounding
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Steam Engine also needs a large flywheel. As the stroke of H.P. and L.P. cylinders are 180°
out of phase, the balancing and vibration problems are less.
41.6.2.2. Receiver Type:
The receiver type compound steam engine is shown in Fig. 41.7. In this engine like Woolfe
type compound engine, the pistons of H.P. and L.P. cylinders have separate piston rod, cross
head, connecting rod and crank but the cranks of H.P. and L.P. cylinders are 90° out of phase.
This 90° out of phase cranks makes the forward and return strokes of H.P. and L.P. cylinders
out of phase as shown in Fig. 41.7. In this, the axis of H.P. and L.P. cylinders is parallel to
each other.
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Fig. 41.7. Receiver Type Compound Steam Engines
Flow path of steam
As the strokes of the two cylinders in Receiver Type compound steam engine are out of
phase, the high pressure steam from H.P. cylinder cannot be exhausted directly into the L.P.
cylinder. Instead, the high pressure steam from H.P. cylinder is first exhausted into a vessel
called a receiver then it is exhausted into LP cylinder when it is ready to receive the steam.
The receiver is placed between the H.P. and L.P. cylinders. During the stroke, the receiver
pressure varies depending upon supply and demand of steam from it. In order to reduce this
pressure variation, the receiver is made at least 1.5 times the H.P. cylinder volume. The
pressure variation in the receiver due to pressure drop as a result of condensation can also be
reduced by steam jacketing the receiver.
LP, HP and combined turning moments
Fig. 41.8 shows the LP cylinder, HP cylinder and combined HP-LP cylinder turning moment
variation. The 90° out of phase cranks of receiver type compounding steam engine makes the
turning moment of HP cylinder and LP cylinder on the crank shaft out of phase by 90°, for
the whole cycle i.e. the maximum and minimum turning moment in H.P. and L.P. cylinders
occur at out of phase by approximately 90° crank angle as shown in Fig. 41.6. This makes the
whole cycle more uniform and consequently, it needs a smaller flywheel. Thus, the balancing
and vibration problems are less in this arrangement. This is the chief advantages of the
receiver type arrangement.
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MODULE – IX GAS POWER CYCLE
LESSON - 42 GAS POWER CYCLES, AIR STANDARD CYCLES, THE AIR-STANDARD
CARNOT CYCLE: THE IDEAL CYCLE FOR IC ENGINE
In this lesson, we will limit our study to the analysis of the heat engines which operates on
gas power cycle.
42.1. GAS POWE CYCLES
Internal combustion (IC) engines like spark-ignition internal combustion engine (petrol
engine) and compression-ignition internal combustion engine (diesel engine) as shown in Fig.
42.1 are the examples of heat engines that operate on the gas power cycles.
In IC engines, combustion chamber takes in air or air+fuel, compress it to a high pressure,
and cause it to burn in combustion chamber liberating heat energy. The product of
combustion at high pressure and temperature expand and do work and then the exhaust gas
(product of combustion of air and fuel) leaves the engine. This way the IC engine operates on
gas power cycle which uses only gas as a working fluid. Such IC engines are said to operate
on the open gas power cycle as the working fluid in IC engine after undergoing a series of
processes is not restored back to its initial state at the end of the gas power cycle.
Why we need ideal cycle in the analysis of gas power cycle
In order to study the performance of IC engines, it is important to analyse the open gas
power cycle encountered in IC engines. However, analysis of actual open gas power cycle is
difficult due to its following complexities.
a)
Mass of air in the cycle does not remain fixed due to introduction of fuel into an IC
engines.
b)

IC engines operate in open cycle.

c)
The processes of the actual cycle are irreversible due to friction, pressure differences,
and turbulence, etc.
d) In I.C. engine we have combustion inside for heat addition and removal of exhaust
gases for heat rejection.
e)

The mass, specific heats and state of working fluid are all variable during the cycle.

f)

The working fluid is not air throughout the entire cycle due to product of combustion.

To make this analysis feasible, it is advantageous to device an idealized cycles known as AirStandard cycles that closely approximate the actual open gas cycle of actual IC engines and
then analyze the performance of these idealized cycles. For example, the spark-ignition
internal combustion engine (petrol engine) is
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compression-ignition internal combustion engine (diesel engine) is usually approximated by
the Diesel cycle.
The following assumptions are used in ideal cycle Air-Standard cycles, which provide
considerable simplification in the analysis without significant deviation from the actual
cycles.
a) The mass of air in the cycle remains fixed throughout the entire cycle.
b) The engine is imagined to operate in a closed cycle so that working fluid is restored to its
initial state at the end of each cycle. Thus, there are no intake and exhaust processes.
c) Each process is carried out reversibly.
d) The combustion process and exhaust process are replaced by addition and rejection of heat
due to processes of heat transfer from external heat reservoir alone.
e) Specific heat of air remains constant and its values are determined at room temperature
(25°C).
f) The working fluid is air throughout the entire cycle and always behaves as the perfect gas.
It is apparent from the above assumptions that the results obtained from the analysis of air
standard cycle will differ from their actual engine. However, certain generalization can be
arrived at from this analysis which enables us to study qualitatively the influence of major
parameters on the performance of the actual engines.
42.2. BASIC COMPONENT AND TERMS USED IN IC ENGINE
Before we start with Air-Standard cycles (idealized gas power cycle) for IC engines, it is
necessary to know the basic components of IC engines along with commonlyused terms in
conjunction with IC engines.
I.C. engines like spark-ignition (petrol) engine and compression-ignition (diesel) engine make
use of the piston-cylinder arrangement. The basic componentsof IC engine are shown in Fig.
42.1 and 42.2.
Clearance volume, Vc: The minimum volume formed in the cylinder when the piston is at
TDC.
Swept volume or displacement volume or stroke volume, Vs: The volume displaced by the
piston as it moves between TDC and BDC.
Vs = (π/4) .d2 . L
Full cylinder volume (Cylinder volume) V:
V = Vc +Vs
Compression ratio, r: The ratio of the full cylinder volume to the minimum (clearance)
volume.
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rv =
Clearance ratio, c: The ratio of the clearance volume to the stroke volume.
c=

(typical value = 5-10%)

Efficiency Ratio or relative efficiency =
Work ratio =
Specific fuel consumption: It is mass of fuel consumed per unit energy (power output x
time) produced by engine
Metallurgical limit
It is maximum possible temperature of the working fluid which can be achieved during the
cycle keeping in view the life (function of material it is made of) span of highly stressed parts
of the I.C. engine.
Highly stressed parts: piston & cylinder in I. C. engine
Metallurgical limits: 2750oC
42.3. INDICATOR DIAGRAM
We can plot indicated p-v diagram of a cycle of an internal combustion engine with the help
of Indicator. The function of an indicator is to draw a pressure–volume (p-V) diagram on a
piece of paper showing the variation of pressure and volume inside the engine cylinder.
This p-V diagram is called Indicator diagram. A typical actual indicator diagram of engine is
shown in the Figure 42.3.
Shaded area of loop = Net work output of engine per cycle, Wnet
Similar to steam engines, the theoretical indicator diagram of the IC engines differs much
from the actual indicator diagram.
42.4. MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE (MEP), PM
Similar to reciprocating steam engines as discussed in lesson 35, the mean effective pressure
of IC engine can be determined with the help of an indicator diagram.
It can be seen from the indicated diagram in Fig 42.3 that the effective pressure does not
remain constant during the whole cycle. So an average or mean effective pressure (mep) is
required for the calculation of net work done per cycle.
Mean Effective Pressure is that imaginary constant pressure as shown in Fig. 42.4 which
acting on a piston through one stroke would do the same amount of work as is done by
varying pressure during one cycle.
Wnet = mep x swept volume = Pm x Vs

……(42.1)
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or

Mean effective pressure, pm =

Therefore, Mean effective pressure can be defined as a measure of work output per cycle per
unit cylinder size.
So with increase in pm, the cylinder size required to develop certain power decreases and
vice-versa.
The mean effective pressure can be used as a parameter to compare the performances of
reciprocating engines of equal size. The engine with large value of mean effective pressure
delivers more net work per cycle and thus performs better.
If the mean effective pressure (mep) is determined from the actual indicator diagram taken
by indicator, it is known as actual mean effective pressure (imep), pam.But if it is calculated
from the area of a theoretical pressure-volume diagram, it will be the theoretical mean
effective pressure, pt,m.
42.5. CARNOT GAS CYCLE: THE IDEAL CYCLE FOR IC ENGINE
In Lesson 16, it was observed that the engine run on Carnot cycle has maximum efficiency
compared to the engine run on other cycles. Thus it is natural to first take the Carnot cycle as
a prospective ideal cycle for IC engines.
The Carnot gas cycle is represented on p-v and T-s diagram is shown in Figure 42.5.
Process 1-2

→ Isentropic (Reversible adiabatic) expansion

Process 2-3

→ Isothermal (constant temperature) heat rejection

Process 3-4

→ Isentropic (Reversible adiabatic) compression

Process 4-1

→ Isothermal (constant temperature) heat addition

The thermal efficiency of Carnot cycle is given by the relation
Even though we know the IC engines operating on Carnot cycle is more efficient, however,
Carnot cycle is not possible in practice for IC engines because of the following problems.
Problems with Carnot Cycle as an ideal cycle for IC engine
1. In Carnot cycle, heat supply and heat rejection take place at constant temperature.
However, for gas as working fluid, it is much more convenient to heat and cool gas at
constant pressure or constant volume under some finite temperature difference.
2. It has low work ratio i.e. its net work output (area 1-2-3-4 in pV diagram) is small as
compared to positive work obtained in expansion process.
For work to be positive,
The normal temperatures encountered in actual engine are T4 = 2000oC, T3 =15oC; and
pressure of sink P2 = 1 bar
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> 7.93.5 > 1380 bar (in actual engine pressure rarely exceed 100 bar.)
Also we have
(in actual engine volume ratio rarely exceed 20.) It means that stroke should be too large &
pm will be very low.
So, to get some work output of engine operating on Carnot cycle, very high pressures and
volumes are involved. Besides pm is also very low. But in actual engine it is very rare.
Even Carnot Cycle as an ideal cycle for IC engine is not possible in practice. Still the analysis
of Carnot cycle permits the designer to arrive at the maximum possible efficiency that can be
obtained in any engine under given conditions.
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LESSON - 43 AIR CYCLE - OTTO CYCLE
43.1. OTTO CYCLE OR CONSTANT VOLUME AIR CYCLE: THE IDEAL CYCLE FOR
SPARK-IGNITION IC ENGINE
The Otto Cycle is the Ideal Cycle that closely approximates a spark-ignition IC engine. The
close approximation of Otto cycle to the actual spark-ignition four stroke IC engine can be
better understood by details of each stroke for both Otto cycle and the actual spark-ignition
IC engine given in the following table:
Actual spark-ignition IC engine

Otto cycle

Initially, both the intake and the exhaust
valves are closed, and the piston is at its
lowest position (BDC).

Initially,the piston is at its lowest position
(BDC) and the cylinder is full of air (represent
as point 1 on p-v and T-s diagram).

Compression: During the compression
stroke, the piston moves upward from
BDC position to TDC position,
compressing the air–fuel mixture which
has entered during its previous intake
stroke.

Isentropic Compression: The piston moves
from BDC position to TDC
position,compression of the air occurs
isentropically ending at point 2 and thus raising
the pressure and temperature of the air
(represent as process 1-2 on p-v and T-s
diagram).
This process is taken as adiabatic because the
time taken during compression is quite small
due to high speed of engines.

Combustion: Shortly before the piston
reaches its highest position (TDC) and
heat is added by igniting the fuel air
mixture by firing the spark plug thus
increasing the pressure and temperature
of the combustion product.
As the combustion occurs very rapidly
and movement of piston during
combustion is very small therefore the
volume will remain almost constant
during heat addition due to combustion.

Constant-volume heat addition: The piston is
momentarily at rest at TDC position and heat is
added instantaneously in the air of cylinder
from external reservoir for a short period so that
both pressure and temperature rise to highest at
a constant volume (represent as process 2-3 on
p-v and T-s diagram).
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Expansion (power stroke): The product
of combustion at high pressure forces the
piston down from TDC to BDC which in
turn forces the crankshaft to rotate,
producing a useful work output. It is also
called power stroke.At the end of this
stroke, the piston is at its lowest
position,and the cylinder is filled with
combustion products.

Initial exhaust: The exhaust valve opens
shortly before the end of the expansion
stroke (i.e. shortly before piston reaches
the BDC position) and consequently most
of the exhaust gases leave the cylinder,
thus rejecting heat to the atmosphere at
constant volume.

Remaining exhaust: The piston moves
upward from BDC position to TDC
position, removing the remaining
exhaust gases through the exhaust valve.
It is called the exhaust stroke.
Intake: The piston finally moves from
TDC position to BDC position, drawing
in fresh air–fuel mixture through the
intake valve (the intake stroke).

Isentropic Expansion (power stroke): The air at
high pressure and temperature expands
isentropically causing the piston to move from
TDC position to BDC position (represent as
process 3-4 on p-v and T-s diagram).It is also
called power stroke because work is done by
the system.
Like compression this process is also adiabatic
as the time taken during expansion is quite
small due to high speed of engines.
Constant-volume heat rejection:The piston is
momentarily at rest at BDC position and heat is
rejected instantaneously from the air of cylinder
to external reservoir for a short period so that
both pressure and temperature decreases at a
constant volume to its initial lowest point 1
(represent as process 4-1 on p-v and T-s
diagram).

There are no exhaust and intake processes in the
Otto cycle as the engine is imagined to operate
in a closed cycle so that working fluid is
restored to its initial state at the end of each
cycle and the mass of air in the cycle remains
fixedthroughout the entire cycle

Notice that the pressure in the cylinder is
slightly above the atmospheric value
during the exhaust stroke and slightly
below during the intake stroke.
From the above details it is clear that the Otto cycleconsists of four reversible processes as
given below:
1-2

Isentropic (adiabatic) compression

2-3

Constant volume heating.

3-4

Isentropic (adiabatic) expansion

4-1

Constant volume cooling
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Air Standard Efficiency and Mean effective pressure of Otto cycle can be calculated as
follows:
Consider mass of air = 1 kg
Heat addition at constant volume in process 2-3,
qin= Cv (T3 –T2)
Heat rejection at constant volume in process 4-1,
qout=Cv (T4 –T1)
Net work done during cycle,
wnet = qin - qout
= Cv (T3 –T2) - Cv (T4 –T1)
Air Standard Efficiency:
ηth =
…………. (43.1)
Now convert above equation into easily measurable quantities.
For isentropic compression (1-2) and isentropic expansion (3-4)
and

…………. (43.2)

But compression ratio (rv) is given by
rv =

…………..(43.3)

From equations (43.2) and (43.3), we have
…………..(43.4)
or

T2 = T1 rvγ-1
ηth =

and

T3 = T4rvγ-1

, put in equation (43.1)

=

Mean effective pressure, pm:
Generally, it is defined as the ratio of the net workdone to the displacement/swept volume of
the piston.
pm =

bar
…………..(43.5)

But from equation (43.3), we have
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Put values of T2, T3 and (v1-v2) in equation (43.5), we have
…………..(43.6)
For constant volume process 2-3,

…………..(43.7)

But pressure ratio (rp) is given by
…………..(43.8)
From equations (43.7) and (43.8)

From equation (43.4), we have
From above two relations, we have
Put T4 in equation (43.6), we have
pm =

bar

Important points
1. Ideal thermal efficiency is function of compression ratio (rv) alone. The efficiency goes
on increasing with increase in rv as shown in Fig. 43.3.
Proof:
The Ideal thermal efficiency goes on increasing with increase in compression ratio (CR), rv:
To see the effect of ‗CR‘ on thermal efficiency, keep heat addition ‗Q1‘ constant and increase
‗CR‘. Compare cycle 1-2-3-4-1 and cycle 1-2‘-3‘-4‘-1 in Fig. 43.4.

Therefore, cycle with higher CR gives higher efficiency.
2. Ideal thermal efficiency is not function of qin, T3, or rp= p3/p2 (called pressure ratio).
Proof:
The Ideal thermal efficiency does not change with increase in qin, T3 or rp= p3/p2 (called
pressure ratio):
To see the effect of heat addition ‗qin‘on thermal efficiency,keep CR constant, compare cycle
1-2-3-4-1 and cycle 1-2-3‖-4‖-1 in T-s diagram of Fig. 43.4.

Therefore efficiency remains same irrespective of change in heat addition as far as CR is
constant.
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3. Mean effective pressure (pm) or Specific work output (Net work output / mass flow of
working fluid) increases with increase in heat input qin, rp= p3/p2 (called pressure ratio), or
T3.
Proof:
To see the effect of heat addition on mean effective pressure,keep ‗CR‘constant and change
heat input, compare cycle 1-2-3-4-1 and cycle 1-2-3‖-4‖-1 of Fig. 43.4.

Therefore for same CR, increase in heat addition results in increase in pm.



Otto cycle 1-2-3-4-1 ;



Otto cycle with more heat input & same CR (1-2-3‖-4‖-1);



Otto cycle with same heat input & higher CR (1-2‘-3‘-4‘-1)
Fig. 43.4. Effect of CR and qin on pm & ηth

4. Mean effective pressure increases with increase in compression ratio ‘CR’:
Proof:
To see the effect of ‗CR‘ on mean effective pressure, keep same heat input and change ‗CR‘,
compare cycle 1-2-3-4-1 and cycle 1-2-3‘-4‘-1 of Fig. 43.4.

Thus the mean effective pressure increases with increase in compression ratio.
5. The ideal thermal efficiency of Otto cycle is always less than that of Carnot cycle
working between same maximum and minimum temperatures.
Proof: Say Otto cycle and Carnot cycle work between T3 maximum and T1 minimum
temperature as shown in Fig. 43.5.
For Otto cycle from eqn. (43.1)
Also from eqn. (43.2)
Therefore ,
or
Now carnot efficiency based on maximum and minimum temperature is
But efficiency of Otto cycle is
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Now compare thermal efficiencies of Otto and Carnot cycle, Since T4> T1, the Otto cycle
efficiency is less than Carnot efficiency.
The reason for this is that for Otto cycle heat addition & rejection is not at constant
temperature.
Problem 43.1: Calculate the thermal efficiency of an engine working on the otto cycle. The
bore and stroke of the cylinder are 17 & 30 cm. Clearance volume is 0.002025 m3. γ = 1.4
Solution:
Given: Bore of the cylinder = 17 cm = 0.17 m;
Stroke of the cylinder, L = 30 cm = 0.3 m;
Clearance volume = 0.002025 m3
γ = 1.4
Determine the thermal efficiency of an engine working on the otto cycle, ηth:
Formula:
Finding unknown, rv ;
The compression ratio, rv =
Finding unknown, cylinder volume;
Swept volume, Vs = (Cylinder volume - Clearance volume)
= = 0.006810 m3
Cylinder volume = (Vs + Clearance volume) = 0.002025 + 0.006810
= 0.008835 m3
rv = = 4.35
Answer:

ηth = = 0.4445
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LESSON - 44 AIR CYCLE- DIESEL CYCLE
44.1. DIESEL CYCLE OR CONSTANT VOLUME AIR CYCLE: THE IDEAL CYCLE FOR
COMPRESSION-IGNITION IC ENGINE
The Diesel Cycle is the ideal cycle that closely approximates a compression-ignition IC
engine.The Diesel Cyclelike Otto cycle consists of four reversible processes.Since the
compression-ignition engineis very similar to the spark-Ignition engine and differs mainly in
the combustion process therefore out of the four processes, only one process (i.e. heat
addition process)of Otto and the Diesel cycles is different and the remaining three processes
(i.e. process 1-2 is isentropic compression, 3-4 is isentropic expansion, and 4-1 is constantvolume heat rejection) are same. The similarity between the two cycles is also apparent from
the P-v and T-s diagrams of the Diesel cycle, shown in Fig. 44.1.
As in actual diesel engines,the fuel injection and burning process starts when the piston
approaches TDC and continues during the first part of the power stroke. During injection
and burning of fuel, the volume of mixture changes itself and pressure remains constant.The
heat addition in ideal diesel cycle from an external source is not taken as constant volume
and it is approximated as a constant-pressure heat-addition process.
From the above discussion it is clear that the Diesel cycle consists of four reversible processes
as shown in Fig 44.1 and given below:
Process Description
1-2

Isentropic compression with compression ratio rv= v1/v2

2-3

Heat addition is at constant pressure. It starts at point 2 and cuts off at point 3.

3-4

Isentropic expansion till piston reaches B.D.C.

4-1

Heat rejection of at constant volume.

Air Standard Efficiency and Mean effective pressure of Diesel cycle can be calculated as
follows:
Consider 1 Kg of air
Heat addition at constant pressure in process 2-3,
qin = Cp (T3 – T2)
Heat rejection at constant volume in process 4-1,
qout =Cv (T4 – T1)
Net work done during cycle,
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wnet = qin – qout
= Cp (T3-T2) – Cv (T4 – T1)
Air Standard Efficiency :
Now convert above equation into easily measurable quantities.
Based on heat addition start at point 2 and heat addition cut-off at 3, we now define a new
quantity, the cut-off ratio rc, as the ratio of the cylinder volumes after and before the
combustion process:
Compression ratio (rv) is given by
Using above definition and the isentropic ideal-gas relations for processes 1-2 and 3-4, we
now express thermal efficiency in easily measurable quantities.
For adiabatic compression 1-2
For constant pressure heating (2-3)

or
or

T3 = rcT2

…………………………………

(44.4)

For adiabatic expansion (3-4)
Using equation (44.4),
T4 = rc T2
………………………..(44.5)
Substituting (44.3), (44.4) and (44.5) in (44.1), we obtain
………………………………..(44.6)
Mean effective pressure, pm:
Generally, it is defined as the ratio of the net workdone to the displacement volume of the
piston.
bar
…………..(44.7)
But from equation (44.2), we have

Put values of (v1-v2) in equation (44.7), we have
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Important Points
1. Efficiency of diesel cycle will always be less than that of Otto cycle for a given
compression ratio
Proof:
……………………………..(44.8)
……………………………..(44.9)
As in Diesel engine v3 > v2 so rc> 1,
Therefore, value of is always greater than 1.
Consequently, from equations (44.8) and 44.9) ηth(Diesel) will always less than that of ηth(Auto) for
given compression ratio.
However, in practice the diesel engine have always higher compression ratio (r v) than petrol
engine based on Otto cycle because in diesel engine only air and not air-fuel mixture is
compressed.
2. Mean Effective Pressure increases and efficiency decreases with increase in heat input
(rc) with compression ratio being same.
Proof:
To see the effect of ‗rc‘ on mean effective pressure and efficiency, compare cycle 1-2-3-4-1 and
cycle 1-2-3‘-4‘-1 of Fig. 44.2.
a) Effect of ‘rc’ on mean effective pressure:

Thus the mean effective pressure increases with increase in heat input, r c.This is also
shown in Fig. 44.4.
b) Effect of ‘rc’ on efficiency:
With the increase in heat input (rc), the increase in area (3-3‘-4-4‘) corresponding to
incremental work is lesser than the increase in area (C-3-3‘-D) corresponding to incremental
heat input.
Thus the efficiency decreases with increase in heat input (rc).This is also shown in Fig. 44.3
and Fig 44.4.
3. Mean Effective Pressure & Efficiency increase with increase in compression ratio (CR)
with Heat Input being same.
Proof:
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To see the effect of ‗CR‘ on mean effective pressure and efficiency, compare cycle 1-2-3-4-1
and cycle 1-2‘-3‖-4‖-1 of Fig. 44.2.

So higher CR results in higher Mean Effective Pressure and higher efficiency.
Variation of thermal efficiency and mean effective pressure with variation of
compression ratiois shown in Fig. 44.4.



1-2-3-4-1 Diesel cycle.



1-2‘-3‖-4‖-1 Diesel cycle with higher CR,



1-2-3‘-4‘-1 Diesel cycle with more heat input

Fig. 44.2. Effect of compression ratio and heat input on mean effective pressure&Thermal
efficiency
Fig. 44.3. Thermal efficiency vs compression ratio of Ideal Diesel cycle

Fig. 44.4. Thermal efficiency / pm vs compression ratio/ heat addition
Problem 44.1: A Diesel air standard cycle has a compression ratio of 15. The lowest and
highest temperature of the cycle are 27°C and 1627 °C respectively. The pressure at the
beginning of compression is 1 bar. Calculate (a) the pressures and temperatures at the salient
points of the cycle, (b) the heat supplied; (c) the heat rejected; (d) net work output, (e)
efficiency; (f) clearance, (g) cut-off and (h) mep.
Solution:
Given: Compression ratio, rv = = 15;
Lowest temperature of the cycle, t1 = 27°C

or

T1 = 27+273 = 300 K;

Highest temperature of the cycle, t3 = 1627 °C

or

T3= 1627+273 = 1900 K;

Pressure at the beginning of compression, p1 = 1 bar.

(a) Determine the pressures and temperatures at the salient points of the cycle:
For isentropic process 1-2, we have
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T2 = T1 rvγ-1 = 300 x (15) 0.4 = 886 K or 613°C

p2 = P1 rγ= 1 x 151.4 = 44.3 bar
For constant pressure process 2-3, we have
p3 = p2 = 44.3 bar
For isentropic process 3-4, we have
T4 = T3 rvγ-1 = 1900 x (0.143)0.4 = 873 K or 600 oC
Finding unknown, ;
= 0.143
Therefore,
p4 = 44.3 x 0.1431.4 = 2.91 bar
(b) Determine the heat supplied qin ;
Formula: Heat supplied, qin = Cp (T3 - T2)
Answer: Heat supplied, qin = Cp (T3 - T2) = 1.005 (1900 - 886) = 1019.07 kJ/kg/cycle
(c) Determine the heat rejected, qout ;
Formula: Heat rejected = qout = Cv (T4 - T1)
Answer: Heat rejected = qout = Cv (T4 - T1) = 0.718 (873-300) = 411.41 kJ/kg/cycle
(d) Determine the net work output, w ;
Formula: Net work output, w = qin – qout
Answer: Net work output, w = qin – qout = 1019.07 - 411.41 = 607.66 kJ/kg/cycle
(e) Determine thermal efficiency, ;
Formula: Efficiency,
Answer: Efficiency, = 59.63%
(f) Determine the clearance,
Formula:

Clearance =

Finding unknown, v1 and v2 :
v1 = = = 0.861 m3/kg
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rv = = 15
or

v2 = = = 0.0574 m3/kg
Answer: Clearance =

= 0.07143 of stroke

(g) Determine the cut-off
Formula: cut-off =
Finding unknown, v3 :
For constant pressure process 2-3, we have

or

= 2.145
v3 = 2.145 v2 = 2.145 × 0.0574= 0.123 m3/kg
Answer: cut-off = = 0.0818 of stroke

(h) Determine mean effective pressure, m.e.p. or pm ;
Formula:

m.e.p., pm =

Answer:

m.e.p., pm = = 756 kN/m2
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LESSON - 45 AIR CYCLES- DUAL CYCLE, AND THE COMPARISON OF OTTO, DIESEL
AND DUAL CYCLES
45.1. DUAL CYCLE OR LIMITED PRESSURE AIR CYCLE
The combustion process in a spark ignition engine does not occur exactly at constant volume,
nor does the combustion process in an actual compression ignition engine occur exactly at
constant pressure, therefore another idealized cycle known as Dual cycle has been developed
that more closely approximate the actual spark-ignition and compression-ignition engines.
The p-v and T-s diagrams of Dual cycle are shown in Fig. 45.1. In this cycle, part of heat
addition occurs at constant volume while the rest is at constant pressure. The dual cycle is
also called mixed or limited pressure cycle.
Air Standard Efficiency and Mean effective pressure of Dual cycle can be calculated as
follows:
Consider 1 kg of air
Heat addition at constant volume in process 2-3
= Cv (T3 − T2)
Heat addition at constant pressure in process 3-4
= Cp (T4 − T3)
Total heat added in process 2-3 and 3-4,
qin = [Cp (T3 −T2) − Cv (T4 – T1)]
Heat rejection at constant volume in process 5-1,
qout = Cv (T5 – T1)
Net work done during cycle,
wnet = qin − qout
= [Cv (T3 − T2) + Cp (T4 − T3)] − Cv (T5 − T1)
Air Standard Efficiency:
ηth =

…………….(45.1)
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This thermal efficiency can be converted in terms of measurable quantities as it was done for
Otto and Diesel cycle.
The Compression ratio (rv) is given by
……………………(45.2)
Pressure ratio (rp) is given by
and
Cutoff ratio (rc) is given by
For isentropic compression (1-2)
For constant volume process (2-3)
For constant pressure process (3-4)
For isentropic expansion process (4-5)
Put T2, T3, T4, and T5in equation (45.1)
Thermal efficiency of dual cycle is reduces to
Mean effective pressure, pm:
Generally, it is defined as the ratio of the net workdone to the displacement volume of the
piston.
bar
Now, express mean effective pressure in easily measurable quantities as given below:
.......................................... (45.3)
But from equation (45.2), we have
Put T2, T3, T4, T5 and (v1-v2) in equation (45.3)
Therefore, pm
where, rv = compression ratio = v1/v2
rc = cut-off ratio = v4/v3
rp = explosion ratio = p3/p2
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Important points
1. Increase in compression ratio (CR) increases Efficiency and Mean effective pressure.
As efficiency and mean effective pressure increase in both Otto and Diesel cycles with
increase in CR, they have to increase in dual cycle as well. This can be proved on the same
lines as it was done for Otto and Diesel cycles.
2. For dual cycle, efficiency depends not only on compression ratio but also on how much
heat is added at constant volume and constant pressure. For same amount of heat added,
efficiency will increase if its share in constant volume heat addition is increased and vice
versa.
Proof:
To see the above effect, compare cycle 1-2-3-4-5-1, Cycle 1-2-3‘-4‘-5‘-1 and Cycle 1-2-3‖-4‖-5‖1 of Fig. 44.2.
So we can say that if portion of heat added at constant volume is increased (total heat added
remaining same), the efficiency increases & vice-versa.
For diesel cycle, we noticed that with increase in cut-off ratio the efficiency decreases. But we
need some time for solid injection of diesel oil into cylinder. In dual cycle, injection of fuel
starts little before piston reaches TDC. So cut-off ratio of dual cycle is less than that of diesel
cycle so its efficiency will be higher than diesel cycle for same compression ratio. For rp =1,
efficiency becomes equal to that of diesel cycle. For rc =1, efficiency becomes equal to that of
Otto cycle.
3. Increase in heat input either due to increase in rp or rc increases mean effective pressure
‘pm’.
This can be seen by drawing comparative p-v diagrams of dual cycle with different heat
inputs.


1-2-3-4-5-1 Dual cycle,



1-2-3‘-4‘-5‘-1 Dual cycle with same heat input but higher rpand lower rc ,



1-2-3‖-4‖-5‖-1 Dual cycle with same heat input but lower rpand higher rc
Fig. 45.2. Effect of ‘CR’, ‘rp’& ‘rc’ on mean effective pressure & thermal efficiency.

45.2. COMPARISON OF OTTO, DIESEL & DUAL CYCLES ALL HAVING SAME
COMPRESSION RATIO (CR) AND HEAT INPUT
The Otto cycle is most efficient cycle followed by dual & diesel cycles,all having same CR
and heat input.
Proof:
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To proof the above statement, comparethe Otto cycle 1-2-3-4, Dual cycle 1-2-2‘-3‘-4‘ and
Diesel cycle1-2-3‖-4‖in Fig. 45.3.
Therefore, Otto cycle is most efficient cycle followed by dual & diesel cycles.


1-2-3-4 Otto cycle ,



1-2-3‖-4‖ Diesel cycle,



1-2-2‘-3‘-4‘ Dual cycle

Fig. 45.3. Otto, Diesel & Dual cycles all having same CR and heat input
Problem 45.1: An engine working on dual cycle has bore of 20 cm & stroke of 40 cm.
Compression ratio is 14.5 & pressure ratio at constant volume heat addition process is 1.5.
The constant volume heat addition cut-off takes place at 4.9 % of the stroke. Assume = 1.4,
find air standard efficiency.
Solution:
Given: Bore of the cylinder, d = 20 cm = 0.2 m;
Stroke of the cylinder, L = 40 cm = 0.4 m;
Stroke volume, Vs = (V1-V2) = x (d)2 x L
=

x (20)2 x 40 = 12571.4 cm3

Compression ratio, rv = = 14.5;
Pressure ratio, rp = = 1.5
(V4-V3) = 4.9% of the stroke volume
= 0.049 Vs
γ = 1.4
Determine the air standard efficiency, ;
METHOD-I
Formula:
Finding unknown rc ;

Finding unknown V3 and V4 ;
= 14.5
= 14.5
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1 = 14.5
= 14.5- 1 = 13.5
V3 = = = 930 cm3
(V4-V3) = 0.049 Vs
or

V4 = V3 + 0.049 Vs
= V3 + 0.049 x 12571.4 = 1545 cm3 ;
rc = = = 1.66

Answer: = 1 −
=1−
= 0.627 or 62.7%
METHOD-II
Formula: Air standard efficiency,
or
[Hint: Find all temperatures ‗T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5‘ as a function of ‗T‘ then substitute
them in the above equation and T will get cancelled].
Finding unknown, T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 as a function of T;
Assume T3 = T ;
For constant pressure process (3-4), we have
Finding unknown V3 and V4 ;
= 14.5
= 14.5
1 + = 14.5
= 14.5- 1 = 13.5
V3 =
= = 930 cm3
Also (V4-V3) = 0.049 Vs
or

V4 = V3 + 0.049 Vs
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= V3 + 0.049 x 12571.4 = 1545 cm3
For isentropic expansion (4-5), we have
Finding unknown, V5 ; We have,
V5 = V1 = V3 + Vs = 930 + 12571.4 = 13501.4 cm3
= 1.66 × T × (0.1144)0.41 = 0.68244 T
For constant volume process (2-3), we have
For isentropic compression (1-2), we have
T1 =
=

= 0.23 T
Answer:
= 1−
= 1−
= 0.639 or 63.9%
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LESSON - 46 MEASUREMENT OF IP, BP AND HEAT BALANCE CALCULATIONS
(NOT INVOLVING COMBUSTION)
46.1. ENGINE POWER
46.1.1. Indicated Power (IP)
Indicated power is defined as the power developed inside the engine cylinder. In measuring
the indicated power, the first step is to calculate the mean effective pressure from the
indicator diagram.
Method of determining the mean effective pressure (mep) from the indicator diagram
The actual indicator diagram of 4 stroke petrol engine has been shown in Fig. 46.1.
The mean effective pressure, pm is calculated from actual indicator diagram by the following
equation:
pm = x spring scale in bar/cm
where, pam is expressed in bar
Net area of indicator diagram (cm2) = Area of power loop – area of pumping loop
= Net work done /cycle
The area of indicator diagram is measured either by counting squares on graph paper or by
use of planimeter.
46.1.1.1. Indicated Power (IP) for single cylinder engine:
From eqn. (42.1), Work done/cycle = 100 pm.Vs= 100 pm.A . L
where,

kJ

A = area of cross-section of piston, m2 ;

L = stroke of

engine, m ;
pm = mean effective pressure in bars.
Work done/min. = (Work done/cycle) .(No of cycles per min.)
Indicated Power of engine =
=

, kW
, hp

where, nc = no. of cycles/min. = ;

nmc = no. of missed cycles per min,

N = speed of the engine, revolutions per min. (rpm),

and
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S = number of strokes required to complete one cycle for a particular engine (S = 2
and 4 for 2-strokes and 4 – strokes engines respectively)
Indicated Power (IP) =

, kW

46.1.1.2. Indicated Power (ip) for multi cylinder engine:
Indicated Power output (IP) = , kW
where, x = number of cylinder
46.1.2. Brake Power (BP)
It is useful power available at the crank shaft or clutch shaft. The brake power is less than
indicated power because of the following losses as power flows from the cylinder to the
crank shaft.
i)
Friction between the cylinder surface and piston rings, in bearings, gears, valve
mechanism etc.
ii) Resistance of air to fly wheel rotation
iii) Power required to drive auxiliaries – fuel pump, lubrication pump, radiator circulation
pump etc.
Method of measuring brake power (BP)
For calculating brake power, toque is measured by coupling a device called dynamometer
to the engine output shaft. Dynamometer are of electrical or mechanical type. Further,
mechanical dynamometer is either belt or rope brake type.
Figure 46.2 shows a rope brake dynamometer. In this dynamometer, two or more ropes of
equal lengths are wrapped once round the rim of the wheel, known as brake wheel, fixed on
the engine shaft where BP is to be measured. Four or five U-shaped blocks are located at
different points of the rim of the wheel so that rope is held in position.
A spring balance S to which one end of the rope is attached, is suspended from a beam of a
greater height than the wheel E. The other end carries a load W which hangs freely from the
wheel. The hanging load W opposes the rotation of the wheel where as the pull S of the
spring is in the direction of rotation. Water is supplied to cool the brake drum as the work is
converted into friction.
The reading is taken at a constant speed of N in r.p.m.
Let Diameter of the wheel

=D

Diameter of the rope

=d

Weight of the hanging load

=W

,m
,m
,N
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Spring balance reading

=S

,N

Effective circumference of the brake wheel = π (D+d)

,m

Effective load

,N

= (W - S)

Effective distance of effective load from axis of rotation = Reff =
Torque applied corresponding to effective load, T = (W-S). Reff
Work absorb by the brake per revolution

,m
, N-m

= (W-S). 2π .Reff

= 2π .T
Revolutions of brake or revolution of engine shaft = N
Brake power (BP)

=

,r.p.m.

; kW

46.1.3. Friction Power (FP)
Friction power loss includes loss of power due to sum of all losses (mentioned in above
section) which make brake power less than indicated power.
Therefore, Friction Power, FP = (IP – BP)

; kW

FP increases proportionately with square of speed (N2). For fixed speed i.e. r.p.m. , FP is
nearly constant.
46.2. HEAT BALANCE SHEET
Refer Fig. 46.3. Heat energy is supplied to the engine by the combustion of fuel. Out of total
heat supplied by the fuel to the engine some part of heat is converted into BP, some part is
lost through exhaust gases & cooling water and the remaining part of heat is lost from the
engine to the surroundings through frictional and radiative and convective heat losses taken
as heat unaccounted. Sheet showing all these energy transactions is called heat balance sheet.
Calculations for these quantities are made in the following way:
Heat supplied by the fuel, Qfuel
Qfuel = . CV

; kW

where, (kg/s) is flow rate of fuel into the engine & CV is its calorific value of fuel
(kJ/kg).
Heat converted into B.P, QBP
Heat converted into Brake power is measured by dynamometer as discussed in lecture 42.
QBP = BP =

; kW

where N is speed of the shaft

; r.p.m.
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T is torque = (W-S). Reff

; N-m

Heat lost through cooling water, Qw
Heat lost to cooling water is given the following equation
Qw = mw,cyl Cw (Tcyl,wo – Tcyl,wi)

; kW

where mw,cy is mass flow rate of water in the jacket of cylinder (kg/s),
Cw is specific heat of water (kJ/kg K),
Tcyl,wo & Tcyl,wi are outlet & inlet temperatures of water (K).
Heat lost through exhaust gases, Qg
To find heat lost through exhaust gases, these are passed through calorimeter (basically a
heat exchanger) as shown in Fig. 46.4 where these gases exchange heat with water.
The heat exchange in the calorimeter is given by

Where, mw,cal is mass flow rate of water in the calorimeter (kg/s)
Cw is specific heat of water (kJ/kg K),
Tcal wo & Tcal,wi are outlet & inlet temperatures of water in calorimeter (K).
Then heat carried away by exhaust gases is given by the following equation:
Qg =

; kW

where, Tgo & Tgi are the temperatures of exhaust gases at outlet & inlet of the calorimeter.
Ta is the ambient temperature
Heat unaccounted, Qunaccounted
Heat lost by friction, radiation and convection
Qunaccounted = Qfuel – [QBP + Qw + Qg ]

; kW

Heat balance sheet
Heat balance sheet may be put in tabular form as : —
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LESSON - 47 ENGINE EFFICIENCIES AND PERFORMANCE
47.1. ENGINE EFFICIENCIES AND PERFORMANCE
47.1.1. Mechanical Efficiency (ηm)
It is the ratio of engine BP to engine IP.
(normally = 70 - 90-%)
Mechanical efficiency is a measure of mechanical perfection of engine or its ability to transmit
the power developed in the cylinder to drive the shaft. For stationary power plants which
run at constant speed, mechanical efficiency increases with increase in load (BHP).
Because,

ηm =

As for fixed speed i.e. for constant r.p.m, FP is almost constant. Therefore Increase in BP
means increase in ηm
47.1.2. Thermal Efficiency
It is defined as power produced by the engine per unit heat energy consumed by it per unit
time.
Indicated Thermal Efficiency (ηith) = ;
where, is mass flow rate of fuel into the engine & CV is calorific value of fuel.
Brake thermal efficiency (ηbth) =
47.1.3. Volumetric efficiency
It applies to 4-stroke engines. It is defined as the ratio of volume (referred to NTP) of
air/charge admitted to the engine cylinder during suction stroke to the displacement volume
of cylinder. Charge efficiency is another parameter similar to volumetric efficiency. It is
defined as the ratio of mass of air/charge admitted to the engine cylinder during suction
stroke to the mass of air/charge corresponding to displacement volume of cylinder at NTP.
ηcharge =

; ρ is density of air/charge at NTP , vs is stroke volume

47.1.4. Scavenge efficiency
It applies to 2-stroke engines. It is the measure of extent to which burnt gases are removed
from the cylinder & cylinder is filled with fresh air/charge.
ηscavenge =
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where, ma is mass of air/charge retained in the cylinder for compression, v c is clearance
volume , vs is swept volume; ρ is density of air/charge at NTP or at scavenging temperature
& pressure.
47.1.5. Relative efficiency
It is defined as ratio of actual thermal efficiency to ideal cycle efficiency for same compression
ratio. Depending upon actual thermal efficiency taken, it is called indicated or brake relative
efficiency.
ηindicated relative efficiency =
ηbrake relative efficiency

=

47.1.6. Specific fuel consumption (sfc)
It is defined as mass of fuel consumed by engine per unit energy produced by it.
isfc = ;

bsfc = ; kg/kWh

where, 'isfc' is indicated specific fuel consumption,
consumption and is mass flow rate of fuel into the engine.

'bsfc' is brake specific fuel

47.2. PERFORMANCE OF ENGINES
Engine performance means how well an engine is putting out or doing its job with relation to
the energy supplied in or how effectively it provides energy in relation to some comparable
engines.
IC engines are designed to produce their maximum efficiency at a certain speed, depending
on the type of engine. Tests carried out on these engines show that, as the speed increases,
the efficiency will increase until the speed for maximum efficiency is reached; if the speed is
still further increased the efficiency will fall. The hourse-power also increases with the speed,
and will continue to increase after the speed for maximum efficiency is passed, but there will
be a more rapid increase in the fuel consumption beyond this speed. If the speed is still
further increased the horse-power will reach its maximum, after which it decreases on any
further increase of speed.
In Fig. 47.1 curves are plotted for a high speed spark ignition IC engine showing IP, BP,
mechanical efficiency, and brake specific fuel consumption, on a base representing the
engine speed in revs. per min. The brake specific fuel consumption is a measure of overall
efficiency of the engine. The best speed of this engine is the speed of 1300 rpm at which the
brake specific fuel consumption will be a minimum; at this speed the engine is producing
power at the least cost. It will be noticed from these curves that although more power can be
developed by speeding-up this engine above the speed for maximum efficiency, the cost per
BP will be increased by so doing, as the brake specific fuel consumption increases at a great
rate.
The curves obtained from tests on a compression ignition IC engine having compression ratio
of 16.5:1 are shown in Fig 47.2 and Fig. 47.3. In Fig. 47.2 the curves are plotted for brake
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specific fuel consumption, brake power, and brake mean effective pressure, on a base
representing the engine speed in rpm. It is noticed that minimum specific fuel consumption
occurs at a speed of 1370 rpm; this condition corresponds to the maximum efficiency and is
the most economical speed for the engine when running under the conditions used in the
test. If the speed is increased beyond this amount, the brake specific fuel consumption
increases and efficiency is consequently reduced. The BP curve shows that the brake power
increases with the speed throughout the whole range; hence, the maximum power does not
occur at the condition for maximum efficiency. The brake mean effective pressure appears to
have its maximum value at a speed slightly above the most economical speed.
A curve showing the variation of brake specific fuel consumption, with BP obtained during
these tests, is shown in Fig. 47.3. It will be noticed from the curve that the most economical
condition occurs when the engine is developing between 14.5 and 20 BP.
Curves showing the variation of b.m.e.p. and specific fuel consumption with mixture
strength for the engine are shown in Fig. 47.4; these were obtained during tests at constant
speed.
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LESSON - 48 NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
Problem 48.1: A two stroke cycle internal combustion engine has a mean effective pressure of
6 bar. The speed of the engine is 1000 r.p.m. If the diameter of piston and stroke are 110 mm
and 140 mm respectively, find the indicated power developed.
Solution:
Given: No. of strokes per cycle for the engine, S = 2;
Actual mean effective pressure, pam = 6 bar;
Engine speed, N = 1000 r.p.m;
Diameter of the piston, D = 110 mm = 0.11 m;
Stroke length, L = 140 mm = 0.14 m;
No. of cylinders = 1;
No. of missed cycle, nmc = 0;
Determine the indicated power developed, I.P.:
Formula: Indicated power developed, IP = × (No. of cylinders), kW
=

× (No. of cylinders)

Answer:

Indicated

[

nmc = 0]

power, I.P = ×
= 13.3 kW

(No.

of

cylinders)

Problem 48.2: A 4-cylinder four-stroke petrol engine develops 14.7 kW at 1000 r.p.m. The
mean effective pressure is 5.5 bar, Calculate the bore and stroke of the engine, if the length of
stroke is 1.5 times the bore.
Solution:
Given: Number of cylinder, ncyl = 4;
No. of strokes per cycle for the engine, S = 4;
Power developed, I.P. = 14.7 kW;
Engine speed, N = 1000 r.p.m.;
Actual mean effective pressure, Pam = 5.5 bar;
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Length of stroke, L = 1.5 D (bore);
No. of missed cycle, nmc = 0.
Determine the bore, D and stroke, L of the engine:
Formula: Indicated power developed, IP = × (No. of cylinders), kW
=

× (No. of cylinders)

[

nmc = 0]

=
or
Answer: Diameter, D

= 0.0879 or 87.9 mm

and

Length of stroke, L = 1.5 D = 1.5 x 87.9 = 131.8 mm.
Problem 48.3: A rope brake was used to measure the brake power of a single cylinder, four
stroke cycle petrol engine. It was found that the torque due to brake load is 175 N-m and the
engine makes 500 r. p.m. Determine the brake power developed by the engine.
Solution:
Given: Torque due to brake load, T = 175 N-m .
Engine speed, N = 500 r.p.m.
Determine the brake power, B.P. ;
Formula: Brake power, B.P. =
Answer:

Brake power, B.P. = = = 9.16 kW

Problem 48.4: A single cylinder, four stroke cycle oil engine is fitted with a rope brake. The
diameter of the brake wheel is 600 mm and the rope diameter is 26 mm. The dead load on the
brake is 200 N and the spring balance reads 30 N. If the engine runs at 450 r.p.m. what will be
the brake power of the engine?
Solution:
Given: Diameter of the brake wheel, Db = 600 mm = 0.6 m
Rope diameter, d = 26 mm = 0.026 m
Dead load on the brake, W= 200 N
Spring balance reading, S = 30 N
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Engine speed, N = 450 r.p.m.
Determine the brake power, B.P.
Formula: Brake power, B.P. = =
Finding unknown, Reff :
Reff = = 0.313 m
Answer: Brake power, B.P. =
= 2.5 kW
Problem 48.5: The following data refers to an oil engine working on Otto four stroke cycle
Brake power

= 14.7 kW

Suction pressure

= 0.9 bar

Mechanical efficiency

= 80%

Ratio of compression

=5

Index of compression curve

= 1.35

Index of expansion curve

= l.3

Maximum explosion pressure

= 24 bar

Engine speed
Ratio of stroke: bore (L/D)

= 1000 r.p.m.
= 1.5

Determine the diameter and stroke of the piston?
Solution:
Given: Brake power, b.p. = 14.7 kW;
Suction pressure, p1 = 0.9 bar;
Mechanical efficiency, ηmech = 80%;
Compression ratio, rv = = 5;
Index of compression curve, nc = 1.35;
Index of expansion curve, ne = l.3;
Maximum explosion pressure, p3 = 24 bar;
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Engine speed, N = 1000 r.p.m.;
Ratio of stroke: bore, L/D = 1.5 we have L = 1.5D;
No. of missed cycle, nmc = 0;
Number of cylinder, ncyl = 1;
Number of strokes per cycle for the engine, S = 4;
Determine the diameter (D) and stroke length (L) of the piston:
Formula:

Indicated power of engine,

Finding unknown, ptm and I.P.;
Finding unknown, ptm ;
Theoretical Mean effective pressure,
Finding unknown, W ;
Theoretical work done/cycle, W = Area 1-2-3-4
= (Area under the curve 3-4) – (Area under the curve 1-2)
, therefore we have
Finding unknown P2,
Considering compression process 1-2, we have
= 8.78
P2 = P1 × 8.78 = 0.9 × 8.78 = 7.9 bar
Finding unknown P4,
Considering compression process 3-4, we have
= 8.1
P4 = = 2.96 bar
By substituting p1, p2, p3 and p4, we have theoretical work done/cycle,
W=
= 105 [20.98 V3]

N-m

Theoretical Mean effective pressure,
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ptm =
= 105 x 5.245 N/m2

or

5.245 bar

Finding unknown, I.P. ;
I.P. = = 18.37 kW
Answer: Diameter of piston, D =
= 0.142 m
and length of the stroke, L = 1.5D = 1.5 x 0.142 = 0.213 m
Problem 48.6: The following readings were taken during the test of a single cylinder four
stroke oil engine:
Cylinder diameter = 250 mm,
bar

Stroke length = 400 mm,

Gross m.e.p. = 7

Pumping m.e.p. = 0.5 bar,
brake = 1080 N,

Engine speed = 250 r.p.m.,

Net load on the

Effective diameter of the brake = 1.5 m;

Fuel used per hour = 10 kg

Calorific value of fuel = 44300 kJ/kg
Calculate: (i) Indicated power
Indicated thermal efficiency.

(ii) Brake power

(iii) Mechanical efficiency

Solution:
Given: Cylinder diameter, D =250 mm = 0.25 m;
Stroke length, L= 400 mm = 0.4 m;
Gross m.e.p., (pam)gross= 7 bar;
Pumping m.e.p., (pam)pumping = 0.5 bar;
Net Pam = (pam)gross- (pam)pumping = 7 – 0.5 = 6.5 bar,
Engine speed, N = 250 r.p.m. ,
Net load on the brake, (W-S) = 1080 N,
Effective diameter of the brake Db= 1.5 m i.e. Reff =
Fuel used per hour,

= 0.00277 kg/s

Calorific value of fuel, C.V. = 44300 kJ/kg;
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Number of cylinders, ncyl = 1;
Number of stroke, S = 4.
Number of missed cycle, nmc = 0
(i) Determine indicated power, I.P. ;
Formula: Indicated power, I.P. =
Answer:
=

Indicated power, I.P. =

= 26.59 kW

(ii) Determine brake power, B.P. ;
Formula:

Brake power, B.P. =

Answer:

Brake power, B.P. =

= = 21.2 kW
(iii) Determine mechanical efficiency, ηmech ;
Formula: Mechanical efficiency, ηmech =
Answer:

Mechanical efficiency, ηmech = = = 0.797 or 79.7%

(iv) Determine indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th ;
Formula: Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th =
Answer:

Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th = = 0.216 or 21.6%

Problem 48.7: The following particulars were obtained during a trial on a 4-stroke gas
engine:
Duration of trial = 1 hour;
missed cycle = 500
Net brake load = 1470 N;
effective pressure = 7.5 bar;

Revolutions = 14000;

Number of

Effective brake circumference = 4 m;

Cylinder diameter = 250 mm;
ratio = 6.5:1

Stroke = 400 mm;

Gas consumption = 20,000 litres

L.C.V of gas at supply condition = 21 kJ/litre

Calculate: (i) Indicated power (ii) Brake power
thermal efficiency (v) Relative efficiency,

Mean
Compression

(iii) Mechanical efficiency (iv) Indicated

Solution:
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Given: Number of strokes, S = 4;
Duration of trial = 1 hour;
Revolutions, N = = 66.67 r.p.m.;
Number of missed cycle, nmc = ;
Net brake load, (W-S) = 1470 N;
Mean effective pressure, Pam = 7.5 bar;
Gas consumption, Vg = 20,000 litres = = 5.55 litres/s;
L.C.V of gas at supply condition, C.V. = 21 kJ/litre
Cylinder diameter, d = 250 mm = 0.25 m;
Stroke length, L = 400 mm = 0.4 m;
Effective brake circumference
No. of cylinder = 1;
Compression ratio = 6.5:1

or

rv = 6.5

(i) Determine indicated power
Formula: Indicated power, I.P. =
Answer:

Indicated power, I.P. =
= = 24.53 kW.

(ii) Determine brake power, B.P. ;
Formula:

Brake power, B.P. =

Answer:

Brake power, B.P. =
= = 22.86 kW

(iii) Determine mechanical efficiency, ηmech ;
Formula: Mechanical efficiency, ηmech =
Answer:

Mechanical efficiency, ηmech =

= 0.932 or 93.2%

(iv) Determine indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th;
Formula: Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th =
Answer:

Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th = = = 0.212 or 21.2%
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(v) Determine relative thermal efficiency, ηrelative ;
Formula: Relative efficiency,
Finding unknown, ηair-standard

;

ηair-standard = = 0.527 or 52.7%
Answer: Relative efficiency,

ηrelative =

= 0.4023 or 40.23%
Problem 48.8: In a test of a 4-cylinder, 4 stroke engine 75mm bore and 100 mm stroke, the
following results were obtained at full throttle at a particular constant speed and with fixed
setting of fuel supply of 6.0 kg/h.
B.P. with all cylinder working = 15.6 kW
B.P. with cylinder no. 1 cut out = 11.1 kW
B.P. wirh cylinder no. 2 cut out = 11.03 kW
B.P. with cylinder no. 3cut out = 10.88 kW
B.P. with cylinder no. 4 cut out = 10.66 kW
If the calorific value of the fuel is 83600 kJ/kg and clearance volume is 0.0001 m3,
Calculate: (i) Mechanical efficiency, (ii) Indicated thermal efficiency, and (iii) Air standard
efficiency.
Solution:
Given: Number of cylinders, ncyl = 4;
Number of stroke, S = 4.
Cylinder diameter, D =75 mm = 0.075 m;
Stroke length, L= 100 mm = 0.1 m;
Fuel used per hour, mf = 6.0 kg/h
Calorific value of the fuel, C.V. = 83600 kJ/kg;
Clearance volume, Vc = 0.0001 m3
B.P. with all cylinder working, BP(1+2+3+4) = 15.6 kW
B.P. with cylinder no. 1 cut out, BP(2+3+4) = 11.1 kW
B.P. wirh cylinder no. 2 cut out BP(1+3+4) = 11.03 kW
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B.P. with cylinder no. 3cut out, BP(1+2+4) = 10.88 kW
B.P. with cylinder no. 4 cut out, BP(1+2+3) = 10.66 kW
(1) Determine the mechanical efficiency, ηmech :
Formula:
Finding unknown, I.P. (1+2+3+4) ;
Assuming that the engine is running at constant speed with all cylinder firing/working. As
the engine is running at constant speed, the frictional and pumping losses remains constant
= FP(1+2+3+4).
The indicated power when all cylinders firing is given by
IP(1+2+3+4) = BP(1+2+3+4) + FP(1+2+3+4)
Now, assuming that the engine is running with cylinder 1 cut-off but at same constant speed
as when all cylinders are working. As the engine is running at constant speed, the frictional
and pumping losses remains constant
= FP(1+2+3+4).
The indicated power when cylinder ‗1‘ cut off is given by
IP(2+3+4) = BP(2+3+4) + FP(1+2+3+4)
The Indicated power of cylinder ‗1‘ when all cylinder firing can be calculated by subtracting
above two equations
IP1 = BP(1+2+3+4) - BP(2+3+4) = 15.6 - 11.1 = 4.5 kW
Similarly Indicated power of cylinders ‗2‘, ‗3‘, and ‗4‘ when all cylinder firing can be
calculated
IP2 = BP(1+2+3+4) - BP(1+3+4) = 15.6 - 11.03 = 4.57 kW
IP3 = BP(1+2+3+4) - BP(1+ 2+4) = 15.6 - 10.88 = 4.72 kW
IP4 = BP(1+2+3+4) - BP(1+2+3) = 15.6 – 10.66 = 4.94 kW
Therefore, total indicated power of all the engine when all cylinder firing/working is
IP(1+2+3+4) = IP1 + IP2 + IP3 + IP4
= 4.5 + 4.57 + 4.72 + 4.94 = 18.73 kW
Answer:

Mechanical efficiency, ηmech
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= 0.833 or

83.3%

(2) Determine indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th ;
Formula: Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th =
Answer:

Indicated thermal efficiency, ηi,th=

= 0.1344 or 13.44%

(3) Air-standard efficiency, ηair-standard ;
Formula: Indicated thermal efficiency, ηair-standard = 1 −
Finding unknown, rv ;
Compression ratio, rv =
Finding unknown, VS ;
Stroke volume, VS =
= 0.0004417 m3
rv = = 5.4
Answer: Air-standard efficiency, ηair-standard = 1 − =
= 0.49

or

49%

Problem 48.9: During a trial of a single cylinder oil engine working on dual cycle, the
following observations were made:
Compression ratio = 15,
kJ/kg

Oil consumption 10.2 kg/h,

Air consumption = 3.8 kg/min
186 N-m

Speed = 1900 r.p.m.

Quantity of cooling water used = 15.5 kg/min,
water = 36°C,
Exhaust gas temperature = 410°C,
1.17 kJ/kg K

Calorific value of fuel= 43890
Torque on the brake drum =
Temperature rise of cooling

Room temperature = 20°C,

CP for exhaust gases

Calculate: (i) Brake power,
(ii) Brake specific fuel consumption, and
(iii) Brake thermal efficiency.
(iv) Also draw heat balance sheet on minute basis.
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Solution:
Given: Compression ratio, rv = 15;
Oil consumption, = 10.2 kg/h;
Calorific value of fuel, C.V.= 43890 kJ/kg;
Air consumption, = 3.8 kg/min;
Speed, n = 1900 rpm;
Torque on the brake drum, T = 186 N-m;
Quantity of cooling water used, = 15.5 kg/min;
Temperature rise of cooling water, (Two -TWi) = 36°C;
Exhaust gas temperature, Tg = 410°C;
Room temperature, Ta = 20°C;
CP for exhaust gases = 1.17;
Number of missed cycle, nmc = 0;
No. of cylinder = 1.
(i) Determine brake power, B.P. ;
Formula:

Brake power, B.P. =

Answer:

Brake power, B.P. =
= = 37 kW

(ii) Brake specific fuel consumption, b.s.f.c. ;
Formula:

Brake specific fuel consumption, b.s.f.c. =

Answer:

Brake specific fuel consumption, b.s.f.c. =

,kg/kWh

= = 0.2756 kg/kWh
(iii) Determine brake thermal efficiency, ηi,th;
Formula: Brake thermal efficiency, ηi,th =
Answer:

Brake thermal efficiency, ηi,th = = = 0.2975 or 29.75%

(iv) Determine heat balancing (minute basis):
Heat balance sheet (minute basis)
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Finding unknown of the sheet:
Heat supplied by the fuel per minute
= = 7461 kJ/min
(a) Heat equivalent of B.P.
= B.P. x 60 = 37 x 60 = 2220 kJ/kg
(b) Heat carried away by cooling water
= x Cpw (Two -TWi) = 15.5 x 4.18 x 36 = 2332 kJ/min
(c) Heat carried away by exhaust gases
= x Cpg x (Tg- Ta) = = 1811 kJ/min
(d) Heat unaccounted for (by difference)
= 7461 – [2220 + 2332 + 1811] = 1098 kJ/min
Answer:

Heat balance sheet (minute basis)
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